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SUMMARY

This research aims to develop and evaluate a design framework for creating
digital devices that support the exploration of animal behaviors in the wild. In order to
carry out this work, it both studies ethology’s foundational ideas through literature and
also examines the contemporary principles at a rainforest field station through on-site
ethnographies, workshops, design projects, and interactive performances.

Based upon these personal and practical investigations, this research then
synthesizes a framework to support digital-ethological practice. Finally, this framework is
utilized to design additional ethological expeditions and activities in order to assess the
framework itself. The resulting framework encourages digital technology that supports
four key concepts. Technological Agency pushes for devices that promote understanding
of their own internal functions. The tenet of Contextual Crafting leads designers and
ethologists to create devices in close proximity to their intended use. Behavioral
Immersion promotes visceral interactions between the digital and organismal agents
involved. Finally, Open-Endedness challenges researchers to create adaptable tools
which strive to generate questions rather than answering them. Overall, this research,
referred to as Digital Naturalism, explores a developing design space for computers in the
wild.
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CHAPTER ONE
DIGITAL NATURALISM
ETHOLOGY AND THE BEHAVIORAL MEDIUM

1.1 Introduction
Digital Naturalism originally sprouted from my experiences working simultaneously in two
conceptually different laboratories at Georgia Tech. One lab studied how to design computers that let
people play and interact with their environments. The other wanted to harness the raw power of
computers to extract the secrets of animal behavior from nature. Both drew me into exploring the unique
challenges of working with computers, animals, and environments.

1.1.1 Digital World and Image Group
I initially came to the Digital Media graduate program to explore the avant-garde of computers as a new
form of communication. There I joined Michael Nitsche’s project studio, The Digital World and Image
Group. Together, we aspired to craft digital-physical performances to help people engage with each
other, their tools, or their environments in new ways. For instance, we created mobile apps for
subverting governmental restrictions against dancing, 1 electromagnetic paintbrushes for exploring
ancient water-marbling crafts, 2 and devices which mark digital territory through real-world urination. 3

1

(Quitmeyer, Andrew, Ansari, and Nitsche 2013)

2

(Nitsche, Quitmeyer, and Farina 2014)

3

(A Quitmeyer and Nitsche 2012)

1

Figure 1 - Images from the Ducks Feed People project

In one project, Ducks Feed People, we built and installed a robotic duck head in a park that took
commands from the actions of ducks in the lake below. Inverting the traditional power structure,
wherein humans toss bits of bread to prompt reactions from the ducks, the robot spit candy to the
humans above the waterline whenever the ducks gathered in a particular space. The project, with its
simple concept but difficult implementation, gave a small, initial taste of the intricacy and power
involved with developing these real-time situated experiences. The complex interconnections that
emerged from the environment, weather, humans, and computers in our projects illuminated the
potential for rich interactions through simple computation. I was captivated by the additional challenges
of ducks interacting with non-human creatures in their own territory in Ducks Feed People.
1.1.2 Bio-tracking
Working with animals and technology enhanced opportunities for explorative, unpredictable work. This
caused me to begin working in Georgia Tech’s Bio-tracking lab 4. Under the leadership of Tucker Balch,
I participated in, and eventually spearheaded, research to create state-of-the-art software for the
computational perception of animals. Our Bio-track Pack 5 suite of programs was designed to let
scientists automatically monitor the movements and interactions of multiple creatures simultaneously in
laboratory experiments. One sample goal would be to draw conclusions about ants’ foraging techniques

4
5

bio-tracking.org
http://www.bio-tracking.org/category/software/

2

by video recording multiple feeder stations, automatically tracking each of the visiting ants, and then
rapidly analyzing this information.

Figure 2 - Automated tracking of animals in the lab

The Bio-tracking lab also gave me my first peek into the peculiar research practices needed by of animal
behavior researchers. Our group collaborated with Stephen Pratt’s ant behavior research lab at Arizona
State University. Most of our lab’s research was completed as remote collaborations, sharing video data
and testing our software. Once a year during grant meetings, however, our labs met and personally
updated each other on biological and technological progress of the joint research. This was a chance for
the technologists to shadow our collaborators in the field and learn the intricacies of their process firsthand.
.

1.1.3 Difficulties
Unfortunately, the challenge of working with real animals replaced my initial fascination with
frustration. After years of working on our tracking software, it began to feel overly-complicated and
non-functional. The ants always seemed to find new complications to compromise our software’s
tracking algorithms, and the physical divide separating our laboratories to additionally hindered
development.
In the few times our labs were able to meet, the same discussions would be repeated over and over
again: The scientists pointed out difficulties or shortcomings of the software with different data, while
3

the engineers on our side responded with stricter limitations on how the scientists were supposed to use
these tools during their experiments. As the development of this software continued, it seemed
counterintuitive to force the scientists change their research processes to fit the needs of their tools.

During one of our joint meetings the scientists took the engineers into the field sites where they studied
the ants, and I first saw biologists as specialized artisans of their own important scientific technologies
and practices. They must wrestle with myriad difficulties both before and after the actual experiment.
One guide for animal behavior research directly describes this problem:
At first glance, studying behavior is easy, but as every budding ethologist quickly realizes, there
are a host of complex, practical, methodological, and analytical problems to solve before
designing and conducting the study. ‘How do you choose which species or which behavior to
study? What equipment will you need to observe and record behavior successfully? How do you
record data in the dark, in the wet, or without missing part of the action? How do you analyse and
interpret the data to yield meaningful information? 6

As opposed to the long, abstracted development time of our software being created inside a climatecontrolled laboratory, the scientists were rapidly confronting and solving the numerous different
challenges presented by the unique environment directly in the field.

These field biologists often deal with uncooperative, absconding, or hidden subjects: unpredictable shifts
in the weather, bodily fatigue, predation, and disease. 7 They often face many of these challenges arriving
at their basic research question for the experiment. For instance, during one field trip to capture test

6

(Lehner 1998, 3)

7

Martin and Bateson provide a similar description of the difficulties of field work on p. 20 - Martin, Paul, and
Patrick Bateson. Measuring Behaviour: An Introductory Guide. Cambridge University Press, 2007. Web. 25 Oct.
2013.
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footage, we spent the majority of our time building a large shade to counteract weather-related changes
in the lighting.

Working with scientists directly in the field, I realized perhaps my frustrations creating the biological
software stemmed from larger flaws in the overall design process of digital-behavioral tools.
1.1.4 New Research
Here I saw an opportunity to combine my research with the Digital World and Image Group to find
techniques that could benefit field biologists. Basing the design of the digital tools around the scientists,
animals, and their environment – instead of solely upon the targeted problems – could alleviate many of
the previous difficulties. Tools would be created in parallel with the development of the scientists’
questions and practices during their early research stages. Computational instruments could also be
designed not just for the experiments themselves, but to counter the difficulties surrounding initial
setups and observations, and provide new ways of exploring and sensing hidden factors in the
environment.
From these experiences, I developed a plan to work with these scientists in order to better understand the
entirety of their research process. By diving into the worlds of these animal behavior researchers, we
would discover a new design process to guide the development of digital tools based on the needs of the
scientists themselves.
1.2

Challenge: Ethology and Digital Media

1.2.1 Ethology
Ethologists, a name given to scientists studying the behaviors of animals in their natural environments,
thus became the primary stakeholders targeted by this research. Understanding the best ways to support
these scientists requires a deep analysis of ethology itself.

5

Studying animal actions dovetails into the development of many fields of science. As Bill Wcislo
explains:
Animal behavior is central to biology. Behavior is the interface between mechanistic and
ecological studies – what Marston Bates called ‘skin-in’ and ‘skin-out’ biology. It is the means by
which animals shape their environments, and determines the flow of energy and information
among organisms. 8

This field, however, has traditionally held an enigmatic position among the other scientific fields.
Whereas laboratory research typically venerates efficiency, control, and reduplication, the infinite
unpredictability of fieldwork pushed ethology to develop supplementary values. Biologists studying
animal behavior in the field have long defended the values of open-ended exploration 9 in natural
settings. Scholars like Niko Tinbergen and E.O. Wilson have endorsed such “seemingly aimless
wanderings in the fields” as indispensable to later “experimental analysis.” 10 Present-day ethologists
continue to press for such open-ended exploration. Martin concurs: “The value of broad description
arising from sheer curiosity should not be under-estimated.” 11

These principles of open-exploration derive from ethology’s roots in Romantic naturalism. Joining such
romanticism with techniques within scientific empiricism gives ethology a unique hybrid nature.
Operating as a chimera between humanistic and scientific academic institutions, this field often suffered

8

(“William Wcislo - Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute” 2015)

9

(Hölldobler and Wilson 1994)

10

(Tinbergen 1958, 306)

11

(Martin and Bateson 2007)
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challenges in its acceptance. 12 Its special intersection of positivism and naturalism, rigid
experimentation in conjunction with visceral, undirected natural engagement 13 gives ethology “an
inclusive approach that provides a way out of the fruitless nature/nurture dichotomy.” 14

The unique difficulties which challenge wildlife researchers inspire a need for personalized tool-making.
Few mass-produced instruments meet the specific requirements of a researcher’s desired interaction with
a wild animal living in a unique situation. Therefore, many field biologists find themselves crafting their
own tools. Tinbergen’s gull-head puppets 15 and Frisch’s rotatable bee hives 16 are examples of key
scientific tools built from scratch and formed by the research questions being asked.

Additional simple appendages are often improvised from the environment to extend the abilities of the
ethologists. Sticks, rocks, and piles of dirt can lengthen our reach, prod at different physical scales, or
modify the landscape. For instance, Hölldobler and Wilson discussed insights found when adapting parts
of their own bodies to interact with animals. Hölldobler describes,
…while waiting on the edge of a road for a car ride, Wilson succeeded in "milking" giant scale
insects surrounded by ants, simply by touching them with hairs from his head … (Such are the
informative pleasures that fill the idle hours of naturalists in the field.) 17
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Some of the most exalted experiments amongst these researchers are those that gathered enough
background intuition to manage multiple environmental and animal factors in elegant ways. For
instance, in one famous recent study of ant navigation over bleak shifting dunes in the Sahara,
Wittlinger, Wehner, and Wolf proved how ants counted their steps by gluing tiny stilts onto the ants’
legs. 18 This simple manipulation directly targeted the research question without greatly detracting from
other environmental influences. Such experimental elegance is created by meshing a deep understanding
of both theoretical literature as well as practical engagement with the creatures, environment, and
materials.

Digital technologies, with their abilities to create interactive behaviors, stand to grant even more
powerful, dynamic faculties to such open-ended exploration. However, one must always be wary of
blindly introducing technology into any practice. Instead of supporting a scientific endeavor, the new
devices can sometimes draw the researcher’s focus upon themselves (as our ant tracking software
appeared to become at times). For instance, one ethologist that I interviewed discussed the hurdles that
come with a reliance on certain technological setups:
I feel that [our] lab has gotten into something of a rut with one (sometimes great) experimental set
up. It is good, but now I think a lot of experiments are designed around the set-up rather than the
questions, and it limits the type of questions that we ask.

Thus, when incorporating a new technology, such as digital media into an existing field, it behooves the
scientists and designers alike to analyze how these devices can serve the practice.

18

(Wittlinger, Wehner, and Wolf 2006)
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1.2.2 Digital Media
The wildness and discovery of ethology, however, have generally contrasted with the traditional uses of
computers. Digital technology offers unprecedented new abilities to extend human analytical and
interactive abilities. As the ethologist Chauvin, points out, “The behavior of computers constitutes the
only possible analogy with animal behavior.” 19 The singular behavioral properties of digital technology
allow ethologists to generate sophisticated virtual models like those of Couzin, 20 Pratt, 21 and
Hrolenok. 22 Additionally, though, computers also allow ethologists to create behavioral interactions with
living creatures in the real world. Ryan’s “Robo-frog,” 23 for instance, can be programmed to move in
realistic ways, letting scientists ask dynamic questions in their experimental setup. Due to their
unparalleled advantages, computers “have become increasingly popular for collecting data in enclosure
and laboratory settings.” 24 However, Lehner warns scientists should “remember data loggers are only a
faster and more efficient way of collecting and storing data. They will not substitute for a poorly
designed study.” 25

This sentiment points to the dual-edged sword of computers’ present role within ethology. As Agre
notes, “computing has been constituted as a kind of imperialism; it aims to reinvent virtually every other
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site of practice in its own image.” 26 The extraordinary new abilities of digital technology can augment
the biologist’s abilities. At the same time, there is the danger that the computer’s affordances and
limitations also might force ethologists into unproductive patterns as they do not relate to their field.

Computers’ propensity for abstraction and disengagement from the physical world is a key challenge for
the incorporation of digital artifacts. Scholars like Suchman and Agre have argued that all research
practices, “even the most analytic, [are] fundamentally concrete and embodied.” 27 They encourage a
basic shift from the design of large singularly powerful or intelligent artifacts to those which make use
of and function with the networks of interactions constituting their target environments. Instead of
designing technology strictly in the laboratory and in the manner of a disembodied brain, it becomes
necessary to explore and design within the specific sites or sociological contexts the devices are used.

As Agre notes, an artifact developed in a computer science laboratory incorporates assumptions, values,
and challenges from its environment, and these may be at odds with those encountered by prototyping
directly in the field. This schism hinders a tool’s physical and scientific efficacy. The technology might
not function properly due to changes in moisture, power availability, space requirements, or the nonparticipation of the animals. Lehner elaborates on this necessary step forward:
Ethologists should be more than collectors and analyzers of data; they should seek to ‘understand’
their animal subjects at a higher level than quantitative analysis can provide. 28
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Thus, digital tools are challenged to not only collect experimental data but also foster exploration and
reflection among the scientists. These can for be data collection and scientific gathering, but they might
also be tools, like Silver describes, which aim to instead focus scientists’ “attention back on nature…
and how to build with it, nurture it, and form an intimate relationship with it.” 29 Determining methods
for creating tools appropriate for the fullness of ethological work is, however, still a developing task
1.2.3 Thesis: Designing Digital Media to Support Ethology
The hidden challenges that computers carry with them into ethology form the key research target of this
dissertation. It seeks to understand ways that digital media can be designed to support ethology’s core
principles. In particular, it focuses on how computational abilities can be used in the early, exploration
phase of n ethologist’s research process.

This thesis responds to this question through the following steps. First, this research needs to explore
what ethological practices and values digital media should address. On top of this, it must also examine
ways in which digital tools are already being utilized in ethology. Finally, it will explore and evaluate
what design guidelines can let digital media fulfill the needs of thee ethological principles. Based upon
these personal and practical investigations, this research then forms a framework to support digitalethological practice. Finally, this framework will be utilized to design ethological expeditions and
activities in order to assess the framework itself.

29

(Silver and Rosenbaum 2010)
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This is the challenge of this research hereby referred to as “Digital Naturalism.” Digital refers to the
abilities of computers which this research seeks to explore and harness. Naturalism refers to ethology
and its researchers’ designations as “naturalists.”
1.3 Methodology
This research necessarily assembles many different fields and practices. A research structure which can
cope with these manifold theoretical and practical discussions and challenges is therefore essential.
Since a standard methodology did not already exist to meet these needs, one had to be customized from
the several disciplines concerning science, technology, and design.

In general, this work follows a philosophical paradigm of qualitative, Action-research. The historical
and contemporary values and practices of the primary stakeholders, the ethologists, are analyzed in
multiple ways. The ideas collected from this process are then developed into new practices and tools and
iteratively evaluated with the scientists. Owing to the embedded-ness of ethological practice in the field,
a key part of this methodology includes work on site studying various scientists, animals, and
environmental conditions.

At more specific levels, this dissertation pursues techniques and strategies utilized in areas like Science
and Technology Studies, Critical Making, and Performance Studies. These domains of scholarship
informed emerging design framework, which, in return, shaped a range of deployed activities and tool
constructions. Combined with ethology, these practices were employed while directly living and
working with scientists at a major biological research station. Here, traditional ethnographic tools like
interviews and questionnaires were employed along with pragmatic, exploratory tools like workshops,
performances, and new digital devices.
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The multi-modal data resulting from this work was then collected and organized into Digital
Naturalism’s final design framework. The concepts within this framework were used to develop a final
series of workshops, the Hiking Hacks, which evaluated these ideas over the course of three expeditions
studying animal behavior in the wilderness. This framework and ideas behind Digital Naturalism
continue to develop as this research is tested in new locations.
1.4

Framework

The result of this research is the discovery of four primary concepts that can guide digital technology’s
design to support ethology. These are Technological Agency, Contextual Crafting, Behavioral
Immersion, and Open-endedness. Making tools that foster Technological Agency within the scientists
helps give them the power to shape the tools according to the requirements of their original research
question. Crafting digital devices within the context of their use in the wilderness with animals, can help
speed up iterative development, and ensures the devices have appropriate features for use. The design
principle of Behavioral Immersion encourages the development of tools which engage with a scientist’s
sensory abilities and promote the researcher’s abilities for intuition. Finally, targeting Open-Endedness
in the functionality of ethological tools promotes adaptability and serendipitous discovery of new
behavioral phenomena. Each of these key criteria is described in more detail in Chapter Eight along
with a subset of techniques for working towards these components of the framework.

Construction

Digital Naturalism Framework

Technological

Promote transparency of the tools’

Contextual Crafting

Build the tools in the wild.

Agency

functions.
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Functions

Behavioral

Immersion
Open-Endedness

Create embodied, dynamic interactions
with animals

Design non-specific, adaptable,
improvisational instruments

This research demonstrates that by targeting these concepts, one can facilitate the design of digital
artifacts which uphold the values of ethology from the ground up. The process leading up to the creation
of this framework, its explication, and evaluation form the basis of this dissertation.
1.5 Chapter Outline
1.5.1 Chapter One: Introduction
Chapter One introduces the subject matter and arguments of the dissertation. It quickly defines the main
concepts behind Digital Naturalism while providing a background of the motivations leading up to this
research. The introduction establishes the logical structure which this research will utilize.
1.5.2 Chapter Two: Foundational Ethology
Chapters Two and Three provide a background of the disciplines feeding into this dissertation. Chapter
Two provides a primer of the target field, Ethology. Based on foundational literature, the history of this
discipline – along with its foundational values, practices, and technologies – are presented and analyzed.
This cultural and technological history provides the context for the specific set of principles guiding this
research in digital studies of animal behavior in the wild.
1.5.3 Chapter Three: Behavioral Media
Next, Chapter three presents an overview of media technology and its relationship with animal behavior.
First it discusses digital media’s background and unique affordances for immersion and interaction.
Then, it dissects and analyzes the emerging, nebulous fields of bio-art and bio-media. Finally, this
chapter examines unique new forms of digital, behavioral media that blend computation with the actions
of living creatures. Outlining the fields of digital, biological, and behavioral media provides the scope of
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possibilities for novel forms of digital-animal interaction, which have yet to be fully explored in
ethology.
1.5.4 Chapter Four: Thesis and Research Plan
This chapter lays out the key concepts of this research project. First, it explains the details and scope of
the problem space between digital media and ethology. It then describes the research target of this
project to create a framework for digital design through hands-on investigations of the principles and
practices of contemporary ethologists. This chapter concludes with the basic proposal of the research’s
tasks and field location at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama.
1.5.5 Chapter Five: Research Structure
Digital Naturalism’s interdisciplinarity and intertwined biological, technological, and cultural factors
necessitate the creation of a customized research structure. This chapter explains the origins and
synthesis of its hybrid approach and the methods used throughout this investigation.

Building from basic philosophies of Qualitative Research and Action Research, this project seeks to
discover and analyze digital-ethological challenges through the generation of rich, experiential data
which is iteratively evaluated. To tackle this research’s particular technological and behavioral
challenges, Digital Naturalism incorporates specific strategies from Science and Technology Studies,
Critical Making, and Performance Studies. Finally this chapter discusses how the qualitative data
generated is analyzed through the technique of “thick description.”
1.5.6

Chapter Six: Contemporary Ethology: Principles, practices, and digital utilization in
present-day ethological work.
Chapter Six details experiences spent investigating the values, working styles, and technologies of
present-day researchers. It starts with an ethnography of the broader community of scientists at the
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI) in Panama. Questionnaires work to elicit information
from the broader ethological community. These are followed by an analysis of detailed case studies with
individuals and groups studying multiple types of organisms in their own specific ways. The chapter
15

concludes by compiling the important common features found in the sections concerning the scientist’s
principles and practices.
1.5.7 Chapter Seven: Technological Probes
Building from the previous ethnographic work, in Chapter Seven, technological projects are created to
probe even deeper into digital media’s potential impact on ethological practice. Workshops, projects,
and performances are created to pragmatically investigate how digital media can support specific
principles of ethological work. The probes are once again conducted in the jungle with the researchers at
the STRI. These inquiries also illustrate useful attributes of digital media design to be incorporated into
the final framework. The chapter finishes with an analysis and summary of the important features
discovered.
1.5.8 Chapter Eight: Framework Synthesis
The eighth chapter of this dissertation synthesizes the findings of the ethnographic and technological
analyses and field testing of the preceding chapters. The result is an overall framework for designing
digital media to support ethological practice.
First, it consolidates the ethological values and digital features unpacked in previous chapters. These
key principles are then categorized into the four components of the final framework: Technological
Agency, Contextual Crafting, Behavioral Immersion, and Open-endedness. The framework’s elements
are described, along with specific guidelines for creating digital technology in accord with these
concepts.
1.5.9 Chapter Nine: Evaluation
Chapter Nine describes a practical evaluation of the framework generated in the previous chapter. A
final series of participatory, mobile workshops were designed to test the utility and effectiveness of the
concept in Digital Naturalism’s design framework. The designs of these “Hiking Hacks” are described
along with their instantiations as expeditions in Panama, Madagascar, and the United States. The
specific components of the framework are analyzed and discussed through the responses of the
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workshops’ participants. This final test assesses the design framework as a useful tool for designing
digital media for ethological exploration.
1.5.10 Chapter Ten: Conclusion
The final chapter of this manuscript presents the findings of this research. It reviews the development,
discoveries, and important takeaways from this project. The chapter additionally identifies targets for
this research’s continued progression. Further areas of interest are presented which will promote Digital
Naturalism’s progression into its own topic of study.
1.5.11 Chapter 11: Appendix
The Appendix chapter includes additional items referenced throughout this dissertation. Examples
include copies of the questionnaires issued to the participants and handouts delivered in workshops.
1.6 Contributions
Little groundwork has been previously laid for this research’s specific intersection between digital
media and ethology. For this reason, many other contributions to these parent fields had to be developed
along the way. In addition to an iteratively evaluated design framework for digital-ethological tools, this
dissertation presents several other useful artifacts.

First it provides a techno-historical analysis of the field of ethology along with an evaluated model of
the scientific process of ethological researchers. It also provides an additional means of analysing and
categorizing emerging areas in the study of biological media and arts in their relation to digital media.
As mentioned earlier, it also became necessary to outline and utilize a pragmatic hybrid research
structure for studying inter-mixed technological, cultural, and scientific factors utilizing real-world
performance and construction.

The hands-on work with scientists also led to the design, analysis, and documentation of several new
digital media tools for studying and interacting with animals some of which have already been taken up
17

by ethological researchers themselves. 30 Next, and most importantly, this work provides a structural
design framework for designing digital media to meet the needs of ethological exploration.

Finally, in order to evaluate the framework, this research also contributes the documentation for hosting
a new form of mobile, participatory design workshop, the Hiking Hack. These new theoretical models,
analyses, designs, and pedagogical forms can become useful other research conducted at the
intersections of biology, media, engineering, and design.

1.7 Conclusion
Digital Naturalism studies how to design a framework from important features of ethology and digital
media for exploring behaviors of animals in their natural environment. This structure develops and
exemplifies a novel means of creating, evaluating, and sharing new media forms which connect digital
and biotic behaviors. By helping ethologists design and build their own computational tools, this
research strives to extend the ethologist’s tool-making traditions into the digital realm. In order to carry
out this work, this research will join with and study the practices and tools of scientists embedded in the
wilderness. This dissertation in Digital Naturalism thus serves as a foundation for deeper collaborations
between the human, digital, and biological worlds.

30

(P. Marting 2012)
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CHAPTER TWO
FOUNDATIONAL ETHOLOGY
THE HISTORY, VALUES, AND PRACTICES OF THE NATURALISTIC STUDY OF ANIMAL
BEHAVIOR

2.1 Introduction
Ethology is the scientific study of animal behavior in natural environments. 31 While behavioral research
is a broad topic encompassing many more specific sub-fields, the key distinguishing feature of ethology
is the emphasis on conducting research in the field. Related disciplines like comparative psychology or
behaviorism also seek to understand the mechanisms driving animal’s actions, but focus on utilizing the
reductive powers of the laboratory to dissect the minutiae of behaviors. 32 Ethology seeks to complement
this laboratory-research approach from the other end by investigating the fullest expression of the
animal’s behavior situated in the rich, original context in which these action patterns originally
evolved. 33

Working directly within natural environments gives ethology unique challenges and led to the
development of its own specific methods and philosophies for confronting these difficulties. (Their
characteristic research under natural conditions is also why ethology’s practitioners are often referred to
as “naturalists.”)
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For instance, whereas laboratory research typically venerates efficiency, control, and reduplication,
biologists studying animal behavior in the field have long defended the merits of open-ended exploration
in natural settings. 34 Figures like Niko Tinbergen and E.O. Wilson have endorsed such “seemingly
aimless wanderings in the fields” as indispensable to later “experimental analysis.” 35

The challenges of both working with animals and in potentially harsh environments, has also spawned a
rich history of personalized tool-making among ethologists. Few industrially-produced instruments will
directly satisfy the exacting needs of a biologist’s experiment with a specific wild animal living in a
unique habitat. To meet the needs of such specialized tasks leads many field biologists to become
craftspersons of their own tools. Tinbergen’s gull-head puppets 36 and Frisch’s rotatable bee hives 37 are
examples of key scientific tools built from scratch and formed by the particular research questions being
asked.

This chapter presents an overview of the origins, values, practices, and technological utilization of
Ethology. This broad, academic field has undergone many different manifestations in its relatively short
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life over the past few hundred years. During these changes, Ethology has also influenced and given rise
to many other research fields. 38

This investigation of Ethology’s foundation aims to prepare this research into the potential role of digital
technology for behavioral field research. This background overview aspires to not only highlight
specific technological concerns within ethology, but also to understand the unique characteristics of the
particular field that should be upheld in digital designs. As Lehner states in his Handbook of Ethological
Methods, “Ethology’s heritage should be kept firmly in mind.” 39 Overall, examining Ethology’s past
will drive this research’s later investigation to explore digital behavioral media and the current practices
of contemporary wildlife researchers.

2.2.1

2.2 History of Ethology
Foundational Dialectics: Empiricism and Naturalism (Bacon to Wheeler)

The field of ethology grew from hybrid roots in both empiricist experimentation and open-ended
qualitative reflection. The Renaissance’s general turn toward “natural philosophy” was one factor in the
western transition from the Dark Ages to the Renaissance. Prototypical scientists began analyzing,
cataloguing, and experimenting with the creatures and laws governing the natural world. By the 1600’s
philosophers like Bacon and Descartes elevated these quests for information, and sanctified the concept
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of Empiricism 40. Descartes dualist notions which separated mankind from the rest of the material world
combined with Bacon’s push for empirical research to create a cultural push for the technological
subjugation of nature through science. Peter Hay describes this transition in western science, noting, “it
fell to Francis Bacon to define the ‘science-into-technology’ project. He argued that the scientific pursuit
of knowledge was not an end in itself, but the means whereby humankind could finally bring nature to
heel.” 41

This modern scientific drive developed and conquered much of western thought throughout the
Enlightenment, Victorian, and Industrial Ages. This relentless pursuit, however, helped spawn the
counter-cultural movement of Romanticism. Hay notes, “As the full force of the political, economic and
social consequences of the Enlightenment became apparent in the crude, dislocative early years of the
industrial revolution, romanticism came into being as appalled reaction.” 42 While somewhat broadreaching and ambiguous in intent, the romantics sought to mend the schism between nature, humankind,
and philosophy driven by the extreme positivism. Scholars, political figures, and poets like Morris,
Marx, Wordsworth, Novalis, and Coleridge, began critiques on the modern bourgeois society driven by
the Enlightenment’s ideals. 43
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Romanticism’s relationship with science was complex and full of internal tensions. They valued and
embraced scientific endeavors, but, unlike the empiricists, remained skeptical of attaining complete or
total knowledge of distinct areas of information. Instead, the same fascination with, “the sublime,” or the
“not fully-knowable” which penetrated romantic literature, was embraced by the Romantic-leaning
scientists of the time.

Whereas the Enlightenment had also begun the systematic division and categorization of science itself,
the romantics tackled the challenges in Natural Philosophy which had not yet been cleanly defined. For
instance, along with its positivistic categorization of nature, Enlightenment scholars worked to break
down the nebulous field of “Natural Philosophy” into specific research disciplines, like Physics and
Chemistry. The Romantics fought against such clear-cut categories. Hay elaborates,
The romantic reaction is…most properly seen as a reaction against a particular science — the
technologically applied science in which the all-knowing, all-powerful human stood above and
apart from nature, manipulating it in ‘his’ own interests… this is not so much anti-science as
demanding of a differently founded science, one based upon ecological insights. 44

For the Romantics, “life on earth was seamless” 45 and their scientific investigations in natural
philosophy held, “a view of the natural world, and an attendant science, that is biological and concerned
with interconnectedness, rather than being, as was the case with the new technologically intensive
science, mathematical and concerned with atomisation.” 46 Thus, while the scientific world was being
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compartmentalized into isolated fields, the romantics flocked to the scientific endeavors which defied
simple classification.

The last disciplines to resist such categorization were the stubbornly complex fields of ecology and
behavior. 47 Ecology and behavior so epitomized the ties between the environment, bodies, and physical
forces that such scientific investigations remained in the general study of “Natural History.” Prototypical
ethologist and ecologist research necessarily involved going into the messy, complicated world of nature
and exploring unknown habitats and creatures.

The complexity of such studies, and their work in situ, also forced a greater reliance on observation over
direct experimentation which further distanced the naturalists from the scientists of the day.

Natural History thus became known as the science of the romantics, and the Natural Historians typically
embraced concepts of Romanticism in their work. For both of these groups, “life on earth was seamless.
It might be broken up for convenient study, but that was an artificial exercise.” 48 Natural History
embraced these transcendental concepts of the romantics seeing the divine in nature manifested as an
infinite well of inquiry. Ethology’s foundation is built upon these last vestiges of Natural History, and its
Romantic and Empiricist underpinnings.
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2.2.2

Dawn of Ethology: Bridging Naturalism and Empiricism

Many original naturalists like Darwin, Alcock, and Burden, were typically able to pursue their studies
somewhat independently by joining governmental expeditions, travelling as privileged aristocrats, or
sometimes both. For instance, while the Beagle’s original mission was to survey the coasts of South
America, Darwin paid for his spot on the trip with family money, and originally served as the ship
geologist. 49 Towards the end of the 1800’s, however, as scientific institutions became more standardized
and systematic in the western world, several researchers began looking for ways of introducing
naturalistic research into the Academy.

2.2.2.1 Wheeler
William Morton Wheeler began his career as a zoological professor at University of Texas - Austin. At
the time, academic studies of animals were confined primarily to anatomy. 50 Classifying and identifying
physical characteristics as in taxonomy and morphology were seen as the truly scientific factors in
researching animals. Such is the reason for the prevalence of massive collections of animals and cabinets
of physical curiosities in late 19th century natural history museums.
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Figure 3 - Wheeler working in the field 51

After discovering the deep complexity of ants’ social interactions, Wheeler worked to escape the strict
anatomical version of zoology. He instead proposed the official study of animals’ behavior, and
popularized the term Ethology, to describe the scientific study of “the behavior of animals in their
natural habitat.” 52 By officially distinguishing this previously inchoate field of animal behavior, Wheeler
continued the Enlightenment’s goal of straightforward empiricism and categorization. While Wheeler
culled this nebulous study from the last vestiges of natural history, however, he also sought to uphold
the potentially less “scientific” yet beneficial practices of naturalists. Scientific cultural historian
Charlotte Sleigh describes Wheeler’s initial goals for Ethology in looking to conduct research outside
the bounds of strict lab-based positivism. She states:

Wheeler hoped to defend ‘natural history’ as a distinctive alternative program from biological
research, for there were many positive aspects of natural history practice that he wished to
emphasize in his own work and its written expression. These aspects included nonutility,
fieldwork, the use of live animals, a philosophical inclination toward Aristotelianism, and a raft of
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positive cultural connotations, including childlikeness, manliness, primitiveness and perhaps a
commitment to speaking to the common man. 53

Bringing these “softer” ideals into the empirical rigor of the academy was not an easily won task. The
Romantic pursuits of the naturalists popularized their research in the general culture, and led to widereaching publications of adventures in naturalist magazines. The pop-culturization of this research,
however, relegated its practitioners to the ranks of “amateurs.” For instance, the editor of Natural
History magazines, Alan Terres, stated, “Naturalists may attempt to achieve a scientific objectivity
toward the creatures they study, but fortunately for editors they invariably fail.” 54

In Wheeler’s time, merely studying an animal’s behaviors, instead of its anatomy, could revoke one’s
reputation as a serious scientist instead of a hobbyist naturalist. Sleigh describes, “in the earlier part of
the twentieth century it was not even clear whether those who studied animal behavior should be called
scientists or naturalists.” 55 Wheeler’s work from within the academy, however, helped somewhat
legitimize naturalistic, behavioral research. He provides a description of early success of his efforts in
reshaping the role of the “naturalist” as a master of hybrid natural and empirical methodologies. He
states:
Though the naturalist had at the turn of the twentieth century fallen for a time to the status of an
amateur, he could now be confidently characterized as ‘a man who studies animals and plants in
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their natural environment and seeks to apply his investigation all the techniques which modern
science has invented.’ 56

Wheeler’s contributions set the stage for Ethology’s development as an influential new discipline,
promoting the novel study of behavior and insisting on this research’s situation within nature itself.
2.2.3

Modern Ethological Founders: Tinbergen, Lorenz, Von Frisch

2.2.3.1 Outlining Ethology
Ethology’s modern foundation was set into place in the early 20th century by a trio of European
founders. Niko Tinbergen, Konrad Lorenz, and Karl von Frisch outlined the key questions and
characteristics of ethological work through their research with animals in natural environments.

Figure 4 - The three Nobel Prize winners in 1973 for laying ethology’s foundation. 57
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The publications of their research and practices delineated a framework for effectively combining
empirical and naturalist techniques. In their papers and books like Frisch’s Bees: their vision, chemical
senses, and language 58 these ethologists elaborately described how to scientifically observe and conduct
research in the wild, along with techniques for recording data and constructing useful tools.

Tinbergen also outlined the four key questions that drive scientific concepts of ethology in his paper
Ethology. 59 These are Function, Causation (Mechanism), Ontogeny, and Evolution (Phylogeny). The
Function question targets why an animal performs the activity in the first place within its scheme for
survival. Causation, or sometimes called Mechanism, describes what stimuli elicit responses from
animals. 60 Ontogeny addresses the question of how a creature’s behaviors change over the course of its
own life. 61 Evolution, sometimes referred to as Phylogeny, looks at comparisons of behaviors between
multiple species. 62 These categories are ascribed to by scientists of animal behavior today. 63

For their efforts in constructing this field, the three founding fathers of Ethology went on to share the
Nobel Prize in Physiology in 1973 “for their discoveries concerning organization and elicitation of
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individual and social behaviour patterns." 64 According to Krebs, it was thanks to Tinbergen, Lorenz, and
von Frisch that “it is now widely accepted that it is possible to analyze the behavior of animals in their
natural environment with rigor and precision.” 65

Figure 5 - Tinbergen and Lorenz in the Field 66
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2.2.3.2 Criticism and Dissolution
Despite its gains in the academic world, this foundational field still was not yet without its critics. Its
novel blend of empiricist and naturalist methods drew harsh criticism or dismissal from other more
established sciences. As Tinbergen noted:

This lack of experimental sophistication of ethologists, their concern with phenomena that were
outside the sphere of interest of either psychology or physiology, and their interest in problems of
survival value and evolution made it almost inevitable that their work elicited criticism from their
fellow scientists. 67

Many institutional experimentalists still attacked ethology due to “its mainly observational character.” 68
For example, Peter Medawar notes that fellow scientists would deride the research of the ethologists by
dismissing the practice as “just birdwatching.” 69

Tinbergen also expressed dismay at the evolving states of ethological practice. He grew concerned with
his potential concessions to positivism, and that strictly institutional science would win out over
grounding more laboratory science in real-world experience and observation. Tinbergen expresses these
worries in a writing from 1963:

We must hope that the descriptive phase is not going to come to a premature
ending. Already there are signs that we are moving into an analytical phase in
which the ratio between experimental analysis and description is rapidly
increasing. 70
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Tinbergen was ever aware of ethology’s tenuous position in the sciences because of the hybrid nature of
its practice. He saw ethology as the “reemergence of an old science…hovering between the arts and
sciences.” 71 The purveyors of ethology saw this new field as re-awakening the more humanistic,
transcendental concepts that had been suppressed during the Enlightenment. Tinbergen felt that despite
the legitimacy these foundational ethologists had won for ethology, the field had still been severely
handicapped in its erratic and fragmented attempts at catching up in legitimacy with institutional,
laboratory sciences. 72 These attempts at specialization eventually led to the field’s dissolution into many
more specialized fields. 73

The advent of computational technology hastened ethology’s movement into separate empirical fields.
Digital technology was seen as a boon to increase the rigor and precision of the presumably soft science
of ethology. 74 The ability to rapidly and precisely sense and store dynamic data for behavior drew more
students of animal behavior out of the field and into the lab.

The emphasis on the new abilities of controlled research through laboratory computers grew to the
extent that even Tinbergen himself would debate the relevance of field research, questioning whether or
not rigorous laboratory science has usurped the role of situated studies in the field. 75 In Curious
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Naturalists, he accepts that laboratory work is important for experimental analysis with its ability foster
“concentration, a narrowing of interest” on the subjects being studied. 76 He concludes, however, that
naturalist engagement still remains pertinent for its 1) holistic view of “the variety of life patterns,” 2)
efficiency in analysis via parallel observation, and 3) actualized engagement with the real world. 77
Nevertheless, the relentless push for experimental empiricism broke apart many aspects of ethology to
the point that some argue whether the field still exists, or has just been replaced by more laboratoryfocused traditions. 78

2.2.4

Diffused Ethology: Contemporary Incarnations

2.2.4.1 Forms of Ethology
Few researchers today officially currently refer to themselves directly as ethologists. Most would more
quickly identify as one of a number of sub-disciplines which descended or drew inspiration from
ethology. Tinbergen, himself, noted "ethologists differ widely in their opinion of what their science is
about.” 79 Aubrey Manning notes that “this still holds true today, in that many scientists...of behavioral
biology probably do not consider themselves ethologists, but instead see themselves e.g., as,
neurobiologists or ecologists.” 80 Krebs et al confirm this notion, stating that current ethologists often
classify themselves “into behavioral evolution and animal cognition.” 81 As another example, in order to
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side-step the potential ambiguity of the present use of the term, biologist Paul Martin refers to “ethology,
behavioural ecology, sociobiology and the biological aspects of evolutionary psychology collectively as
behavioral biology.” 82

Ethological philosophies have even spread into manifestations in the social sciences. As Weisfeld
describes “during the 1960’s and 1970’s some scientists trained in classical ethology moved toward
human research, as seen in the work of Irenaeus Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1989) who studies with Lorenz and
documented human emotional communication around the world.” 83 Weisfeld attributes this to
ethology’s “advantage of providing both descriptive and experimental research methods, [which] may
have untapped heuristic value for the social scientists in general” 84

The closest present-day manifestation of original ethology is most likely the field of Behavioral
Ecology, which continues the tradition of studying sophisticated networks of interlocked behaviors in
natural environments. However, its concentration today places less emphasis on pure naturalistic
observation. Early ethology tended to focus on Tinbergen’s first two questions (function and causation)
concerning the proximate causes of behavior. 85 Later studies in the 1970’s and 1980’s concentrated on
the evolutionary causes of behavior. The advent of genetic technology sharpened the focus on these later
two in more recent times. As Simmons describes, “Behavioral ecology thereby has its focus on
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Tinbergen’s second 2 questions: 1) what is the current adaptive value of behavioral traits? 2) how do
they arise and become modified over evolutionary time?” 86
2.2.4.2 Pervasive Philosophy
Despite the scarcity of self-proclaimed ethologists, the principles of ethology still penetrate and guide
the research within more specific fields. Ethology’s values, in turn, hold origins in the earlier study of
Natural History. Ethology now primarily functions as a broader philosophy that governs these more
specific research interests. The ideas of naturalism still live on in the work and expressions of many
modern day ethologists.

For instance, esteemed biologist George Schaller describes his true motivations for ethological research
as falling along the Romantic tradition. He states:
I view myself basically as a nineteenth-century wanderer with a scientific bent on an intangible
and elusive search. There is an atavistic pleasure in crossing the Tibetan Plateau, our camel
caravan lonely and lost between earth and sky, or trailing a string of porters through the
mysterious silence of a rainforest. 87

Hölldobler and Wilson reiterate these sentiments in their writings. 88 They divide the world of animal
research into two camps: experimentalists and naturalists. They describe both styles of research as
equally valid and informative. The two types of scientists may even conduct similar research, but it is
their motivations and the manner in which they carry out their work that distinguishes one from the
other. In their view, theoretician-experimentalists “conceive of an interesting problem that might be
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solved by exploring the natural environment,” while the naturalists aim to “go into the field to learn as
much as possible … about all aspects of the species that give them esthetic pleasure.” 89

These contemporary naturalists, however, have expressed disappointment that these important,
naturalistic principles which drive their ethological work are excluded from what is now considered
“valid” scientific publications. Bernd Heinrich states:
Often I have been frustrated with the journal articles that come out of the research because only
the finished results are given. All the excitement of the process has been squeezed out so that the
results will conform to certain expected standards necessary for clear and objective scientific
communication. My hope is to capture…the sounds and sights, the endless chores and happy
accidents, the obsessions, the wonder of it all. 90

Such concessions to naturalistic inquiry and romantic adventure are now mostly relegated to the
forwards and introductions of otherwise “scientific” publications.

A positive result of ethology’s current fragmented state within academia is the freedom that it now
supports. As Lehner notes, now is a great time for ethological work. Lehner states, “there is no longer a
territorial battle claiming that methodologies belong solely to one discipline or the other.” 91 He
elaborates, “Experimentation and quantification are no longer the tools limited to psychologists and
observation the only tool of ethologists. The disciplines have long since overlapped, merged, borrowed
from other disciplines, and fractured into sub disciplines.” 92 The modern tools of empirical research and
naturalistic inquiry are now all fully available to researchers.
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Medawar notes Tinbergen’s success derived from his ability to have “steered ethology safely between
the beguilements of imaginative storytelling and the barrenness of compiling inventories of facts.” 93
Being able to now make use of the abilities of modern technology in conjunction with naturalist
practices makes ethology ripe for renewed exploration.
2.3 Historical Values in Ethology
Since ethology now functions as a sort of practical philosophy that guides many different disciplines, to
understand this field it is necessary to understand the key values of this field. Ethology’s roots in
naturalistic engagement with the world give its practice a unique style. Analyzing the historical
principles of ethology lets this research better define how to support its development.

Ethology’s Naturalistic Values
Natural Involvement
Curiosity

Specific Principles
Being in Nature
Being with Non-Human Animals
Open-Ended Inquiry

Intuition

Intuitive Analysis
Observation

Practical Experience

Interaction

Reflection
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External Analysis

2.3.1.1 Being with the Wild
This first key motivating factor for ethological work is simply being in nature with wild, non-human
animals. 94 As Lorenz describes, holding empathy and interest in the environment and its animals is the
first key to truly understanding them. He explains:
It takes a very long period of observing to become really familiar with an animal and to attain a
deeper understanding of its behaviour; and without love for the animal itself, no observer, however
patient could ever look at it long enough to make valuable observations on its behavior. 95

Love and wonder for animals and the outdoors are what draw most ethologists to their research in the
first place, but these are also the defining characteristics of their research. 96 Studying the creatures in
natural environments gives ethology access to its own unique data.

Rigorous control of the environment and experimentation could yield consistent results, but it also cuts
off access to the higher, more complex behaviors able to be expressed by animals. Uexküll’s
phenomenalistic ethology also promoted this idea. Parikka describes that while Uexküll noted “the
importance of the physiology of an animal in a materialist vein,” these structures are active only in their
associated milieus.” 97 Lorenz provided an apt example of these contextually unveiled performances
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during his studies of a unique variety of aqueous shrew: “Another surprising detail which I only noticed
when I saw my shrews in the water was that they have a fringe of stiff, erectile hairs on the outer side of
their fifth toes and on the underside of their tails. These form collapsible oars and a collapsible
rudder.” 98 Divorced from their natural environment, Lorenz would have had a harder time discover the
normally invisible and unique behavior of the shrew’s hairs, which are only activated in their
complementary setting.

The ethologist Lehrman further remarks the importance of context for behavioral research. He notes:
When we watch animals at different levels on the evolutionary scale, as when Seitz watches fishes
[or] when Dr. Tinbergen watches gulls…the observer can get a feeling of what is going to happen
next…on the one hand [this is] compounded in… the intellectual experience of relationships that
are involved… and on the other hand, of building yourself into the situation. 99

Tinbergen also describes how the unique characteristics of a specific place can have great impacts on
behavior. He says, “Ethological evidence is mounting which shows that different species, even in
roughly comparable situations, learn different things, and that different responses of the same animal are
changed by different aspects of the environment.” 100 Thus being with the wild, with the animals and
environments in nature, is an important value for ethological work.
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2.3.1.2 Curiosity: Open-Ended Inquiry
The pursuit of open-ended inquiry and discovery is the other principle motivating factor for researchers.
Lehner notes that “When asked why she became an ethologist, Jane Goodall replied ‘curiosity.’” 101
“Curiosity” also tops the list of Drickamer and Vessey's list of reasons for studying animal behavior. 102

This romantic quest of curiosity into the unfathomable complexity of nature, into the sublime, continues
in the work of ethologists. In discussing the aims of ethological practice, Remy Chauvin discusses the
need for diving into the broad open problems of ethological work. He states:
Minutely detailed observation of the actions of animals is perhaps not the sole nor even the most
important task of ethology. It will probably be more profitable to explore the ultimate possibilities
of the organic machine [the animal], not shrinking from tackling complicated problems which are
more informative than simple ones. 103

In contrast to the highly directed closed-world nature of scientific experimentation, Tinbergen pushed
for open-ended inquiry. He argues “an extremely valuable store of factual knowledge is picked up by
young naturalist[s] during their seemingly aimless wanderings in the fields… [and] the preliminary,
unplanned observations one does while relaxed and uncommitted [are not] without value to the strict
experimental analysis.” 104 More recent ethologists continue these sentiments pushing for open
exploration. As Martin states, “Some behavioural research simply involves carefully watching an animal
to see what it does next. Performing an experiment may seem more ‘scientific’ than open-ended
observation but the yield may be less.” 105
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In comparison to the deterministic view held in more institutional sciences of innovation by
accumulation, it is these ventures into the unknown to find strange anomalies in science to which
researchers like Kuhn attribute the development of scientific discoveries. 106 Keeping a curious,
undirected mindset throughout their research empowers these scientists to study the multifaceted
ecosystems of animal behaviors. Overall the important aspect for ethologists is to pursue their curiosity
with animals. Lehner states, “For ethologists, having had the pleasure of observing animals and having
learned what they do is generally exceedingly rewarding without having yet fully understood why.” 107
Open-ended inquiry is thus a foundational principle of ethological practice.
2.3.1.3 Intuitive Analysis
Developing methods for intuitive analysis help ethologists navigate the ocean of possibilities
encountered throughout their open exploration. Field biologists must delve into sophisticated
phenomena that are potentially too dynamic and encompassing to completely elucidate. These scientists
face challenges similar to the “wicked problems” 108 that confront designers where the sheer amount of
interconnected factors leaves no perfect solution. Ethology tries to deal with these thick webs of linked
issues by tapping into the scientists learned intuition.
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The late 19th-century philosopher Henri Bergson insisted that “one must submit to one’s intuition in
order to understand the dynamic processes of the developing universe, processes that bear some causal
relation to the mind, since man is himself a product of that universe.” 109
By embracing its roots in Romantic naturalism, ethologists are pushed to reach beyond pure empiricism.
In his Handbook of Ethological Methods, Lehner claims that “Ethologists should be more than collectors
and analyzers of data; they should seek to ‘understand’ their animal subjects at a higher level than
quantitative analysis can provide.” 110 In discussing the value of Tinbergen’s work, Peter Medawar was
critical of the emptiness of pure empiricism. He explains:
America already had a long tradition of animal behavioural research, although in quite a different
style - more ‘scientific', in what I think of as the wrong-headed usage of that term: more
measuring instruments and many more measurements but less to do with natural behaviour or
indeed with nature at all. 111

Schaller affirms these notions:
The powerful elegance of a tiger and the visual appeal of a giant panda evoke deep emotions,
which enable us to form a bond with another species and lead to a desire for deeper understanding,
one beyond soulless statistics. 112

Medawar also points out that in an effort to gain respect for the more humanistic necessities in research,
“Tinbergen sometimes describes himself as an artist manqué rather than as a scientist.” 113
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A push for more intuitive analysis poses difficulties for ethology’s relations with other more
institutionalized sciences. Tinbergen describes:
[In ethology] there is no well-understood and authenticated remedy for disbelief, as there is in the
conventional or 'hard' sciences. … As with many of the so-called ‘behavioural' sciences, the
difficulty arises at a demonstrative or evidential level. If any ill-disposed critic says of some
theorem 'I simply don't believe it', its champion has no recourse except to appeal to the general
plausibility and reasonableness of his argument. 114

Researchers of animals and the environment, however, still continue to guide the empirical findings of
their work with their own experience-based intuition and personal understandings of the animals.
Present day biologists press for such open-ended exploration, like Martin concurs, “the value of broad
description arising from sheer curiosity should not be under-estimated.” 115 In a memoir, Richard
Dawkins says:
I think much of the research that came out of the Tinbergen group, including my own — maybe
ethological research generally — could be called ‘For example, as it might be’ research, rather
than ‘This is the way it actually is’ research [like] Watson and Crick's. 116

As Lehner again states, “ultimately, valid research is conducted only by ethologists who have found a
proper balance between empathy and objectivity.” 117 In this way, a distinguishing principle of ethology
is its push for utilizing the intuitive capabilities of the naturalist to augment their empirical research.
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2.3.1.4 Practical Experience: Observation and Interaction
The intuitive and empirical powers of the ethologists are only made valuable through the researcher’s
practical experience with the animals. For this reason real world observation and interaction with the
animals are fundamental values of ethology.
2.3.1.4.1 Observation
Observing animals in their natural habitats was the principle activity of early naturalists. Darwin’s
observations of finches in their different homes on the Galapagos Islands led to the formation of the
theory of evolution. 118 Tinbergen posits that practical observation of real animals is primary to good
science. He says, “Nor is reading about [behavior] anything more than a poor substitute; direct, active
observation is the only real thing.” 119

Lorenz holds similar opinions. In his attack on pure experimentalists (and comparative psychologists in
particular), he states, “I can never help a shrewd suspicion that the worshipper of quantification and
despiser of perception may occasionally be misled into thinking that two goats plus four oxen are equal
to six horses. Counting pecks of pigeons in Skinner Boxes without observing what the birds inside really
do, might occasionally add up to just this.”120

The important characteristic of observation is that it challenges the pre-conceived notions of researchers.
Tinbergen explains:
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Biologists are drawn to study events that seem to contradict what we have been taught to expect
on the basis of our knowledge of non-living things. It is this discrepancy between what an animal
‘ought to do’ and what it is actually seen to do that makes us wonder. Like a stone released in midair, a bird ought to fall; yet it flies away.” 121

In more recent times, Gordon also discusses the primacy of observation. She describes a common
misconception about ants which has pervaded scientific discussions due to lack of real-world
observation:
There is little evidence that ants are specialized to perform certain tasks. Discussion of this has
been confused by equating what ought to happen if colonies were behaving optimally according to
a particular scheme, with what actually happens. 122

2.3.1.4.2 Interaction
In addition to its emphasis on observation, Ethology features highly interactive methods, as well. When
studying animal behavior, Schaller notes “one cannot be a detached observer.” 123 These interactions
might include presenting novel items to the animal or making changes in its habitat. For instance, Niko
Tinbergen, in his famous early experiments with Philanthus wasps, moved pinecones around into
different geometric shapes to determine the pattern recognition skills of the insects. 124
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Figure 6 – Illustration from Tinbergen’s Curious Naturalists 125

In one of Tinbergen’s most famous sets of experiments, he re-arranged sticks, limbs, and pinecones near
a Philanthus wasp nest and observed the resulting changes in behavior. 126 These situated interactions let
him quickly develop research questions concerning the pattern recognition skills of the insects. 127

Ethologists in more recent times likewise continue to create new forms of interaction with their
creatures. The researchers utilize introductions of natural, modified, and non-natural objects to highlight
certain behaviors. For instance, Seeley continues von Frisch’s altered molarity honeybee feeder trials in
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his research. 128 Gordon also explores new questions with her animal by introducing novel stimuli, such
as small beads that she has coated with the cuticular hydrocarbons of different ants. This poking and
probing through interaction with the creatures is one of the primary manners in which ethologists
develop new research questions. Finding ways to connect and engage with the animals is crucial to
ethological practice. The tandem activities of animal interaction and real-world observation enable
ethology’s scientific analysis.

2.3.1.5 Reflection
Ethologists maintain the integrity of their research by valuing reflective analysis of their work. Lehner
insists that proper ethologists “continually assess where you are, where you have been, and where you
are going.” 129 These naturalists emphasize methods and activities that help researchers’ analysis of their
own work and enable its review from external factors.
2.3.1.5.1 Self-Analysis
Foremost to the integrity of researchers’ practices is a careful understanding of their own tools and
practices. Tinbergen instructs that “at every stage of research, the biologist has to be aware of the fact
that he is studying, and temporarily isolating for the purpose of analysis, adaptive systems with very
special functions and not mere bits.” 130 Researchers need to constantly find ways to step outside of their
own work to better analyze it. Lehner elaborates, “one of the greatest challenges you face is to keep your
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own studies of animal behavior in perspective.” 131 Scientists need to iteratively check their research for
themselves. In this way, finding techniques to force one’s self-analysis is integral to ethological work.
2.3.1.5.2 External Analysis
Ultimately, scientists are responsible to place their work up for scrutiny by sharing it with the rest of the
world. Typically, ethologists share research in the standardized scientific ways: through publishing
articles and academic books. Established journals like Behavioral Ecology and novel publications like
E.O. Wilson’s digital textbook “Life On Earth” aim to share the findings of their work with peers and
students. 132 However, ethologists also promote outreach beyond the walls of academia.

Tinbergen claimed “there are 3 main audiences. peers, students, and public. It is particularly important
in ethology to communicate to each efficiently and effectively.” 133 Sharing the complexities of situated
animal behaviors to the public is a task ethologists constantly face. Ethologists have been working to
communicate the behaviors of animals in many formats, from the paintings of Maria Sybilla Merian 134
to the television broadcasts of the BBC’s Planet Earth Series. 135

One must necessarily discover elegant ways in which to reconnect the abstract findings of the
experiment back to concrete experience in the real world. Interpreting these actions has often been aided
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by ethology’s continuation of the Romantic tradition “to render the strange familiar… [and] the familiar
strange.” 136 For instance, in their book Journey to the Ants, Hölldobler and Wilson not only try to
explain the intricate details of the unfamiliar worlds of ants in relatable terms, but also present
depictions of typical human life in strange ant-like circumstances. In one passage, they use Wheeler’s
vivid description to demonstrate the inherent weirdness of the interactions of some ant parasites stating,
“it is as though a human family were to invite gigantic lobsters, midget tortoises, and similar monsters to
dinner, and never notice the difference.” 137 Such Romantic depictions which try to connect with
people’s emotional and analytic understandings of science are found in works like Calvino’s
Cosmicomics, 138 Youngs’s Museum for Insects, 139 and Rossellini’s Green Porno. 140

Unfortunately, in the same way that the more naturalistic aspects of ethology have been pushed out of
academia, many of these more artistic tools for outreach and external analysis are also being excluded
from academic publications. Tinbergen admonishes the institutional ban on diverse media inclusions in
research, stating:
There are journals which demand a reduction of descriptive material to the absolute minimum
required for an understanding of the experiments reported on (or even to less than this minimum);
the descriptions (and often the argument behind the work) one has to pick up in personal
conversations at conferences. 141
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Klein and Seeley explicitly describe this fall of alternative methods of ethological reflection in their
paper “The Declining Use of Animal and Behaviour Images in Animal Behaviour Journals.” 142 Good
ethologists still make use of all tools necessary to better understand and share their research. Reflection
on their own methods and discoveries through personal and external analysis is an important principle
that guides the development of ethology.
2.4 Model of Ethological Practice
In continuing the analysis of the field of ethology, this research examines what these scientists do. This
section synthesizes a generalized model of ethological practice to scrutinize the key activities of
ethologists. This model will aid further analysis when later examining the role that digital media plays in
contemporary ethology.

Some caveats exist to this model. It, of course, is not perfect. Every individual scientist’s process is
somewhat unique. The three-part model developed here is also a gross simplification of the manifold
activities conducted by these researchers. It is also faulty to draw hard and fast lines between any stages
of scientific inquiry, since the entirety of research consists of interlocking, continuous processes that
mutually serve each other in a system for knowledge generation. The goal of this model, however, is
simple: to provide a common structure that can draw attention to the full process of ethological science.
2.4.1 Theoretical Foundation
In many scientific fields, targets for efficiency and precision during rigorous experimentation periods
prompt collaborations with digital technologists. For ethologists studying the complex, dynamic nature
of behavior, computational tools have proved invaluable. Computers can capture and process vast
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quantities of information with great speed. In experimentation, this allows more trials, and more precise
sampling and analysis of the data. For instance, in one collaboration between technologists and
biologists, Crane et al. create and utilize a robotic system which autonomously sorts experimental
worms with computer vision and statistical tools in order to rapidly to classify animals. 143 This allows
the scientists to process their data 100 times faster than with previous manual techniques. This type of
digital technology facilitates an industrialized scientific approach akin to their use in the military or
business.
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A scientist’s total process is not restricted to experimentation, and their tools should be free of such
limitations, as well. Studying ethological literature and practice reveals the importance of both the work
leading up to their experiment and accomplished afterwards. Broadly considering the process of
scientific work in general, the UC Berkeley’s Museum of Paleontology published the following chart in
an attempt to explain “the real process of science.” 144

Figure 7 - UC Museum of Paleontology's generalized description of the multifaceted and iterative approach to the
entire process of science 145

Their chart functions as a critique of the traditional “Scientific Method” concept, where students are
trained to straightforwardly develop hypotheses, test, and conclude. Berkeley’s concept emphasizes the
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iterative process of experimentation, as well as the importance of research stages outside of testing such
as exploration, reflection, and community analysis. 146

When specifically discussing animals, Delgado and Delgado cite four basic operations in ethological
research:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The isolation of objects or variables
The establishment of units of measurement
The comparison of actual events
The interpretation of the observed events 147

Lehner expands upon this basic framework to provide a fuller model of the entire ethological approach.
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Figure 8 – Lehner’s chart mapping stages of ethology (with broader categories highlighted) 148

For Lehner, the entire function of research consists of “constant hypothesis testing.” 149 Like the
generalized model form Berkeley, this diagram emphasizes the iterative nature of the scientific process.
Martin and Bateson have similarly attempted to lay out the full process of an ethological investigation.
In their book Measuring Behavior, they agree with the non-linearity of the actual scientific process, and
note that scientists often jump between different stages as their research progresses. They also
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emphasize the importance of research stages beyond testing. Lehner and Martin and Bateson’s models
include the same key stages such as asking a question, analysis, and interpretation.

The overall ethological process described, however, generally follows this sequence: 1. Ask a question,
2. Observe informally, 3. Identify variables to measure, 4. Choose a means of recording, 5. Collect and
analyze data, 6. Hypothesize, 7. Predict, 8. Design, 9. Experiment, 10. Analyze, 11. Consider
Interpretations. 150 The models of ethology from the Delgados, Lehner, and Marting and Bateson can be
generally grouped using basic categories from the Berkeley model.

Figure 9 - Martin’s chart mapping stages of ethology (with broader categories highlighted)

Parts 1-5 form an iterative period of exploring the behavioral phenomena and environment in order to
develop the experiment. Martin notes that this exploratory stage values “broad description arising from
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sheer curiosity.” 151 Steps 6-10 conduct the experiment itself, and step 11 forms the final feedback loop,
presenting the research to the rest of the world and preparing the scientist for future experiments. In this
final stage, Martin emphasizes the need to submit work to peer reviewed journals while paying attention
to aspects of the work that “may bear on matters of public interest.” 152

Figure 10 - Ethology's multi-dimensional research continuum 153

Ethology eschews the traditional Laboratory versus Field dichotomy inherent in many disciplines. Its
hybrid nature promotes the utilization of both controlled and natural conditions for its research. Lehner
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states, “Both descriptive and experimental studies are conducted all along the continuum that connects
the laboratory and the field.” 154

Figure 11 - Latour's model of science where references are reduced in scope and amplified in focus as they are
transported from the original environment 155

The effect of the ethologists’ activities in field and lab should also be examined. For Lehner, the
principle action is the refinement of “ill-defined hypotheses.” The science historian Bruno Latour
elaborates on the actions taken by researchers in this process of knowledge generation. From his field
research shadowing scientists in the jungles of Brazil, Latour concludes that the key function of science
comes from a process of what he calls “circulating reference.” 156 During this process, scientists transport
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information from the thick, dense, unmanageable world through a series of transformations which
reduces the scope of analysis while amplifying the particular features being examined. In this model,
science first abstracts worldly phenomena along a chain of mutations. It then evaluates the findings by
analyzing the changes in its segments in reverse, back to the original reference point.

Latour emphasizes that no one component of this chain of references represents any kind of inherent
truth itself, but rather it is the self-consistency between these connections which makes the scientific
process valuable. He states, “In none of the stages is it ever a question of copying the preceding stage.
Rather, it is a matter of aligning each stage with the ones that precede and follow it, so that, beginning
with the last stage, one will be able to return to the first.” 157 Thus, for Latour, the most important aspect
of biological research is to maintain the connections leading between the stages of the scientific process.
2.4.2 Ethological Model
Uniting the scientific concepts from all these researchers leads to the following model for ethological
research. This basic model consists of three typical phases: exploration, experimentation, and
dissemination. Such a three-step approach can be found in many other sciences, but the argument here
will particularly focus on how it unfolds in ethology.
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Figure 12 - Cyclical process of ethology as it moves through different levels of abstraction

The diagram also demonstrates Latour’s notions of reduction and amplification. As the scientific
concepts represented by iterations of Von Koch snowflakes cycle through the scientific process, their
level of abstraction changes. From exploration to experimentation, a new phenomenon is peeled away
from the infinite interplaying factors of the natural world. During experimentation, this concept is then
further refined into a pure crystal of new knowledge. Finally, during the dissemination phase, this idea is
reified and reconnected back to the shared experience of the natural world.

2.4.3 Contemporary Evaluation of the Ethological Model
To validate this model, it was presented and critiqued by contemporary ethologists at the Smithsonian
Tropical Research Institute (more on the participants and research methods in later chapters). The
scientists were asked via questionnaires and interviews to judge how this model synthesized from
scientific theories and traditions reflected their real-world practice.
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Most researchers agreed with the basic model presented. Dr. Barrett Klein states, “These are three
critical components in the world of science” but also adds “that’s not to say that one person need to
perform all three steps, or that it’s necessarily a linear process.” Others agreed that all three stages were
integral but that they simply spent more time in certain phases, and maybe the sizes of the model should
be altered to denote this. One scientist from the questionnaire states, “Exploration is generally much
larger I think. So much goes wrong with experimental design and setup. Often this can take much longer
than running the experimental trials themselves.”

The leading critique from the researchers is that this model needs to show feedback among all the
phases of research. A participant in the survey pointed out that “you need two way arrows between
experimentation and exploration.” Another researcher elaborates on the parallel processing needed in
research between all stages:
This model is very good, but the real history of our world now is different and change very fast.
We need to do exploration, experimentation and dissemination at the same time. I know is very
hard, but we can’t wait for the result for disseminate the information.

Dr. Rachel Page provides a similar evaluation of the vastly interconnected nature of research. She states:
I think it’s a good framework, but there’s all this overlap…There’s so much stuff simultaneously
that we are probably in all three of those [phases] at once. And sometimes it’s hard to pull out
what you’re using as tools for quantifying some data, that actually is exploration for another
project. And then sometimes some of that raw data, that exploratory data is what turns into the
outreach later on.

In general, these scientists seem to “agree that Exploration, experimentation, and dissemination are all
connected, but [are] not sure that this cycle has to be unidirectional.” This feedback refined the
ultimate version of the model to include bi-directional arrows demonstrating the feedback that occurs
between all stages.
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2.4.4 Evaluated Model of Ethological Practice
Again, the main alteration to this diagram was the addition of iterative, reflexive pathways for all the
stages. The solid-line arrows indicate the general, linear concept of the scientific process, and the dotted
lines illustrate the necessary reversals and iterations needed in real scientific work.

Figure 13 - Digital Naturalism working model: Synthesizing concepts from literature and practice, it demonstrates
three basic processes undertaken in ethological practice and Latour’s notions of reduction and amplification within
circulating scientific concepts.

Each period has its own goals, methods, and values. Experimentation is the most elaborately described
phase in scientific articles and thus it draws the most debate and attention. It has also held cultural value
from enlightenment-era sentiments which venerated experimentations’ empiricist procedures above the
other processes. As Peter Medawar says, “The idea that there is something essentially meritorious about
experimentation has been carried over from Bacon's original usage of the term and the advocacy that
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went with it.” 158 Exploration and dissemination, however, are both equally necessary to support the
overall practice of ethology. The particular goals, methods, and values are expanded on in the following
sections.

2.4.4.1 Exploration
Exploration lays the foundation of a scientific investigation. In this phase, complex systems are
researched and examined, first hand, in order to develop a compelling research question to study during
later experimentation. As Lehner describes, the goal of exploration is of “serendipity” or “fortuitous
discovery.” 159 In this stage, scientists undergo a process of knowledge gathering through observation
and informal micro-experiments made with creatures and their environments.

For ethologists in the field, the exploration period carries additional importance because of the
potentially high variability of contextual issues from one field site to another. Even if a scientist was
able to complete a thorough literature review about the target species, hands-on exploration is necessary
to verify this information and reveal any quirks that may be particular to this exact group of animals at a
specific time and place.

These assessments and probings build the deep, tacit understanding of the real-world systems that allows
a researcher to generate the important questions. This reflects Pasteur’s famous quote: “In the fields of
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observation, chance favors only the prepared mind.” 160 A scientist’s early exploration shapes the
remainder of his or her research. The ideas that can be investigated and described in experimentation
and dissemination are limited by the questions a scientist asks during exploration. For this reason,
biologists initiating research in a new domain will often spend an entire field season in the exploration
period before precisely crafting his or her research objectives. Despite the significance of this task, little
research has been directed towards technologically empowering these preliminary explorations in
ethology.

2.4.4.2 Experimentation
Experimentation rigorously dissects and examines the complex, multidimensional research question
developed in exploration. 161 During this analysis the original multifaceted phenomenon is necessarily
abstracted and reduced into key aspects to test. This abstraction amplifies the underlying decisions and
assumptions that lead to the resulting experimental model. 162 The result of a successful and thorough
experiment is a new article of knowledge which, owing to the rigor and redundancy of experimental
trials, theoretically holds more general applicability to the observed behavioral phenomena.
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2.4.4.3 Dissemination
Responsible scientists must properly disseminate their findings. The discoveries made during
exploration and experimentation are incomplete and useless if locked up in the mind of one individual.
As mentioned before, concerning the ethological value for reflection, eliciting feedback from multiple
audiences is necessary to verify the integrity of the research. 163 Outsiders can also provide advice on
aspects or applications of the data which the scientist may not have considered.

Researchers must also push themselves to explore how they share their work. As Tinbergen describes,
“in order to contribute to a healthy public image of ethology…one has to keep searching for better forms
of communication.” 164
Instead of relying on conventional methods carried over from other scientific fields or centuries-old
traditions, the key challenge for ethological dissemination is to find new ways of sharing research which
most effectively communicate the rich details of wild animal behavior.

This model of Exploration, Experimentation, and Dissemination reveals the multifaceted yet
interconnected activities of ethological research. Thus, understanding ethological practice requires an
understanding beyond mere scientific experimentation.
2.5 Ethological Technology
The final part of this analysis of ethology will consider how media and technology have traditionally
been used in the study of wild animal behavior. Studying how media and technology have historically
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been used in ethology can highlight successful types of tools and techniques while also pointing out
technological traps into which previous researchers had stumbled. Understanding the baseline of tool use
in this field also prepares this research for its latter study of the tools of contemporary researchers.

Figure 14 - Fieldwork vs. Labwork - Tinbergen's depiction of ethologist’s blind.

2.5.1 Applications
Ethological success can come at the hands of simple tools. Julian Huxley describes his basic ethological
toolkit:
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A good glass [binoculars], a notebook, some patience, and a spare fortnight in the spring – with
these I not only managed to discover many unknown facts about the crested grebe, but also had
one of the pleasantest of holidays. 165

Lehner boils down an ethologist’s tools to only three key components: A blind to prevent disturbing the
animals, binoculars (to augment one’s observations), and a field notebook (to record observations). 166
These elements show the first, and perhaps most necessary, use of ethological tools to aid observation.
Ethologists also, however, historically incorporate tools for other applications in collecting, interacting,
and processing.
2.5.1.1 Observation / Documentation
A Field notebook is the most basic and essential tool of the ethologist. They are lightweight,
inexpensive, and sometimes waterproof. They can store a researcher’s data collected from observations
and also be used to note any other insights, ideas, or drawings the researcher might have. They are openended tools that fit the open-ended nature of their work. These notes can constitute data that feeds
directly into one’s experimental results, or they can be the analysis and interpretation of events.

Beyond textual documentation, however, ethologists have historically pushed themselves – and their
technology – to better capture behaviors from the living world. As Lehner notes, “Most researchers can
learn more about the results of a research project by studying visual presentations (other than tables) of
results.” 167 Maria Merian would voyage to distant lands with a portable paint set to share the ecosystems
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of the wild. 168 Étienne-Jules Marey and Muybridge would both independently invent film in order to
better capture the actions of animals.

Figure 15 - Philaethria dido, Chilocorus cacti, Ananas comosus by Maria Sibylla Merian – 1699 and Study of insect
wing movements - Étienne-Jules Marey

Jean Painlevé developed experimental film styles and techniques in his early nature documentaries in the
1920’s. 169 Tinbergen too saw the advantage of this new medium for observation and reflection. As Rice
notes, “Tinbergen was a pioneer not only in the study of animal behavior, but also in making nature
documentaries.” 170 He worked with early video cameras to record behaviors and later worked on larger
films like Signals for Survival (1968) and Starlings at Work (1983).
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Figure 16 - Tinbergen Filming with Larry Shaffer (image from edge.org 171)

Ethologists continually develop their own novel tools for capturing aspects of behaviors previously
hidden. Tschinkel developed a method for pouring molten metal into the subterranean dwellings of
ants. 172 This Pompeii-like technique allows him to capture frozen moments of the ants’ constructions.
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Figure 17 - Walter Tschinkel and his molten casts of ant dwellings 173

Higher level documentation, beyond pure data, also helps scientists reflect on their own work. Lehner
states, “Figures and graphs are not only useful in presenting your results to other people, but also help
you interpret the results and see relationships that were not apparent in the tabular data.” 174

2.5.1.2 Collection
Aside from collecting data, ethologists often need to collect the actual animal for closer examination.
For insects, tools like aspirators can allow scientists to capture, study, and release whole colonies.
Larger animals like mammals may be captured with a variety of traps. Some scientists even use the
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behavior of other animals to capture their target animal. Adrian Smith used army ants to cause the
evacuation of entire colonies of Aphaenogaster cockerelli ants during his collection. 175

Figure 18 - naturalists constructing a trap for Komodo Dragons sourced from local materials 176

2.5.1.3 Interaction
Tools for interacting with animals help extend a scientist’s abilities to poke and probe in the
environment. Generally, simple or naturally occurring tools are popular because of their ease of use.
Tinbergen’s pinecones that he used to interact with wasps are a direct example. 177
The unique research questions of the scientists, though, often lead to a dazzling variety of animal
specific tools. Tinbergen created many sorts of puppets, for example, to interact with the behaviors of
birds. 178
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Figure 19 – Tinbergen’s Diagram of Gull-head puppet Experimental Device

David Blest created a comparatively more “high-tech” device for interacting with Chaffinches. In the
1940’s, while testing the effect of butterflies’ eyespots, he developed a special box which could light up
in different patterns to then observe the birds’ reactions.
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Figure 20 - David Blest's Remotely Activated Box for Testing Eye Spot's effects on predation of Hawkmoths by
Chaffinches 179
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Figure 21 - Mobile Audio playback device for studying the behavior of bird calls for instance 180

Audio playback devices are probably the most commonly used electro-mechanical ethological tools. 181
Many scientists working with birds and other animals sensitive to sonic communication like mating calls
employ some form of audio playback in their behavioral work.

2.5.1.4 Processing / Analysis
The final historical use of tools in ethology was in processing and analyzing data. Until recently, most of
the data would be processed largely by hand or with calculators. More recently, though, computers have
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brought in the use of statistical software for more powerfully analyzing data. Processing and analyzing
data is typically the area in where computers are utilized the most throughout ethology.
2.5.2 Characteristics of Ethological Tools
In addition to their functionality, ethological tools tend to share a couple of important characteristics.
Their often customized and handmade nature tends to that distinguish them from many types of
laboratory instruments.
2.5.2.1 Bespoke
Ethological tools tend to be highly customized and unique. The distinctive characteristics of their
creatures means tools for activities like interaction need to be specialized for the species. Such
specialization does not typically occur automatically at the commercial level. Gull-puppets and
Chaffinch frightening light boxes are not the kinds of devices typically found in a hardware store. Tools
with more generalized purposes, such as binoculars or hides, still must often be adapted to the
uniqueness of the environment in which the ethological research is taking place. A hide manufactured
for the arctic may not serve its camouflaging purposes as well in the rainforest.

Lastly, the questions being asked by the scientist also tend to be quite singular. Gordon, for instance,
needed a highly unusual type of ant nest during her work studying the grouping phenomena of ants
along edges of paths in their environment. 182 Gordon crafted a device to study the ants’ actions in a
world without edges, a sphere. In one of her “favorite experiments,” she covered "a soccer ball with a
nylon stocking, to give the ants some traction, and hung it from the ceiling by a wire that the ants could
not climb." This let her examine the clustering tendency of ants without the effects of walls (which they
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also like to cluster against). 183 Such a device was necessarily tailored to the creature, its environment,
and the specific ethological question targeted.
2.5.2.2 Hand-Made – Technological Agency
Gordon’s device illustrates the other important characteristic of ethological tools: crafting. Self-reliance
is a trait passed into ethology stemming back to the Romantics and Transcendentalists of the 1800’s.
When it comes to their tools, ethologists express a profound value in their own personal Technological
Agency. Many of their tailored experimental tools are made or modified by themselves.

Ethologists’ research typically forces them to adopt new skills for creating technology. Whether these
are the high-tech inventions of Jacques Cousteau or the simpler arts of basic puppet-making or pinecone arranging, ethologists prize their agency in tools.

Figure 22 - von Frisch's Diagrams of Custom Experimental Beehives 184
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First, being able to create and modify their own tools lets the scientists ask the exact research questions
they want. Tinbergen describes such an example, when he and his team “carried with us an odd
collection of Herring Gull dummies and thus started a study which was to occupy and fascinate us
during four consecutive seasons.” 185 Tinbergen and his researchers would cobble together different
types of bird puppets that let them target their own developing research questions. 186 Von Frisch created
numerous special bee hives for different experiments. 187 Such agency protects the integrity of their work
as well. As scientists shift from open-ended exploration to designing their experiments, the needs of
their tools develop greater specificity.

Crafting technology in parallel with the experiment’s development maintains the continuity of the
original question. As Latour describes the self-consistent chains of transformations which comprise
scientific research, 188 so to should one’s scientific instruments evolve in order to maintain the
effectiveness of the tool for increasingly specific questions, and the integrity of the original research
question.

Another reason for hand-crafting in ethological technology is simply due to limited resources. These
wild biologists have a need for odd tools, but do not typically have large budgets. Even if funds are
available, their expeditions can take them to secluded places where certain devices are hard or
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impossible to find. For instance, in Burden’s expedition to Komodo, they simply built their own custom
dragon traps out of local resources. 189

Figure 23 - Modified Ziploc bags for collecting 190

To maintain this ethological-maker culture, these biologists often freely publish the designs of their
modified tools. Sepsenwol published his “Zip Net” in American Entomologist to share how to make a
reusable insect-collection device out of everyday materials. 191 Other scientists, like Adrian Smith, are
even beginning to publish tutorials on crafting and technology forums like Instructables. 192
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2.5.3 Historical Computational Use of Computers
Ethology is a fairly recent field in the history of science, but digital media is even newer. Thus the field
has not as thoroughly developed the abilities of computers into its practice to the extent of many other
tools like notebooks, binoculars, boots, and puppets (though all such instruments could face
computational augmentation). As Ha notes, “Advances in microcomputer are occurring so quickly that it
is difficult [for ethologists] to stay current with the changes.” 193

Figure 24 - Early data processing "microcomputer" used for crunching behavioral data in the lab 194

Ha names the four applications for computers historically throughout ethology: “1. Data collection, 2.
Data storage and manipulation; 3. Data analysis; and 4. Data presentation.” 195 These applications
primarily belong to the activities involved with ethological experimentation. Lehner describes
computers’ uses in presenting data as well, such as creating digital graphs and figures for
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publications. 196 Historically however, little computational use has been applied to the exploration stage.
Part of this reason may simply be due to the prevalence of fieldwork, and the comparative bulk and
fragility of early computers which limited their use to laboratories. It may also be due to the cultural
view of computers as a tool for processing, rather than for exploration and inquiry.

Despite its assimilation of many other technologies and tools, ethology has traditionally held a distant
relationship with computers. Despite the self-reliance valued in most ethological technology, the esoteric
complexity seen in computer practice, has often led to the development of digital-ethological technology
through outside collaborations rather than mastery. For instance, for ethologists hoping to work with
computers, Ha suggests finding someone who is already skilled in digital technology. He states, “The
best advice is to locate a 'computer guru'.” 197

This uneasy, nascent relationship between computers and ethological work begins to highlight the
challenges this research in digital naturalism will explore further. Finding ways that digital media can
achieve qualities of other, common ethological tools will be important to the development of this field.
2.6 Summary: Foundational Principles of Ethology
In summary, ethology is a scientific field of animal behavior built from roots in naturalist and
experimentalist traditions. Like Wheeler noted, this field strives to integrate the powers of open
exploration of nature with “all the techniques which modern science has invented.” 198 It features three
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iterative phases of research. These scientists explore and discover research questions during their
exploration, test and refine these ideas throughout their experimentation, and then share this knowledge
with peers, students, and the public. While not as commonly characterized in the academic realm, its
principles continue to pervade animal behavior field research. Understanding these core values of the
field is integral to its analysis.
2.6.1 Historical Principles of Ethology
First, ethologists are intrinsically motivated by desires to become involved with natural habitats with
non-human animals. Their research is also driven by curiosity which they pursue through open-ended
inquiry. Practical experience with real-world systems is integral to the field, and they conduct their
research through observational and interactive methods situated in the field. While many scientific fields
purportedly strive for purely objective methodologies, ethologists admit to and embrace the necessity of
utilizing human intuition to augment the analysis and interpretation of data. Reflecting on one’s own
research by reviewing feedback from oneself or external audiences is another important principle of
ethology which validates the soundness of the research being performed.

Ethologist’s instruments are important to their practice. The tools they use must be tailored to the
specific needs of the animals, contexts, and research questions they pursue. Because of these bespoke
qualities, and the limitations of resources faced by ethologists, hand-crafting and modifying become
important attributes of their relationship with technology.

Table 1 - Ethological Principles and the originations of their discussions in this research
Historical Principles of Ethology
Being in Nature

Motivation

Being with Non-Human Animals
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Open-Ended Inquiry
Observation

Analysis

Interaction
Intuitive Analysis
Reflection

Tools

Bespoke Tools
Technological Agency

2.6.2 Further Inquiry into Computers and Ethology
The advent of computational technology poses new possibilities and challenges for the field of ethology.
As Agre describes, the vast new powers of digital tools make it likely to erase the important practices of
the fields it encounters. He warns, “computing has been constituted as a kind of imperialism; it aims to
reinvent virtually every other site of practice in its own image.” 199 Like its already delicate balance of
naturalistic and empirical methods, Ethology must then also be careful to embrace the new affordances
of digital media while supporting the important principles of the field. For instance, digital technology’s
historical role in ethology has been merely as a tool which allows greater speed and precision. Its powers
are also focused primarily on experimentation and utilized in laboratories.
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Analyzing and reframing the role that digital technology can play in Ethology could instead complement
its particular scientific process and deepen its ability to penetrate the hidden worlds of animals. Thus,
further research is needed to understand the full range of new possibilities which digital media can
provide. This research must also augment the historical examination of ethological principles with
contemporary real-world investigation of the scientists’ current activities and relationships with
technology. Ultimately, this inquiry will help guide the abilities of modern technology with effective
practices embedded in naturalist principles.
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CHAPTER THREE
BEHAVIORAL MEDIA
A MEDIA BACKGROUND OF COMPUTERS, BIOLOGY, AND BEHAVIORS

3.1 Introduction
Media technologies, particularly computers, present unique new opportunities and challenges for the
field of ethology, but its use in this discipline is just beginning. Digital media provides unprecedented
new abilities for storing and analyzing data. It also affords techniques for interacting with the world in
new ways. Perhaps most distinctively, however, is the fact that digital media is the first medium in
which that is able to express behaviors themselves. As a field that makes use of all tools at its disposal,
these new abilities of the computer will be able to bolster ethological research.

Like Tinbergen states, “[Ethology] has to keep searching for better forms of communication.” 200 This
chapter provides a background of the use of computers and biology that ventures beyond purely
instrumental use and becomes expressive, as a medium. This chapter presents an overview of digital
media and its relationships with animal behaviors. It first describes a background of digital media and its
unique abilities for immersion and interaction. Next is an overview of biological media and the many
ways that non-human living creatures have intersected with forms of human expression. Finally, this
chapter will describe unique new forms of digital, behavioral media which combine creatures and
computation. Outlining a background of digital, biological, and behavioral media will set the stage of
possibilities for later discourse about ways in which ethology and digital media can be intertwined.
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3.2 Digital Media
Digital Media is the use of the abilities of computers for expression and communication. Beyond their
original use as mathematical and number crunching devices, computers permit new ways to interact with
and understand the world. This emerging new medium is still under development, and, like Manovich
describes, designers and theorists are faced with the “challenge of defining what new media actually
is.” 201 Different media scholars discuss the advent of computational expression in different ways.
Manovich tries to discuss it as “new media” 202 while Bolter describes the possibilities of computers
through concepts of “remediation.” 203

This research, however, takes up the concepts of digital media put forth by Janet Murray. She singles out
the abilities of a computer as a fully expressive communication form unto itself. As she makes clear,
“All things made with electronic bits and computer code belong to a single new medium, the digital
medium, with its own unique affordances.” 204 Her goal with this new form of communication is to
invent a framework which lets computers mature into a medium of their own free of arbitrary
conventions from its media precursors. 205 She addresses this task through the design and analysis of
computational artifacts in an effort to distinguish the characteristics intrinsic to this new medium.
Throughout this research in “Digital Naturalism,” the “Digital” component refers to utilizing concepts
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and components from discrete procedural systems – typically computers. This aspect of research will
follow the trajectory of Murray’s work and investigate how these special abilities of computers can
empower the study of animal behavior.

3.2.1 Digital Media’s Affordances and Scientific Examples
In her book Hamlet on the Holodeck, Janet Murray first designates four key affordances that make up
the unique abilities of digital media. 206 These are the encyclopedic, spatial, participatory, and procedural
affordances of computers.
3.2.1.1 Encyclopedic
The encyclopedic affordance describes computers’ ability to store vast quantities of information in
multiple formats. 207 This basic digitization of previously analog data is perhaps the most common use
of computers. Ethological examples include devices that function like higher-powered large memory
field notebooks. Hard drives, SD cards, and online databases can let researchers store and access vast
amounts of data and images collected in the field.
3.2.1.2 Spatial
The spatial affordance is the ability of computers to create navigable structures of data. They create a
sense of space among the individual data points encountered during research. This affordance could
refer to real-world spaces, such as the map feature on a GPS device, or it could also refer to the
spatialization of arbitrary data, like plotting statistical graphs of behavioral data in Excel, or Ben Fry’s
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interactive visualizations of genomic data. 208 By created self-consistent structures for navigating data,
the spatial affordance also allows the encyclopedic to become more useful.
3.2.1.3 Participatory
As Murray describes, “The digital medium is participatory in allowing an interactor to manipulate,
contribute to, and have an effect upon digital content and computer processing.” 209 The key to this
affordance is that, unlike a film, a digital device is designed to take and interpret data from an outside
party. Some ethologists have utilized special keyboards connected to a computer that help them quickly
“code” the behaviors they are witnessing. 210 Sensors which detect and react to animal actions are also
within the concepts of participatory media.
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Figure 25 - Coding behaviors within a lab 211

3.2.1.4 Procedural
The final affordance, procedurality, is considered the most important feature of the digital medium by
Murray 212 and other scholars of computation. 213 It is the unique ability of computers to carry out
conditional series of instructions. When Murray created her four affordances, the standard model of
computation was the “Personal Computer” and thus she described the procedural affordance as enabling
the “simulation of…behaviors.” 214 The advent of physical computing and wide availability of
programmable micro-controllers in the present day, however, means that this procedural affordance can
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let digital media enact real-world behaviors as well. Computer simulations like those of Couzin are
growing in use in ethological work to validate and predict behavioral concepts. 215 Computer-generated
real-world behaviors are slowly starting to be utilized in ethological projects like the Robofrog of Klein
et al. 216

3.2.1.5 Immersion and Interaction
According to Murray, the encyclopedic and spatial affordances combine to create the aesthetic of
“immersion.” 217 Immersion lets an interactor navigate vast arrays of arbitrary data. Procedurality and
participation can also be grouped to form the “Interactive” aesthetic of digital devices. 218 These unique
elements of digital media “make up the designer’s palette” 219 for creating computational artifacts and
can also be used to evaluate the features of existing digital tools.
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Figure 26 - Murray's "affordance grid" and alternate form as Radar Chart 220

Murray recommends charting digital designs on an “affordance grid” to map the affordances used by a
tool and highlight “missed opportunities” of under-utilized features. 221 This research instead finds it
easier map the affordances of specific devices onto a more common “Radar Chart” typically used in
statistical and conceptual visualizations.222 For instance, one could take a digital device, like the data
processing software Microsoft Excel 223 (used by many ethologists in their research), and generate a
chart like this:
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Figure 27 - Example mapping of the affordances utilized by Microsoft Excel

One determines relative utilizations of the four affordances by noting details about how the program can
be used. Its ability to connect to a database of multivariate data gives it a comparatively thorough
utilization of the encyclopedic affordance. It also primarily functions to create multidimensional
visualizations of this data, making it also quite a spatial tool. Aside from the computationally simple
math that the program performs, it does not typically deeply exploit the procedural abilities of
computers. Also, besides basic text entry, the program generally does not include many participatory
elements, and the charts it creates usually do not afford much interaction.

Such an analysis lets one begin designing features that could let the digital device more holistically
utilize all the affordances of digital media. For example, since Excel is relatively less featured as an
interactive tool, new versions of the tool with more dynamic procedural routines and participatory
interfaces could let it also become a fully interactive tool for exploring data. Later chapters will conduct
such an analysis on the current use of tools throughout ethologists’ scientific processes. These analyses
will let us similarly highlight areas of digital-ethological tools which could be expanded upon. Next, this
chapter will give a background on the role biology has played in media.
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3.3 Biological Media: Non-Human Animals and Environments
To understand our problem space arising between computers and ethological practice, we can also look
at the animals themselves as a novel mode of communication. Biology has been the subject, and
sometimes the medium of new modes of expression. The new intersections of non-human living
creatures and avant-garde media are currently a messy domain of new innovations. Categorizing and
presenting some examples of how animals are utilized in media extends the reach of our design space
when discussing digital-ethological media. Defining such categories will also help narrow the media
focus of this research within the broad, developing fields of bio-art and bio-media.

3.3.1 Categorization
This “Digital Naturalism” research is growing at a time when designers, scientists, artists, and engineers
are cultivating an interest in projects which incorporate biological components. Interactive visualizations
of DNA information, 224 genetically engineered cheese, 225 and robotic implants 226 are just some of the
many ideas being fostered in the new realm of bio-media and bio-art. In defining the characteristics of
specific forms of bio-art and bio-media, Digital Naturalism will also establish its own identity. Outlining
its focus will bolster its critical abilities for understanding its own biologically-incorporated media
forms.
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As concepts develop in this field, we need to develop a specific grammar in order to more effectively
create and analyze particular works. Media theorist Eugene Thacker offers a “preliminary definition of
bio-media—as the technical recontextualization of biological components and processes.” 227 Thacker
himself, however, argues against a broad application of this concept. For instance, Thacker’s grammar
typically concerns his own interests in transgenic work and the role of the body, whereas Digital
Naturalism’s research is focused more on the role of behaviors between different types of agents.

A recent attempt at such an organization comes from Pier-Luigi Capucci’s diagram published in the
Finnish Society of Bioart’s book, Field Notes. 228 Capucci’s chart attempts to show relations between
many diverse artistic practices all concerned with the concept of “life.” 229 Since, in reality, all these
practices actually exist on a spectrum continuum, no one method of grouping could be complete, but
categorization is useful for establishing the particular scope and processes of a particular project.
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Figure 28 - Capucci's Diagram of Bioart

Contemporary discussions of biological art often treat living matter more as a subject than as an
expressive medium. In her “user’s manual” for creative biotechnology, Natalie Jeremijenko categorizes
pieces into conceptual categories such as “Body,” “Beauty,” “Dystopia,” or “Inevitability.” 230 This sort
of analysis emphasizes the communicated message with less regard for its means of production.
Therefore, works incorporating biological imagery, concepts, processes, biological matter, or actual life
forms are all analyzed under the same simple lens. Instead of exploring biological creatures or functions
as their own unique form of communication, it is typically seen as a factor that can supplement existing
media, forming a multimedia medley.
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3.3.2 Examples and Digital-Ethological Considerations
In Janet Murray’s chapter, “From Additive to Expressive Form,” she emphasizes the modernist need to
analyze a new media form on its own and discover its unique properties in order to fulfill the expressive
potential of the new medium. She states, “Therefore, if we want to see beyond the current horizon of
scrapbook multimedia, it is important first to identify the essential properties of [a medium]…that will
determine the distinctive power and form of a mature… art.” 231 Owing to the hybrid nature of ethology
and its status between the arts and sciences, examples will be discussed from both the art and science
worlds. 232 The following different forms of bio-art and bio-media will be presented and analyzed with
respect to potential applications with digital affordances.

3.3.2.1 Biological Representations
The intriguing world of life functioning outside our own has always captured the attention of artists.
Herds of animals can be seen portrayed at the famous cave paintings in Lascaux. Modern biological
findings are also represented in various formats. David Attenborough documentaries, 233 computer
generated walkthroughs of cellular functions, 234 and Joe Davis’s genetic code-inscribed fence posts 235
are just some of the ways that real functions of life have been recorded or discussed by various media.
New York-based painter Alexis Rockman, for instance, creates morbid imagery of genetic dystopias.
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Featuring “square cows, three-winged chickens, and pigs with spare livers,” he depicts visceral
hyperbolic atrocities as a public warning against the powers of biotechnology. 236 Some biologists, like
Lizzie Burns turned to traditional art forms like painting or plays as a means of not only communicating
representations of biological behaviors, but also as a means of meditating upon their design during
research. 237 Life drawing is also a valuable technique used by scientists in studying animals. 238

Figure 29 – Rockman’s media about biological topics
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Figure 30 –Deke Weaver’s “Elephant” performance

Artist and scholar Deke Weaver harnesses the power of elaborate, multi-modal performances to explore
themes of myth and science concerning endangered animals. 239 In his collection of performances The
Unreliable Bestiary, Weaver synthesizes anecdotes, animation, original scripts, dance, puppetry, and
real world experiences with animals in a widely encompassing and engaging approach. His sometimes
massive performances physically and mentally bring audiences into fluid webs of facts, theories, and
representations of animals in our society. Weaver himself performs as his creatures, but these typically
undergo shifting incarnations throughout the performance in the light of the creature’s varying cultural
and scientific depictions.
His performances as networked animals embody Latour’s conception of quasi-objects, drawing together
connections from the false division between science and humanities. Weaver continues these ideas,
stating, “I’m not sure if ‘pure science‘ exists when it comes to wild animals and habitat….There are
experiences that have been repeated for thousands of years but, at this point, are still too complex to be
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mapped out by scientific method. So, as science and technology improve, many things that artists and
poets and old-wives-telling-tales have always known or intuited are being ‘scientifically proven.” 240
Digital devices that could physically performance and engage with audiences could thus also hold
design potential to support ethology’s principle of intuitive analysis.
3.3.2.1.1 Simulations
One fruitful venue for such ethological communication comes from the world of interactive simulations.
Chauvin addresses how computer renderings of behaviors can give us deeper insights to the animals,
stating “In the near future, simulation will no doubt become a familiar tool for ethologists. At present,
diagrams which are sometimes very complex are used. That is a static picture, however, and when all is
said and done we do not really know how well it corresponds to actual interaction.” 241

Figure 31 - Army ant computer simulation by Couzin and Franks
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For instance SimAnt (1991) not only simulates the interactions of an ant colony with its environment,
but it also lets the player make choices and participate in activities such as recruitment and foraging
from the perspective of the ants. Interactive tools expose users to the contexts that compel the behaviors.
In a joint interview on NPR, SimAnt’s developer, Will Wright credits E.O. Wilson’s research for
inspiration, and in turn Wilson stated that “games are the future in education.” 243 User agency is
necessary for profound understanding and introspection.

3.3.2.2 Biological Inspiration
New digital manufacturing techniques as well as improved biological tools have cast a light in recent
years upon the concept of Bio-Inspired design. Georgia Tech’s center for Biologically-Inspired Design
states that “science and technology are increasingly hitting the limits of approaches based on traditional
disciplines, and that Biology is an important guide to developing new ways of thinking.” 244 As our
abilities to manipulate and construct artificial behaviors expand, so do our potential design choices.
Basing these choices off the proven effective systems in the natural world could potentially help
circumvent endless periods of design iteration. Artifacts such as Stanford’s gecko-inspired wallclimbing Stickybot 245 or Craig Tovey’s methods of web hosting optimization based on the behavior of
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foraging honeybees 246 all use biological research to empower the design of systems with goals similar to
those found in nature.

Figure 32 - Digital devices that take inspiration from natural systems

Some works also harness bio-inspired design for less goal-oriented productions. Works sometimes
simply emulate the structures or processes of lifeforms for their rich aesthetic value alone. Boredom
Research’s “Ornamental Bug Garden” is a digital representation of a living environment. They state:
In a garden, elements are composed and managed in a way that tries to be natural whilst often combining formal
sculptural elements to create a place of tranquility and relaxation. In artificial life modelling the purpose is normally to
understand or predict how a natural system may behave in certain circumstances. Here we attempt to combine the two
approaches by building a population of modelled life forms into a formally arranged space with a compositional and
aesthetic agenda. 247

This direct replication of biological structures or concepts, this bio-mimesis, can be important to digital
and ethological work. Maintaining realism or similarity in form or action to structures similar to those
already found within the creature or its environment could smooth ethological interactions.
3.3.2.3 Media for Non-Humans
Some media is biological because it is created for non-human audiences. An early example of an
application of this approach came shortly after the French Revolution. With the dismissal of the royalty
came the appropriation of the king’s menagerie, including two adult elephants. These elephants gained
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popularity among the citizens who came in throngs to see them and even devote poems to their honor. 248
Meanwhile, proto-naturalists working in the Jardin du Roi began formulating concepts as to the value of
studying living behavior “rather than skeletons, skins, or cadavers.” 249 An idea arrived to satisfy the
goals of the populace and naturalists. Putnam describes the event: “Departing from the age-old practice
of inducing animals to perform for humans, a concert was arranged for these pachyderms in hopes of
observing their reactions to a range of musical stimuli.” 250

Figure 33 – Postcard from the Elephant performance in the Jardin du Roi

An orchestra performed variations of operas, anthems, and popular songs in different keys and with
different instruments while observers recorded the pachydermal reactions as notes and commemorative
drawings. Many times, performers would dynamically shift the musicality based on feedback from the
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elephants' reactions. 251 This novel approach to early ethology exhibited a powerful ethological use of
non-verbal performance. Putnam summarizes:

Rather than being represented in the static, symbolic practices of human language that were the
cornerstones of knowledge and discourse, the kinetic nature of animals’ reactions defied
collection, analysis, and codification. As a performance piece, the concert had all the complexity
and dynamic structure needed to recognize a specific animal nature on its own terms. 252

Digital tools can aspire to achieve the open-ended nature of the ethologists through creating similar
undirected “artwork” for the creatures.
3.3.2.4 Biological Incorporations
Some pieces of bio-media directly incorporate biological material. Damien Hirst’s sculptures, consisting
of deceased animals mounted in clear formaldehyde filled tanks, rely on the actual structures of once
living creatures to comprise the art form. Following a similar vein, German artist Thomas Grunfeld
remixes taxidermied animal parts to craft his own new types of creatures. 253 London musician Matthew
Herbert created a musical album and concert using documentation and organic matter resulting from the
entire life of a pig. 254 The album, entitled “One Pig,” mixes sounds recorded from stages in the pig’s life
such as birth, feeding, and slaughter, as well as music made with instruments crafted from the pig’s
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remains. Some digital arts also incorporate biological specimens as a means of providing visceral
visualization of typically inconspicuous electronic impulses.

Media artist, Garnet Hertz created a piece “Frog with Implanted Webserver,” which one reviewer
described as “Akin to Damien Hirst's bodies in formaldehyde, the frog is suspended in clear liquid
contained in a glass cube, with a blue Ethernet cable leading into its splayed abdomen. The computer
stores a website that enables users to trigger physical movement in the corpse.” 255

Figure 34 - Biological incorporations from Hirst and Hertz

An interesting aspect of media which physically incorporates biology is the need for the author to at
least partially hand over creative control to the biological processes resulting in the behaviors or
structures of the creature being used as medium.
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3.3.2.5 Biotic Media
To further refine types of biological media, one can also distinguish Biotic Media from those that simply
incorporate biological material. Biotic Media incorporates whole living creatures in its design. “Biotic”
is used to disambiguate between other similar concepts in the world of life sciences. 256 Applied to a
particular media form, the adjective “biological” could refer to a plethora of varying concepts: works
that simply depict living creatures or processes, non-biological works that are inspired by nature,
simulated forms of artificial life, pieces investigating organic molecules or structures, or works that
make use of formerly living tissues and creatures. Instead, “biotic” here is used to exclusively describe
structures which incorporate at least one actual living organism. This research will also use the term
biotic exclusively for non-human animals.

Heather Ackroyd and Dan Harvey’s photosynthetic photographs are good examples of artistic
expression using whole organisms along with their behaviors. 257 They lay photographic negatives over
large patches of grass under strong lights. The light shining through the transparent regions promotes
photosynthesis, making these areas of grass appear bright green, while the dark parts of the negative are
shaded and cause the underlying plant cells to blanch. Working with natural behaviors mandates the
inclusion of living creatures, moving works like these into the specialized realm of “biotic media.” As
Maura Flannery describes in Biology as Art, “This work is not just about living things in art work; it is
about using the processes of life to create the work.” 258 Some of Hirst’s other works focus on
incorporating the behaviors of organisms. His “A Thousand Years,” made from a transparent box,
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contains several life cycles of fruit flies as they eat a severed cow’s head and sometimes wander into an
“insect-o-cutor.” 259 Amy Youngs’s “The Museum for Insects” recreates a museum at insect scale with
viewing ports for visiting humans. This”artist-animal collaboration” draws visitors’ empathy to the
activities of the cricket through their juxtaposition with typically human spaces. 260

Figure 35 – biotic media incorporating whole, living, non-human creatures from Ackroyd and Harvey, Hirst, and
Youngs

An emphasis is also placed on the organism in question being non-human. In describing the artistic and
theoretical themes of his “Protozoan Games,” Professor Stephen Wilson asserts “conventional
paradigms of science seek to place a profound boundary between humans and other species. Humans are
seen as superior and qualitatively different. Conveniently this position allows exploitation, domination,
and disregard.” One special feature of biotic works is their ability to bring the presence of other
lifeforms to the attention of our typically “humans only” worldview. By ensuring that biotic media
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pertain specifically to non-humans 261 guarantees its unique ability to attack human solipsism. Most
digital ethological tools would constitute “biotic media” by their very nature. Breaking down this
category further reveals the different roles that the creatures and technologies can play within biotic
media.

3.3.2.5.1 Biotic Pull – Biotracking and Analysis

Figure 36 – model of biotic pull, where information is gleaned from the living creature

First the creatures and their actions can be used as the input into a system. The animals themselves,
however, are left largely unaware of their role. Examples include biotracking projects like Georgia
Tech’s Accessible Aquarium. In this work, the detected movements of autonomous fish help direct a
musical composition. David Bowen’s piece “Fly Revolver” is another project illustrative of “biotic
pull.” The movement of flies in a jar in front of a camera controls servos pointing and pulling the trigger
of a gun. 262 While these systems carry interesting relationships between living and digital functions, the
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information flows only one way for any processing done by the digital agent poses no effect to the
original biotic agent. These projects, however, illustrate the potential for computers to not only
document animal behavior, but share them in ways that can viscerally engage human audiences.

Figure 37 – Media which simply pulls information from the behavior of a living creature, from Georgia tech, and
Bowen

3.3.2.5.2 Biotic Push - Provocations

Figure 38 – model of biotic push, where the behavior of the medium affects a change in the living organism.

The counterparts to media employing “biotic pull” are those of “biotic push.” In this style of media,
some sort of stimulus is directed at a living creature. Basic examples include automatic cat toys that
shine a moving laser into the animal’s environment. Ollie Palmer’s Ant Ballet is another example of an
artwork that pushes some sort of action onto animals. A robotic arm drops lines of pheromone trails
around an ant colony which coerces them to move in certain patterns. Jill Coffin’s Robotany project
106

similarly impresses digital actions upon a living creature. A 360-degree motion detection camera
controls lengths of nitinol actuator wire that make parts of the tree twitch when approached. 263 This
project shows the powers of adding actions into non-human creatures for creating empathy in human
audiences.

Like biotic pull, many ethological tools could fall under the category of biotic push. Bait, audio
playback devices, and even nets all place some additional stimuli into the world of the animal. Exciting
new possibilities can come from is realizing the new potential of computers for delivering more refined
versions of biotic push. Systems like Ant Ballet and Robotany begin to show the potential for studying
the results of highly controlled interferences in the animal’s world.

3.3.2.5.3 Cybernetic Organisms
Bordering on the edge of computers and biology lies the realm of cybernetic organisms. “Cyber” is an
often conflated, confused term, which can of late be used to mean electronic, computational, or simply
Internet-related. 264 Norbert Wiener initially used the descriptor in his term “Cybernetics” describing the
complex control systems in living and machine systems. The original field particularly focused on
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understanding the functions of goal-oriented looping causal chains. 265 A cybernetic organism or
“cyborg” connects artificial control systems to biological functions, allowing either the digital or
biological component direct access to the sophisticated abilities of the other.

DARPA’s Hybrid Insect Micro Electromechanical Systems (HIMEMS) project, for instance, uses arrays
of electrodes and digital control systems to hijack some of the functions of a living insect. They describe
their method of controlling insect locomotion much in the same way that “reins are needed for effective
control over horse locomotion.” 266 The eventual goal is to replace costlier robots with inexpensive
controllable creatures for “future autonomous defense systems.” 267 Program Manager Dr. Jack Judy
notes, “cyborgs will provide compact platforms that use highly efficient biological systems developed
over millions of years of evolution.” 268 In these types of systems, the biotic side is merely being
exploited for its unique and efficient structural abilities; the will and behaviors of the biotic agent are
typically merely overridden by the electrical control signals.

Figure 39 – Two different Cyborg systems: the first (from HIMEMS) where the robotic hold dominance over the
living creature; the second (from Stelarc) where the living organism dominates the robotic.

Countering the robotic-control-of-organic philosophy of the HIMEMS projects, Stelarc explores how the
biological parts of a cybernetic system can be extended by controlling robotic additions. He has attached
a superfluous, cybernetic third arm as performative device to open discourse concerning the body and
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the topic of exorbitance. As Stelarc says, “the Third Hand has come to stand for a body of work that
explored intimate interface of technology and prosthetic augmentation – not as a replacement but rather
as an addition to the body. A prosthesis is not a sign of lack, but rather a symptom of excess." 269

The flow and influence of information in purely cybernetic systems tends to be unidirectional. Typically,
either the biological or robotic side is in control of the other. Adding cybernetic extensions to animals
can open up new worlds for ethology by letting scientists ask entirely new questions: such hypernatural
combinations can tap into deeper or vestigial reactions of the animals to address functional and
phylogenetic questions of behavior.

3.3.3 Cybiotic Media (Biotic Push-Pull)
The most interesting digital-biological media format for ethology promises to be what we will call
“cybiotic media.” This term refers to systems creating interaction between a digital and biological agent.
Cybiotic media combines both biotic push and biotic pull to form dynamic networks of discourse
between an artificial and a living creature. At its most basic, both the digital and biotic components
should be able to take at least one input and deliver one output in response to the other. The idea of
cybiotic systems is similar in description to what Eck and Lamers call Hybrid Biological-Digital
Systems. 270 The term cybiotic, however, simply serves to better outline the specific unique
characteristics of the medium. The term, cybiotic, is here used to describe exclusively digital and
biological media works which feature behavioral feedback between digital and biological processes.
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Figure 40 - Simple Model of “Cybiotic Media” which incorporates feedback between animal and computer.

Unlike the similar concept of cybernetic organisms, a cybiotic system maintains the autonomy of both
agents. As one reviewer of the cybiotic art piece Silent Barrage noted, these types of cybiotic works are
“something oppositional to the original conception of cybernetics as a science of control and a means for
reducing error by coupling computation to human capacity.” 271 DiSalvo describes the goal of creating
such digital “devices of articulation”, stating they can construct “linkages between objects, people, and
actions” which help explore the “practices, values, and beliefs” embedded in such a system. 272
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Cybiotic media enables ethology to greatly tap into the procedural and participatory affordances of
digital media. As mentioned earlier, procedurality, the creation of digital behaviors, is the most unique
and important component of digital media. In describing the key ability of computers, Bogost creates the
term “procedural rhetoric” as “a subdomain of procedural authorship; its arguments are made not
through the construction of words or images, but through the authorship of rules of behavior, the
construction of dynamic models.” 273 As Bogost says, “in computation, those rules are authored in code,
through the practice of programming.” 274 In cybiotics, on the other hand, the authorship is shared. While
the human programmer takes charge of creating the digital agent(s) and a means of inter-agent
communication, the biotic component was ‘programmed’ by nature. By spurring interaction between
understandable, digital models and actual living creatures, we can elucidate the hidden processes
comprising the organism. Thus cybiotic systems hold terrific potential for understanding ethological
behaviors by forming novel ways of dynamically engaging with the animals themselves.
3.3.4 Cybiotic Examples
Because of their novelty and the potential that cybiotic media holds for expanding digital and
ethological practice this research will not examine several examples of existing cybiotic media. These
examples come from both the art and science worlds.
3.3.4.1.1 Augmented Fish
Some of the earliest examples of cybiotic media feature systems where a fish is paired with a robot. This
apparently innate impulse within mankind to expand the interactive abilities of fish on dry land led to
the creation of no less than three independent projects. The earliest was created in 1993 by the Japanese
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art-unit Maywa Denki. Allegedly operating as a business, their “product” Sei-Gyo 275 consists of a cross
shaped plastic aquarium mounted on a robot with tank treads. 276

Figure 41 – Two cybiotic fish examples: Maywa Denki’s Sei-Gyo and Rinaldo’s Augmented Fish Reality

Sensors in the arms of the cross serve as the communicative substrate linking the robotic and biotic
factors of the system, and in general instruct the robot to drive in the direction corresponding to where
the goldfish is located. Designer Ali Reza Kohani developed a similar fish-robot symbiosis. Inspired by
a television commercial featuring a whimsical pairing of a fishbowl and RC car, the system, though
made from Lego, is a bit more refined than Sei-Gyo. 277 It features clear flat view ports for the beta fish,
and an optical tracking system to communicate movements to the robot. The most advanced version
uncovered in this research of the robo-fish concept is the exhibition “Augmented Fish Reality” by media
artist Ken Rinaldo. Though like the unsophisticated Sei-Gyo, the fish tracking only consists of four
infrared sensors placed in corners of the tank. In this piece, several robo-fish combos simultaneously
interact with each other and humans inside an arena.
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Figure 42 - Commercial depiction and alternate realization of robotic fish car

In the same field as these artifacts lies Garnet Hertz’s Cockroach Controlled Mobile Robot. Using the
same logic as the above pieces, a roach sits on an inverted trackball, and the pushing of its legs directs
its robot body. As opposed to simple visual feedback, however, the robotic side of the system transmits
knowledge of the external world by varying the intensity of an array of LEDs shining towards the roach.

Figure 43 - hertz's cockroach controlled robot

Charting these systems within the Biotic to Digital diagram of cybiotic systems would reveal that the
primary influence is driven by the programming within the biotic agent. The complexity of the robotic
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side is minuscule. The roach bot, for instance, uses no microcontrollers or computers, and is
“programmed” entirely electronically via the arrangement of their transistors, timing chips, and
resistors.278 Each of these cybiotic systems, therefore, borders closely on the verge of simple
cybernetics. Importantly, though, the necessary component for consideration in cybiotics – a mutual
influence between the (non-human) organism and digital program – is present. As opposed to solely
digital works, the use of simple operational logics does not necessarily limit the richness of a cybiotic
system’s expression in the realm of procedural rhetoric. Just because a video game could include very
simple agents (like the ball in Pong) does not exclude it from non-trivial expression. The complexity
stemming from the mass of biological unit operations can provide interesting results from even the
simplest interactions, because seemingly minuscule decisions in the digital agent or mode of
communication can have drastic impact upon the behaviors of the organism.
Sei-Gyo is described as being “a little jerky and seems to have little thought,” 279 whereas Ken Rinaldo’s
modern incarnation features digital and mechanical damping systems to minimize the vibration
experienced by the fish. 280 Differences in the robot’s design feed back to the fish and lead to potentially
altered behaviors expressed by the organism through the totality of the work. A system that features
jerkier movement during turns, for instance, could discourage the fish from provoking the robot to
rotate, but this conditioning could give a mistaken impression to the entire piece that the fish simply
prefers to travel in straight lines.
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Cybiotic systems open new avenues for studying animal behavior. Bogost points out, “Procedural
rhetorics afford a new and promising way to make claims about how things work.” 281 In cybiotics, the
thing being described is the behavior of the featured organism. Each of the aforementioned pieces
encapsulates the biotic creature and reduces it to an entity of two-dimensional locomotion. When the
systems are in play, the observed behaviors form the rhetoric describing the functionality of the living
system. In reflecting on “Augmented Fish Reality,” Ken Rinaldo says, “In past artworks I have found
that the Siamese fighting fish move toward humans, presumably because they associate humans with
food. Still, these are robots under fish control and the fish may choose to approach and/or move away
from the human participants and each other.” 282 A quote from Garnet Hertz illustrates the compulsion to
read meaning and construct understanding from the cybiotic system:

At some moments, it appears as if the cockroach is "adapting in" to the system. In other words, behaving in a way that
would indicate that it thinks that the robot control system is "real". There are other times that it appears the cockroach
couldn't care less about the lights shining toward it and seems to enjoy driving the robot directly into walls at full
speed. 283

These actions have lead Hertz to the following inferences: “the operating machine highlights key
characteristics of being biological. The robot and insect display attributes like unpredictability, laziness,
irrationality and emotional response.” 284 Interpretations such as the desire of fish to move toward
humans, or the unpredictability of a roach, result not only from the organism, but from the implications
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of the substrate’s design and the actions of the digital responses. These basic cybiotic systems can bring
the previously discussed ethological principles of open inquiry and interaction into the world of digital
devices.

3.3.4.1.2 Cybiotic Games
Archetypal examples of cybiotic media are found in Ingmar Riedel-Kruse’s 2010 collection of “Biotic
Games.” These games were developed by Riedel-Kruse to investigate, “novel game experiences and
applications that can be achieved with modern biotechnology.” 285 An earlier initiative in this field was
led by new media professor Stephen Wilson in his 2003 exhibition, Protozoan Games. Wilson describes
a similar impetus for his works: “Our intention is to be thought provoking about how very different
biological processes can be utilized and what novel game mechanisms can emerge.” 286

In 2010, Ingmar Riedel-Kruse developed a suite of performative games that permit human play with
microorganisms. These “Biotic Games,” such as “Pond Pong,” all use a common setup. Groups or
individual paramecia are loaded onto a square fluid chamber and placed underneath a microscopic
webcam. The camera displays imagery of the present paramecia to the human interactors, and feeds into
what Riedel-Kruse terms their “biotic processor.” This is a simple computer vision system which
digitally monitors the cells’ locations, keeps track of game mechanics like scoring and virtual
boundaries, and controls any interactive digital actors particular to a game. The human player can
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observe this expanded view of the living agents along with any digital overlays specific to a particular
game. The communication loop is closed by linking a player’s hand-held controller, modeled similarly
to a standard video game controller, with a means of either chemically or electrically influencing the
movement of the paramecia.

Figure 44 – Riedel-kruse’s "Pac-mecium”

In “Ciliaball,” humans attempt to motivate paramecia in a “soccer field” to kick a virtual ball into a
goal. 287 “Pac-mecium” emulates the original “Pac-man” with the human player coercing a biotic agent to
collect food while avoiding enemies. The food and enemies are represented by digital simulacrum of
similar entities in the paramecium’s actual world. Pac-dots are replaced by virtual yeast food, and the
ghosts are substituted with predatory zebra-fish larvae which dart across the screen, penalizing the
player for any paramecia “eaten.” 288 Some interesting opportunities for behavioral interactions are lost
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as the game diverges from its antecedent. The famously simple, yet intriguing behavioral schema of the
Pac-man ghosts is discarded. The oppositional zebra-fish larvae simply barge across the screen,
annihilating all organisms in their path. The larger dots, or Power-pellets, which traditionally make the
ghosts vulnerable, have no function in Pac-mecium, other than possessing a slightly higher point value.
The omission of these processes promotes the more realistic rhetoric that paramecia possess no means of
fighting back against their much larger predator.
These cybiotic games promote deep engagement with living behaviors. Riedel-Kruse notes, “the novelty
in play experience…arises from the inherent biological nature of the system such as paramecia
stochastically changing their swimming direction and often not responding to the applied stimuli as
anticipated.” 289 As open scientific artifacts, these games promote critical reflection upon the subject’s
behaviors and build tacit knowledge in the human interactors.
For example, according to Riedel-Kruse “the question what these paramecia ‘feel’ while being steered
was raised independently by different players...the player’s knowledge that these processes are real and
not simulated influences players perception.” 290 The expression of collaborative or oppositional
behaviors between human, organism, and code highlights other factors that may be hidden from normal
study. While the paramecia, of course, know nothing of the overall game layer, they are still impacted
indirectly by its effects and hold potential to pick up on these higher-level patterns and change behavior
in unanticipated fashions.
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3.3.4.1.3 Chimpcam Project
Another form of cybiotic media includes creating media systems explicitly for the animals themselves.

Figure 45 - Liberius the Chimp studies recordings on the Chimpcam monitor 291

Biologist Betsy Herrelko devised a method for the animals to perform for themselves. For her
Chimpcam project, she designed special cameras and displays which allowed chimpanzees to shoot and
edit their own films. The cameras were embedded in rugged boxes which could stand up to the chimps’
abuses and allow them to manipulate the devices. 292 The editing station consisted of a simple display
with a single mode of interaction – touching – and the chimps were permitted to participate at will,
driven only by their fascination with the interactive objects. 293 This type of undirected research, both in
its process and outcome, unites the analytical and discovery processes of science. While it may be nearly
impossible to characterize the chimps’ films quantitatively, our perception of the process and result can
highlight comparative similarities and differences in chimpanzee versus human sensation and cognition.
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3.3.4.1.4 Silent Barrage
Another project that demonstrates digital media’s expressive abilities for sharing biological behaviors is
Silent Barrage. This collaboration between Dr. Stephen Potter’s neurology lab at Georgia Tech and Guy
Ben-Ary and Philip Gamblen of SymbioticA consists of lab-cultured brain cells connected to robotic
drawing machines. 294

In this project, researchers first grow tissue from embryonic rat neocortex into a “two-dimensional
mono-layer” over a glass multi-electrode array. 295 The electrodes can read the current activity of the
neuroculture as well as pass stimuli back to the living tissue. A sensing “body” was created which then
detects the movement of people in a gallery space. This space also houses expressive drawing machines
mounted on columns. Typically, when the space was empty, the robotic machines would be rapidly
scurrying along the poles, representing the firing of the neurons in the rat brain, but in the presence of
moving people, the nerves would slow down. This calming of the performance embodies the overall
rhetoric of the piece. Dr. Potter states:
The whole idea of the silent barrage refers to the barrage of activity that the cells have when
they’re not getting any inputs. If they are in sensory deprivation, they sort of go into this epilepsy
mode of activity, and these waves of activity spread across the dish in a huge barrage. And of
course, it doesn’t make any sound if you are listening to the culture dish, but the irony is here in
Dublin, you hear a lot of noise when these things have a barrage because all these robots move. 296

By directly situating the individuals within the behavior of the rat brain, Silent Barrage is able to
promote novel explorations of previously inaccessible phenomena within public audiences.
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Figure 46 - Silent Barrage - Vision Systems and Robots create feedback engagements between humans in a gallery
and cultured rat brain cells 297

These interactive, dynamic systems can share the richness of a scientific discovery in new modalities.
Silent Barrage provides both explicit visual representations in tandem with an intense physicality.
Crafting these embodied experiences will in turn force the ethologist into a state of high-level reflection
that can prompt new research directions for the next project.
3.3.4.1.5 Autoinducer_Ph-1
Andy Gracie’s bio-artificial ecosystem, Autoinducer_Ph-1, explores this potential ability of a digital
agent to replace a biological organism. Gracie’s work is founded on an ancient rice cultivation technique
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that is based on biotic interactions. In southeast Asia, farmers use a fast growing fern, Azolla, as a
fertilizer for rice patties. Azolla’s fertile properties derive from its relationship with symbiotic bacteria,
Anabaena azollae. The nitrogen-fixing abilities of the bacteria provide its host plant (and any nearby
plants) with valuable nutrients enabling rapid growth. 298 Autoinducer_Ph-1 implants an additional layer
of digital organisms into this symbiosis.

Figure 47 - Gracie's Autoinducer Ph-1

First, a culture of real Anabaena bacteria is grown in independent vials. Gas sensors connected to these
tubes generate data reflecting the life state of the bacteria. This data is fed as virtual environmental
factors into an artificial intelligence model of bacterial cells. The activity of these digital agents dictates
the supply of air, heat and light available to the organic bacteria. Finally, the cross communication
between cultures controls robotic arms which add or deny fertilizer to a rice patty. Gracie explains, “The
more the relationship between the real and synthetic bacterial colonies takes on a symbiotic nature the
more nutrient will be delivered to the rice. If the relationship veers more towards the parasitic the rice
will be starved of the elements it needs. “ 299
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Unlike some other cybiotic works whose behaviors are skewed more towards the actions of either the
digital or biological agent, Gracie claims true balance, stating that “through this interface, the synthetic
bacteria are fully integrated into the ecosystem and exert an equal influence on the system
equilibrium.” 300 At large, however, the visible behaviors tend to be largely abstracted with unclear
origins. The visibility of the digital-physical processes and information flow is not made immediately
known to visitors of the work, unlike the way that the presentation of the linked robot-biotic behaviors in
the cockroach-controlled robot strike viewers as obvious. Here, without detailed information, the
audience is presented with seemingly disparate components. Gracie notes that “the ‘primal soup’ aspect
of the Anabaena and Azolla cultures, and fragility of the young rice shoots, contrast strikingly with the
computer-generated artificial chemistry,” 301 but the “fertile” connections between these contrasting sides
are not made apparent by the work’s design. 302

While, in a gestalt fashion, one may be able to interpret that the movement of the arms “‘balletically’
and abstractly describe the ‘emotional’ state of the system as a whole,” 303 the provenance of these
emotions is unclear without detailed explanation. Part of this problem stems from the issue of diverging
timescales between the typical processes experienced by the human audience and those of bacterial
colonies and plant growth. Instead of the instant feedback and blatant process visualization provided by
the biotic games, the interconnected behaviors are expressed as slowly as plant growth. A longer term
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study needs to be made by the viewer in order to fully understand the rhetorical concepts of its
procedures. The confusion surrounding the apparently disconnected behaviors of components reinforces
the artist’s statement about western agricultural techniques as “overly complexified, industrial,
laborator[ies].” 304 A key takeaway from the auto-inducer project is the sophistication and granularity
with which a cybiotic system could be created. Such intricate networks could be utilized in ethology to
better understand the complex ecologies of behaviors in the wild systems studied.
3.4 Digital Behavioral Media
These examples from digital and biological media demonstrate just some of the potential for new
ethological technology. The biological arts find ways to creating and testing out new configurations and
interactions between the behaviors of humans, animals, and machines.

Since ethological research concerns living actions, digital media holds special powers for incorporation
into media analyzing or sharing animal behavior. Digital technology presents the first medium which
allows us to rapidly create and interact with behaviors. While engineers in the past have developed
numerous analog methods for forming expressive behaviors mechanically or electrically, 305 the
development of digital media has enabled the creation of behaviors at speeds and levels of intricacy
several orders of magnitude beyond what was previously possible. Bogost confirms this unique new
power, stating “The computer magnifies the ability to create representations of processes.” 306 Discussing
what he refers to as the “behavioral modes of computers,” ethologist Remy Chauvin praises computers’
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benefits to ethology above all previous media for its ability to carry out rich behaviors itself. 307 Chauvin
states, “the behavior of computers constitutes the only possible analogy with animal behavior.” Except
in terms of complexity, Chauvin does not distinguish between “living” or “artificial” behaviors, and
views both as procedural algorithms carried out in some environment. Chauvin tries to subsume
computer science into ethology, claiming that “study of the [computer] program, however, belongs more
to the science of behavior.” 308 Thus the digital medium can be considered the truly behavioral medium.

It is this behavioral commensurability that makes digital media particularly apt for ethological research.
Links between animal and digital behaviors drive research in computer simulation for both robotics and
ethology309 as well as studying animal behavioral to discover new means of training robots. 310 Bogost
describes the special rhetorical power granted to sharing concepts through a medium which shares their
own primary affordance. This leads him to state that “procedural representation itself requires
inscription in a medium that actually enacts processes rather than merely describes them.” 311 Thacker
also describes the intrinsic connections between the biological and computational fields down to the
deepest levels of the governing genetic programs. He bases his concept of “biomedia” around the
premise “that there exists some fundamental equivalency between genetic ‘codes‘ and computer ’codes‘,
or between the biological and digital domains, such that they can be rendered interchangeable in terms
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of materials and functions.” 312 Spuybroek holds that this correlation grants special interaction
possibilities for the behavior of all matter, stating, “Code is not immaterial; it speaks the Language
matter speaks” and that “code talks to things just as things talk to things.” 313

These are the reasons why digital-behavioral projects, like cybiotic media hold strong possibilities in its
use for digital-ethological practice. Cybiotic media’s interactions between human-crafted digital
processes and living behaviors shaped by evolution permit rich new realms of procedural expression that
probe into the unknown behaviors of life. This novel media type holds the power to implicitly explore
the hidden processes of biological creatures and graphically illustrate the potential impact of digital
behaviors. Cybiotic game designer Riedel-Kruse expects that “implementing the same game
electronically and biologically will lead to cross-fertilization between both disciplines thereby helping to
improve the creation of virtual worlds as well as understanding how biological systems behave and
function.” 314 In describing the consequences of the roach-controlled robot, Garnet Hertz additionally
hails the rhetorical value of these mixed procedural systems:
[The] platform makes the intentions of the insect legible to a wide and diverse audience. Although
technically and conceptually complex, the system is easily understood by young and old with little
or no explanation. Individuals tend to watch the robot for extended periods of time, empathizing
with the insect, and trying to discern whether or not the organism is controlling or being controlled
by the technology... and whether it is aware of, immersed in, or pleased by its synthetic and
mediated environment. 315
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Digital behavioral media also serves to aid the previously noted ethological principle of “reflection,” and
ground digital or biological breakthroughs within larger contexts. Stephen Potter gives acclaim to the
abilities for critical analysis of cybiotic media arrangements: “By working with artists, they consistently
push me to consider the ethical and philosophical implications of what we are doing. Scientists get the
very narrow tunnel vision...without thinking too much about the big picture.” 316 These basic cybiotic
systems can bring the ethological principles of “open inquiry” and “interaction” into the world of digital
devices. Working with these systems allows humans to explore our digital capabilities while also
immersively sharing “experience and knowledge about the underlying biological key concepts that are
often abstract and unclear.” 317 These untapped behavioral abilities of computational media are what
make it particularly apt for incorporation in ethology. Determining ways to effectively synthesize
concepts from both digital media and ethology now present the key challenge for this field.
3.5 Conclusion: Challenges of Digital Ethology
Digital media can allow scientists to conduct high-precision, repeatable experiments with animals in the
laboratory, but it also opens the doors for open-ended exploration of behaviors in the field. While digital
tools currently focus almost exclusively on processing or visualizing data, 318 these additional examples
combining biological and digital arts illustrate a large variety of new forms of interactions which these
tools can permit. The networks of behaviors created through hybrid digital-animal systems like in
cybiotic media can foster new insights into animal behavior through dynamic experimentation.
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Tapping into the new abilities of computers, however, holds serious challenges. To preserve the integrity
of the science, computers must be used in a way that supports the values of ethology. As Phil Agre states
in his Critical Technical Practice, “the institutional relationships between the computer world and the
rest of the world can be tremendously complicated.” 319 Discussing the imperialist qualities of digital
media, Agre talks about how these new abilities of digital media can sometimes overshadow the
important values of the existing fields in which they will be incorporated. 320

Figure 48 – model of ethology’s ideal, holistic utilization of digital technology, and the missing model of ethology’s
current digital use.

Another difficulty is that little research has yet been undertaken concerning ethology’s current
utilization of digital technology. It may be that ethologists at present are already making full use of
digital media, or perhaps that digital media has so firmly reinvented the science that ethology’s
principles are no longer valid. This preliminary background work highlights the need for research
directly into how digital media is being incorporated within contemporary ethological practice. into the
challenges that come from uniting digital media and ethological practice.
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Joining the abilities of computation with the principles of ethology requires a critical analysis of both
subjects from the past and present. Later chapters will feature first-hand investigations of contemporary
ethological communities, values, practices, and tools. This research lets us discover and design new
ways that computational tools could be used to support ethological principles. The next chapter will
further outline these challenges and a research strategy for synthetizing digital media and ethological
practice.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THESIS AND RESEARCH PLAN
DIGITAL NATURALISM AT THE SMITHSONIAN TROPICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the factors making up this research project. From the challenges describes in the
previous two chapters, it first explains the details and scope of the problem space between digital media
and ethology. It then defines the target of this research project. The thesis of this research is that a
careful, real-world study of the key principles and practices of contemporary ethologists can yield a
functional framework for the design of digital-ethological tools based on investigations. This chapter
concludes with a description of the targeted field location for this research at the Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute in Panama.
4.2 Problem: Critical Synthesis of Ethology and Digital Media
Digital technology is increasingly being leveraged into ethological practice without critical analysis.
Current intersections of digital media and wild animal behavioral research are often ad hoc partnerships
between technologists and biologists that occur out of necessity. Combining these practices is largely
something that is forced to happen, rather than synthesized through analysis and design.

This blunt imposition of powerful, new technologies runs the risk of razing the values and methods
important to the field. Computational projects can often subjugate partnering fields to computers’ own
specific methodologies due to restrictions and cultural practices specific to the digital medium. Agre
describes this tendency of digital technology to bulldoze existing traditions stating “computing has been
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constituted as a kind of imperialism; it aims to reinvent virtually every other site of practice in its own
image.” 321

Figure 49 – bio-tracking.org’s software’s mostly successful tracking of ants in an artificial, restricted environment.

As a basic example, the intrinsic fragility and bulk of the powerful computers used in my Bio-tracking
lab forced us to bring ants into the laboratory to study their behavior, rather than moving the computers
out into the ants’ environment. 322 On top of this, the deficiencies of even the most advanced tracking
algorithms forced us to abstract the laboratory ants’ simulated environments into solid white, twodimensional planes in order to assist the computer’s processing.
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Figure 50 – the same software failing to track ants in a natural environment

The problem of this research becomes how to develop constructive methods for incorporating the
affordances of digital media to serve ethology. Computation presents unique new abilities for behavioral
study and interaction. One must be careful, though, not to demolish the original goals and values of the
field scientists through bluntly forcing new technology into this practice. Instead this research seeks
ways to judiciously design digital media in a way that supports and augments ethology. This requires a
critical framework which can guide digital designs for ethological use.

4.2.1 Developing a Critical Framework: Maturing Digital-Ethological Media
The nascent projects utilizing digital media to study animal behavior lack a coherent framework for their
creation. This immature medium for ethological research necessitates some sort of scaffold of to help
practitioners utilize the full potential of computation within ethology. The key to brining any new
medium to maturity, as the media theorist Janet Murray argues, is by directly experimenting with the
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key features of this new domain. In her quest to develop the digital medium in general, Murray models
her approach on the historical evolution of another relatively new medium, film. She states:
The key to [cinema’s] development was seizing on the unique physical properties of film: the way
the camera could be moved; the way the lens could open, close, and change focus; the way the
celluloid processed light; the way the strips of film could be cut up and reassembled. By
aggressively exploring and exploiting these physical properties, filmmakers changed a mere
recording technology into an expressive medium. 323

Following film’s paradigm, Murray likewise analyzes the experimentation of computer scientists and
artists to develop her own critical framework for the digital medium. Her first step is to distinguish the
digital medium from the less defined arenas of “new” or “multi-” media. 324 In doing so, she necessarily
creates a grammar specific to unique qualities of this medium. For instance, she breaks down four core
affordances of computers owing to their procedural, participatory, spatial, and encyclopedic abilities. 325
Developing this critical grammar then lets her analyze and provide key considerations for designing
digital media. This framework, built from her defined field, medium-specific grammar, and design
considerations, grants her purchase to examine keys to the success and failure of digital artifacts such as
the Amazon Kindle, or Google’s web interfaces.

This approach for developing and analyzing a medium is not unique to Murray. Other media scholars
conduct analysis in the same way. Lev Manovich’s Language of New Media also aims to describe key
characteristics of new media. His version of the four affordances defines the five key principles of
computational media as numerical representation, modularity, automation, variability, and
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transcoding. 326 The importance falls less on which particular framework is utilized and more on its
ability to provide conceptual traction as dialectics for designing and discussing previously ambiguous
media forms. A mature medium’s framework helps practitioners avoid pointlessly incorporating the
conventions of other media, while developing the rich intrinsic properties of the medium itself.

4.2.1.1 Example: Ethological Film

The evolution of a particular type of film, the nature documentary, specifically illustrates the benefits of
developing a new medium for studying animal behavior. Through collective experimentation with a new
technology (sequential photography) filmmakers developed specific terminologies, methods, and
heuristics which pushed forward both the science and the medium.

Figure 51 – Étienne-Jules Marey: Study of insect wing movements 327
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Driven by an urge to understand some of the rapid and complex behaviors of animal movements,
Étienne-Jules Marey began experimenting with sequential photographic techniques in the mid 1800’s.
These ethological tools helped illuminate the previously hidden behaviors such as the figure-8 pattern of
bee’s wings in flight, or the graceful descent of a landing bird. 328

Figure 52 - Étienne-Jules Marey: Bird Flight, Pelican, 1886

More famously in the United States, Eadweard Muybridge created early motion picture methods to
study the behavior of horses’ gaits. These early photographic experiments for understanding animal
behaviors were then developed into the new recording format of “motion pictures” by the end of the
1800’s. As cinematic pioneers engineered new techniques for creating and sharing human-centric
dramas, documentarian-naturalists utilized the growing framework of this new medium to study animals
while helping to drive film’s maturity themselves.
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Jean Painlevé conducted early experiments combining both studio and on-location filming in the early
1900’s. Using “continuity editing” styles established by D.W. Griffith, Painlevé successfully blended
disparate footage and created drama within the animal spectacles capable of drawing humans into the
narrative. 329 To fit the needs of naturalists like Jacques Cousteau filming underwater life, camera
technology had to be refined to be self-contained and watertight. 330 As this genre developed, naturalists
established their own techniques, such as Attenborough’s often-emulated narration style, and his backand-forth movement from disembodied voice to in-scene interaction. Most recently, the continual push
for knowledge and understanding from series like the BBC’s Planet Earth or Life has contributed
intricate new compositing effects used to study the development of entire landscapes of life over several
years. 331

Figure 53 – Attenborough narrating in-scene in Conquest of the Skies (2014) 332
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The development of nature documentaries shows this back-and-forth development of an ethological tool
blossoming into a new medium, which in turn allows for a rich new means of exploring and sharing
animal behavior. This type of applied technological exploration and analysis in film gave rise to a
framework of specific terms and techniques which honed the ability of moving images to capture and
share new information. Such direct research within the digital medium as applied to animals could
similarly benefit the two fields. Digital Naturalism follows this media studies tradition by similarly
analyzing a novel technological arena as a new means of expression.

Thus, the solution to the challenges growing between digital-ethological media is to develop a critical
framework specific to the abilities of digital media and the principles of ethology. The values of
ethology should be upheld when designing technology for ethological exploration, experimentation, and
dissemination. Currently, however, ethologists and digital media designers both lack guides for how
these intentions can be brought into fruition. Finding ways to address these design targets can bring
digital-ethological devices beyond mere tools for increasing efficiency and automation. Developing this
hybrid field between digital media and ethology will help both designers and scientists discover ways to
create effective new means of understanding animals.
4.3 Research Scope
The fields of ethology and digital media cover an extensive range of ideas and challenges. In order to
keep this research bounded in the domain of a four-year Ph.D. thesis, the scope of this research is
sharply focused on particular elements at the intersection of these disciplines. This section outlines the
specifics of this study.
4.3.1 Objective
Ethology is the naturalistic study of animal behavior. Digital media is a responsive, behavioral
technology proffering potential new means for interacting with living creatures and their environments.
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The objective of Digital Naturalism is to discover ways that digital media can address the challenges and
values specific to ethologists.
4.3.1.1 Dissertation Focus: Exploration
The research of this manuscript specifically focuses on digital media’s use in ethology’s “exploration”
stage. The exploration phase was selected for initial examination because, within the scientist’s full
research process, this period was found to be the least technologically developed. Exploration also forms
the foundation of a scientist’s later research. Thus enabling new forms of digital-ethological exploration
will also impact a scientist’s technological use throughout the following phases.

While, this investigation will still expose important considerations for computational design in the
“Experimentation” and “Dissemination” stages, a fuller investigation of these remaining stages will be
left for future research. Digital Naturalism’s eventual goal will be to understand digital media’s
applications for the entirety of ethological practice.

•

•

4.3.2

Dissertation Scope

Address the challenges of ethology with the new affordances of digital media
Targeting ethologists’ early scientific exploration

Target Users: Ethologists

4.3.2.1 Foundational Values – Naturalism
Ethology grew from a desire to understand the actions and responses of animals. In order to maintain the
connection between a behavior and the context in which it evolved, ethology studies these behaviors
within the animals’ natural environments. Julian Huxley concisely describes these reasons for studying
animals in the wild, stating: “Captivity cages minds as well as bodies, and rigid experimental procedure
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limits the range of performance"; while freedom liberates the creatures' capacities and permits the
observer to study their fullest developments.” 333 Compared to lab work, however, working in the field
amplifies rather than reduces the amount of unknowns in one’s research. As Lehner explains:
At first glance, studying behavior is easy, but as every budding ethologist quickly realizes, there
are a host of complex, practical, methodological, and analytical problems to solve before
designing and conducting the study. 334

The problems involved with ethological exploration are manifold and messily intertwine cultural,
biological, and technological factors. Lehner illustrates a list of just some of the interconnected concerns
an ethologist must consider:
How do you choose which species or which behavior to study? What equipment will you need to
observe and record behavior successfully? How do you record data in the dark, in the wet, or
without missing part of the action? How do you analyse and interpret the data to yield meaningful
information? 335

As described in chapter two, tackling these high-level, sometimes esoteric “wicked problems” of
naturalistic animal behavior research gives rise to ethology-specific traditions and values. Open-ended
inquiry, relaxed observation, and custom-crafted tools became aspects of the tradition that allow
ethologists to engage with the romantic and sublime challenges of the wild.
4.3.2.2 Defining Participants / Stakeholders
The second chapter also described how few present-day, behavioral researchers directly identify as
ethologists. 336 Instead, many opt for more specific, modern-day labels like “behavioral ecologist” or
researchers of “evolutionary behavior.” These designations multiplied as more scientifically
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standardized fields from particular sub-domains of ethology’s original four questions. 337 The values and
practices of traditional ethology, however, remain embedded in much contemporary research.

Utilizing this term, ethology¸ refines the scope of our study from the broad field of biologists to those
specifically practicing the basic tenets outlined by ethology’s founders. For instance, this research is
interested in not just those scientists who study animal behavior, but those who specifically pursue their
experimentation in the animals’ natural environments.

The practices suggested by the founding scientists remain dominant in ethology, but new technologies
can ignore the lessons learned by these initial practitioners. Thus, selecting ethology as our target
domain, highlights this research’s interest in present day behavioral researchers who utilize current tools
and technologies but work towards maintaining a naturalist’s philosophical inclination from
foundational ethological theory.

These naturalists are the stakeholders targeted by this research project. The modern-day ethological
practitioners followed in this research possess these basic characteristics:
•
•
•
•

337

Participants / Stakeholders

Research non-human animals
Study the animals’ behavior
Conduct their research in the animals’ natural environments
Blend traditional and contemporary research tools and techniques

Many designations which actually grew from Tinbergen’s specific four questions for Ethology.
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4.3.3

Target Technology: Digital Behavioral Media

4.3.3.1 Affordances
As media scholars like Murray and Manovich noted, Digital Technology presents unique new channels
for of interacting with and understanding the world. 338 First, computers hold a special ability to carry out
rich series of processes. This procedural ability gives digital media unprecedented power in enacting and
capturing complex behaviors. Second, these digital behaviors are able to participate with other agents in
the world. This participatory affordance of the digital medium provides it with the one-of-a-kind
capability to directly explore sophisticated animal behavior by crafting specific interactions.

4.3.3.2 Digital Behavioral Media
As discussed in Chapter Three, combining computers’ procedural and participatory affordances with the
behaviors of living animals opens new possibilities for understanding the world. Using these types of
digital, biological, and behavioral media, scientists can conduct high-precision, repeatable experiments
with animals in the laboratory. Artists are also beginning to utilize both digital media and animal
behavior in artwork to explore new ways of perception and expression. Digital media’s unique
affordances, like its procedural and participatory abilities can also enable one to interact with animals at
varying spatial and temporal scales. Digital media’s broader use in wild animal interaction, however, has
been limited due to traditions of practice, complexity of the devices, and the sensitivity of the machines
to harsh environments.

338
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Thus, the technological focus of this research is on digital behavioral media. The primary media forms
being explored for incorporation throughout this research possess the general attributes:

•
•
•

•

Digital Behavioral Media

Utilize electronic computation
Can enact behaviors
Can capture behaviors
Can interact with non-human animals

4.4 Research Target
A design framework that supports ethological exploration with digital media can be synthesized through
practical analysis and evaluation. This design framework would provide key guidelines for future
designers and scientists to build computational devices in ways appropriate to their exploration. In
creating this framework, the contemporary abilities, intentions, and traditions of both areas need be
investigated. The complex situated natures of ethology and computation, however, require analysis
through practical, contextual engagement. After evaluating these practices and testing the resulting
concepts, a functional framework for digital media within ethology can be utilized to guide further
designs.

4.4.1 Research Questions
This challenge presents us with three primary research questions that drive this dissertation. First, What
are the current practices and values of scientists studying animal behavior in natural environments?
The earlier analysis of ethology’s foundation revealed techniques, tools, and philosophical opinions
important to the field. However, it is also vital to understand the contemporary principles in ethological
research. Uniting the field’s foundational theory and current practice can help prevent glorifying
outdated traditions while identifying potential shortcomings in modern-day methods.
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Understanding the research of contemporary naturalists gives rise to the next research question: How is
digital media currently used in ethology? The goal is to discover what types of digital media are utilized,
as well as where in a scientist’s research process they are used. This question can be addressed through a
study of the ethologists’ instruments, along with the creation of devices to probe new potential digitalethological tools. Determining the current role that digital technology could or does play for ethologists
will highlight places in their research which could most benefit from specific affordances of digital
media.

Identifying areas of digital media’s shortcoming and potential benefits within ethology gives rise to our
final research task: discovering what digital design guidelines can fulfill the needs of ethological
practitioners. This challenge necessitates iterative practical testing. Repeatedly constructing and
analyzing new digital designs with the scientists provides the most direct insight into the efficacy of
potential design guidelines for the stakeholders. Studying these technological interventions will anneal
the resulting guidelines for more generalized digital-ethological use. In summation, the research
questions pursued in this dissertation target the discovery and analysis principles, practices, and design
guidelines surrounding the issues concerning digital media and ethological research.

Concept

Research Question

Ethological

1. What ethological practices and values should Digital Media
address

Digital

2. How is Digital Media currently used in Ethology?

Design

3. What guidelines can fulfill the needs of ethological principles?

Principles

Utilization
Guidelines
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4.4.2 Thesis: Digital Naturalism
Investigating key principles, computational utilization, and digital design guidelines for exploring
animal behavior in the wild can inform a framework that supports digital-ethological exploration. The
pursuit of this framework shall be defined as “Digital Naturalism.”

Such a design structure would a) define the scope of the field, b) develop a grammar specific to its
analysis, and finally, c) provide important considerations to guide the development of digital
instruments. This manuscript illustrates the origins and development of this framework.

Building a scaffold for digital-ethological design is important to addressing the mounting challenges in
this hybrid field. The final framework developed in this manuscript seeks to outline a set of effective
tools and techniques that allows ethology to better harness the digital medium’s unique powers for
understanding and expressing behavior.

Thesis
Investigating key principles, computational utilization, and digital design
guidelines for exploring animal behavior in the wild can inform a framework to
support digital-ethological exploration.

4.5 Research Proposal: Location and Field Seasons
These research questions brought forth by critical analysis of historical practices in ethology and digital
media will be answered with current field research. Therefore, this dissertation’s investigation requires
direct engagement with scientists in their research sites. Joining them in the field to document, analyze,
and experiment with their practice aims to discover important, practical considerations for digital
media’s design. Combining the historical foundation with novel practical research increases the
robustness of the Digital Naturalism’s final framework.
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4.5.1 Location: Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute
This research had the good fortune of taking place over three years at the Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute (STRI) in Panama. STRI is a worldwide hub of wildlife experimentation and an ideal location
for this project, as it allows unique access to both interesting wildlife and a vibrant community of
diverse field biologists. Working with this research institute and studying the scientists from within
provided a model platform for rapid analysis and iteration of digital-ethological concepts and practices.
The variety of different ethologists at STRI makes it a good location to avoid developing approaches for
only one scientific direction in ethology.

While this location can suit the needs of this research well, it is important to note that no single location
can provide fully generalizable research for studying biologists. When describing ethnographic research,
Descombe notes that this type of “‘work-site’ approach affects the representativeness of the findings and
the extent to which generalizations can be made on the basis of the results.” 339 This is especially true of
those working in niche environments like the neotropical rainforest in Panama. Therefore the findings of
this research are greatly sculpted by the context in which it is conducted. In order to present the inherent
specificity of this research upfront, a cultural and organizational history of STRI is presented.

4.5.1.1 STRI – History
STRI was started in 1923 as a small field station using the flooding from the recently built canal as a
large-scale experiment. Since then, it has grown into one of the world’s premier scientific research
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station clusters and attracts over 900 yearly scientists from across the globe. 340 STRI’s first established
research post was on Barro Colorado Island (BCI), which is now one of the most scientifically studied
areas on earth. 341 There are currently six different bases distributed around the Isthmus of Panama with a
central office and research center in Panama City. 342

Figure 54 – STRI’s Barro Colorado Island Research Station, 1920 and 2008 (Image from UCLA)

4.5.1.2 Gamboa
The largest of these sites is the Gamboa field site where I lived and conducted the majority of my
research. Gamboa is a rich nexus with scientific, technological, and cultural significance. It is situated
on the middle of the country directly between a national rainforest park, and the Panama Canal. A single
one-way bridge leads into this village across the meeting of the Chagres River and Canal. Originally the
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town was established as a base for American Canal Zone workers. 343 The town was generally split into
two districts through ethnic segregation. The southern highlands of the town, called “The Ridge,”
housed the richer American supervisors, while local Panamanian families lived in a poorer village area
called “Santa Cruz.”

Figure 55 - Map of Gamboa. Research Facilities and Local Housing 344
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The vestiges of this earlier segregation are still apparent. Since the Smithsonian purchased the American
canal worker housing, the present day structural segregation replaces the somewhat colonialist canal
workers with the (mostly English-speaking U.S. and European) scientists living in the ridge, and the
local Panamanians continue to remain in Santa Cruz. The growth of STRI has led to increased expansion
into Santa Cruz, and hiring policies as well as community events indicate attempts at building closer
relationships between local Panamanians and visiting scientists.

Present day (2012-2014) Panamanian canal worker buildings occupy a majority of Gamboa’s western
edge, where massive boats and trains full of shipping containers continually pass by the little town. The
workers maneuver cargo with gigantic floating cranes, 345 dredge the bottom of the canal, and
occasionally detonate shoreline explosions as they widen the Canal to permit the passage of new “super
freighters.”

Gamboa houses many of STRI’s most well-known ongoing research projects, along with a constant
influx of new projects and field courses. Some staples of the research in the area are Mike Ryan’s
Tungara frog mating studies which have been active since the 1980’s, 346 Rachel Page’s bat Learning
studies, 347 Warkentin’s research on tree frog predator defense, 348 Wcislo’s research on stingless bee and
leaf-cutter ant behavior, and Sunshine Van Bael’s plant-insect-fungus ecology projects. 349
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Summers also feature the inflow of dozens of different research groups and classes at STRI. For
example, this is the time of the year most Ph.D. students arrive to pursue their independent research in
areas such as bird populations, ant behavior, hydrology, plant chemistry, or butterfly mating. Many
research labs from academic institutions bring undergraduate interns down to train them in field
methods. Spring and summer are also when STRI plays host to several field courses, such as McGill’s
field course, or the new NSF-sponsored Research Experience Undergraduate program, where students
from around the world apply to learn about all aspects of fieldwork, from collection and analysis to
specialized topics like robotics and life-drawing.
4.5.1.3 Architecture and Facilities
Most buildings in Gamboa are re-appropriated tropical bungalows previously used by the canal workers.
With the exception of the new research center being constructed in Gamboa, 350 all the research labs are
built into portions of the living quarters. The tropical architecture of standard Gamboa houses places the
main living quarters on stilts, elevated one floor above the ground. The lower levels then function as
laboratories, meeting places, or construction workplaces.
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Figure 56 – Scientists working in the bat lab located underneath their sleeping quarters

4.5.1.3.1 Housing
Most student researchers (undergrad, Ph.D.), and some advanced scientists (Post-Docs, Research
Scientists) and visiting professors, live in cooperative housing with 1-5 roommates. Official STRI
housing becomes scarce during the summer rush. Large school groups – typically undergraduate
researchers – usually gain precedent, leaving advanced graduate and post-doctoral scientists find private
housing to rent for the field season. Permanent STRI staff scientists living in Panama generally own
their own houses.
4.5.1.3.2 Research Facilities
Gamboa’s research sites include a boat dock to access BCI, a research building called “The
Schoolhouse;” anechoic chambers; and several large plant nurseries, insectaries, and bat flight cages.
The most notable research spot in Gamboa, however, is “Pipeline Road” (Camino de Oleoducto). This
world-famous birding location is a straight, muddy road that cuts 15-20 kilometers into the Soberania
National Park. It is the remains of a long-paved road leading to the Pacific Ocean, which served as a
supplementary means of petroleum transport during World War II.
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For many of the researchers in Gamboa and BCI, Pipeline Road is the primary location of their field
sites. It provides relatively quick access via 4-wheel drive vehicles to deep parts of the wilderness which
would otherwise require several hours of hiking to reach. For this reason, most of my fieldwork took
place on Pipeline Road.

4.5.1.4 Access
Access to the field sites, labs, and living quarters of the STRI community is limited to official scientists
and approved researchers. 351 I first gained admission as a researcher on an approved project I created
with biologist collaborators from Arizona State University. Later, I was able to join as an official
scientist after being awarded STRI fellowships.

4.5.1.5 Shipping Equipment
Getting equipment to Panama from other countries can be a cumbersome process. General purchases
from the U.S. take 3-6 weeks to arrive at STRI. Items in the U.S. are typically sent to Miami and then
shipped over on a boat. Since the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute exists as a hybrid entity
between the U.S. and Panamanian governments, official STRI researchers have special “diplomatic
addresses” which are theoretically treated as domestic U.S. addresses. This makes shipping and
receiving items less expensive and often faster, as well. The Smithsonian has cracked down on the
general use of these addresses in the past three years, due to the amount of researchers hoping to get
extra equipment to their field sites.
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When longer-term planning is possible, equipment can be shipped down months ahead to colleagues in
Panama, and collected upon arrival. Because of the dynamic nature of their research, this community has
developed an alternate method of using visitors as “mules” for research equipment. In the busy season
especially, it is common to see desperate emails sent out about a piece of broken equipment and
inquiring if anyone knows any scientists, friends, or other visitors coming to Gamboa from the U.S. in
the next week. If so, they will ship the newly purchased devices to the visitor for them to carry from the
U.S. down on the flight to Panama. The “mule-ing” of these goods to Panama can range from long-range
radio trackers to luxury items like a pack of toy fairy wings for a child’s birthday party. Compensation is
usually provided to the carrier in the form of bartered social (e.g. a bottle of rum). Here is an example
post to a community forum:

Scientific Favor Alert!
Anybody coming down to Panama in the next two weeks or so, or know someone who is? I'm looking for
someone willing to receive a shipment of cryogenic tubes and then carry them down to Panama in an extra
bag. We'll pay for the cost of the extra bag! And I will owe you a big favor, likely repaid in the form of a
bottle.
For science!!!

4.5.1.6 Lecture Structure
The hectic pace of the multifarious schedules of the researchers is tempered by rigid, established
community schedules. Specific official presentations have been set in place over years, and serve as
anchor points for the scientific community around which to plan their busy schedules. Tuesdays, for
example, host the most formal of the talks at STRI’s panama city headquarters in the Tupper building,
and many researchers dedicate their “Tupper Tuesdays” to stocking up supplies in town, and conducting
lab since they will be making the journey anyway for the presentation. The talks allow the scientists to
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probe the minds of their colleagues for ideas about techniques and experimentation, as well as prepare
their means of dissemination for other venues such as conferences or papers. These also convey a
spectrum of prestige, where novice researchers get semi-formal feedback in Gamboa talks, and
distinguished lecturers present and debate their formal research at the Tupper Talks.

4.5.1.6.1 Gamboa Talk – Schoolhouse, 4:00pm Mondays
The least formal of the official talks, these presentations are usually delivered by graduate or
undergraduate students seeking help with projects or preparing for other talks. The audiences are
typically stopping by in between their field work.

4.5.1.6.2 Behavior Talk – Tupper Conference room, 2:00pm Tuesdays
The behavior talks somewhat resemble the Gamboa talks in that their main purpose seems to be eliciting
feedback from peers in order to tackle specific problems in their research. These talks are generally
given by more advanced researchers, such as post-docs, STRI Staff Scientists, or visiting professors. The
audience is comprised mostly of researchers waiting for the later Tupper Talk, who come in between
city errands or laboratory work.
4.5.1.6.3 BAMBI – BCI Conference room, 7:15pm Thursdays
One of the more famous of the STRI presentation series, the BAMBI is steeped in ritual. Originally
designed more as a “Gamboa talk”-type presentation for the young “fawns” to share and practice their
research, the BAMBI has taken on greater prestige. It is held on Barro Colorado Island, and thus
requires audiences and the presenter to register ahead of time, pay $4 (excepting the presenter), and ride
a boat to the island at 5:30pm. There, the new island visitors traditionally hang out with BCI’s
inhabitants on a porch overlooking the Canal and informally discuss their research, the latest news, or
interesting sightings. Dinner is served in BCI’s cafeteria at 6:30pm. One historical figure in the STRI
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community, Eggbert Leigh, always takes his dinner slightly earlier around 6:15pm, and is often joined
by the presenter, at which point they discuss the setup of the presentation.

The talk is announced at 6:50pm, and the audience of islanders and visitors files into the conference
room promptly at 7:15pm. The talks typically run for 30-45 minutes, with 15-20 minutes of questions
and answers. Traditionally, Eggbert Leigh sits in the front, and asks the first few questions, or makes
general remarks and leaves early. After the questions, the audience signs a poster for the presenter as a
keepsake. Finally, the visitors move back to the porch area to chat more with their island colleagues
before the boat back to the mainland leaves at 9pm.
4.5.1.6.4 Tupper Talk – Tupper Auditorium, 4:00pm Tuesdays
The Tupper Talk is by far the most distinguished talk regularly given in the STRI community. The
purpose is primarily to demonstrate cutting-edge research and share polished, analyzed results. These
talks are scheduled far in advance, publicized in newsletters, held in an impressive auditorium, and livestreamed from multiple cameras over the internet. The talk draws visiting researchers from the field, as
well as staff scientists living and working in the city. Visitors and school groups will also often attend
these talks. As part of its ceremony, a catered reception is held afterwards for the audience and
researchers to commune.
4.5.1.6.5 Group-Specific Talks
Some of the larger research groups in the area may also hold their own mini-series of lectures during the
field season, such as the Frog Talks given during the summer on Thursdays at 2:00pm.
4.5.2 Research Periods
Overall, this dissertation conducted three research periods at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute
field site in Gamboa Panama. These occurred during the summers of 2012, 2013, and 2014. Summer
2012 consisted of pilot research conducted to specify my dissertation question. Summer 2013 is when I
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conducted my primary investigation. 352 Summer 2014 consisted of continued research from 2013 along
with evaluation of the prototypical framework already developed.

4.5.2.1 Field Seasons
4.5.2.1.1 Summer 2012 (Pilot Research)
This first field season began as pilot research that would lay the foundation for my entire PhD. This
initial experience at STRI immersed me in field biologists’ foreign worlds. Not only did I encounter new
animals and ecosystems for the first time in Panamanian rainforests, I also gleaned first-hand exposure
to the techniques, habits, philosophies, and cultures of a large community of field biologists.

Originally working as a videographer for a robotics lab, I was able to freely explore the ways of life of
the researchers living at STRI and the unique environment in which they conducted research. The
research carried out in this first field season was informal and exploratory. My primary goals for this
period were to prepare my later Ph.D. research and preliminarily discover the problem space in this
arena. I sought to study multiple types of field biologists, participate in their fieldwork, document these
activities, and get an understanding of their use of digital technology. Working and living within this
dynamic environment unearthed mountains of new questions to explore throughout my research.
4.5.2.1.2 Summer 2013 (Primary Research)
Digital Naturalism’s primary research took place during the field season of summer 2013. After 2012’s
initial foray into the world of field biology with STRI, the academic year was spent designing ways to
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deeply examine and understand the implications of technology and fieldwork for the return to the jungle.
Here I would study the three primary research questions to understand the principles, practices, and
digital utilization to develop Digital Naturalism’s framework.

The research proposal was approved by Georgia Tech’s Institutional Review Board. It aimed to perform
deep analysis of a couple key biologists. Their practices would be shadowed and principles elicited
through onsite interviews. I would also take advantage of STRI’s research diversity to examine the
broader community of wildlife scientists, including research activities such as questionnaires and
workshops.

To regain access to STRI, I submitted proposals for research and was awarded the title of Smithsonian
Fellow. Importantly, this title would grant access to the STRI community without having to belong to an
approved biological research group. The title also covered basic housing, and the costs of airfare were
able to be raised through various art and design awards.
4.5.2.1.3 Summer 2014 (Further Evaluation)
The final field season in 2014 was the longest and most physically intense of the three. This last trip to
Panama extended the research of summer 2013. This third field season focused on collecting any
remaining bits of information necessary to complete the thesis. As compared to 2013, the amount of
projects undertaken in this season were limited in order to deepen the exploration of the topics unearthed
previously my research.

During this final field season, I also took advantage of this supplementary field season to evaluate early
versions of the Digital Naturalism design framework. This let me test and iterate upon what would
become the final critical framework presented in this dissertation.
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Because this season focused more on reflection and evaluation of previous techniques, fewer individual
projects were conducted. This permitted me to focus more on filling in information gaps from previous
seasons with supplementary ethnography, and exploring specific endeavors in greater depth.
4.6 Conclusion
This research considers digital technology as a potentially powerful new medium for understanding
living actions. In order to realize this potential, this research will collaborate with biologists studying
animal behavior in the wild. At the target research site in the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in
Panama, Digital Naturalism explores the status quo of ethology’s contemporary principles and use of
digital technology. It will also look to discover heuristics to guide the design of future digital-ethological
collaborations.
4.6.1 Developing Appropriate Approaches
Finding these new design guidelines requires active participation with the scientific community, the
technologies, and the ecosystems studied. To tackle this complex problem space between ethology and
digital media requires research methods suited to engaging with high-dimensional, pragmatic
challenges. Thus, this investigation enlists active techniques from fields commensurate to ethology’s
existing practices of embedded interaction and bespoke tool-making.

The following chapter details the selected approaches. Broadly, this investigation utilizes qualitative
action research where challenges for the scientists are analyzed and solutions are prototyped and iterated
upon, based on rich qualitative data. To meet the specific goals of our hybrid discipline, Digital
Naturalism then follows a Science and Technology Studies strategy realized through specific techniques
in Critical Making and Performance studies. These practices are deployed to aid in collaborative
analysis of tools, and to explore and share situated interactions. Overall, these strategies will enable this
research to deeply address the research questions developed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DIGITAL NATURALISM’S RESEARCH STRUCTURE
5.1 Introduction: Paradigm, Approach, Strategies, Methods, Analysis
Digital Naturalism’s interdisciplinarity combining biological, technological, and cultural factors
necessitates the creation of a customized research structure. This chapter discusses the reasoning and
synthesis of this particular approach.

To analytically cut through the thick web of interconnected factors in this research, Digital Naturalism
makes use of several techniques. A mixed method approach allows this research to adaptively examine
the multifaceted information and challenges encountered in the field.

Because a hybrid approach risks being unwieldy, the approaches used throughout Digital Naturalism are
organized into a structure. This structure demonstrates the full spectrum of critical techniques utilized
from general philosophical tactics to specific, concrete methods employed. The organization of this
research is also presented to frame the overall project and indicate why certain design and analysis
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Activities

In its broadest sense, this investigation follows the philosophical paradigms of qualitative, “action
research”-style inquiry. Rich qualitative data in multiple formats are analyzed, pragmatic interventions
designed and tested, and then the whole process iterated upon.

The cultural study of these biologists and their technology places this research into the field of Science
and Technology Studies (STS). The interplay between the networks of scientific tools, biological
traditions, and natural phenomena are opened, explored, and analyzed. To tailor this analysis for
ethology’s particular challenges involving tool-making and behaviors, Digital Naturalism conducts this
STS research through critical techniques in approaches from Critical Making and performance studies.

Data is collected via ethnographic case studies, questionnaires, workshops, and collaborative activities.
The resulting information is then critically analyzed via a model of Geertz’s “thick description” of
qualitative data. These strategies are described in greater detail below to illustrate how they combine to
form a toolkit to tackle Digital Naturalism’s research questions.
5.2 Strategy: Action Research
5.2.1 Qualitative Research
The research carried out in this dissertation project is primarily qualitative. Qualitative research is
utilized in many academic fields, especially ones that consider social factors. The high-level nature of
the questions being explored in this research resists simple quantification and necessitates qualitative
methods for inquiry. This type of research tends “to rely on a detailed and intricate description of events
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of people.” 353 Qualitative research can be realized in a mixed variety of approaches and methods such as
interviews, surveys, or video-recordings of behaviors.

A key feature of qualitative studies for our purposes in this investigation is that qualitative data works to
find and present data within the context they are situated. In what they refer to as “naturalistic
research,” Lincoln and Guba describe why qualitative investigations are imperative to social and
ethological studies:

While investigators may be able to maintain a neutral posture with respect to physical or chemical
phenomena…Social/behavioral phenomena exist chiefly in the minds of people, and there are as
many realities as persons. 354

Thus, for Digital Naturalism’s greatly context-based work – simultaneously studying the ethologists,
their animals, their environments, and tools – qualitative research provides a holistic means of inquiry.

The purpose of qualitative research is to document and analyze intricate situations without overly
reducing their complexity. For this reason, social scientists have championed the use of qualitative
research in the academic realm. Likewise, in its similar effort to escape the confines of pure positivism,
ethology also makes use of qualitative methods as seen in the observational methodologies of Tinbergen
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and Lorenz describing animal behaviors in the wild. In this way, Digital Naturalism can be seen as
taking an ethological approach to studying ethologists.

This research is not completely excluding quantitative research, but because of the multifaceted nature
of the questions being explored, most of the information shared here will be used qualitatively. For
example, when the participants are asked to quantify their years of experience in ethology, the results are
graphed. Yet these graphs are included not to make a specific claim about the significance their
experience, but rather to add more details in the larger, qualitative picture being painted of these
scientists.

Like other qualitative research, the target of this work focuses on “’discovery,’ not ‘truth.’” 355 The
generalizations present in this work are in no ways meant to be taken as absolutes. This is because there
can be no absolute description of the working lives of ethologists, nor are there perfect design methods
resulting from this. As Guba notes, when it comes to research where full generalizations are impossible,
“at best what one can hope for are ‘working hypotheses’ that relate to a particular context.” 356 Therefore,
Digital Naturalism seeks functional solutions that are never necessarily complete.
5.2.2 Action Research
Owing to the fact that Digital Naturalism is part of a continual process to discover and refine a
functional design framework for ethology, iterative testing of its concepts is integral to the research. For
this reason, the other half of this research paradigm belongs to the idea of Action research. Action
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research is a general model of practice trying to combine social research and theory with immediate
practical testing. 357 The point is to view research not as a “one-off” projects with self-contained
solutions, but rather as a cyclical process of both studying, intervening, and changing a situation.

Action research was started by Kurt Lewin as a way of applying the iterative prototyping and problemsolving techniques in engineering fields to larger social research. 358 It has been taken up in more recent
times as a way to validate the qualitative concepts derived in behavioral and social sciences. Bill Torbert
explains the core features of Action Research:
Knowledge is always gained through action and for action. From this starting point, to question
the validity of social knowledge is to question, not how to develop a reflective science about
action, but how to develop genuinely well-informed action — how to conduct an action science. 359

Action research’s probing, time-consuming nature prevents its uptake in larger research groups. This is
why Lewin’s original designation of action research noted it as a strategy for “minority problems.” 360
These characteristics, as Descombe notes, makes it attractive to “‘hands-on,’ small-scale research
projects.” 361 Digital Naturalism makes use of both its cyclical, iterative theorizing and its predilection
for practical investigation. For example, between field seasons, I would test the concepts generated,
present them to others, and build devices based on these theories to test. When the next field season
began, these new theories and real-world prototypes would be tested and developed again.
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Digital Naturalism embraces this concept of action research to help frame this project as part of a
continual “cycle of research” working to iteratively better ethology’s relationship with digital media.
Since the qualitative assessment combines with practical prototyping and testing in an effort to
synthesize new design guidelines, this work could also be considered part of the in the broader field of
design research. The research presented here follows the basic objectives of design research, as
described by Bayazit:
The objectives of design research are the study, research, and investigation of the artificial made
by human beings, and the way these activities have been directed either in academic studies or
manufacturing organizations. 362

Digital Naturalism follows the same basic protocol of design research: the problem space is investigated
and observed, designs are prototyped, and then these ideas tested with the target audience. 363 This
dissertation’s focus on intervention and iteration lets it fit well with Sein et al.’s description of “action
design research.” 364 This work chooses a description of “qualitative action research,” however, to
emphasize specific attributes in this research (such as qualitative assessments and cyclical iteration), and
free it from potential connotations involved with stricter definitions of design research (like the
involvement of official “designers”).
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Overall, this research follows a paradigm of using qualitative data to study, test, and ultimately change
the course of ethology and technology. The specifics of the implementation of these concepts are
detailed throughout this chapter.
5.3 Approach: Science and Technology Studies
Digital Naturalism continues the tradition of Science and Technology Studies (STS). It takes a
humanistic viewpoint to analyze how cultural and technological factors affect these ethologists’
scientific work. STS often involves a historical or contemporary study of the interplay of these factors
via textual or ethnographic analysis. Digital Naturalism utilizes both, presenting a historical analysis (in
Chapter Two), along with contemporary ethnographic analyses via interviews, documentation, and
surveys (Chapter Six).

5.3.1.1 Science and Technology Studies
Science and Technology Studies (abbreviated STS, and also known as Science, Technology, and
Society) works to understand the relationships and reciprocal impacts between scientific knowledge, the
creation and use of tools, and cultural concepts. STS researchers typically approach these topics through
historical or technological analysis, interviews, and direct practice.

Much of this field grew from Kuhn’s work The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Kuhn promoted the
“historical and critical elucidation” of scientific philosophies. 365 This primarily developed in his original
argument against the teleological view that scientific development occurs through accrued accumulation
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of facts. “The study of finished scientific achievements” Kuhn argues, provides us with the erroneous
view of science. Kuhn argues that “the constellation of facts, theories, and methods collected in current
texts” implies that “scientific development becomes the piecemeal process by which these items have
been added, singly and in combination, to the ever growing stockpile that constitutes scientific technique
and knowledge.” 366 Instead, he argued that revolutions in science occur by discovering “anomalies”
which contradict existing paradigms. Moreover, he argues that it is the societally-influenced
circumstances leading to the discovery and acknowledgement of these glitches which spawn the
revolution:
When…the profession can no longer evade anomalies that subvert the existing tradition of
scientific practice-then begin the extraordinary investigations that lead the profession at last to a
new set of commitments, a new basis for the practice of science. 367

Technology-focused social constructivists like Raymond Williams performed similar analyses
concerning tools and society. Williams fought against notions of technological determinism in trying to
understand the interplay between culture and technology. He explains,
People often speak of a new world, a new society, a new phase of history, being created-‘brought
about‘-by this or that new technology… These positions are so deeply established, in modern
social thought, that it is very difficult to think beyond them. 368

Williams went on to analyze technologies such as television as a “particular cultural technology, and to
look at its development, its institutions, its forms and its effects, in this critical dimension.” 369
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To create the present-day discipline of STS, scholars united these research trajectories which had been
independently performing sociological studies of both science and technology.
Later historians united these similar considerations of Science and Technology to more fully understand
the mélange of interactions comprising STS. Latour’s goal in science studies is to understand the
networks between components moving between scientific theories, tools, and cultural concepts.
Following Kuhn’s approach, one of Latour’s critical methods is to study the earlier points in the history
of a technological or scientific artifact where the “clean distinction between a context and a content
disappears.” 370 According to Latour:
We will not try to analyse the final products, a computer, a nuclear plant, a cosmological theory,
the shape of a double helix, a box of contraceptive pills, a model of the economy; instead we will
follow scientists and engineers at the times and at the places where they plan a nuclear plant, undo
a cosmological theory, modify the structure of a hormone for contraception, or disaggregate
figures used in a new model of the economy. 371

Latour states it is at these points, when we are still able to see into the presently black-boxed concepts,
technologies, or practices, that the “bizarre mixture” of social, technical, and scientific factors is
revealed in how it comprises the manufacture of knowledge. Along with the historical perspectives,
Latour also promotes examining scientific processes directly in an effort to understand the
transformations which lead to their black-boxing. Participating in fieldwork himself, Latour rejects the
idea that science and tools try to copy aspects of the world. Rather, he encourages the view of
transforming references that circulate throughout the scientific process:
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Reference is not simply the act of pointing or a way of keeping, on the outside, some material
guarantee for the truth of a statement; rather it is our way of keeping something constant through a
series of transformations. Knowledge does not reflect a real external world that it resembles via
mimesis, but rather a real interior world, the coherence and continuity of which it helps to
ensure. 372

Understanding how these concepts move from the wild, to the lab, to theories and back again is made
possible by opening black-boxed technologies and theories with tools of critical engagement. Such
investigation prepares this research to design and analyze for future discovery.

5.3.2 Specific Strategies
The methods of research in Science and Technology should relate to the specific targets of the work
itself. Ethology is a science deeply engaged with both tools and performances. Digital Naturalism’s goal
involves the examination and intervention of both these tools and practices of the ethologists.

Figure 57 - Tinbergen engaged with ethological tools and performances
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For these reasons, this research it invokes techniques that involve construction and action. Like social
scientist Andrew Pickering notes in his book The Mangle of Practice, the way that the “material and
social- elements” of scientists practices are transformed and analyzed through their “construction” and
“material performativity.” 373 Thus, the methods employed in this STS-type research are guided by
particular strategies taken from Critical Making and performance studies.

Both strategies harbor specific abilities for both analysis and discovery. Critical Making techniques,
such as combining critical discussion with hands-on construction of scientific tools will be helpful when
working with the scientists to analyze the impact and potential digital technology has on their
instruments. Performance studies lend approaches to physically examine the interlinked behaviors of the
scientists, animals, environments, and tools involved with ethology, while offering ways to generate and
understand novel phenomena among these actors.

The opportunities Critical Making and performance studies grant to Digital Naturalism are many.
Particular types of workshops, performances, construction, and documentation are just some instruments
made available to Digital Naturalism’s toolkit. Several of these techniques are utilized in tandem, since
each of these methods contains its own unique attributes and faculties. Many of these techniques will be
used to evaluate Digital Naturalism projects much in the same way as Boehner’s use of critical technical
practice when she states:
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Successful systems are not determined by whether or not a user ‘got it right’ or performed more
efficiently.’ Instead we look at metrics such as levels of engagement, enjoyment of use, integration
with everyday experiences, the variability of use, or capacity for re-appropriation. 374

It is possible to develop arguments attempting to consolidate the two approaches of performance studies
and Critical Making by situating one within each other. Both fields’ emphases on real-world
engagement bring them into a tightly knit relationship. For instance, Ratto likens Critical Making to
performance art – in particular Kaprow’s happenings:
I think of happenings as almost more kind of model [for Critical Making]…This means that rather
than creating passive moments whereby people would experience the objects that others had made,
there had to be a way to construct an engagement between the person coming to that object and the
object itself that was real. That actually was transformative for the object as well as the person. 375
Senger’s Reflective Design also “subscribe[s] to a view of reflection as a fully engaged interaction
and not a detached assessment. 376

On the other side, performance studies researchers also analyze the functions of materials and tools.
Jenik describes an interconnectedness between Critical Making and Performance Studies. She states:
Many digital tools and methods (and much of the rhetoric of liberation that introduces them) hinge
on the democratization of creative practice... At the same time, these new creative tools derive
from paradigms that confer their own assumptions and limitations. 377

Both Critical Making and performance studies guide this dissertation along the previously described
paradigm for action research and qualitative studies. By introducing practical intervention to the
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materials and behaviors studied and designed in Digital Naturalism, one can be better informed about
the full relationship of ethology and digital media. Lewin suggests, “If you want truly to understand
something, try to change it.” 378 For these reasons, such pragmatic methods for building and testing new
tools and interactions are seeing a larger uptake in the social sciences. For example, The Society for the
Social Studies of Science’s just launched a new initiative to explore Making and Doing. 379

Ethology and digital technology are both firmly rooted in physical materials and actions. Utilizing
Critical Making and Performance Studies in Digital Naturalism delivers ways to critically analyze the
important features of building and interacting to these hybrid scientific-technological activities. Overall,
the below approaches will help this research deeply explore ethology’s social as well as scientific and
technological interrelations.
5.3.2.1 Critical Making
The nascent field of Critical Making unites conceptual analysis with technological construction in order
to better understand intersections in scientific, sociological, and technological practices. Matt Ratto, who
coined the term Critical Making, describes the origin of this field as a
desire to theoretically and pragmatically connect two modes of engagement with the world that are
often held separate—critical thinking, typically understood as conceptually and linguistically
based, and physical ‘making, goal-based material work. 380
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Critical Making is part of a movement in hybrid researcher/practitioners that is working to fold critical
theory into the use, design, and construction of practices and tools themselves. Sennett summarizes the
basic idea of this movement in his simple statement: “Making is Thinking.” 381 One argument within
these fields is if the goal of critical theory is to discover and reflect upon hidden values within the
technological domain, direct engagement of materials, practices, and participants will empower this
analysis. Another pioneer of Critical Making, Garnet Hertz, describes these benefits of conceptualmaterial exploration:
Doing something yourself, as a non-expert, is a crash course in understanding how something
actually works, and it is the fastest way to unpack and learn about the things that would normally
remain invisible and taken for granted. 382

A key ability of Critical Making is how it opens up technology to examine its effects on science and
society at the material level.

Critical Making is still an embryonic, nebulous field incorporating theories, methods, and approaches
from multifarious other fields. This powerful new term carries varying meanings depending on the
researchers participating in it. For this reason, Digital Naturalism outlines and follows a specific framing
of Critical Making. In particular, this research will take a view of Critical Making as an approach that
simultaneously combines critical discussion with hands-on material analysis. In this context, Critical
Making is a hybrid field combining Science and Technology Studies with constructionism that is
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realized through with pragmatic methodologies of other domains such as critical design, participatory
design, and critical technical practice.
Critical Making: Working Definition
STS + Constructionism
Critical Design, Participatory Design, Critical Technical Practice

5.3.2.1.1 Supplementary Domains
5.3.2.1.1.1

Constructionism

Papert’s concept of Constructionism, inspired by his mentor Piaget’s constructivism, emphasized “lived,
individual, socially embedded experience as key to the learning process.” 383 Papert broke off slightly
from this parent concept by placing additional importance on material engagement and actual
production. It is from these two avenues for education that Papert creates his definition of
constructionism:
From constructivist theories of psychology we take a view of learning as a reconstruction rather
than as a transmission of knowledge. Then we extend the idea of manipulative materials to the
idea that learning is most effective when part of an activity the learner experiences as constructing
a meaningful product. 384

Papert argues against the idea that certain mathematical and scientific concepts are inherently harder to
learn than others. He instead claims that some tools are simply not yet available to let students learn
these concepts through their construction:
Our culture is very rich in materials useful for the child’s construction of certain components of
numerical and logical thinking. Children learn to count; they learn that the result of counting is
independent of order and special arrangement… Other components of knowledge, such as the
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skills involved in doing permutations and combinations, develop more slowly, or do not develop
at all without formal schooling… This developmental difference can be attributed to our culture’s
relative poverty in materials from which the apparently “more advanced” intellectual structures
can be built.385

Papert’s view of constructionism focused on introducing creative materials into elementary schools
which would educate through their manipulation. Whereas constructionism did make note of “pay[ing]
special attention to the role of affective, cultural and gender-related facets of learning science,” 386 it
primarily targeted mathematical and scientific theories above social studies.

Ratto sought to carry these notions of engaging, didactic materials and construction into the world of
STS. He lists three principle attributes which he brings into Critical Making from constructionism:
emotion, embodiment, and exploration. The emotional dimension of learning links technologicalpotential and problems to everyday experience. 387 Embodiment refers to “transition objects” connecting
bodily knowledge to abstract understandings. Finally, Critical Making’s inclusion of constructionism
supports its emphasis on open-ended explorations which invite individuals to discover new concepts and
draw their own conclusions through play.

Digital Naturalism embraces these constructivist concepts embedded in Critical Making to fulfill many
of the foundational values in ethology. Joint emotional and scientific methods of sharing research are
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encouraged when investigating new modes of dissemination. 388 Designing for embodiment in scientific
tools also promotes deeper understandings of the instruments’ activities. Digital Naturalism also shares a
distinct goal with Critical Making’s elements of constructivism in its aim to discover ways to allow
“new perspectives to emerge… [by] ‘messing about’ with computers in order to overcome the ‘rigid
style of work’ typically associated with them.” 389 These constructivist principles keep scientists and
designers grounded firmly in both sides of the technology and the environment.

Beyond its basis in STS and Constructionism, Critical Making further includes practices and theories
with other successful approaches emphasizing material and social engagement. In particular, Ratto and
Hertz cite critical design, participatory design, and critical technical practice as additional influences
upon Critical Making. 390
5.3.2.1.1.2
Critical Design
Critical design aims to build opportunities for critical reflection into objects themselves. Founded by Anthony Dunne and
Fiona Raby, this practice hails from a fine arts perspective. They claim it as a response to what Thackara describes as a
missing “object ethology” in contemporary design “which allows us to analyse and systematise objects and to formulate the
rules and codes of their behavior.” 391 Critical design capitalizes upon the art gallery as an existing critical space in which to
place objects that embody specific existing or fictional cultural values. As Gillian Crampton Smith introduces the concept in
Dunne’s book, Hertzian Tales, critical design “explores a space between fine art and design, showing how designers can use
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fine-art means- provoking, making ambiguous, making strange- to question how we cohabit with electronic technology and
to probe its aesthetic potential.” 392

Noting the schism between computational functioning and human experience, Dunne encourages design
research to “explore a new role for the electronic object, one that facilitates more poetic modes of
habitation: a form of social research to integrate aesthetic experience with everyday life through
‘conceptual products.’" 393
For example, Dunne and Raby’s critical design project “EM Sniffer Dog” presents a satirical product: a
muzzle that attaches to a pet dog’s brain, which helps the dog guide the owner to sites of low electronic
surveillance. This project used critical design as “a valuable method for provoking children (between 712) to think about the social, cultural and political impact of technology on everyday life.” 394 Creating
models of these devices allowed the exhibition’s visitors to contemplate how such a device would fit
into current socio-techno structures.
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Figure 58 - Dunne and Raby EM Sniffer Dog 395

By embodying and inviting critique from within the artifact itself, this practice invites a novel
perspective of the cultural and technological perspectives being explored. Jeremijenko’s iconic project
Feral Robotic Dogs project demonstrates many of the ideas behind critical design, and is widely
discussed in Critical Making circles. In this project, communities modified robot dog toys with wheels
and chemical sensors and released them into contaminated sites and neighborhoods to “sniff out”
pollutants. 396 The objects themselves likely would not function as robust surveying systems: their
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wheels are small and their battery life is limited. They still manage to powerfully spread a rhetoric
embodied in their design and use. The functioning robot dogs demonstrate the potential of do-it-yourself
citizen science more powerfully than by just posting schematics alone. Furthermore, their situated use
generates multi-faceted questions. Placing provocative pollution detectors into any environment carries
the rhetoric with it that there are pollutants that potentially need detecting. This performative aspect of
the design carries out the project’s goals in getting people to question the safety of their surroundings,
which Carl DiSalvo explains:
A central aspect of the Feral Robot Dogs project was what Jeremijenko refers to as its
‘mediagenic’ quality: how the event of neighborhood residents releasing robots into the
environment would consistently garner media attention, thereby initiating a new dialogue about
neighborhood conditions. 397

Figure 59 - Jeremijenko’s Feral Robotic Dogs 398
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Critical Making incorporates teachings from critical design in how it harnesses the rhetorical power of
materials. The precise extent to which the focus falls onto a Critically Made object is still slightly
disputed in this developing field. Whether Critical Making is more concerned with the act or the result is
debated. Ratto differentiates Critical Making from critical design and warns that it should resist “doing
things like exhibiting the objects that emerge from critical making courses and workshops” because it
would detract from Critical Making’s focus more “on process than on that final result.” 399 Hertz, on the
other hand, advocates for the revelatory powers in construction in tandem with exhibition:
Making a project is a process with some attributes of the knowledge gained in building and
residing in the object. In an art context you’re able to display that object and perform with it or
even do workshops in a public form. 400

This reflects the value ethologists place on animal constructions as windows to embodied behaviors.
Richard Dawkins advocated such methodology:
[We must] study the evolution and genetics of behavior just the way one studies the evolution of
body shape: concentrate on what animals build — birds’ nests, beaver dams, termite mounds —
and treat them like beak length or coat color. 401

The display of a Critically Made object could invite similar speculation, garnering an understanding of
the particular ways in which it was built. These objects could provide crystalized information about the
knowledge put into and gained from the building of and residing within the object, which is precisely
what ethologists pursue. In either regard, critical design plays a definite role in shaping Critical Making.
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Another distinction between critical design and Critical Making is that the latter encourages users to
become designers themselves. Sengers describes this differentiation:
Although critical designs have the potential to spark reflection by users, they are often directed at
designers themselves, to defamiliarize and thereby open up design spaces. 402

Without a focus on creating the technology themselves, large aspects of the material and resulting social
factors remain hidden, argue many Critical Making advocates. Jeremijenko discusses how the
aforementioned mediagenic qualities of the Feral Robotic Dogs project obscured some of the
provocative technological factors of the project. Regarding this dilemma, she describes a frustration with
Make magazine in particular:
They didn’t write about the struggles to set up a lab that actually functioned in the space…or how
there were only five working dogs released in the class, but how there were seven television news
crews. 403

In contrast, Critical Making employs the knowledge-generating practice of construction, previously
accessed only by the designers, to imbue the tacit knowledge in multiple stakeholders around an issue.
The ability of critical design to analyze interconnected concepts through materials is harnessed in
Critical Making’s reflective work in construction. Digital Naturalism will use this attribute in order to
help ethologists better understand the full gamut of social and technological concepts connected to their
scientific tools.
5.3.2.1.1.3

Participatory Design

Participatory design (PD) provides the groundwork for bringing the process of design into broader
societal spaces beyond the personal experiences of individual designers. This style of design research
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began in Scandinavia in an effort to address political issues. Michael Muller describes the fomentation
of PD:
As part of the Scandinavian workplace democracy movement…early [PD] work took the form of
experiments conducted by university researchers in alliances with organized labor. 404

The intention of this research was to find techniques which would shrink the gap of ignorance between
users and developers of complex systems. 405 A more democratic system for design would be achieved
by bringing together the different stakeholders involved to critique and make decisions about current and
future practices. Participatory design’s early, politically-oriented experimentation birthed new strategies
for both involving and leveraging the skills of multiple participants simultaneously. Scandinavian
scholars such as Pelle Ehn developed ways of negotiating “workplace controversies related to
information technology” involving the workers themselves.

406

Sengers describes “several now-iconic

participatory design strategies” which grew from this era, including
low-fidelity mockups and work organization games to gain a deep, contextual understanding of
users’ potential interactions with new technologies while leveraging their existing skills and
experiences. 407

The success of these techniques saw participatory design’s uptake outside strictly political realm and
utilization by corporations themselves to improve technological practices. 408 The approaches made a
significant impact in the world of Human-Computer Interaction. In her paper “From User-Centered to
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Participatory Design Approaches,” Sanders describes PD as leading a “shift in attitude from designing
for users to one of designing with users.” 409
Similarly, in DiSalvo et al.’s Robot 250 project, dozens of robots and sensor workshops were held
throughout Pittsburg, bringing together participants “ranging from an eight year old to middle-aged
artists unfamiliar with technology, and middle-aged engineers with little background in art.” 410
Groups were brought together to design and exhibit ideas for digital devices that developed from the
values important to multiple constituents forming the teams. In the Network Neighborhoods project,
DiSalvo incorporated participatory design approaches such as “playful triggers and the use of games [to]
provide novel and compelling methods for sparking imagination and discussion with participants.” 411
The result of successful incorporations of participatory design in human-computer interaction results in
developing a space which fosters community fluency in technology and new ways of engaging with the
public through technology.
Critical Making directly incorporates Participatory Design techniques. Ratto’s initial Critical Making
sessions included approaches similar to those in participatory design. In his Flwr Pwr workshop, artists
and designers of varying technical skills were brought together to collectively create and discuss the
impact of digital devices and networking protocols. Borrowing from the traditions of Participatory
Design, Ratto envisions these workshops working toward “improving technologies by uncovering
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nascent values… bringing relevant stakeholders into the design process, or by showing alternatives.” 412
Two key differences arise between the practices regarding material engagement and values targeted.

Figure 60 - community members designing robots in Disalvo's Growbot Garden participatory design project 413

Though DiSalvo advocates the necessity of grounding participatory design discussions within real life
situations and technological limits, the goal of PD workshops was never to fully realize technological
creations. In DiSalvo’s Robot 250 project, participants were tasked to present ideas for robots through
devices in any way they could, including “manually operating the machines, so that they appeared to be
functioning autonomously, but in fact, were not.” 414 Instead of prizing functionality, DiSalvo defines
participatory design’s criteria for success as having a
…diverse group of non-experts in robotics [with] enough functional knowledge about sensors and
simple actuators to survey and define a landscape of possibilities for how these technologies might
be used productively in the neighborhood to address issues of concern. 415
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Building functional robots could aid such workshops, but such material engagement is not integral to
typical PD. Instead, participatory design could be conducted through other means using drawing,
discussion, or props.
Ratto explains why Critical Making, on the other hand, requires physical construction:
Without material engagement in the project of building and configuring a Flwr, it is easy to view
the resultant objects as an interesting (or uninteresting) illustration of technical possibilities or of
social theory but ultimately limited in their ability to innovate either one. 416

The material engagement mandated by Critical Making serves as a specific method for revealing hidden
values. In this way, Critical Making is a specific tool for use in participatory design, while participatory
design projects do not have to be considered Critical Making. Furthermore, while Critical Making
workshops are also held in groups in order to promote discussion from multiple viewpoints, a personal
investment is necessary to have with the objects. Ratto reflects this thinking in his workshop:
Individual investment in the object of construction was a key component in critical making… if
participants did not invest in the object of their shared work, and they had trouble mapping their
personal experiences to the critical issues being addressed. 417

The second difference between Critical Making and participatory design is that the former seeks to
elucidate and examine all value systems brought into the process, while participatory design can blackbox the values of the stakeholders in an effort to more directly analyze the targeted design project. A
frequent goal in participatory design is to bring minority viewpoints to light in examining larger
technological spaces, and not necessarily to challenge views of the community itself. As Phoebe Sengers
mentions in discussing a similar difference between PD and her reflective HCI:
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While values clashes between designers and different users can be elucidated in this collaboration,
the values which users and designers share do not necessarily go examined. 418

Like Sengers’s “reflective design,” Critical Making instead seeks to “introduce values issues” to
participants. 419
5.3.2.1.1.4

Critical Technical Practice

As one of the most proximate fields to Critical Making, critical technical practice (CTP) also combines
critical reflection with the creation of technology. This field originated through Phil Agre’s efforts to
bring critical engagement and contextual awareness to work in the Artificial Intelligence community. He
describes his experience working in what he believed to be an uncritical field:
Fifteen years ago, I had absolutely no critical tools with which to defamiliarize those ideas - to see
their contingency or imagine alternatives to them…I believe that a technical field such as AI can
contribute a great deal to our understanding of human existence, but only once it develops a much
more flexible and reflexive relationship to its own language, and to the experience of research and
life that this language organizes. 420

Since then, the ideas and approaches of critical technical practice have expanded beyond artificial
intelligence, and into the broader worlds of technology and design. Boehner describes the generalized
techniques of CTP set forth by Agre:
Briefly CTP consists of the following moves: identifying the core metaphors of the field, noticing
what, when working within those metaphors, remains marginalized, inverting the dominant
metaphors to bring that margin to the center, and embodying the alternative as a new
technology. 421
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Agre’s goal with these techniques would be for researchers or designers to understand aspects from
sociological dimensions that may have been causing technological impasses. 422
Phoebe Sengers carried these approaches into the field of HCI in what she calls reflective design. The
core argument of reflective design states that “reflection on unconscious values embedded in computing
and the practices that it supports can and should be a core principle of technology design.” 423
Sengers expressed concern about critical technical practice’s focus on imparting critical reflection only
for the developers themselves. By extending CTP, Reflective Design attempts to transport reflective
opportunities to users, as well. For example, in Boehner and Sengers Museum Imprints project, museumgoers were given digital devices which let them create and leave digital tags at certain pieces of artwork.
Participation, they felt, was one of the “experiences that contribute to the museum but tend to be left out
of the technical specification.” 424 By subverting these assumptions through the construction of actual
devices, this project provided “insights into the politics of the museum space.” 425
Reflective design also broadens the scope of critical technical practice beyond technological
troubleshooting. Whereas CTP concerns itself with technological impasses, Sengers posits:
The process of exploring the limits of design need not wait until a technical impasse requires
reflection… [instead] the value of CTP extends beyond this and can be employed throughout the
design and use cycle. 426
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Thus, many HCI projects utilizing critical technical practice encourage opportunities for reflection
throughout the entire lifecycle of a project.

One difference separating Critical Making from critical technical practice and reflective design lies in
the coupling of construction and reflection. All three approaches now promote technological and cultural
reflection in both designers and users through participation. All three also embrace the ethos of making;
Agre points out “nothing can substitute for the daily work of trying to get things built and working.” 427
However, within CTP and reflective design, the designers are primarily doing the construction. The
reflection is then shared by users and developers upon using and redesigning the resulting artifacts.
Alternatively, Critical Making pursues opportunities for reflection within construction itself. Critical
Making is less concerned with potential uses of a resulting artifact, than how participants can gain
knowledge through the actual construction process.

The main distinction between Critical Making and critical technical practice comes from the basis of the
technological interventions each pursues. Starting with identifying core metaphors within a discipline,
CTP then dissects these metaphors and assumptions to permit analysis. It does not explicitly discuss
techniques for discovering these metaphors at the outset. Critical Making, on the other hand, attempts to
use construction to reveal the deepest, tacit assumptions belonging to a technological artifact. Ratto
concludes, “The most powerful aspect of making is the way it denaturalizes the built environment.” 428
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This denaturalization promotes reflection with the materials and environments themselves, inviting a
new way of seeing. In this way, Critical Making is a potential pre-processing tool for proponents of
critical technical practice, as a means of first uncovering a field’s core metaphors. The altered
viewpoints that come from material engagement can reveal assumptions hidden within objects
themselves by social, scientific, or technological conceptualizations.

5.3.2.1.2 Critical Making for Digital Naturalism
Critical Making’s process of tool-making coupled with critical reflection is useful for both analysis and
discovery in Digital Naturalism. Building digital tools lets the scientists deeply analyze the role and
influence that their biological and digital elements have on each other. By promoting personalized
design and testing of one’s behavior tools, Critical Making also promotes discovery of new mechanisms
for biological research.
5.3.2.1.2.1

Analysis

Critical Making’s hybrid engagement promotes theoretical and material reflection and analysis of
ethology’s tools and techniques. Students of animal behavior must move back and forth between the
lecture hall and the field, and grow accustomed to the interplay between theoretical descriptions of
animal behavior in literature and the first-hand analysis in the wild. These researchers live in the
constant dialogue between their field’s theory and the practical acts of knowledge gathering. Their
technological conditions, however, do not yet support such discourse. The standard black-boxed nature
of machines and laboratory traditions can leave ethologists with an uncritical attitude towards the tools
and practices in their research.

In particular, with the current emphasis on experimentation, a scientist’s means of exploration and
dissemination can often go unexamined in his or her research. As this research presents in the next
chapters, building animal-interaction devices with the scientists can help them understand the behavioral
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intricacies of networks of electronic components, such as servos, stepper motors, and their comparative
power requirements and striking forces. Such projects allowed scientists like Peter Marting 429 to explore
animal behaviors through technology, while also building better understandings of the tools utilized by
other scientists for experimentation.

Digital media faces similar challenges negotiating between the symbolic and practical worlds. Students
of human computer interaction are becoming increasingly aware of the role of the target context while
implementing concepts in software. The situations in which these programs are created, however, can
carry invisible assumptions into the design. As Boehner notes, the functions of critical practices in
technology are to:

explore the limits of HCI practice – what is it we may design for, what methods we may use – to
question and provide potential alternatives to core assumptions of the field. 430

Overall, it is these abilities that allow Critical Making to help analyze the key aspects of the technologies
used and introduced to ethological practice.
5.3.2.1.2.2

Discovery

Ratto’s statement “I see critical making as first and foremost as a way of learning and exploring the
world” 431 epitomizes the sense of dynamic inquiry which this concept can carry into the research of
Digital Naturalism. In Critical Making, the impact of technology is not theorized only textually, nor is it
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exclusively demonstrated through pure physical production. Instead, this approach unites both means of
engagement to highlight previously unforeseen analytic and tacit knowledge about a tool’s abilities,
interactions, and environment. Concerning animals’ constructions, ethologist Remy Chauvin states “it is
in construction that the complexity of a physiological program is most fully expressed.” 432 This concept
can be carried into the realms of scientific technology. By building new devices, Digital Naturalism
allows the scientists themselves to discover new behavioral and technological possibilities.

In summary, Digital Naturalism harnesses Critical Making’s functions for analysis and discovery in
ethological technology. Coupling critical discussion with physical construction will help this research
better define the role that tools can play for ethologists.
5.3.2.2 Performance Studies
Performance studies (PS) is a critical research field concerned with living actions. While Critical
Making helps cultivate contextual reflection on ethology’s tools and materials, performance studies
provides reflexive engagement on the animal, digital, and human behaviors involved in this research.
Ethology’s theoretical and practical concentration on animals’ actions necessitates the use of a critical
approach which deals in behavior. Thus, finding ways to engage and analyze behaviors directly holds a
key importance to ethology and Digital Naturalism. Science scholar Robert Crease notes, “What is
primary in a scientific experiment is not a publication, observation sentence, or data table, but an act.”
433
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What sets performance studies apart from other fields is its approach of analyzing these sophisticated
behavioral networks from within. As founder Richard Schechner explains, “The relationship between
studying performance and doing performance is integral.” 434 Performance studies enables critical
reflection through enacting performances themselves.
This form of direct engagement was originally used as a technique to study human rituals in
anthropological work. 435 Since then, performance studies has grown into its own field, and used in the
study of animal behaviors, 436 scientific activities, 437 and digital interaction design. 438.
These multipurpose abilities of performance studies make it useful for reflection in the hybrid fields
encountered by Digital Naturalism. The deeply codified jargon of the particular fields can make
communication difficult when crossing domains. Performance studies promotes direct engagement with
the practices of others to aid in understanding. Anthropologist Victor Turner praises embodied actions:
“We will know one another better by entering one-another's performances and learning their grammars
and vocabularies.” 439 Digital Naturalism uses performative means to enter the manifold performances
surrounding contemporary ethology. This includes the actions of the scientists themselves, their animals,
technological designers, and the tools they use.
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Like Critical Making, performance studies provides Digital Naturalism with two key critical techniques
for investigating technology and ethology: analysis and discovery. Performance studies helps analyze
the behaviors involved while also enabling the discovery of new forms of interaction between the
various relevant agents.
Performance studies achieves these abilities by physically and mentally transporting performers to
spaces of reflection. This critical technique operates in one of two ways. First, PS can reframe everyday
activities (the scientist’s fieldwork for example) as a performance. 440 This allows the actors to step
outside of their own worldview to analyze these practices. Second, PS can be used to test and generate
new forms of interaction when actions are made directly to be performances. 441 Researchers can
construct a performance to be utilized as a test-bed for novel ideas and behaviors (a speculative-fiction
play by a designer for instance).
Whether viewing existing practices “as-performance” or making a novel action that “is-performance” 442,
performance studies enables these critical transformations. Taking part in activity changes the actors,
tools, and contexts that permit reflections and reconfigurations of static concepts. Schechner says
performing changes the performer and context, bringing them to
a critical distance from the objects of study and self, [and] invites revision, the recognition that
social circumstances including knowledge itself- are not fixed, but subject to the ‘rehearsal
process’ of testing and revising. 443
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In this way, performances provide a critical tool for analyzing and exploring the scientific practices,
technological artifacts, and societal customs comprising ethology and digital media. The following
section presents historical foundations, theories, and critical abilities of performance studies to reveal the
particular theoretical trajectory used by Digital Naturalism.
5.3.2.2.1.1

Foundation

5.3.2.2.1.1.1 Anthropology
This field originates in the anthropological studies of human rituals. It started as an offshoot that
specifically targeted behavior. Early performance studies was built upon anthropologist Victor Turner’s
notion that “cultures are most fully expressed in, and made conscious of themselves in their ritual and
theatrical performances.” Anthropologists like Turner, sought to understand these “other” (nonWestern) cultures, by going into the field and studying their behaviors. In building the field, Schechner
envisioned the direct participation of the researcher not merely as a side effect of study, but instead as a
necessary component of analysis. Performance studies directly adapts anthropological “fieldwork as
‘participant observation’” as “a much prized method put to new uses.” 444
5.3.2.2.1.1.2 Expansion into other Domains
Schechner initially looked to theatrical theories and traditions for means to analyze and participate in
these cultural rituals. Within the budding field, developers of the Northwestern school of Performance
Studies expanded upon its means of analysis. Dwight Conquergood, Northwestern’s Chair of
Performance Studies, argued for a “performance-based rather than text-based approach combining
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scholarly research with artistic training and practice.” 445 This led to performance studies’ characteristic
approach of studying performances by performing oneself. As this embodied practice grew, it also began
expanding to cover performance of all kinds in other domains.
5.3.2.2.1.1.3 Use in Science and Technology Studies
As part of the “Performative Turn” 446 in the humanities and social sciences, STS began to see an uptick
in the study of performance throughout its research. Triscott describes this phenomenon:

This concept of 'performativity' has been picked up, developed and extended by theorists across many
disciplines including… science and technology studies, and … has come to be used to describe theories,
models, or activities that affect and are affected by their actions, rather than being objective observations or
truths. 447

In particular, several practitioners of science and technology studies are paying closer attention to
performativity and behavior in the process of science. In his book The Play of Nature, science studies
scholar Robert Crease describes performance as the key component of the entire scientific process. In
searching for a “new way of discussing experimentation that approaches it as a process for which data
and theories are not foundations but outcomes,” he contends that “the theatrical analogy—
experimentation as the production and evaluation of performances—is the right tool for generating a
model for this kind of process.” 448 Triscott notes that foundational STS practitioners like Latour and
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Woolgar also declared “the aim of science is not to provide facts or representation about nature, but
rather to perform it.” 449 Pickering bases his performative image of scientific practice on the notion that
the “world is filled, not…with facts and observations, but with agency.” 450

These social students of science research these works as performances to better understand the actions
taking place. As Crease states, “The theatrical analogy is useful in shedding light on aspects of
experimentation that have remained hidden.” 451 Performance establishes connections between scientific
action and the phenomena being investigated which promotes both the reflection and reconfiguration of
both. 452
5.3.2.2.1.1.4 Use in Digital Interaction Design
As computational researchers became increasingly interested in context-based interactions, they began
viewing computation as a performative activity. 453 Researchers and designers like Dourish, Suchman,
and Laurel began to frame computer use as an embodied practice with individual agents such as the
processor, interface, human, and environment each participating in a network of performance.
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Technologists have often utilized concepts from Performance Studies to aid in their designs of
interactive systems. 454 In her book Computers as Theatre, Brenda Laurel defines the applicability of
performative approaches for analyzing and developing digital interaction design. She pushes forth the
notion “when people were using computers they were interacting in representational worlds, much more
like plays in which they were characters than computers on which they ran programs.” 455 Such a model
enabled interaction designers to more directly study the actions involved with computers both “asperformance” and “is-performance” (that is, in reflexive and exploratory ways). For example, Laurel
utilizes a dramaturgical model to analyze the relationships between programmers, keyboards, users, and
content unite in experiences in the same way directors, actors, props, and audiences interact in a
theatrical play. 456 Other researchers create specific performances to probe and test this new space for
interactions between creatures, machines, and their environment. For instance, Burns et al use role play,
props, and improvisation in what they refer to as “informance design” 457 to open new dialogues and to
“further explore the design issues raised.” 458

Macaulay et al. state that the increase of performance studies in interaction design is a response “to the
challenges of truly embracing the complex and difficult to abstract world of human lived experience.” 459
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Engaging with such thick networks of interactors also brought about the inclusion of performative
techniques in Science and Technology Studies. 460 Digital Naturalism takes advantage of Performance
Studies’ ability to deal with these complex problem spaces involving this research’s mixtures of
scientific studies and computational designs.
5.3.2.2.1.2

What is a Performance?

Performance Studies also expanded the breadth of its Anthropological foundation to cover not only
humans, but also the actions of organizations, animals, and machines. Schechner clarified what is meant
by the concept of a “performance.” His broadest and simplest definition is “any action that is framed,
presented, highlighted, or displayed is a performance.” 461 Depending on the framing then, a
performance includes actions that can range from the theatrical to the mundane. He elaborates that
performances consist of a scripted action that is adapted to a specific context. That is, performances are
any sort of abstract behaviors which are then implemented in a real time and place. Within the two
halves of this definition, Schechner provides a shorthand: performances are an instantiation of “ritual”
and “play.” He refers to “scripted action” as “ritual,” and the negotiation of this planned action with the
realities of implementing it in the real world as “play.” 462 Rituals are “collective memories encoded into
actions” while play is the flexible behaviors that adapt the rigid structures of ritual to different situations.
463
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In this way, Schechner sees every performance as the meeting of ritual and play. For example, a comedy
troupe may put on a performance of various pre-planned skits, but the size of the venue may force them
to speak louder and exaggerate their movements. The ritual is the pre-written script, and the play
component is their improvisation. Similarly, Ryan Taylor’s research has shown female Tungara frogs to
instinctually move toward robot-frogs making reproductive calls while inflating vocal sacs. Yet if the
robot’s audio and visual actions are de-synchronized, females adjust this performance to steer clear of
the uncanny imposter. The agent enacting the performance need not be conscious of either the ritual
script or the negotiations required. Within performance studies, performance examples with frogs
remain as valid as performances of human actors. Schechner does not exclude animals within his scope,
and even includes the field of ethology itself as a branch of performance studies. 464 Moreover, the
discrepancies between the play and ideal set of actions and their actual implementation do not have to be
extensive, for even minor alterations are always needed to deal with the irregularities of the real world.
5.3.2.2.1.3

Critical Transformations

While any action can be seen “as performance,” the power of this study comes from how it can reveal
and transform an individual or group’s values and structures. Regardless of the particular domain,
performance serves many non-exclusive functions. Schechner outlines a non-exhaustive list of some
possible functions of a performance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

464

To entertain
To make something that is beautiful
To mark or change identity
To make or foster community
To heal
To teach, persuade or convince

(Schechner 2002)
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•

To deal with the sacred and/or the demonic

While these concepts, more typical to community rituals or theatre, can add supplementary benefits to
Digital Naturalism’s work, the primary use of performance studies in this context focuses on what
Schechner describes as the primary function of performance: transformation.

Figure 61 - Schechner's Diagram of Performance Studies’ ability to Carry one to a liminal space of reflection outside
normal activities 465

Whether this transformation is a permanent reshaping of oneself, which Turner names as the goal of a
“rite of passage,” 466 or a temporary transportation to a different way of being, performance leaves no
party untouched. The process of transformation occurs by taking participants into a “liminal space”
created by the performance itself. 467 This space of heightened awareness and sensation exists outside the
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bounds of everyday life. Achieving this state is where participants become mutable. The transformations
vary in intensity and permanence, with the less permanent changes typically occurring in less distinct
“liminoid” spaces of recreational performances in modern societies. Schechner expands upon this idea:
performances have both a short-term impact and a longer aftereffect, leaving traces in the bodies
of performers and participants-spectators, in archives, and in traditions. 468

These physical and mental reconfigurations allow for “criticism, irony, and personal commentary as
well as sympathetic participation.” Attaining a reflective state is useful for this research’s explorations
of science and technology: Both arenas harbor assumptions for the researchers working within their
domains, but by reframing one’s work as performance, or enacting new performances inside one’s
research, the interactors can step outside the normal bounds of thinking and analyze and explore the
possibilities of these spaces.
These participation-based transformations enable critical reflection within the multiple parties involved
with a performance. This includes the performer, collaborators, audiences, organizations, tools, and
context.
5.3.2.2.1.4

Forms of Participation

The participants in a performance are multifarious. Laurel sees participants as programmers, designers,
interactors, computers, digital content, and environments. For Crease, performative participants range
from scientists to the natural phenomena they study and the tools they use. 469 He notes, “all the details
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no matter how tiny were not things in space, not simply there and co-present, but agents operating on the
performance: co-performers.” 470
Schechner describes four types of players in any performance: sourcers (authors, dramaturges),
producers (directors, technicians), performers (witting or unwitting actors themselves), and partakers
(spectators, audiences). Schechner notes these categories are not mutually exclusive: “over time, many
individuals perform in all categories.” 471 Performance Theorist Jennifer Sheridan also holds this flexible
view of participation, and distinguishes between types of participants based on the singular factor of
“wittingness.” Borrowing from Bateson’s idea of the performance frame, “wittingness” is the
performer’s knowledge of the performance’s frame, including its physical space or the technical,
behavioral abilities of artifacts involved. In this framework, persons involved with a performance can
seamlessly move along the spectrum from spectating to participating to performing.

A fourth performance theorist, Jon McKenzie, focuses on arrangements of power, distinguishes less
between exactly what participants do, and categorizes mainly by ontological structures. He outlines
three specific varieties of performance: cultural (the traditional performance studies perspective from
theater to anthropology), organizational (the collective activities of large institutions), and technological
(the functions of crafted objects).
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The critical, transformative effects of performance are described in varying ways within these different
approaches to Performance Studies. Organizing these approaches along McKenzie’s culturalorganizational-technological spectrum with Schechner and Sheridan’s spectrum of participation will
illuminate the transformative and reflective techniques going from the performers themselves, to
collaborators, audiences, and collectives, and finally to tools and contexts.
5.3.2.2.1.4.1 Performers
Committing actions directly refigures the body. The significance of the action can be as minimal as
breaking into a light sweat, or as grand and permanent as mastering the playing of an instrument, brain
damage, amputation, or death. Using trance as an example, Schechner points out that the brain’s
chemistry is fundamentally altered in the hyper-aroused states of ergotrophy or tropotrophy. Other
performances, such as initiation rites, can physically change the initiate’s bodies through tattooing or
ritualized abuse.
These physical changes can also achieve simultaneous transformation in the social realms. Goffman
discusses the personal transformations in the social realms resulting from performance. In his work The
Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, Goffman focuses on dissolving the distinction between “put on”
and “naturalistic” behaviors constituting normal social interactions. He incorporates the effect of a
performative situation in his classification of performance: “a ‘performance’ may be defined as all the
activity of a given participant on a given occasion which serves to influence in any way any of the other
participants.”
However, these influenced participants also include oneself. In these conscious or subconscious attempts
at presenting a veneer of ourselves, we are in fact reshaping the only reality of who we are. Brissett and
Edgley describe Goffman’s postulate:
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Appearance is real…People encounter each other’s minds only by interacting, the quality and
character of these interactions comes to constitute the consequential reality of everyday life. In
everyday life things really are as they seem to be; but ‘how they seem to be is ever changing. 472

Such social transformations are equally present in animal performances. Sarah Bronsnan demonstrated
brown capuchins will change their behaviors when taking food after scientists engage them in
performances targeting “fairness.” Bronsnan summarizes the findings:
Monkeys refused to participate if they witnessed a conspeciﬁc obtain a more attractive reward for
equal effort, an effect ampliﬁed if the partner received such a reward without any effort at all. 473

These actions transform the performer itself in ways that cultivate reflexive analysis. A human
individual’s change in social interactions can reveal the previously invisible cultural factors that enabled
prior behavioral schema 474. The monkeys in Bronsnan’s example were performatively transformed into
beings of lesser value, and this change let them reflect on and protest the societal circumstances.
Conducting and participating in performances can be a powerful, transformative event. The roles that
other forms of participation play, however, contribute to the entirety of the reflections and discoveries
explored in a performance.
5.3.2.2.1.4.2 Collaborators, Audiences, and Collectives
The stage director Robert Wilson uses performance to be able to interact non-verbally with the minds of
others in his plays. He crafts performances centered on individuals who have “problems of
communication” such as deafness, autism, or brain damage. 475 He would work with persons of limited
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sensing, such as deafness, or suffering from brain damage, and situate them as the director of a series of
rehearsals where they were instructed to “do their own world.” 476 Through mimesis, play, and physical
instruction by the protagonist/director, the additional physio-normative actors would begin moving and
interacting with each other and the environment in new ways. The idiosyncrasies of the fellow actors
exposed the gap between worldviews of the different people, but also spotlighted the universalities and
common spaces amid the network of diverse individuals. Schechner explains by
breaking away from the idea of a normative, single world-view, Wilson opened the possibilities of
multiple worlds coexisting and interacting in the same performance time/space. 477

In Sheridan’s view, these types of alterations, by enhancing the understandings between behavioral
systems, also change the wittingness of the participants, driving them to move more into the actual role
of a “performer” than they were previously able. Therefore, in collaborative acts, performance can
function to transform means of intercommunication and the roles of the participants themselves.
Even unwitting participants, such as audiences or chance spectators, are transformed by performance.
The simple participation of seemingly passive viewership can transform the audience emotionally or
intellectually as they side with certain characters or arguments presented, or even physically, such as in
mirror-neuron theory, where sympathetic neural pathways are formed in relation to the actions of others.
The audience can have a more direct transformative effect on the performance itself. They can act as
part of the framing – the “fourth wall” containing the action – and become performers themselves. This
occurred in the performance of John Cage’s 4’33’, in which “the music Cage wanted his audience to
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listen to was the ambient sounds in the room over the duration of four minutes and thirty three
seconds.” 478 Essentially, the audience was listening to themselves.
Regarding the encompassing power of performance, Crease states, “A true performance dominates
performers as well as audience. It has a reality of its own that one ‘lives up to.’ 479” In his Theater of the
Oppressed, Boal uses performance to transform larger collectives like neighborhood groups from
spectators to actors, and potentially into real-life roles. He uses the performative frame to enable groups
of people explore paths of actions in domestic or citizen life. Transformations into this liminal space let
them safely think in an embodied manner about potential means of interacting with spouses, neighbors,
or the government. “In this case,” Boal explains, “perhaps the theatre is not revolutionary in itself, but it
is surely a rehearsal for the revolution.” 480

Ethologists have long hailed the value of playing audience to the rituals staged by animals, since situated
observation is their primary method of analysis. For instance, in her book The Shadow of Man, Jane
Goodall describes how she draws both scientific and philosophical inferences from watching the
performances of animals:
My enthusiasm was not merely scientific as I watched, enthralled, from my grandstand seat on the
opposite side of the narrow ravine, sheltering under a plastic sheet. [. . .] I could only watch, and
marvel at the magnificence of those splendid creatures. With a display of strength and vigor such
as this, primitive man himself might have challenged the elements. 481
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Bearing witness to these performances still provides viewers of performances with some of the critically
reflective tools involved with acting in a performance. Audience members can be equally changed and
transfigured through these actions. Thus performative approaches incorporated in this research can allow
Digital Naturalism engage with multiple types of researchers to promote reflection.
5.3.2.2.1.4.3 Tools
McKenzie’s field of technological performance aims to probe the performative behaviors of human
created objects. To McKenzie, the O-Ring’s spatial temperature deformations in the flight of a spaceship
are just as much participants in the overall performance as the human pilots navigating it. 482 For this
domain, he sees a chief function in the performance of technology as the challenge of effectiveness.
Materials are judged and altered by their effective or ineffective performances in the human brain. Of
particular interest to Performance Studies for McKenzie is the meta-tool of the computer:
Its performance helps create other performances. In doing so, the computer, more than any other
contemporary technology, is helping to expand and consolidate the terrain of Techno-Performance
research. 483

McKenzie cites Brenda Laurel’s theatrical metaphor for HCI within this arena. Viewing digital design
through the lens of performance reveals effective design will not come not only by building more
precise, obedient tools, but by crafting experiences with the tools that engage with the human
participants:
It’s about creating imaginary worlds that have a special relationship to reality – worlds in which
we can extend, amplify, and enrich our own capabilities to think feel and act. 484
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Adriene Jenik continues this analysis of the performance of digital tools in her work, Desktop Theater.
She describes the impact of the actions of these utensils and structures comprising digital environments:
As we solicit dreams from passersby and act them out using available props, improvisational
acting, and [computer] painting tools, we meet each other in a true exchange of deeply felt desires
and fears, and share the transformative power of collective creativity. In this situation, the
performances of the computational tools are designed to reflectively manipulate and engage with
the actions of the human participant. 485

In a similar vein is Sheridan’s concept of participatory wittingness, wherein the purposeful engagement
of a participant functions to transform a tool’s agency. In her primary case study, performative tools are
crafted to entice passive audience members to participate and then perform. Their prototypical system
iPoi consists of light-up spinning balls with embedded sensors that collaboratively control an audiovisual display. The tools were featured in performances themselves through the swirling and dancing of
users, but their performance in the play of converting audiences was Sheridan‘s focus. Their abilities
were adjustable, allowing the behaviors of the tools to be changed and tuned in order to best entice
audiences. Sheridan notes, “The system we developed is dynamically reconfigurable allowing us to
connect several iPoi and computers on the fly to create ad hoc installations.” 486 In cases with many
reluctant spectators, the iPoi tools were manually rearranged, and the sensors were moved into a teddy
bear “to afford the more ‘inconspicuous’ action of shaking rather than swinging for shy participants.” 487
For Sheridan, the behaviors of tangible tools themselves sculpt the overall context and the eventual
interactions with the participants: “We …characterise people’s behaviour with respect to the
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performance frame, and so determine the effect of our tangible technology on their behavior.” 488 For
Sheridan, true participation on behalf of the human performer depends on “developing technical abilities
through the acquisition and execution of simple routines.” 489 For the iPoi, only a master of the tools
grants a performer wittingness, allowing them to truly engage. The performances of the tools need to be
changeable to achieve this goal, and also, like Goffman’s theories of the presentation of the self, this
participation consequently changes the tools themselves.
5.3.2.2.1.4.4 Contexts
On larger scale, such as within the performance of organizations, McKenzie names efficiency a primary
challenge. Here, in organized bodies of interactors, a central point of focus is on “maximizing outputs
and minimizing inputs.” For instance, McKenzie gives the example of the U.S. Government’s National
Performance Review (NPR). This program, taken as a performative script, sought to rate the efficiency
of various governmental agencies. Through these internal performances, agencies came under fire for
failing to function properly (including the NPR program itself). The results of these rituals would change
the funding and job positions of the agencies and individuals involved. The participants are transformed
through the performances of the emergent whole as well as the performative decrees passed down
through structures of power.
Performance art pioneer Allan Kaprow discusses the inescapable transfigurements caused by contexts
within performance:
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The most intense and essential Happenings have been spawned in old lofts, basements, vacant
stores, natural surroundings, and the street, where very small audiences, or groups of visitors, are
commingled in some way with the event, flowing in and among its parts. 490

Performances alter our interactions with spaces, and these new relational assemblages prompt deeper
analysis of spaces. The performances can physically alter spaces as well. Kaprow’s work Fluids
involves building large ice sculptures throughout downtown Los Angeles, and letting them melt.
Kaprow’s observations of the grand, morphing recontextualization of fluids “make me aware of time
and space in a way that traditional approaches to aesthetics never could.” 491

Contextual changes in performances also invite reflection in non-humans. In an experiment with
Temnothorax ants, Healey and Pratt demonstrated that the qualities of a colony’s previous environment
affected their analysis of new nest sites. 492 Overall, the tools and contexts as participants in
performances themselves join the living interactors to mutually serve to sculpt each other’s roles and
abilities.
5.3.2.2.1.5

Performance Studies in Digital Naturalism

Behavioral participation is a transformative act affecting all performers, collaborators, audiences,
organizations, tools, and contexts involved. Performance studies harnesses these shifts to establish a
critical perspective. This new point of view lets researchers involved with Digital Naturalism reveal,
interact with, and change the hidden forces transfiguring the actions encountered in ethology.
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Like Critical Making, the features performance studies add to Digital Naturalism are specific methods
for analysis and discovery.

5.3.2.2.1.5.1 Analysis
Performances are our key to stepping outside the normal bounds of societal structure and behavior,
bringing us to a liminal space protected from the rules of the everyday. As previously mentioned, it is
within these spaces that Digital Naturalism can fulfill the analytical goals of Science and Technology
Studies to reflect on the scientists practices. Alphonso Lingis asserts, “[Rituals] reveal how we are
embedded in the reality of our environment and disclose how the environment as a whole affects us,
weighs on us.” 493

For instance, as described in Chapter Six, Digital Naturalism will lead scientists to examine their own
practices “as-performances,” granting them external points of view that allow them to reflect. This
research also invites scientists and collaborators to share their research as large-scale public
performances. Such performances aid in revealing scientists’ practices and promoting analysis of the
actions of the researcher, tools, and animals involved.
5.3.2.2.1.5.2 Discovery
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Crease claims performances are uniquely useful for science because they embody “a poiesis; a bringing
forth of a phenomenon.” 494 Enacting new performances generates and explores new concepts involved
with the scientists’ research practice. Digital Naturalism leads scientists to conduct new performances in
their field sites with their animals and instruments in an effort to explore new potential behavioral
phenomena.

As Burns, Dishman, Verplank, and Lassiter note, performances have special abilities to let designers
better “empathize” and “imagine.” 495 These abilities can support the scientists’ analysis of their
creatures’ behaviors and the actions of their tools. For instance, these situated performances generate
actions which could provoke new behaviors to study from their creatures, such as Marting and the
Jungle Fluids performance in Chapter Seven. New digital scientific instruments can also be prototyped
via performance to discover important aspects of the eventual design.

In summation, it is these hybrid physical and mental transformations provided by performance studies
that will empower Digital Naturalism’s analysis and exploration of the multitude of complex actions
involved. Combining Critical Making and performance studies approaches allows this research to
engage in the study and development of ethology’s relationship with digital technology.
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5.4 Methods
Techniques in Critical Making, performance studies, and Science and Technology Studies at large build
our toolkit of qualitative, hands-on research methods. Digital Naturalism’s analysis and exploration of
the role of digital technology in ethology will be conducted through case studies, questionnaires,
projects, and workshops.
5.4.1 Case Studies
The case studies are the most dynamic format of data presented in this manuscript. These are the results
of intimate ethnographic research which combined interviews and documentation with direct
engagement in the subjects’ scientific practices. Typically these case studies begin as chance encounters
with interesting STRI researchers with whom I was able to tag along. I would inform the scientists about
my work, and have them fill out IRB consent forms before conducting interviews.

The depth of the engagement in a particular case study would range between several days, as in the case
of the visiting researcher Sara Lipshutz’s Jacana bird studies, to several years, like my collaborations
with Peter Marting’s Azteca ant research.

The data resulting from these case studies is processed as qualitative data. Key concepts, ideas, and
concerns from the researchers are analyzed, categorized, and presented. More details about the analysis
are presented in the later section about “thick description.”
5.4.1.1 Shadowing
During these shadowing sessions, I work and live with the scientists to experience as much of their
practice as possible. During these sessions, which always felt far too brief, I worked around the
scientists’ busy schedules, participating in field work, discussing their research, and consulting about
technology. It was common to shadow more than one scientists’ fieldwork in a single day.
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5.4.1.2 Personal Documentation
During all three seasons, I kept field notes along with photo and video documentation, distilling them
into a public blog at www.digitalnaturalism.org. These notes, and the act of transcribing them into the
blog, helped me personally reflect and analyze the long days of rich and diverse activities.
5.4.1.3 Interviews
I filmed interviews with the researchers throughout the shadowing process, and also conducted key
interviews at the end of our time spent together. The participants would be asked to describe and reflect
on their own practices, as well as concepts from Digital Naturalism’s research that had been tested
together. These types of interviews were roughly based on Spradley’s description of The Ethnographic
Interview. 496

Figure 62 - Marting during an Interview

5.4.2 Questionnaires
The most traditional research method used in this work is the questionnaire. These IRB-approved forms
contained both numerical and textual responses concerning the role of digital technology and biological
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field research. Questionnaires were used to gain a background of the thoughts, practices, and tools of the
community of field researchers at large. Some of the questions were intended to help the scientists
analyze and reflect upon their own studies. Others evaluated concepts and projects originating from the
Digital Naturalism work itself.

Three questionnaires were delivered in total. These were sent out to biologists digitally via email. One
questionnaire followed the Panama field season in 2013, the second followed the Panama field season in
2014. The last series of questionnaires last followed the evaluation of the Hiking Hack project
expeditions in 2014-2015 (described in Chapter Nine). The questions were in formats typical of
qualitative research as described in Descombe 2010. 497 They solicited facts and opinions from the
researchers about themselves and their work.

The questionnaires yielded two types of data: numerical and textual. Both were analyzed in an effort to
collect qualitative information. The target of these questionnaires was to provide greater detail to the
thick description of the scientists’ practices and values, not to establish standardized facts about field
biologists. The questionnaires were a vital component to the results, as they granted access to the widest
array of participants for the scientific community. The respondents ranged from first-year
undergraduates to veteran biological experts. This format also enabled this research to gather opinions
from researchers with whom little or no contact could be made in the field.
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More details about the analysis of the research data are described in the next section “Analysis,” but
some specific techniques for analyzing the questionnaires are as follows.
.
5.4.2.1 Numerical
Numerical data was used to quickly elicit ratings and judgments from the researchers for topics that
could fall along a spectrum. For instance, all the biologists described whether they conducted more
research in the laboratory (1) or in the field (5), on a sliding scale (1-5). The data from the combined
respondents were averaged and graphed with their standard deviation. Using a normal distribution, this
means the error bars on the graph represent about 68% (one standard deviation) of the total respondents.

mean

Standard error

Figure 63 - Example of numerical graph of qualitative data from questionnaire

5.4.2.2 Textual
Textual responses were also collected in the questionnaires. These allowed for open-ended responses
much like the interview questions in the case studies, but for larger numbers of individual responses.
Like the case studies, these responses were analyzed for recurring themes and ideas. The concepts
important to the scientists are grouped and presented for analysis and interpretation. Again, this analysis
method is presented in greater detail in the later section.
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5.4.3 Workshops
Hosting workshops enabled this research to connect with broader elements of the scientific community,
as opposed to attempting to do so through individual case studies or close collaborative projects. After
speaking with several leaders and organizers around STRI, this research would host free, public, formal
or informal, workshops where scientists built digital devices themselves. These workshops followed a
Critical Making format where directed construction was combined with critical discussion of the
scientific and cultural elements and intertwined with the technology.

Workshops afforded proactive study of the scientific community’s general technological fluency and
also directly revealed how newly-introduced technological concepts could be rejected or incorporated
into scientists’ research. These workshops were mostly documented photographically.
5.4.4 Activities / Interventions / Probes
Essential to the pragmatic and iterative nature of this research are real-world interventions. The
motivation for such activities was pre-scripted into this research’s goals, but the design of the actual
projects grew from inspirations of the environment or people. Some of these interventions consisted of
collaborative work on building and testing new instruments, while others took the form of performances
conducted with the biologists.
5.4.4.1 Projects
Many ideas for new technology sprouted from the close work between this research and the biologists.
Marting’s Flick-o-Matic Ant-Aggravation device, for example, originally grew from such an informal
collaboration. These projects are documented and several are described and analyzed in Chapter Six.
5.4.4.2 Performances
This research invited many participants to collaborate on a variety of performances which targeted
discovery, evaluation, and dissemination of multi-faceted concepts which intersect scientific,
technological, and cultural realms.
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Some of the performances are directly adapted from famous works of performance art like Marting’s
Jungle Fluids project, which was in turn derived from Kaprow’s Fluids. Others developed organically
through collaborations with the scientists, like the interactive performance piece Leaf 5 Lover. Some
were large-scale, with dozens of participants while others were more intimate performances with only a
couple human interactors. While some incorporated digital technology into the performances, some
feature little digital technology but still wrestle with important factors to consider in the design of
digital-ethological media. Notably, these performances provide a physical means for the researchers to
confront and analyze the physical concepts explored in their work.

Figure 64 - STRI researcher conducting performance to illustrate how Heliconius butterflies perform mating rituals
and are specifically attracted to the color red.

These performances are documented with photographs and video interviews, and several are described
in Chapter Six.
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5.5 Analysis
The approaches utilized in this research generate highly qualitative data. These ethnographic interviews,
workshops, projects, and questionnaires include massive volumes of information in varying, nonstandardized formats. Analyzing such droves of information is fraught with difficulty. The ethnographer
Clifford Geertz describes the challenges involved with this type of “jungle field work”:
What the ethnographer is in fact faced with …-is a multiplicity of complex conceptual structures,
many of them superimposed upon or knotted into one another, which are at once strange, irregular,
and inexplicit, and which he must contrive somehow first to grasp and then to render. And this is
true at the most down-to-earth, jungle field work levels of his activity: interviewing informants,
observing rituals, eliciting kin terms, tracing property lines, censusing households . . . writing his
journal. 498

Thus the question becomes how to analyze this data in a sensible, systematic way. Unlike quantitative
data, qualitative information cannot simply be compared in charts and diagrams. Instead, as Descombe
notes, the key to analyzing such complex research is “to become immersed in the data.” 499
5.5.1 Thick Description
Geertz’s methodology of thick description 500 has become a standard technique for such analysis. A thick
description examination presents a detailed account of the situation being investigated and key themes
are identified. 501 Since, as Geertz notes, qualitative research writings are necessarily “interpretations,”
the purpose of describing the collected data “thickly” is to present a broader context against which the
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audience can form their own opinions. 502 In this way, the findings of such qualitative research become
validated by exposing the interpretive process to others, as Descombe summarizes:
Thick description…is necessary in order to convey the complexity of the situation and to provide
the reader with sufficient detail to judge for himself or herself whether the researcher’s
interpretation of the phenomenon is justifiable and relevant for other circumstances. 503

The purpose of thick description is not to instantly prove an idea, but rather to discover and
progressively validate new concepts from complex situations. According to Geertz, “’verification’ is too
strong a word for so soft a science (I, myself, would prefer ‘appraisal’).” The conclusions from the
research are never justified in any absolute sense, but rather on the basis that the documented actions and
decisions made by the researcher “can be seen as ‘reasonable.’” 504

5.5.1.1 Compatibility
This technique for analysis is compatible with the format of this research. First, Geertz developed this
technique from the same anthropological background which underpins the aforementioned approaches
utilized in Science and Technology Studies and performance studies. Thick description’s manner of
presenting a behavior grounded in the full context of an ecosystem also makes it particularly well-suited
with ethological practice which uses a similar approach to study animals. The small-scale, researcherattached, emergent, and holistic natures of typical ethnographic work utilizing thick description are also
in alignment with this research. 505
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5.5.2 Procedure
While thick description could take many forms, Descombe outlines a specific procedure for analyzing
this type of qualitative data. 506

Descombe’s Qualitative Analysis and Thick Description Procedure
Describe
Provide a richly detailed depiction of the actions and context
Code
Categorize the details of the description
Reflect
Return to source material for additional reflection
Identify
Find broader and important themes and relationships. Iterate.
Return to Field Go back to the original source to compare early concepts
Generalize
Find general explanations for the themes and relationships identified
Utilize
Test and compare one’s resulting theory with existing theories and practices.

First the data is described in rich detail. The specifics of the observed behaviors along with descriptions
of the overarching context are included. Next, as in a Grounded Theory approach, 507 this data is loosely
coded and categorized into individual units. These are rough, temporary codings that face a “continual
process of refinement during the research.” 508 Like Strauss and Corbin’s initial “open-coding” 509 phase,
the goal is to simply discover and develop initial ways of categorizing the data.

Descombe then has the qualitative researcher recursively reflect on the early descriptions and
categorizations. One’s ethnographic data (field notes, interviews, etc.) are revisited to discover new
insights that may alter the original codings. From these reflections and codings, the researcher then
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identifies key themes and relationships emerging. This process of reflecting and re-categorizing the
themes is repeated iteratively as the research is refined.

As the research is analyzed and abstracted, it then becomes important to return to the field site to check
one’s initial findings against the concrete world. At this point, the research can begin to generalize
theories that “explain the themes and relationships identified in the data.” 510 Finally, these
generalizations should be utilized and compared to existing theories or methods. Like the overall Action
Research strategy adopted in this work, Descombe’s last process has the researchers implement and
examine their new theories as a method of iterative validation.

5.5.2.1 Analysis Example
A quick example of this process of qualitative analysis is provided to clarify how this technique will be
incorporated in this research.

After collecting interviews, conducting workshops, and passing out questionnaires in Panama during
2013’s field season, detailed descriptions of these activities are compiled. The research, practices, and
tools of Karen Warkentin’s tree frog lab are described from video-taped interviews. During this
description, loose code categories are given to certain statements in Warkentin’s interview. Initially,
these categories are applied irregularly and without regard to hierarchy or overlap of concepts. Some
example codes given to her statements are “Role of Crafting” as well as “Cages and Sewing” during
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different parts of her interview where she discusses the importance of hand-made tools. Other examples
of codes initially given to Warkentin’s quotes are “On-Site Work,” “Tadpole Rotator Description,”
“Repeatability,” and “Precision vs. Plasticity.”

After the first coding process, other field research is reflected upon, such as photographs or field notes
from Warkentin and the other scientists. This bulk of knowledge is used to then identify broader themes
common to many of the researchers. For instance, Marting also discussed the importance of personally
customized tools as well as working in close proximity to his target environment. Data is aggregated
from the questionnaires that illustrates ethologists’ comparative time spent working in the field versus
lab. While this analysis may utilize charts and graphs, they describe qualitative interpretations and not
the potential objectivity connoted by much quantitative data. This reflection and identification process
on this multi-modal data then condenses more common categories of research values. The examples
described here led to the creation of the “On-site, Iterative Prototyping” research value discussed in
Chapter Six.

Then in 2014, this research revisits the field sites in Panama to reconsider the earlier codings,
reflections, identifications, and analyses with the concrete details of life in Panama. Previous and new
researchers are worked with and examined to investigate the validity of the nascent findings. These
newer comparisons are once again described, categorized, and analyzed in the same fashion.

At this point, this research begins to form generalizations that apply to the spectrum of researchers
encountered. For example, from details described in the questionnaires, along with interviews with
Warkentin, Marting, Page, and Klein, the common values for “on-site research” and “hand-crafted
tools” lead to the inclusion of “Contextual Crafting” as a key component to a final design framework.
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These generalizations are iteratively analyzed until they form a tight fit with the diversity of the data
collected.

Finally, the theories created in this process must be utilized and compared. The Contextual Crafting idea
spawned the idea of a “Hiking Hackathon” wherein scientists built digital devices in the forest itself.
This concept was shared with researchers by means of self-made publications and implemented in at
least two separate expeditions in Panama and Madagascar. The results of the implementations of this
research’s theories are then finally described and analyzed in the “Evaluation” Chapter Eight, in order to
present real accounts of the functions of these developed theories.
5.6 Conclusion
To wrestle with the complexities involved in analyzing and experimenting with digital media’s role in
ethology, this research employs a mixed-methods strategy of qualitative, action-research.
Traditional Science and Technology Studies research methods, like ethnography, are combined with
material and performative techniques from Critical Making and performance studies. The resulting
multimodal data is then analyzed and presented via the technique of thick description. Ideas and
generalizations are pulled from this processed data, tested, and iterated upon. These evaluated concepts
are then finally presented in the form of a design framework to help guide future digital technology for
ethological exploration.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONTEMPORARY ETHOLOGY
PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES, AND DIGITAL UTILIZATION IN PRESENT-DAY ETHOLOGICAL
WORK.

6.1

Introduction: Contemporary Practice - Ethologists at the Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute
This research explores the practices, tools, and values of a diverse community of researchers along with
several specific individual scientists. As outlined in Chapter Four, the stakeholders targeted in this
research are ethologists. Their key attributes generally consisted of:
•
•
•
•

Participants / Stakeholders

Research non-human animals
Study the animals’ behavior
Conduct their research in the animals’ natural environments
Blend traditional and contemporary research tools and techniques

The data presented here was collected using the means described in the previous chapter including:
questionnaires, research shadowing, field notes, photography, and interviews. This multimodal
information is presented and analyzed in this chapter using Geertz’s thick description techniques. First,
the various data are synthesized to present rich depictions of the life, context, and activities of these
researchers. Then, specific topics from these descriptions are highlighted and analyzed. Finally, common
ideas from these analyses are compared together in an effort to distill generalized themes governing
current ethological practice.

6.1.1 Mapping Models
This chapter will also dissect how ethologists are using digital media throughout their work. To aid this
analysis, we will refer back to the model of ethological practice as well as Murray’s model of the
affordances of digital media (discussed in Chapters Two and Three, respectively).
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Figure 65 - Model of the ethologist's research process

The ethological research model discussed in Chapter Two provides the structure for our mapping of
digital technology. This basic configuration models an ethologist’s research as an iterative process
moving from exploration, experimentation, and, finally, to dissemination. This can help determine the
exact periods of the scientists’ research that digital devices come into play. It will also illustrate the
differences in how digital media is used in different ways throughout their studies.
Janet Murray’s model of digital media’s primary affordances is employed to evaluate the particular
features of computation employed in each research phase. Once again, these key attributes are
procedurality, participation, encyclopedic, and spatiality. Procedurality and participation form the
“Interactive” aesthetic of digital devices, while encyclopedia and spatiality combine to create the
aesthetic of “immersion.” 511 These unique elements of digital media “make up the designer’s palette” 512

511

(J. H. Murray 2011)

512

(J. H. Murray 2011)
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for creating computational artifacts, and can also be used to evaluate the features of existing digital
tools.

Figure 66 - Alternate version of Murray's "affordance grid" as a Radar Chart

Once again we will utilize the alternate “Radar Chart” format of Murray’s affordance grid as a tool for
comparing digital affordances. The goal is to not only map the digital technology the ethologists use but
also the particular kinds of tools and for specific phases of a scientist’s work. Combining these two
analyses will answer the research question of how digital media is used by these ethologists.
6.2 Community Ethnography
This research conducted surveys with the broader community at the Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute (STRI). These included researchers who had worked at STRI studying many different
ecosystems with varying degrees of experience. These surveys collected information on the scientists’
general demographics, along with details on their research styles and motivations. Questionnaires were
delivered in two primary field seasons 2013 and 2014. Season 2013 included 24 total respondents and
2014 received 26. Due to minimal difference in content and demographics, both questionnaires from
2013 and 2014 are combined when presented.
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6.2.1 Demographics
The first action of the surveys was to establish data about the research experience of the respondents
from the larger community. The survey sought to understand what types of academic researchers the
participants classified themselves, and along with the amount of research experience they possessed.
Their reported academic levels covered a broad range from fresh undergraduates to professors with
decades of experience.

2014 Academic Level

2013 Academic Level

Undergraduate – 5

Undergraduate – 4

Master’s – 1

Master’s – 5

PhD – 9

PhD – 9

Post-Doc – 1

Independent Researcher – 4

Academic Level
(2013+2014)

Undergraduate – 9
Master’s – 6
PhD – 18
Post-Doc – 1

Figure 67 - visualized results of the experience demographics of the researchers studied

Overall, the average respondent on the survey was a PhD student with a little over 6 years of biological
research experience. This result owes to the prevalence of Ph.D. researchers using the resources at STRI,
and is potentially skewed by the fact that the author of this research is a PhD student himself. The
principle difference between experience demographics from 2013-2014 is that the results feature
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somewhat older and more experienced researchers. The combined results of both questionnaires present
a wide range of viewpoints from researchers representing a spectrum of experience.

6.2.2 Daily Life
Due to the standard academic cycle, summers are the busiest time for scientists to conduct fieldwork.
STRI’s Gamboa location facilitates around 20-30 scientists at any given time, with peak summer activity
bringing in nearly 100 researchers, and winter lows as small as 2-3.

6.2.2.1 Schedules
The daily schedules of the researchers are linked to their topic of study. One frog scientist pointed out
she never sees her roommate due to different study organisms. While the roommate studies birds and
departs for the field at 5:00am to start work at sunrise, the frog scientist begins at 7:30pm and works
until 4:00am. I conducted a survey of STRI scientists to discern how typical schedules relate to specific
organisms.
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Figure 68 - Average working schedule of scientists at STRI with respected to their research organism (n = 19)

This graph illustrates the diversity of working lifestyles of STRI’s scientific community. It also shows
how the institute as a whole is almost always teeming with activity nearly 24 hours a day.

6.2.3

Research Motivation

6.2.3.1 Motivations
The importance of fieldwork is further reflected in the scientists’ textual responses. When asked "What
part of your work makes you the happiest?", the primary motivator for these researchers is simply the
opportunity to be in nature. A majority of the respondents’ answers echoed these sentiments: “Being
outside,” “The fieldwork,” “Doing the field work. Being outside most of the time,” “Being in the
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forest,” (2 responses), “Being out in the field.” The basic excuses “to spend time in the jungle,” “work
in the dirt,” or have a “National Park as an office” are motivating factors for the majority of these field
biologists.

A close second to general fieldwork is the chance to work with interesting living animals. The
researchers typically described their motives with statements like, “I love being in the field and handling
my study animal,” or “nothing is better than the opportunity to work with bats!” Many of the
researchers chose a life of ethology to be with the animals. Some of the scientists cherished activities
include “watching ants walk around in the trees,” “watching living animals,” and "collect[ing] the
ants.”

Another key motivation for some was the joy of discovery. Uncovering novel phenomena like
“watching the ants do something…never seen before” is a singular reward for several researchers.
“Finding the way around an obstacle to your research” is the reason some of these researchers became
scientists in the first place, while “Ah Ha! Moments” and “discovering cool things that we didn't know
before” compel many of the scientists within their work.

Responses like “Surprises! I like when unexpected things turn up – and then trying to get to the bottom
of things!” reiterate their fascination with discovery, but also point to another of these researchers’
goals: problem solving. The dynamic environment of the jungle adds compounding challenges to sate
the problem-solving needs of some. One respondent’s happiest activity was “going up into the canopy
and designing a contraption to artificially warm the leaves overnight while also making sure the branch
could withstand the extra weight.”
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Some of the researchers felt sharing their research was just as important at the discovery, e.g.
“Discovering interesting patterns and natural history details, and sharing them with others.” Another
revealed his happiest moments came from seeing “a wild cat or other big mammals in the wild and
teach[ing] people.”

One researcher summarizes all these results in her response. She states her motivations stem from:
The interaction between field work, people, and knowledge. I think of it as an essential triangle;
without field work I would miss the splendor and enlightenment of nature, without people it would
be plain boring and irrelevant for, and without knowledge...a huge reward of my life would be
gone.

Overall, these factors of being in nature, working with animals, discovery, problem solving, and sharing
research stand as important motivations for the scientists which should be supported in technological
designs.

Key Research Motivations - Community
Opportunity to be in Nature
Working with Animals
Joy of Discovery
Problem Solving
Sharing Research

6.2.3.2 Labwork vs. Fieldwork
The questionnaires helped establish where the ethologists spend their time. Each presented a question
asking them to identify where their research generally takes place on a spectrum between all lab work
and all fieldwork.
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Figure 69 – Ethologist, Marting, working in the laboratory and in the field

Despite living in the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, many of the scientists’ research projects
were still conducted in on-site laboratories. Their responses yielded a nearly even split between labbased and field-based investigation, with individual respondents’ activities varying along a broad
spectrum. Some spent nearly all of their time in the field, while others primarily used fieldwork for
collection. Many researchers fell somewhere in between, e.g. working in hybrid environments such as
flight-cages situated in the forest.

N = 26

Figure 70 – Survey response indicating percentage of time spent in laboratory versus field
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Almost no scientists however, claimed to be doing entirely field or laboratory work. This is probably the
most significant feature of this datum. Within this community, some amount of fieldwork is necessary
for almost all individuals.
6.2.4 Research Style
This study also sought to establish the types of research these ethologists conducted, and how they
obtained the necessary equipment to do so.
6.2.4.1 Interactivity
The questionnaire asked the scientists to rank the types of assays they perform, on a spectrum from pure
observation to full interaction. For instance, one biologist might only observe her creatures from a
distance and collect data, while another might focus on introducing new stimuli and record the animals’
interactions.

Figure 71 - Lipshutz observing birds from a distance and Marting interacting with ants

The numerical responses indicated a nearly even split between observers and interactors, skewed only
slightly towards the interaction side. Most researchers saw themselves invoking a blend of observation
and interaction.
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Figure 72 - survey response indicating interactivity of their research style

These divides usually correspond to the specific type of research being conducted. Wildlife surveys,
such as studying large cats via camera traps, generally minimize interaction. This type of work ideally
presents nearly pure observation of natural animal acts. As one participant stated, “My body is to be
removed from the behavior recording environment as much as humanly possible.” Other scientists,
however, negate “pure observation” as possibility. Many researchers note the role one’s body
necessarily plays in their work with the animals: “I use my whole body to measure, dig, climb, carry,
and hold things almost every day.” As one respondent pointed out, this can make it impossible to study
animals in tangled wildernesses without the direct involvement of oneself:

If you wanna study animal behavior you first have to get your animal. In the case of bats that's not easy at
all. So you have to use your body on many creative ways. Sometimes it can mean to crawl in a narrow hole,
other times can mean hiking for many miles with heavy backpack full of equipment. [sic]

Additionally, a majority of ethological research, like many of Tinbergen’s experiments, focuses on
introducing and observing some sort of novel stimulus to the animal. This type of research demands at
least some direct interaction, making interference unavoidable. One scientist lists such interactions
during his field experiments:

Placing cameras, robots, tools; placing ants (leafcutters); holding up other stimuli (frozen/crushed
ants); hacking the trees down and bagging them up; being bitten by Aztecas (not planned);
controlling an Azteca puppet (future work).

Thus, while individual researchers may vary in the specifics of their approaches, all the interviewed
ethologists rely on some amount of interaction for their work.
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6.2.4.2 Crafting and Construction

Figure 73 –scientists building new tools for experiments with bats and frogs

Many of my preliminary readings from famous ethologists featured custom equipment for interacting
with wild animals. Tinbergen’s hand-made gull-head puppets or Von Frisch’s custom honeybee
entrances sought to elicit behavior responses through structures tailored to their target organisms.

Figure 74 - survey responses indicating the amount of personal customization the scientists
perform on their tools
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Questions were included on the survey to verify if this crafting practice remained common with
contemporary field biologists. First, they were asked to rate the degree of equipment personalization
needed in their research. This question yielded the broadest deviation on the survey, with scientists
reporting a broad range of practices needing few modifications to entirely bespoke equipment. Principle
takeaways from this question were, first, most field biologists still needed to customize at least some
parts of their research tools, and, second, a majority of the scientists hacked together their tools through
a combination of store-bought and hand-made equipment.

The responses on the survey’s follow-up question backed up this notion of field biologists as hardware
hackers. The scientists were asked “What types of materials are you most familiar with using in your
experiments and where do they come from?” This response concisely sums up a majority of the answers
to this question: “Jury-rigged setup equipment--hardware store.” A general trend among these
researchers was to cobble together unique devices using nearby resources and those transported to field
sites from hardware stores.

6.2.4.2.1 Bespoke Tools
Tools that provide the unique requirements of an experiment with animals are rare to find commercially
available. For this reason, the scientists generally need bespoke tools crafted for specific uses in their
work. Even those researchers using entirely “store bought tools (nets, tree clippers)” still noted the
necessity of “modif[ications] at home (reshaped nets, tree clippers attached to longer pole and rope
lengthened for greater extension, modified butterfly poles).”
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Figure 75 - Scientist Klein making customized robo frogs

While many of the researchers are quick to criticize their own “jury-rigged” designs, the scientists at
large, seem to hold an appreciation for well-made, elegant objects. The artist/scientist Barrett Klein’s
intricately crafted, hyper-realistic frog robots, for example are held in high esteem within the STRI
community.

The scientists are also sometimes dismissive of their crafts due to their simplistic nature. As one
researcher explains, “My experiments involve a certain degree of craftiness: building nests from balsa
wood, painting ants, designing feeding stations, but it's relatively low-tech stuff.” The low-tech quality
of these devices does not just result from material and temporal limitations; their simplicity in design
also permits greater agency for the scientists. The more researchers can understand, modify, and adapt
their tools to a dynamic situation in the field, the greater assurance and control they can have within
their research.
6.2.4.2.2 Materials
Finding the right material, structure, or component to meet precise criteria of one’s research is one of
these scientists’ principle challenges. A scientist hunting for the exact “sort of flexible material that
would also maintain its shape,” for example, will hold constant vigil for the perfect component, whether
in the field, lab, or grocery store.
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Figure 76 - Biologist in a mall looking to repurpose consumer goods

To hunt for more specific or durable parts, weekly food-runs to the city often feature a stop by hardware
stores. According to the scientists, these trips to hardware stores are the primary resource for most field
experimentation equipment. Here is where they can find the “plastic, pipes, silicone, metal, and duckedtape” [sic] necessary to construct their own weather-resistant custom devices.

Figure 77 - Biologists hunting for materials in a hardware store

Many first try to use “whatever's around” or upcycle components found in “the nearby garbage place.”
Frequently, these hacks and mods result in hybrid designs combining components from many sources.
One scientist points out, “I am used to [jury]-rigging equipment using what is available from hardware
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stores: wood, PVC, fixtures, odd hacked materials and from nature: palm fronds, sticks and stones.”
Another elaborates on the diversity of her hacked equipment:
I use items meant for other uses, bought at stores in Panama. Most of my field experiments are
done using a pizza crisper, Rambo knife, garden hand rake, home-made cloth bags, PVC, window
screen, and zip-ties. I plan to start an experiment using sewer pipe, part of the tray that goes
under a potted plant, and I'm still searching for the right kind of water soluble gel.

Figure 78 - Hybrid tools around STRI combining manufactured equipment and repurposed materials

\
Overall, the scientists make use of a broad range of utilities from which to source parts when crafting
their bespoke tools.

6.2.5 Focus Verification: Exploration Particulars
Since this research is directed at ethological exploration, this study needs to verify that the contemporary
scientists do indeed partake in and value this early stage of their research. There is always the chance
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that unlike foundational researchers, present-day ethologists no longer participated or valued this phase
in their important to their work. In an effort to eliminate this possibility, the participants were asked to
numerically rank the importance of the exploration phase of their research on a scale of “0 = useless /
unimportant” to “10 = crucial / extremely important.”

Table 2- Survey results describing the importance of the exploration phase to the researchers

The community’s responses deemed exploration to be a highly important stage in their overall research.
6.2.5.1 Key Exploration Activities
The primary purpose of ethological exploration is to generate tacit knowledge of the target system. From
earlier readings and interviews with the scientists, it was posited that ethologists supplement standard
scientific literature reviews with natural observation and quick experiential assays. This questionnaire
supported these statements.

The participants described three key activities – “observation,” “small pilot experiments,” and
“literature review” – as “the most important activities” for scientific exploration. Within these three
topics, nearly half of the respondents ranked observation as the principle activity. One researcher states
it is “hard to pick just one, but we try to have experiments that are grounded in stuff that happens in the
field, so … most things start with field observations.”
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The other activities reported as essential to exploration are conducting literature reviews and experiential
assays. Reviewing the existing literature on a species or behavioral system is standard practice for most
scientific fields. A special feature of field biology, however, is the emphasis on early assays and pilot
experiments. These small, informal experiments help the scientists gain physical knowledge of their
system and context while hunting for novel phenomena. One researcher states his “pilot tests” help
confront his own predictions and those found in literature review with the reality of the system.

The exact timing of each process within exploration depends on the particular researcher. For instance
one states “At the start of my program, observation of my study species and learning the physical skills
required for working with my study organism. Now, literature review.” Other scientists frontload the
review, and then conduct observation or assays. Overall, according to the community, exploration is an
iterative process which moves fluidly between observation, informal experimentation, and literature
review.

6.2.6 Values: Community Ethnography Summary
Overall, the principle discovery from this section of the questionnaire is that these field biologists
continue the traditions established by their ethological forebears. They prize the same key factors of
their work: being in nature, working with animals, and discovering and sharing research. These presentday ethologists also partake in a dynamic research style, combining practice in lab and field along with
observation and interaction. Bespoke tools are needed for the particularities of the scientists’ research.
To meet these needs, nearly all exhibit what one researcher described as “a certain degree of craftiness,”
wherein they modify or create custom components tailored to their research. These field biologists also
embrace open-probing exploration grounded in the research of their predecessors.
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Key Values - Community
Being in Nature
Being with Animals
Discovery
Open-Ended Inquiry
Problem Solving
Observation
Interaction

Bespoke Tools

Technological Agency
Sharing
Reflection

6.2.7 Community: Ethologists’ Digital Familiarity
One part of the surveys delivered to participants looked to understand what existing familiarity the
scientists had with digital media. The scientists were asked questions about their general use of digital
technology, their programming experience, and any additional activities they conducted with digital
devices outside their practice. They ranked their experience from 0 being absolute novice to 10 being an
expert.

N = 24

Figure 79 – Survey results about the scientists’ experience with digital technology
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Most ethologists rated their programming experience as completely minimal or non-existent. Only one
outlier – a researcher who had previous degrees in computer science – felt confident enough to mark her
programming abilities as a 10. A majority of the participants indicated they had never coded anything
before. Aside from programming experience, however, the scientists ranked themselves as slightly
above average users of computers. In a follow-up question, on a scale between a person who had never
used a computer to a highly advanced user, the scientists reported significantly more confidence in their
digital abilities. Many were quick to qualify these answers in follow-up questions, and a general trend
appears of the ethologists more as ad hoc consumers of specific digital technologies with low confidence
in their digital abilities.

6.2.7.1 Programming Experience
The first follow-up question asked the scientists to describe their programming experience, if any. One
quarter of the respondents reported never having programming anything. A majority of the other replies
indicated at least some experience in programming, but qualified as rudimentary, e.g. “I took a
programming class once and was bad at it. I'm trying to learn R.”
6.2.7.1.1 Statistical Analysis
Programming for Statistical Analysis is the dominant use of computer code for these scientists. From
this survey, the free R Programming Language for statistics is the primary way in which they will
encounter programming. Few scientists, however, report a comfort with their fluency, noting: “I've
played in R a tiny bit – I don't know if that counts,” “Some code in R, but very very basic,” and “Tiny bit
of R.” MATLAB, a popular programming language for analysis, was the other system reportedly used
by these scientists in their research.
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6.2.7.1.2 Problem specific
Outside of computational analysis, the only other encounters with programming described in the survey
come from several specific use-cases. One scientist’s response – that she was creating a “timing
schedule to turn off and on an automated recording system for my Master’s [project]” – is an example
of the type of problem-specific tasks where few have been forced to learn programming. Another
scientist elaborates on the programming-through-necessity of his research:

My programming experience is very limited. I regularly use the program net logo (based on
JAVA, I believe). I am able to modify existing programs to fit my needs, but I frankly struggle if
the task requires me to come up with the architecture myself.

Even the scientists who have programmed before in their research lack confidence about their agency in
the digital medium. This also shows that some sort of improvisational, need-based programming is not
uncommon in this field.
6.2.7.2 General Digital Experience
Within their research, these field biologists primarily utilize computers for data analysis. For their
broader use of digital technology in their daily lives, however, the researchers expressed a still-hesitant
but greater confidence. For this reason, this survey also asked what digital experience the scientists may
have gleaned outside of their academic practice.

About 25% of the researchers still responded negatively to any computer use but those who did typically
used them for social purposes, e.g. “I just tweet and use Facebook a lot.” [sic]

The scientists primarily seemed to use digital media for sharing research and adventures with family,
friends, and peers. Basic photo manipulation and enhancement were the main activities done with
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computer software. The software they used was typically free and open-source, like Gimp or Inkscape or
they made do with what was available on laboratory machines. One scientist reported “I use PowerPoint
to 'Photoshop' silly pictures. I am practically digitally illiterate.” [sic]

The only other standout was that many of these field biologists produced music and often used digital
technology as an aid. For example one DJ scientist, “mix[es] music for my own pleasure and at parties
for friends.” Another reported recording “[his] own music at home using a digital recording device.”

The take-away from this survey of the scientists’ digital familiarity is that they generally lack skill or
confidence in their use of computers. At best, digital media and programming are treated as tools of
necessity. At worst, the scientists seem to avoid computers when possible. Such results indicate a
potential need to increase the scientists’ ability and confidence in the digital tools they use.
6.2.8 Ethologists’ Instruments
In the STRI questionnaires, participants were asked to list the tools they commonly use throughout their
research. The data, their equipment lists, were solicited several times concerning different specific
factors. The program textual analysis program Tagcrowd 513 is then employed in this research to sort
through the lists of tools and then rank the instruments by frequency they appear in responses. These
responses are visualized and discussed below. Once the instruments are sorted by location and period,
the affordances of digital media used by the tools are analyzed. These analyses highlight what aspects of
computation are being used by ethologists, and which are not yet being fully exploited. The overall

513

(“TagCrowd:Textual Analysis” 2015)
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combination of the tools charted by research phase and the affordance analysis will pinpoint areas in the
ethologists’ research that can stand to be better served by the full abilities of digital media.
6.2.9 Tools in the Lab and Field
First, the scientists were asked to list the digital equipment they used in their labwork and fieldwork.
The results are aggregated in the visualizations below. These present an initial raw organization of their
data to simply help paint a picture of their responses.

Figure 80 – Commonly Listed Laboratory Tools

Figure 81 – Commonly Listed Field Tools

6.2.9.1 Analysis
Overall, the use of personal computers is key factor currently distinguishing laboratory and field
practice. Lab practice tended to make use of computers and specific software to a much greater extent
than in the field. Fieldwork also made use of digital devices, but these were typically embedded in
specific tools such as a GPS or camera. Specific distinctions between the types of tools are discussed.
6.2.9.1.1 Software
The most salient difference between the lists came from the role that software played. Most scientists
reported using some type of computer software within their laboratory research. While it was listed as
the number one tool for laboratory practice (as compared to fifth for field use), many of the other tools
mentioned in laboratory use include specific items of software. These are typically programs used for
recording and analyzing data such as JWatcher, ImageJ, Excel, and statistics programs like R. Some
software was also used within the experiments themselves to control certain factors. For instance, the
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open-source audio program, Audacity, is often used in experiments to playback modified frog calls or
test certain aural or vibrational stimuli with the animals. Software use was still reported within
fieldwork, but to a much smaller degree. Unlike the laboratory environment, digital software was
typically only used for playback experiments rather than direct analysis.
6.2.9.1.2 Cameras
Cameras, both video and still, were the most globally used pieces of equipment in the lab or field. They
are a key piece of observation equipment that present a low barrier to entry but a deep pool of
techniques and abilities. As observation plays a key role in the study of animal behavior, as unwavering,
observation assistants, cameras have been adopted by ethological communities as a tool of choice.
Cameras can free the scientist and permit in-depth simultaneous observations of many parts of a system.
They can also augment the abilities of the researchers by peering through darkness or slowing down
incredibly fast animal movements. Also, since these scientists all work in the field to some degree, it
makes sense that they would incorporate their most familiar piece of field equipment into their
laboratory routines.
6.2.9.2 Utilized Affordances
Aside from the greater overall use of digital media found in the laboratory practice, the computational
tools differ from each other in how they are used between lab and field. A general distinction is that field
tools tended to focus more on finding and collecting data, whereas the laboratory tools were used to help
process data. Both use software to gather data about the animals and environment with tools like
cameras or sensors, but the primary use of digital tools in the lab is to process this data more efficient
ways. As a result, the laboratory tools are generally designed to meet the encyclopedic and procedural
affordances of digital media, with much less regard for necessarily spatializing or engaging with this
data.
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Figure 82 - Mapped affordances of tools utilized in the lab versus those employed in the field

Digital field tools, however, function mainly to help scientists access specific environments and animals
and to collect data about them. Since tools used in the field are already immersed in the environment
with which they must deal, it comes as little surprise that they harness the primary digital affordances
dealing with immersion: Spatial and Encyclopedic. Many of the field tools are intended to capture
information from the wild whether photographically via cameras or through sensors. Most of this data
can be spatialized by pairing with GPS data. The GPS can map areas of interest spatially, and navigate
complex environments.

Power and environmental concerns often prevent personal computers from being used for prolonged
periods or experiments in the field. Most of these field devices are stand-alone products which offer
little reconfigurability, and they provide users with no-frills, water-resistant tactile keypads or knobs.
The customizable digital devices used in the field tend to be smaller, battery-powered microcontrollers
like Arduinos, or embedded in proprietary devices, and rigged to log data from various sensors.
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These initial analyses reveal spaces of innovation for the lab as well as the fieldwork. Both areas could
feature tools designed for enhanced participation to build interactive qualities of the devices, and the
laboratory tools would potentially benefit from exploring the role that spatial information plays.
6.2.10 Tools by Research Phase
6.2.10.1 Tool Questionnaires
Following descriptions of where scientists were using certain instruments, this research also investigated
when the scientists made use of these devices throughout the different phases of their work.

First, the researchers were asked to chart the amount of computer technology they incorporated during
each phase of their research. From their scientific exploration, experimentation, and dissemination, they
marked the amount of digital technology used along a scale of “never using” to “always using.”

Always Use Computers

Never Use Computers

N = 26

Figure 83 - survey results indicating which phase of research employs digital technology to the greatest extent

The results confirm earlier suspicions from the hypotheses in this research that most digital technology
focused on experimentation, and that scientific exploration utilized computers the least.
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The scientists in the community questionnaire were then asked to list what tools they most often used.
Unlike the previous question about computational tools in the lab and field, they were asked to list their
analog and digital tools. Both kinds of technology are investigated alongside one another in order to
discover potential new digital extensions of traditional tools, along with pinpointing areas of current
overlap or non-use.
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Exploration Equipment

Figure 84 - Commonly Listed Exploration Equipment

Experimentation Equipment

Figure 85 - Commonly Listed Experimentation Equipment

Dissemination Equipment

Figure 86 - Commonly Listed Dissemination Equipment
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6.2.10.1.1 Analysis
The results first demonstrate the infiltration of computers into every aspect of biological research. In
some form, computers, not just digital devices, were reported as one of the top few tools in each stage of
research. How the computers are used, however, differs greatly in each phase.
6.2.10.1.1.1

Personal Computer / Software

The experimentation phase utilizes computers to the highest extent of any phase. Here software is often
used for collecting and analyzing data. Statistics programs and other forms of evaluation work to
understand thick collections of experimental data. Computers are also used in experimentation for
automating or precisely controlling stimuli delivered to the animals in the laboratory.

The dissemination phase is a close second in terms of the extent to which computers and digital software
are used. Most of the digital tools used in this phase are for formatting and presenting information to
other humans. This is typically achieved in digitized versions of traditional formats such as writing,
journal publications, or slideshow presentations.

The exploration phase exploits computational affordances the least throughout its functioning. From the
participants’ responses, computers and software are most often used in exploration to just store and
review data captured in the field. Since scientific exploration typically occurs in the field more than
experimentation or dissemination phases, these results are similar to the reports listed earlier of the
technology used in the field.
6.2.10.1.1.2

Interaction / Stimulation

Of the tools listed in each of the three phases, exploration and experimentation contained instruments for
interacting with or stimulating animals. The modes of stimulation, however, are generally limited.
Playback devices like speakers are the main method respondents listed for interacting or stimulating the
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animals in exploratory or experimental ways. Among all the responses, only one other means for
interacting with the creatures was listed: using vibration devices for tactile cues.
6.2.10.1.1.3

Processing vs. Collection

Much like the previous results, the dichotomy between data collection and processing seen in the lab
versus field responses also appears in the exploration versus experimentation results. Both exploration
and experimentation include many tools intended for collecting data from the environment or animals.
Cameras are the main tool for capturing information in either experimentation or exploration. Using
specific sensors for collecting other data, like temperature or ultrasonic sounds, seems to be slightly
more common in experimentation than exploration.

From the participants’ responses, experimentation’s tools are more focused on analyzing and processing
data than those in exploration. Statistical analysis software plays a greater role in experimentation.

The lists of important tools for ethological dissemination contain few instruments intended for either
processing or collecting data. Mostly these tools are for presenting or formatting data that has already
been analyzed.
6.2.10.1.1.4

Presentation

The dissemination phase incorporates mostly digital software intended to share information.
PowerPoint™ and digital slide-show programs are the most common tools listed by the scientists for
their dissemination needs. Next most common were tools for writing and publishing articles about their
data. The dissemination phase was also the only period to incorporate participatory tools like social
media. Typically, these social media posts took place in websites and blogs shared on networks like
Facebook and Twitter.
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Almost no tools were listed in the ethologists’ work during the exploration and experimentation phases
for presenting information to peers or the public. While, at first, this may seem fairly obvious – the
presentation tools only being used during the period for sharing information – but this may be a
holdover from the disadvantages of older media. In the age of high-bandwidth, immediate sharing, one
could imagine ethological practice evolving to place greater emphasis on sharing findings and concepts
at earlier stages of the scientific process.

6.2.10.1.2 Exploration Particularities
Since this dissertation focuses on the exploration period of research, it was beneficial push this question
further. A supplementary question was posed to the participants to help specify the importance of certain
exploratory tools. In addition to listing the tools they commonly use, a follow-up question asked the
biologists what were the most important pieces of equipment for their exploration.
Most Important Exploration Equipment

Figure 87 - Equipment described as "most important" for Exploration

This slight change in how the question was framed, placing emphasis on the importance of the tool for
exploration, gives further insight to how technology is used in their practice. The answers to this part
highlight the role cameras play while also downplaying the use of other digital technology. This list also
shows the importance of simple tools for exploration. Bait, boots, and nets help researchers access the
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animals they study. Researchers also noted the importance of parts of their own body as research tools,
like their own eyes.

Another noteworthy feature of this second set of data is that, as compared to the list of standard
exploration tools, this list is comparatively fragmented. There were fewer tools common to all the
participants. This illustrates how a scientist’s exploration requires tools unique and specific to their
particular work. The exploration tools one ethologist uses to engage with their creatures or environment
are typically quite different from another’s.

This additional data serves to confirm minimal utilization of digital media in the exploration period. The
overall takeaway from this is the “exploration” period of a scientist’s research is greatly underserved by
digital media, which leaves this phase of research ripe for developing ethologically-specific digital tools
for exploration.

6.2.10.1.3 Digital Affordances in Research Phases
From these results, an understanding of how digital media is used in each of the periods of an
ethologist’s process begins to develop. In general, computers are being used constantly throughout their
work. While ethological exploration features slightly less digital utilization than the other phases, here
computers are being used in many ways.

The specific ways in which the digital technology is being used, however, differ between the research
phases. Dissemination currently exploits only the encyclopedic and spatial affordances; its tools store
and present information about ethological work. The instruments reported in use during experimentation
are also used to store information, but generally for retrieval and processing, not necessarily spatial
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immersion. Experimentation utilizes the procedural qualities to the greatest degree via various analysis
software such as the statistics program R. Experimentation is also the phase of research which makes
use of the abilities of digital media the most.

Figure 88 - mapping of the utilization of digital affordances within each phase of research from the survey responses

From the questionnaires, the primary focus of this research, the Exploration phase, presently uses
computation the least. At best, the phase’s computer use could be seen as a “light” version of those
analytical processing machines employed during one’s eventual Experimentation. For example, some
scientists list using analytic software during their Experimentation. When viewing the tools that
scientists consider “most important for Exploration,” however, the role of computers shrinks even
further.

Fewer instruments are common to all researchers, and most are analog tools used to access their animals,
like boots. The role that digital media currently plays for Exploration, therefore, is minimal. Exploration
tools are the least digital of any within the ethologists’ process. Digital devices, and particularly
reconfigurable computers, are noticeably absent from this part of their research. Where computers are
used, they primarily target the encyclopedic affordances for storing recorded audio for example. These
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preliminary results draw attention to computationally underserved areas of ethological research,
particularly in scientific exploration.

6.3

Individual Ethnographies

Along with the broad community surveys, I conducted ethnographic research with several key members
of the community. These Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved ethnographies consisted of taped
interviews, participation in field work, photographs, and field notes, and took place during the 2013 and
2014 field seasons. The ethologists profiled demonstrated a wide range of ages, experiences, animals,
and research styles.

I worked with these participants to partake in their research activities and also collaborated on projects
and workshops with them. Not all researchers whom I shadowed and interviewed are included in this
chapter. Four case studies – Marting, Warkentin, Lipshutz, and the Bat lab – are presented here to
illustrate a range of ethological experience, practices, and values. Each section also analyzes the how the
researchers use digital tools.

6.3.1

Warkentin – Tree Frog Defense

6.3.1.1 Background
Karen Warkentin is an Associate Professor of Biology (along with Gender and Sexuality) at Boston
University. She also holds an appointment as a Research Associate at the Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute. Warkentin conducted her Ph.D. research with frogs under professor and major STRI
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researcher Mike Ryan from UT-Austin. Ryan pioneered several behavioral studies with Tungara frogs
and mating decisions. Warkentin eventually pursued her own research studying the behaviors of another
type of rainforest frog, the famous Red-Eyed tree frog. 514
6.3.1.2 Research
Her primary biological research concerns red-eyed tree frog embryos. 515 While inside their egg-clutches,
these frogs possess a unique ability to prematurely hatch when they sense dangerous vibrations, such as
a snake approaching. 516 Experimenting with this particular reaction allows her to examine the creature’s
cognitive development along with the impact of various ecological factors. Warkentin’s lab conducts
research closest to the laboratory side of the Lab vs Field Spectrum of any of the interviewees.

Figure 89 – Snake and Egg Clutch photos by Christian Zeigler

The two experiments directly observed in this dissertation are the “shaking experiments” and the
“rotation experiments.” The shaking experiment involves vibrating clutches of the frog eggs at different
stages in development with different vibrational impulses. These experiments allow Warkentin’s lab to

514

(Warkentin 1999)

515

(Warkentin 1995)

516

(M. S. Caldwell, McDaniel, and Warkentin 2009) (M. S. Caldwell, McDaniel, and Warkentin 2009)
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assess the specific tactile cues the frogs use to distinguish the movement of a snake versus a rainstorm.
They also let her analyze the stage in the embryo’s development when these instincts are formed.

In the rotation experiments, the Warkentin lab looks to more directly determine important specific
periods in the frog embryo’s development of senses and reflexes. They measure the frogs’ “VesitbuloOcular Reflexes” – the way they rotate their eyes with respect to gravity – as a proxy for the
development of the rest of their vestibular system. They once again take eggs between 1-6 days old (they
typically hatch at 6 days), hatch them, then load them into a specially designed tadpole rotating machine,
and measure the angle that their eyes move with respect to the new orientation. By tying the results from
this experimentation to the earlier shaking experiments, they aim to learn more about how these frogs
develop an understanding of the outside world.
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Figure 90 - Diagram illustrating the Rotation experiments 517

6.3.1.3 Practice
Warkentin’s lab conducted two principle experiments, and both began similarly. First, the scientists
must wait for a rainstorm, the time when these frogs typically lay their eggs. They go out at night to
specific field sites to hunt for these egg clutches, wearing thick boots to keep them dry and also partially
safeguard against snake attacks. They also make sure not to wear any mosquito repellant which can kill
amphibians. The scientists lift clutches of eggs off the leaves where they were originally deposited and
attach them to thin plastic cards. They then bring these collections back to a sheltered area where they

517

Perez – Arias, Tanner, McDaniel, Warkentin. “Funciona el Sistema vestibular de los embriones de Agalychnis callidryas

como sensor para vibraciones de serpientes.” Presentation for Latin American Congress of Herpetology
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keep the cards loaded in a dish of water. The dish of water catches any frogs that may have prematurely
hatched. Each of the cards has the current date they were collected written on it.

The scientists conduct experiments on the eggs and tadpoles for the next week in the laboratory. The
eggs usually hatch on their own between days 5 and 6. After the scientists are finished, they return the
tadpoles to the wild.

Basic Protocol
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Collect eggs off leaves after rain
Transfer eggs to plastic tags on cups
Label date collected
Mist every ½ hour during daylight
Shaking Experiment
a. Load eggs into shaking device
b. Run specified shaking pattern
c. Video record results
d. Record timing details from
video
6. Rotation Experiment
a. Manually hatch tadpole from
egg
i. If old enough, shake egg
ii. If too young, “manual
de-jelly” with tweezers
b. Load egg into rotating device
c. Align focus on camera-macrorig
d. Take initial photograph of frog
upright
e. Press button on egg-rotator to
rotate frog 15 degrees and
photograph 518
f. Rotate 180 degrees to the right
g. Re-center and rotate 180 to the

518

Important Tools
-

modified from Horn et al., 1986
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Water
Boots
Plastic Card
Permanent Marker
Plastic Cups
Spray Bottle
Custom Egg/Tadpole-interfaces
Custom Egg Vibrator
Custom Tadpole Rotator
Accelerometer in Silicone
DSLR Camera
Macro Lens and Adjustment Rig
ImageJ Software

left
h. Analyze angle of eyes in
ImageJ

6.3.1.4 Tools
6.3.1.4.1 Important Tools
6.3.1.4.1.1

Animal Access

The scientists’ field clothes, like their thick rubber boots, are essential to their work since it helps them
access the target animals in the first place. Next, the system Warkentin developed to hang egg-clutches
on plastic cards in water dishes enables them to closely monitor and retrieve many frogs in a protected
environment. Spraying the frogs with water keeps them healthy and hydrated.
6.3.1.4.1.2

Animal Interaction

For the experiments, Warkentin needs customized interfaces that allow her to manipulate and stimulate
the young frogs. Her custom shaking and rotating devices let her directly analyze various stimuli and
their effect on the frogs. Their tadpole rotator is strictly used for experimentation. The device’s
procedural qualities are quite simple: a stepper motor turns 15 degrees every time the scientist presses a
button. It’s a fairly delicate piece of equipment kept in the laboratory

Like the tadpole rotator, the vibrational egg-shaker device is only used during experimentation in the
laboratory. Its procedural qualities are comparatively more sophisticated. Audio files, or data from
accelerometers, can be loaded into the system for playback through a high-fidelity vibrator device. Like
Marting’s Flick-o-Matic, its construction was based on a simple idea, and the design was driven through
hands-on iterative prototyping with real animals.
6.3.1.4.1.3

Data Logging / Documentation

To record the experiments and keep track of the data, the camera is Warkentin’s most valuable tool.
Their cameras primarily aid their observation of minute details of the small creatures they work with
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(tadpoles). The cameras are used during experiments to record the behaviors of the creatures, and during
dissemination the camera footage is used to illustrate their findings. With an attached macrophotography rig, she records the frogs during experimentation and uses this footage for later analysis.
Then using basic, scientific annotation software like ImageJ 519 her lab collects data about the frogs’
actions, such as the timing of their hatching or the rotation of their eyes.
6.3.1.4.2 Digital Analysis

Figure 91 - Visualization of Warkentin's utilization of digital media her research process and affordances

For Warkentin’s lab, digital technology generally comes to play in the experimentation phase. During
experimentation is when the affordances of digital media are most utilized such as procedurality. Few of
their digital tools are used in the field or for exploration. The main use of their computational
instruments during dissemination is of an encyclopedic nature, demonstrating the practices and findings
of their lab during presentations.

519

(“National Institute of Health. ‘ImageJ - Image Processing and Analysis in Java’” 2015) (“National Institute of Health.

‘ImageJ - Image Processing and Analysis in Java’” 2015)
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6.3.1.5 Values
Each of the participants in the case studies was interviewed. Key values which they discussed were
coded and categorized. Some categorizes of ethological principles discussed were unique to specific
researchers, but others were reiterated by many of the individuals shadowed in the case studies.
6.3.1.5.1 Question-Driven Research
Warkentin’s lab follows a research model influenced by discovering questions in the field. Her earliest
work with these frogs was entirely built from simple experiments she conducted in nature using just
plastics cups. When she describes their experiments and the tools her team has developed, Warkentin
notes they all originally stem from curiosities about some observed phenomenon, and creating custom
tools that let them ask new questions: “We go through design iterations and figure out how to…make
something that will enable us to ask the question.”

This style of question-driven research is embraced by what biologists refer to as
Integrative-style labs. One of Warkentin’s students described this research style as a general distinction
between different types of biological research labs. She describes the difference between what they refer
to as “Technique Labs” and Integrative labs like their own:

Some labs are “Technique Labs” they typically use model organisms (like Drosophila or
Xenopus), and model their work off an interesting technique that scientists had developed. They
often do a lot of genetics research and analysis (their main technique). “Integrative Labs” on the
other hand typically offer more challenge and more reward. Unlike the technique lab, they start
with a question and need to then discover and refine the skills necessary to answer this question.
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Like Crease’s notion of scientific performance as a generator of new phenomena, Warkentin talks about
how even her basic tools allow her to create new types of interactions, which in turn create new
questions:

The first iteration was just a piece of wire that I bent so it had teeth and I could stick into the egg
clutch. I look back and am like ‘oh that’s so crude,’ but it let me ask a question.

For Warkentin, a biological tool (or “science widget” as she calls them), is the embodiment of a
scientific question itself.
6.3.1.5.2 Hand-Crafted Tools

Figure 92 - Warkentin building her own tadpole interaction devices

Given the inquiry-based focus of their lab, and their conception of tools-as-questions, constructing their
own unique tools is an important task for Warkentin’s lab. Warkentin reiterates: “Crafting… for what we
do plays a substantial role. There’re a lot of questions that, in order to ask, we need to make stuff.”
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These crafts range from the esoteric, like tree frog-vibration devices, to more traditional “crafts.” “In
terms of ‘Craft’-crafting,” Warkentin explains, “my lab has a sewing machine, my graduate students
learn to use it, even the guys.”

Warkentin’s lab creates many of their own “science widgets,” and they will even hire craftspersons to
create specific products with them. For example, they hired a glassblower to create custom egg-holders
because they needed optically-clear, non-reactive capsules for photographing the eggs in many
directions. Warkentin recalls:

I found this glass artist in the Boston arts community. He had ideas, I had ideas, and we came up
with these prototypes, but they are actually working quite well. [We] get extremely beautiful video
of individual tadpole behavior.

In this way, working with these craftspeople helped their lab achieve their specific research goals.

Figure 93 - Handcrafted Blown-glass Tree frog Egg-cups
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6.3.1.5.3 Custom interfaces
Beyond maintaining agency over the questions the lab can ask through their tools, mere availability is
another important reason for their focus on hand-crafted instruments. Warkentin says, “I study frog
embryos and that’s not something there are standard tools for.” Like many of her ethological peers, the
tools needed to interact with her organism are not widely commercially available. This forces scientists
themselves to develop custom interfaces designed for the particular features of their animals. Many
precise design criteria are not known until they are interacting with and maneuvering the creatures into
experimental devices. For instance, the component Warkentin describes as “the awesome innovation, the
epiphany” in the design of their tadpole rotating machine came from a chopped apart pipette tube they
had used for other research. After trying to create various methods of encapsulating an embryonic frog,
she happened to find these tubes were the perfect size to carry a juvenile tadpole. In this way, designing
with these creatures in their native environments is a vital aspect of their work. As Warkentin says,
“There’re just a lot of things you can’t know without getting together with the animals.”

Figure 94 - Handmade, thermoplastic created egg-holster (materials: Thermoplastic, fishing-wire, quarter, tree frog
egg)

6.3.1.5.4 Open-Ended Designs (Precision and Plasticity)
Balancing the unpredictability and irregularity of the natural world with the values of repeatability and
consistency of modern scientific practice is a key challenge for Warkentin’s lab.
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As she straightforwardly puts it, “The animals always do something different than you would think.”
Figuring out how designs can accommodate changes needed for the unpredictable animals while
maintaining the precision of scientific tools is crucial. According to Warkentin, “What you make and
what you leave open, I think that is a very important question.”

Figure 95 - Tadpole rotator device

Warkentin gives the example of the design of their tadpole rotator to explain this concept:
This is an Arduino based system, and it rotates 15 degrees every time you push a button … and
that’s all good, and we want a kind of standardization, but then we also needed to have the
interface with the animal be more flexible.

To achieve this flexibility of interface, Warkentin noted portions of the machines had to remain unbuilt
before taking them down to Panama for the research season.
We’re not sure what’s going to work, to print this or that, so just give me something I can modify
in the field - which was a cup that I could stick things into. And the cup goes on the gear, and this
front-end stuff we can iterate on down here [in Panama]. So it was also about figuring out what
are the bits you can build, and what are the bits you need to leave open until you can get them
together with the frogs and see what works with the frog behavior? [sic]

Building portions of the custom interfaces onsite enables Warkentin to avoid one of the biggest
problems she sees in scientific tools: something “looks really elegant from an engineering perspective,
but it actually doesn’t work for the frogs.”
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Once she has the appropriate device made, she can conduct the experiments with the scientific accuracy
and repeatability of more standardized laboratory tools. While these tools are formed along with her
early scientific exploration, the eventual goal is for them to achieve a crystallized, efficient state for her
official experimentation. She explains, “You gotta think, I want a system that I can eventually train a
bunch of undergraduates to do like ‘industrial’ playbacks.” Designing these instruments with these
initially open features allows the scientists to more effectively discover the final designs needed for their
ultimate designs.
6.3.1.5.5 Field Ready-ness / Mobility
Despite the relative preponderance of laboratory work in her research compared to other field biologists
at STRI, fieldwork still plays an invaluable role for Warkentin’s lab. They need to access and collect
frogs from harsh environments. They must also be able to transport equipment back and forth between
their research base in Boston, and their field station in Panama. The tools they use for their work must
deal with these environmental factors and transportation issues.

Illustrating this value of field-ready equipment, Warkentin discusses the aesthetics of a hand-sewn
animal cage:
A lot of people make cages by stapling, or nailing or gluing, but the beauty of a sewn cage is it’s
like a tent. You can have a PVC frame that goes inside it, then you can take it down, pack it in a
box, and throw it in the laundry. For me it was important to be able to transport to a remote field
site where I could not otherwise transport that whole structure. It had to break down.

Even the equipment that mostly stays in the semi- climate-controlled laboratory conditions needs to be
able to cope with the still significant environmental changes between the northern US and Panama.
Tools like heated dry-boxes help eliminate interior moisture inside equipment like camera lenses.
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6.3.1.5.6 Onsite Rapid Prototyping
Warkentin discusses another important challenge when working with wild animals: difficulties of onsite
experimentation. In pure-laboratory based approaches, scientists can keep a stock of lab-raised animals
and utilize them to investigate research questions in a time and location convenient to the scientist. For
ethologists like Warkentin, however, their research relies on freshly captured wild animals. In order to
address her research questions, she needs to spend time away from her university lab in remote places
like Panama. Warkentin points out, “I can’t ask that question in Boston, I don’t have a lab colony.”

Additionally, it’s the act of probing and asking these questions that helps her determine the
particularities of how her equipment should work, since the ability to rapidly test and evaluate designs
for equipment at her field stations is integral to her lab:
If every design iteration requires a trip to Boston in between to manufacture something… it takes
forever. It’s way better, even if it’s a little bit clunky looking initially. Any material that can let me
make prototypes down here and let me test it with eggs is going to speed up my research. For
example, is this [design] a better idea or this [design]? I don’t know now, but I’ll know in a
couple of days, right, as opposed to next year. [sic]
6.3.1.5.6.1

Egg-Vibrational Playback

In addition to the argument for speeding up designs, being able to prototype onsite helps her refine the
tools and tweak the specific research questions the scientists ask. During an interview, Warkentin
described the entire development of her egg-vibrating tools. Originally, she had started by just
physically shaking egg clutches left on leaves in the forest. From observations of the early egg hatching
phenomena, they created their first device. She put silicone-encased accelerometers on leaves and
recorded various vibrational impulses they would be subjected to in the wild, ranging from rainstorms to
the crawling of a parrot snake. They then built a machine to play back these movements to the clutch
from a programmable vibrator (the AK48-10) and a custom interface.
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Figure 96 - Iterations on the Egg-Shaker Interface

As noted before, the machine-animal interface was one of the most challenging components to design.
Its utility in discovering and answering questions relied on several series of rapid iterations. First, they
started with just a bent piece of wire connected to the vibrator that could stick into the eggs. This design
was rough, but functional. Warkentin describes the next iteration:
The problem with the original was that there was not a uniform vibration field… so he [Michael
Caldwell (a post-doc)] got a bunch of tiny teeth from a poodle comb [hair brush for a dog], and
embedded them in some kind of plastic to make like a tine-field. We tested and it’s much more
uniform vibrations across the whole clutch.

Quick ad hoc alterations like these helped them improve several aspects of the research simultaneously.
First, as the design crystalized, they could improve the repeatability of its actions. Warkentin notes,
“[From the first version to the sixth, you can see] this is the same functional object, just a little more
consistent, automated.” As she describes the development, Karen talks about how the iterations also
help her explore specific questions in greater detail:
So this is great but it’s more standardized, but it’s a little more complicated. [In the field] the eggs
are getting shaken, but they also get tactile cues [from the snake], and this [the egg-shaking
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interface] doesn’t look like a snake, doesn’t smell like a snake....it’s isolating some physical
disturbance components from a snake.

Progressing through designs with the creatures in their own locations helps Warkentin’s lab more deeply
explore the questions of their research.

6.3.1.6 Warkentin Lab Summary
Overall, it is Warkentin’s lab’s emphasis on question-based research driving their practices and
technological use. These motivations propel the specific ways they use and build their tools. Handcrafting custom interfaces and determining strategies for leaving designs open or preparing them for the
field helps her lab flourish. The ability to rapidly manipulate and iterate their tools provides them with
the agency to see their original questions through.

Research Values - Warkentin
Inquiry-Driven Research
Hand-Crafted Tools
Custom Interfaces
Open-Ended Designs
Field-Readiness
Onsite Rapid Prototyping

6.3.2 Peter Marting – Azteca Ant Collective Behavior
Marting served as this research’s initial guide into the world of animal behavior. Digital Naturalism
studies his life and work for over three field seasons.

6.3.2.1 Background
The scientist whom I followed most closely throughout my research field season was Peter Marting.
This affinity was partly due to our research labs’ prior affiliation, and partly because we ended up living
in a STRI apartment together in Gamboa. Co-housing let us synchronize schedules and discuss
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ethological ideas or side projects over meals and household chores. Marting and I would continue our
collaborations together for all three summers of my field research.

Marting’s colleagues independently labeled him “a true naturalist.” Marting’s favorite moments in life
are those when he is deep in the woods with wild animals. He camps and treks in the wilderness as often
as possible. Ever since his undergraduate field research where he lived in a tent in the Peruvian
rainforest, Marting has been fascinated with jungle life. He works to collect grants or funding to sponsor
and extend his stays in the field.

Marting is also an artist who is always on the lookout for ways to share his scientific experiences in new
ways. His band Ptarmigan 520 creates songs about ecological concepts like migration or superorganisms.
He also produced his own photography book about life in the wild.
6.3.2.2 Research
Marting studies Azteca ants which lived symbiotically in the hollow, bamboo-like chambers of Cecropia
trees. 521 Like most other myrmecologists, he previously knew the basics of this species from available
literature. His ants defend their trees from herbivores large and small with relentless bites and poison
sprays. In return, the trees provide housing and grow nutritional “food-bodies” specifically for the ants.
Before he started his fieldwork, the myriad specifics of the system were still largely unknown to him,
and most scientists. He had many unanswered questions, like how did the ants detect intruders? Did the

520

Ptarmigan.bandcamp.com

521

(P. Marting 2012)
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ants in larger trees behave differently from saplings? What are the best techniques for studying the ants’
interactions?
6.3.2.2.1 Field Season 1 – Open Ended Exploration
The 2012 season marked the first field work for both this research and Marting. This season served as
preparation for the latter, more official research in this dissertation. It was preliminary, and thus serves
as basic anecdotal grounding for the research conducted in more specific, official capacities in the later
field seasons.

To answer some basic questions, and, perhaps more importantly, to discover the questions that would
drive his PhD research, Marting dedicated the entire first summer field season to conducting
“experiential assays.” This is a scientific technique for rapidly conducting dozens of informal microexperiments for two purposes: 1) building tacit knowledge within the scientist of the biological system’s
idiosyncrasies and 2) uncovering novel phenomena. For instance, Marting would come up with a
specific performative script for the day such as “kick the base of the tree ten times.” He would then
closely observe the effect of these micro-experiments. These assays generally proved interesting, and the
reactions of the ants inspired new types of tests to attempt. For example, the strong acetone-like smell
which emanated from a disturbed tree, prompted Marting to run quick tests with assorted chemicals –
including sugar, salt, blood, and nail-polish remover – placed onto the tree to get a look at potential
chemical triggers.

Working with Marting during this early phase revealed the importance certain biologists placed on their
initial research. Though he was able to come to Panama thanks to a number of successful, clearly
outlined research proposals from STRI and ASU, he started his field season as a blank slate. He had had
little physical experience with his target organism, the symbiotic, tree-dwelling Azteca ants.
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6.3.2.2.2 Field Season 2 – Transitioning Research
Marting’s second season in Panama was much longer than the previous one. He stayed from January
until late August with the goal of slowly experimenting with designs and techniques to layout for his
official research of his PhD. His process during this time was still exploratory, though he began
developing certain techniques and more official protocols within his own research to test larger scale
attributes of the ants. By the beginning of summer 2013, he had a “rough draft” of the experimentation
he hoped to more fully undertake for his PhD.
6.3.2.2.3 Field Season 3 – Experimentation and Development
In 2014, Marting began a more official and exacting version of the experimentation he had been
building towards in the previous two years of exploration. Marting’s practice in 2014 was a refined
version of the protocol he worked to develop in 2013. His explorations the previous two summers
fortified the experimental procedure he carried out in 2014. Dedicating the time to hone this practice
was necessary due to the myriad technological and biological factors in interplay. His tireless rehearsals
illuminated the countless problems that can arise and delay one’s research for several days. By 2014, his
protocol’s solidifying foundation allowed him to train an assistant to carry out his official
experimentation on her own. At the end of his 2014 summer research, he had collected all the data
necessary for his summer’s experimentation with additional time remaining to explore new questions he
could ask in future research.
6.3.2.3 Practice
While all fieldwork is unpredictable in nature, compared to STRI’s larger labs like the Bat Lab,
Marting’s individual research is less codified in practice. He would ponder the findings or difficulties of
one day’s work, to plan out different strategies for the next day. The fluid style of his work let him
rapidly develop and answer questions and adapt his research to changing conditions in the field, e.g.
when several of his research trees were knocked down in storms. The dynamic nature of his work also
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took a toll on Marting physically. Late-night preparation of tools or impromptu observations of
interesting new phenomena would often throw-off his basic schedule, and his sleep would be the first
activity cut in order to continue his work. He often made up for this with small naps during control times
in between experiments.

Figure 97 – “Jungle Naps” - Working on schedules set by the environment and animals often interfered with
Marting’s (and other researchers) standard sleep schedule. Catching up on a lack of sleep during a "jungle nap"
between experiments

Despite the often chaotic and changing nature of his work, Marting developed a basic protocol for
carrying out and evaluating a series of assays in his research. Typical days started early in the morning
in the hopes of performing this protocol on as many trees as possible before the light grew too dark to
film in the evening (around 4:30-5:00pm).

Basic Protocol – Assays 2013
1. Drive or hike to research trees
2. Take tree’s measurements: height,
number of inner-nodes, GPS location (if
not already recorded)
3. Label every 10 inner-nodes of the tree
with its number for visual reference (if
not already marked)
4. Make sure not to disturb the tree (e.g.
brushing, knocking against it) before
performing assay, or else wait 30
minutes

Important Tools
-
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Ladder
Truck
Pen
Permanent Marker
Notebook
Stopwatch
GPS
Tripods (3)
Cameras (3)
Hole Punch
Leaf-cutter Ant

5. If rain occurs, wait 30 minutes after rain
stops
Assays

1. Leaf Activity – Photograph the underside
of each leaf on the tree for ant presence
2. Point the video camera at the internode
closest to the lowest leaf stem. Capture a
viewing area containing around 10
inner-nodes.
3. Collect a baseline recording for 10
minutes of the ants current activity
4. Conduct one of the four assays
a. Punch five holes in a leaf
b. Place a leaf-cutter ant on the
trunk
c. Attach the exploration stick
d. Trigger the Flick-O-Matic for 10
hits
5. Film and observe the results for 10
minutes
Post-Processing

-

1. Charge all camera batteries
2. Copy and clean all SD cards to hard
drives
3. Plan the next day’s field sites and assays
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Exploration Stick
Flick-o-Matic
Hard Drives
Solomon Coder
ImageJ

Figure 98 - Graphical depiction of each of Marting’s four primary assays

Marting’s work is physically demanding. Some of his 20+ field sites are inaccessible by truck, which
forced him to carry all his gear – including a 14ft ladder – through the forest by hand. The trees he
studies are diverse in height and accessibility. Oftentimes setting up the assay, with the ladder on
balanced on uneven terrain and the tools placed correctly, took longer than the actual trial.

6.3.2.4 Tools
6.3.2.4.1 Important Tools
6.3.2.4.1.1

Animal Access

6.3.2.4.1.1.1 Truck
Marting’s experimental trees are scattered along distant sites in places like Pipeline road. He needs
access to an off-road truck to transport his equipment rapidly to each of the different sites. He is usually
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able to borrow a truck from STRI. These trucks are the ubiquitous white Toyota Hilux, 4-WD vehicles
seen everywhere in Panama. STRI rents the trucks out at a reduced rate to official fellows. Driving the
trucks over the rough, loose terrain in the jungle is an important and difficult skill to learn.

Figure 99 - Marting and field assistants on a STRI Hilux truck

6.3.2.4.1.1.2 Ladder
Most of Marting’s trees are over 2 meters in height. To examine the full tree and access particular parts
for his assays, Marting carries a ladder into the jungle with him. His trees fall in a middle ground of
forest work that prevents him from conducting purely ground-based work, while the flexibility and
sensitivity of the trees to movement stops Marting from being able to use climbing techniques and ropes
like those scientists who work in the canopy. He has developed a particular method for attaching it to a
Toyota Hilux, and has gone through three different ladders due to jungle accidents during our time
together. The ladder is one of his most basic and important tools: without it, observing most of the
colonies would be impossible.
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Figure 100 - Jungle Ladder- many of Marting’s trees have colonies far out of reach.
6.3.2.4.1.2

Animal Interaction

6.3.2.4.1.2.1 Flick-O-Matic
One advantage of working with his study organism Azteca constructor is their obvious behavioral
response to different types of provocation. The dense, immediate swarming they exhibited from simply
kicking or tapping one of these Cecropia trees stood out to Peter as a ripe method for exploring colonies’
different aggression levels. To explore these behaviors, Marting collaborated with the author to craft his
own robotic device, the “Flick-o-Matic.” It consisted of a programmable thumping instrument Marting
could use to perturb his ants in a systematic way.

Figure 101 - Marting and his original version of the Flick-o-Matic
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The Flick-o-Matic is easily the tool of which Marting is most proud. This homemade, programmable
hitting device managed to serve him throughout his PhD field research. What started as an exploratory
tool for discovering new types of behavior through the introduction of new types of stimuli grew into an
integral part of his official experimentation. He even carries the device with him during academic
presentations to let others play with, and better understand its use.

The first version of the device was developed together as a proof-of-concept from a thought in Marting’s
research. The simple tapping device was made out of an Arduino, 6V battery pack, a Servo, and a
Teflon-coated piece of plastic. We tested out this device, which Marting named the Flick-O-Matic, on
nearby trees, and received immediate, predictable swarming responses from the ants.

Figure 102 - Marting with versions 2.0 and 3.0 of the Flick-O-Matic

Before the end of the first field season, Marting was given the components for the device and showed
how to reprogram it. He spent the next academic year rebuilding this device in preparation for the
following field season. In the years to come, Marting would use, break, fix, and remake the Flick-oMatic dozens of times. Through its use and implementation, Marting would discover new biological or
technological needs that needed to be addressed. The device sucessfully served his summer’s
experimentation on all his research trees. It also provided Marting with a tangible entryway to the world
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of physical computing. Through the simple Flick-o-Matic device, Marting explored advanced topics in
programming, power regulation, and mechanics.

The simplicity of this device concept gave Marting the footing necessary to customize its design in
advanced ways. Marting changed motors, user interface, power supplies, and physical materials
throughout his process. Informing these design decisions was the feedback gleaned from real-world use
of the device. Using the Flick-o-Matic with his ants in the wild revealed new technological and
biological needs. For instance, the wooden structure of the first iterations started to rot in the jungle and
led to Marting’s replacing wood with thermoplastic. During his explorations, Marting also discovered
the original Flick-o-Matic’s sharp edge would cut into the tree, releasing warning chemicals to the ants,
which could affect experiments longer than intended. Thus he replaced the harder plastic edge with a
softer, punching-bag like material.

The biggest challenge to this design process was that anytime a component broke, it became unusable in
the field for the rest of the day. He would have to wait until returning home to the lab to repair and
solder joints, replace batteries, or fix mechanical failures. This challenge revealed a new goal for such
biological devices: finding ways to repair or modify them in the field.

His assays evolved over this first summer, but he grew limited by the capabilities of his own body. For
instance, he could not precisely control the force of his kicks onto the trees. This prevented him from
knowing if the magnitude of the colony’s response was related to the strength of his kick or other factors
like the time of day, location of the tree or the ants’ collective personality. Marting was also limited by
the speed with which he could tap on the tree. He had heard about woodpeckers potentially preying on
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the Cecropias and wondered if the ant-response would change based on the different patterns being
tapped onto the tree.

The iterative design process helped the device fit well to meet the needs of Marting’s work. The reason
for its success with Marting’s research came from the agency Marting held over its design along with
the feedback it received from the environment.

Figure 103 - Marting presenting the design of his new Flick-o-Matic device to researchers at STRI

6.3.2.4.1.2.2 Hole Punch
Marting utilized the hole-punch technique from a previous researcher who had been studying the effect
of plant defense pheromones on ant interactions. 522 It is an ordinary hole-puncher used for paper, but he

522

(Agrawal and Dubin-Thaler 1999)
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uses it to make consistent lines of holes in leaves and then records how the ants interact. The trees
sustain a calibrated amount of damage this way, and the theory is that they will release a consistent
amount of warning chemicals.
6.3.2.4.1.2.3 Exploration Stick
Marting made a calibrated stick which he could place against the trunk of the trees to measure a colonies
tendency to explore new arboreal territory. Like most biological tools, the difficult part about designing
this stick was making the interface between the tool and the biological elements. The end needed to be
soft enough to not damage the tree when placed against it, and form-fitting enough to let the ants easy
walk onto it.
6.3.2.4.1.2.4 Aspirator
An aspirator is an entomologist’s go-to tool. It’s a plug that fits into a small plastic or glass vial. The
plug has two tubes leading out of it. One tube leads to one’s mouth, and the other is pointed at the
insects, which can then be quickly captured by orally sucking in air through the tube.
6.3.2.4.1.2.5 A Leaf Cutter Ant
Other living creatures can be utilized as behavioral, interactive tools for ethology. For one of his trials,
Marting places a leaf-cutter soldier onto the Cecropia tree. He harvests these ants from one particular
colony in Gamboa for consistency’s sake.
6.3.2.4.1.3

Data Logging / Documentation

6.3.2.4.1.3.1 Cameras and Tripods
Cameras are Marting’s primary tool for collecting data about his organisms. His use of cameras is a
carry-over from laboratory traditions at ASU. There, ants are often studied in laboratory boxes or
foraging in the flat desert using downward pointing cameras. Marting films his ants during his trials and
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then later codes information from the recordings. Marting has to use tripods for all his recordings to
prevent shaking, and to help the camera reach high-up areas.

He uses two camcorders, one point-and-shoot, and one DSLR with interchangeable lens to study the
small worlds of his ants. These camcorders serve as his main tools for exploration, experimentation, and
dissemination. He uses them in exploration to study the ants in a closer fashion, and during
experimentation he records their responses to administered stimuli. When disseminating his research,
Marting also makes use of the gigabytes of photos and videos he has accumulated to help illustrate the
unusual particularities of his field sites.
6.3.2.4.1.3.2 Hard Drives and SD Cards
Marting stores all his data on a redundant set of hard drives (for backup safety). He builds the copying of
his data from the field into his practice to ensure that the work of the previous day is saved, and that his
SD cards are clean and ready for filming for the next day.
6.3.2.4.1.3.3 Annotation Software
Marting uses Solomon Coder 523 to annotate behavioral occurrences on his videos. On some of the videos
of leaf activity where high-contrast and high resolution are even more important, he uses VLC player.
He also uses ImageJ to assess details from still images, such as existing leaf damage.
6.3.2.4.1.3.4 Biotracking Software

523

(“Solomon Coder - Free Solution for Behavior Coding” 2015)
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The original purpose of the cameras in his practice was to provide experimental data to be processed by
computer vision systems. This type of research came from the work in his home lab at ASU, where his
group experimented with automated ant tracking in collaboration with the author. While the lab had
some success analyzing the ants’ interactions in the laboratory, in the field environment multiple
compounding factors, such as shifting lighting conditions, three-dimensionality of surfaces, low contrast
in ant-color to bark-color, kept these programs from successfully analyzing Marting’s data. As a result,
Marting had to hand-code the interactions of the ants recorded in his experiments using free software
like Solomoncoder 524 and VLC player. 525

The post-processing nature of the computer vision tracking systems available at the time prevented its
use in more generalized ethological exploration. Even if the environmental conditions were perfect for
tracking ants, computers needed to run decent analysis were too large and power-hungry to bring to the
field and play with. Marting realized a computer vision system which offered immediate feedback could
potentially be terrific for helping one explore and study the different actions of the creatures in the
jungle.
6.3.2.4.2 Digital Analysis
Though Marting’s tools have been the most directly influenced by this research due to our close
collaborations throughout his PhD, he holds a fascination with digital tools in the service of ethology.

524

(“Solomon Coder: A Simple and Free Solution for Behavior Coding” 2015)

525

(“VideoLAN - Official Page for VLC Media Player, the Open Source Video Framework!” 2015)
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For example, in his master’s work he created programs in MATLAB to help his acoustic study of
Treehopper insect mating. 526

Figure 104 - Visualization of Marting's use of Digital Technology

Overall, Marting is one of the most prolific utilizers of digital technology of those interviewed in the
case study. He incorporates digital devices in all phases of his research, and these devices span all of the
affordances of digital media. Marting’s work has long been directly influenced by this research however.
Thus it serves to show more of what is possible for a digital naturalist, rather than the current state of
technology used by naturalists. The other case studies that follow serve as better examples of the more
common current use of digital technology by ethologists.

6.3.2.5 Research Values
6.3.2.5.1 Adaptability

Marting recognizes that the naturalist’s life holds an endless series of challenges. The interconnected
factors upon which his research relies, including the weather, vehicles, digital and analog tools, funding,
permits, his own health, the geometry of the forest, the actions of the research animals, other animals,

526

(Legendre, Marting, and Cocroft 2012)
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and other scientists, lead to continuous negotiations in order to continue the research. In fact, on one our
interview days, he had just settled on his experimental protocol, gotten all of his instruments
functioning, obtained a vehicle for the entire day, and then just as we entered the deepest part of the
forest, his truck slid into a sinkhole and he lost several work hours waiting for a rescue truck. He begins
the interview by naming the truck as a prime example of the typical difficulties faced by ethologists.

To deal with the persistent difficulties, Marting must keep his research flexible. This means in part he
must remain open to new directions and new methods where his work could go. If key colonies are
attacked, or previous experimentation leads to a dead end, he must be ready to switch over to a new
project with little hesitation.

Another aspect of making research flexible is building adaptable processes into the work to begin with.
Marting often might find out with only several minutes of lead time that he cannot borrow the truck to
go to the field site, or that an important tool has broken. In these cases, Marting must be ready with
contingency plans to still make use of his limited time in the field. Thus, certain aspects of his protocol,
such as the specific time of day certain assays occur, or what type of experiment will be carried out, are
not rigidly planned.

Instead, his protocol contains many meticulously planned procedures to carry out in response to sudden
changes. For instance, in the rainforest, it tends to rain often and randomly. Marting thus, has relative
procedures such as “if it rains, restart assays only after 30 minutes have passed since the last raindrop
was felt.” Building flexible procedures for his work allows it to function effectively despite the volatility
of his research environment.
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6.3.2.5.2 Onsite, Iterative Prototyping
Hand-in-hand with keeping one’s work and practices malleable is the value of keeping one’s tools
adaptable through rapid, contextual prototyping. Since Marting builds his research from the ground-up,
he also needs to build his own custom instruments. Marting’s tools need to adjust to the idiosyncrasies
of the animals, environments, and his practices. No instrument to date has met these exact needs on a
first try, and instead it is necessary to iteratively change and develop the designs to address the
multifaceted situation. For Marting, performing these iterations onsite is the only way to create proper
tools quickly enough to be usable for his research.

He presents the development of his device, the Flick-o-Matic, as an example of this type of prototyping.
He describes, “I kind of went on this journey of different models and different ideas of how to get this
thing to work.” His initial design was rudimentary: a servo motor, a piece of plastic, an Arduino, and a
battery. Yet it spawned complex new questions for his research along with new design requirements for
the device itself. For instance, the original striking material, a piece of plastic from a piece of camera
equipment, was too hard and would cut the tree, releasing the tree’s defense chemicals. These chemicals
could interfere with his study of how the ants reacted to vibration. So Marting then made a new, boxing
glove-like striking surface for the machine. This stopped the tree from being cut, but it made the flicking
motion too weak. This required a change in the motor, which in turn changed the programming, and then
altered the mechanism for triggering the striking (and so on). He discusses more design decisions as he
also iterated through material choices:

I did away with all the wood, wood rots in the jungle, as it turns out, so 2.0 pretty much fell apart.
So in 3.0 I used this thermomorph stuff, to morph me up some fancy parts that fit the parts of this
stepper motor.
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He also found through his iterative making and testing that he needed to further develop the interface
between the machine and himself. Initially, Marting had to manually hold the components in place, and,
at the same time, ensure that the correct number of strikes had occurred. He describes the process as a
“high-pressure performance I had to do for each trial. It was really exhausting and unprofessional, so I
really wanted to design Flick-o-Matic 2.0.” Addressing all these seemingly simple tasks at once became
“infinitely more complicated than I had thought,” according to Marting. After many cumulative months
working with his device in the wild, Marting expressed a feeling of accomplishment about the
development of his tool:
I finally came up with this design that actually triggered the release, wound it back, had enough
torque, had the battery pack to power the motor, separate battery pack for the brain, the Arduino,
we made it fancy with all these wires, we have 3 switches on it. It’s up and running now, and it’s
beautiful. [sic]

This type of prototyping grants Marting full agency over his devices, which ensures they conform to the
specifics of his own experimental protocols. Marting points out “we got 3 switches of course, for
safety… you don’t want this thing punching when you aren’t ready for it.” Within his designs he added
safety locks to avoid misfires during crucial trials with the animals. Overall, by rapidly prototyping his
own instruments at his field sites, Marting is able to quickly explore new frontiers of his own research.
6.3.2.5.3 Reification of Ideas
An important tenet for Marting is the real-world testing of abstract ideas. Whether the concepts are for
experimental techniques or tools, Marting values testing out these ideas in the real world in any way
possible, in order to figure out how many factors are potentially forgotten when considering the true
context. For this reason, he will do pretend experiments or use puppet tools with his experimental
animals before putting together the full device or finalizing an experimental procedure. Marting sees this
type of performative prototyping or hands-on tool-making as a way of making abstract information
concrete, and as “a different way of thinking critically, and I think that was helpful for me.”
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6.3.2.5.3.1

Performative Prototyping

Acting out processes and experiments before doing official research is valuable to Marting, who
explains:

It’s one thing having them in your head, or thinking about how they are going to go, but once you
are actually utilizing your limbs, and moving parts of your body, you understand, ‘ok certain
lengths aren’t actually what you thought they had been,’ or ‘we need to move this closer,’ or
‘what were they thinking when they are doing this’ or ‘I wonder what causes this certain weird
wiggly thing to happen [with the ants],’ all kinds of questions, – and some answers even – just by
physically, with your own body, acting things out.

These situated performances helped Marting refine his experimental processes by enacting them
concretely.
6.3.2.5.3.2

Hands-on Learning

During our work together exploring digital tools and behaviors, these processes of reification became
even more important to Marting. He describes their mounting necessity:

When we first started, these ideas about sensing and exploring with these digital tools, was all
very much just in my head, sort of conceptual. But after these months and these weeks actually
working with these sensors, seeing what they do, actually using them to sense the environment,
and get feedback and stuff, it’s become more concrete and their practical application and what I
can actually do with them. [sic]

Building, testing, and playing with devices of his own making were key practices for Marting to help
himself understand concrete applications for abstract technology. In particular, he describes the needs
for direct, physical experience with the tools, especially while working in the field:

One of the barriers is actually physically having the things. If you weren’t here to actually have
all these different types of sensors, then I would have a hard time just surfing the internet and
buying them on my own, like thinking I could do one thing with them and actually doing another.
But actually seeing them in action and getting this hands-on experience with these different types
of sensors and actuators – that’s actually the real barrier, just getting some hands-on experience.
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For Marting and many other field biologists, it can be too risky to trust any technology with which they
have cultivated experience. This risk limits the ways scientists can think through their research. Playing
with a variety of new tools in the target context lets Marting cultivate the pragmatic knowledge
necessary to more effectively design the instruments for one’s work.
6.3.2.5.4 Technological Agency and Auto-didacticism
Part of garnering practical experience with one’s tools comes from teaching oneself how to create,
modify, and utilize them. Marting encourages other scientists to expand their abilities by way of
pragmatic exploration.

The Flick-o-Matic is an example of a digital tool that promoted his own Technological Agency. Because
of the relatively simple concept behind it (a hitting stick), and the transparency of its design, Marting
was able to exert full dominance over this device, and design it to meet the goals of his research.

Marting’s purpose for this auto-didacticism is to help liberate his scientific explorations:
It kinda gave me this certain amount of freedom that I didn’t have before. Before it was like an
idea of freedom, and now it actually feels like freedom itself, because I don’t feel restricted by my
lack of knowledge about electronics. And now I feel like I have this new set of skills that I can
really explore all kinds of stuff with.

Obtaining Technological Agency for Marting is imperative for taking control of and empowering his
research.
6.3.2.5.5 Feedback (Failure of Video Working)
Marting’s method for evaluating his research initially co-opted legacy techniques from ant-research
laboratories. Originally, he intended to send his hundreds of gigabytes of video of ants crawling on the
trunks of his trees to automatic biotracking software. Only after collecting all this data, however, did he
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find that this approach was mostly useless. Compared to the evenly lit, high-contrast, two-dimensional
setups of the lab, the dynamic scenes filmed on a swaying tree produced more errors within the tracking
programs than useful information.

Some of the measurements I’m taking are super simple. I’m just counting the number of ants that
cross this line on a tree to asses this activity level…. [however,] for most of my experiments, I
record video and I store the videos away in this file directory and I’m gonna look at them when I
get back to Arizona. And so I have no precise idea about the measurements I’m taking about the
colonies.

Consequently, Marting was forced to analyze all his footage manually. This caused him to develop his
own scheme for visual analysis. He went through all the video recordings of the trials and selected a line
on the trunk created by a specific inner node. Then he manually counted the number of ants crossing this
line to obtain a metric for general activity. This time-intensive process forced much of his actual
analysis to take place during the academic year when he was no longer in the field collecting data.
Because this was the only proven method he had for analysis, he continued using this technique in his
research.

Marting discusses how the failures of this tool illustrated the necessity of instruments that could provide
real-time feedback to the scientists. Marting describes an ideal “ant sensor” that could replace his current
setup of video-recording and post-processing:

You [could] actually have this thing in your hand that you can use to make some inferences on
how you can change your design for your actual experiment, actually in the field.
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Such feedback would give the scientists the opportunity to hone their experiments, while, proper humaninstrument feedback could alert the researchers to problems with the experiment and prevent data loss.
As he adds,
That [would solve] this problem of going back months later and looking at these videos, spending
hours looking at all these trials. When you leave your experiment, you have the data.

This type of instant feedback from his tools has become a priority in Marting’s research.
6.3.2.5.6 Focus
One of the most valued practices for Marting is forcing oneself to spend time in the exploration phase of
the research. Marting urges researchers to dedicate serious time to simply observing and playing with
their organisms:
[Exploration is] one of the most exciting times, right when you are getting a hold of your system.
You are figuring out what your animals do, how they do it, and you are not quite to the point of
why they do it but just like what are they doing. It’s a really critical stage to just spend time with
your animal.

Marting notes while this is a simple idea, the execution can actually be difficult but scientists must force
themselves to openly take in this information: “at times you just kinda have to sit there, for longer than
you would think you have to sit there, and just kinda watch.”
6.3.2.5.7 Open Exploration and Intuition
Marting encourages playful interactions with one’s study creatures. Marting states, “after you have
watched for a while, you start poking around with all kinds of different ideas… like literally poking is a
great thing.”

“Poking,” for Marting is the core-type of open-interaction for studying the response of a new creature.
After witnessing the reactions from this basic interaction, Marting encourages continued, interactive
exploration:
Then you can use all kinds of tools. Whatever you may study, sort of introducing them to things
they don’t normally encounter, or isolating things they do encounter and like amping it up times
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ten. Just see how they react to certain things. Use whatever you have at your disposal, to get some
sort of behaviors out of them. And see how they respond to whatever you throw at them.

6.3.2.5.8 Intuitive Analysis

Making oneself openly observe and interact with the creatures in their environment builds a scientist’s
intuitive capabilities. Like the foundational ethologists, Marting considers this an integral component to
being a good naturalist. Marting warns peers: “Definitely don’t just jump right into your experiment
before you have a really good grasp of how your animal behaves. Sit there and watch, and poke
around.” For Marting, such practical engagement keeps the scientist in the loop of collecting and
analyzing one’s research data. Building up and tapping into one’s intuition is thus a valuable process for
ethologists.

6.3.2.6 Marting Summary
Marting mirrors the value of many important concepts for ethology found in responses from Warkentin
and the community. He encourages openly exploring natural systems, and the need for adapting one’s
tools and practices to the fickle particularities of one’s research organisms or environments. Like
Warkentin, he also encourages the necessity of being able to rapidly prototype and design one’s tools
onsite.

Marting also discusses values that are less overtly described by the other researchers. Marting
elaborates on the necessity of practical experience for understanding the key principles of both
biological and technological systems. He also explicates the need for tools which provide feedback to
the scientists.
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Research Values – Marting

Adaptability

Onsite Rapid Prototyping

Reification of Ideas (Practical Experience)

Technological Agency and Auto-didacticism
Feedback

Focus

6.3.3

Open Exploration

Lipshutz - Hybrid Jacana Morphological and Behavioral Assays

6.3.3.1 Background
Sara Lipshutz is a PhD student at Tulane University studying Ecology and Evolutionary Biology.
Lipshutz was awarded a four-year NSF Graduate Research Fellowship at the beginning of her PhD,
which covers her tuition and provides a living and research stipend. Consequently, her research style
differs from many of the other STRI researchers interviewed for this thesis. Instead of relying on
semester-to-semester funding from her school, or working on grants through a larger lab, Sara
independently explores her own topics using whatever means possible at her disposal.
6.3.3.2 Research
Lipshutz studies the physical and behavioral characteristic of a Panamanian bird, the Jacana. 527 This
unusual bird lives in tropical waters around the world. It has a long skinny neck, an odd whistle of a call,
and striking yellow spikes (“spurs”) protruding from a joint in its wings. The birds possess uncommon

527

(Miller and Lipshutz 2014)
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behavioral characteristics as well, as Lipshutz notes, “They are sexually reversed: the males do all the
incubation and parental care.” The females are also polyandrous and keep multiple males as mates in
different parts of their territory.

Since she was passing by STRI in between trips to other field sites, her case study had the most limited
amount of time to study her research of any of the scientists interviewed. Accordingly, the interviews
with here did not go into as much detail regarding her scientific philosophy, but the unique style of her
independent research is included here show the diversity of ethological practices.

In particular, Lipshutz studies the differences in Jacana species in “hybrid zones.” She elaborates, “A
hybrid zone is where two species interbreed and they may or may not be fertile, but they have
characteristics of both species.” In zones of large hybridity, the morphological and ethological
characteristics can fall on a wide spectrum between the species present in a specific territory. Exactly
how these attributes manifest given a specific mixture of species is the subject of her research.
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Figure 105 - Hybrid Jacana captured in Sona Region, Panama – A Rare male hybrid sporting a brood patch (Photo
by Sara Lipshutz)

6.3.3.3 Practice
Sara needs to cover many regions scattered across both Panama and Costa Rica to obtain an idea of the
characteristics of many different hybrid zones. To conduct her work, she rents a large SUV which
functions as a means of transportation to different territories and a mobile laboratory for transporting
gear and taking measurements. From her own NSF stipend, she hires three additional field assistants at a
time. When I interviewed her, two were from the U.S. and one was Panamanian. She covers the food
and housing for all her assistants during their work with her.
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Figure 106 - scouting locations in a tropical swamp

Before working in a specific field site, they do reconnaissance work in the area with binoculars to
determine if Jacana’s are present, and if multiple species are present to consider it a hybrid zone. During
the day of actual fieldwork, they aim to get into the site as early as 7:00 in the morning (“it really just
depends on how early I can herd my field assistants”).

Figure 107 - Setting up mist nets at the field site

The bulk of their practice is about trapping, processing, and releasing the birds. They set up mist nets in
the swamps where the birds live. Then they chase the birds into the nets, capture as many as they can,
and take measurements. Specific details include the size of the spurs, weight of the birds, and size and
color of ornamental patches. From these measurements, Lipshutz assigns a hybrid index describing
which of the original species the bird most closely resembles on a spectrum.
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Figure 108 - hunting for Jacanas in tropical swamps

Figure 109 - Measuring Jacana Mass and Morphology – Photos by Alisa Wallace

Lipshutz also conducts behavioral experiments with the birds in situ. Placing a taxidermied Jacana bird
attached to a stand, or “mount,” into the territory of other birds tends to provoke aggressive behavior.
She uses a speaker to play Jacana calls near the mount and then observes the reactions of the birds living
nearby. She studies the birds from a distance with binoculars and describes metrics of the behaviors
occurring to an assistant recording the data into a field notebook.
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Figure 110 - Wattled Jacana Mount in Aggressive Posture - Photo by Sara Lipshutz

Figure 111 - Jacana Intrusion Experiments with mount and audio playback (Mount in center) (Still from video by
Sara Lipshutz)

Basic Protocol
1.

2.

Trapping
a. Do recon of different field areas
b. Mark GPS Location
c. Go out to selected field sites at 7-8am
d. Set up mist nets in water habitat
(proper mist net setup holds a
protocol of its own)
e. Open nets when ready for trapping
f. Catch as many Jacana Birds as
possible (Goal of 10-15 per site)
Processing
a. Take blood sample on FTA paper
b. Attach color band marker
c. Measure Morphology

Important Tools
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Vehicle
Water Containers
Sunscreen
Bandanas
Waterproof Boots
Kayaks (sometimes)
Binoculars
Shovel
Mist Nets and Poles
Cameras
Color Standard
Mount (Taxidermied Bird)
Call Playback Speakers
Mp3 Player with Jacana Calls

3.

i. Spur Size
ii. Tarsus Size
iii. Body Mass
iv. Ornament Width and Length
d. Give Hybrid index
e. Photograph feathers and ornaments
with color standard
Intrusion Experiments (Protocol in Progress)
a. Set up mount near Jacana habitat
b. Set up video camera frame around
mount
c. Start Audio playback
d. PI and assistant ready for observation
e. When bird approaches
i. PI shouts distances and
behaviors to assistant at
regular time intervals
ii. Assistant records these
observations on timesheet

o
o
o

o
o
o

Bird bags
Blood sample kit
Measurement tools
o Calipers
o Wing Ruler
o Pesola Scale
GPS
Timesheet for experimentation
Stopwatch

6.3.3.4 Tools
6.3.3.4.1 Important Tools
6.3.3.4.1.1

Animal Access

Lipshutz’s tools primarily serve to enable her access to different environments across Central America.
Her vehicle and personal equipment like sunscreen, water, boots, and bandanas let her and her team
rapidly travel and survey many parts of Panama and Costa Rica.
6.3.3.4.1.1.1 Mist Nets
The standard method for capturing flying animals for research is mist-netting. Mist nets are extra-thin,
pocketed panels of nets that can be hung between poles. Lipshutz hangs these near the Jacana’s habitats
and chases them into the nets. There, they can be safely removed by the researchers.
6.3.3.4.1.2

Animal Interaction

For her experimentation, the binoculars and mist nets are the chief instruments allowing her to observe
and interact with the creatures. Most other instruments are analog devices used for taking measurements
of captured birds. Her only experimental interactive tool is the taxidermied mount placed in Jacana
territories and used to test aggression.
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6.3.3.4.1.2.1 Playback Experiments
The only pieces of digital equipment directly incorporated into Lipshutz’s work are her audio playback
devices, which play Jacana birdcalls in the territory of other birds to examine their responses. This tool
need not be digital, as other scientists have used audio playback on analog devices like cassette tapes
and even vinyl records for years. This digital device does hold singular potential, however, to create a
feedback system for procedural interaction. For example, Lipshutz considered having a rig that could
detect the presence of another bird and then change the audio being played back. Presently, any type of
interactive element with this device is puppeted. Usually this device is set to play the birdcalls in a loop
while she observes.
6.3.3.4.1.3

Data Logging / Documentation

6.3.3.4.1.3.1 Field Journal
Most of Lipshutz’s experimental data is collected in rugged notebooks. The data from their observations
is typically logged in these books and later collected in a digital spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel.
6.3.3.4.1.3.2 Cameras
Simple cameras such as simple point-and-shoot or cell-phone cameras are Lipshutz’s primary other
means of documentation. In her work, these devices are not used as experimentally as much as for
capturing images of her research practices for academic presentations or submitting to permit offices for
safety approval.
6.3.3.4.2 Lipshutz and Digital Technology
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Figure 112 - Visualization of Lipshutz's use of digital technology

Lipshutz is only makes use of few digital affordances in her work. Typically digital devices only come
into play for her experimentation and in a limited capacity. She uses the encyclopedic affordance when
storing images or transferring hand-written data to spreadsheets. The procedural affordance is used
sporadically. The spatial and participatory affordances of digital media are incorporated to an even
lesser extent.

6.3.3.5 Values
Lipshutz’s particular style of research lends itself to a specific set of values. Many of these values that
emerged during discussion and fieldwork are described below.
6.3.3.5.1 Autonomy
The most striking feature of Lipshutz’s work is its somewhat rogue nature. While she does have a PI to
report to during the academic year at Tulane, Lipshutz is responsible for working out all the practical
details of her fieldwork. She sets up meetings with local scientists and avian enthusiasts to map out areas
to target across the Central American isthmus, and then figures out how to access and experiment in
these places. Such details include hiring assistants, obtaining and transporting equipment, accessing field
sites, and obtaining necessary permits. Like Warkentin, Marting, and many of the other ethologists, the
independence of her work gives precedent to the research questions driving her studies. This value for
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independence correlates to the concepts of open-ended discovery and inquiry-driven work discussed by
the other researchers.
6.3.3.5.2 Adaptability
Because her research is relatively unexplored, Lipshutz must remain adaptable to constant variations in
her plans. Despite rigorous planning, many compounding factors can prevent her from knowing exactly
where her team will be from one day to the next. Car troubles, weather problems, permit delays, and
sicknesses can all drastically change her plans.

Her limited budget also forces quick adaptations into her fieldwork. She avoids hotels, opting for places
where she and her crew can sleep on air mattresses or hammocks in other people’s houses. She also
enlists volunteers during field studies to help set up and capture Jacanas. Finding the field-sites
themselves can be tricky, and the swamps are often located in farmland, necessitating that she befriend
the farmers and gain permission to conduct work on their land.

Figure 113 - Lipshutz planning the layout of the mist-net in situ

During their field research, Lipshutz and her team face constantly shifting problems. Each field-site has
its own geometric particularities that affect how they setup and capture. For instance, the birds live in
the water, so setting up nets as close to the water as possible makes the birds easier to catch. The nearer
the water, however, the more difficult the nets are to set up: it’s challenging to firmly plant the poles in
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mud, and “If our nets get wet,” Lipshutz explains, “they don’t behave normally.” At one particular fieldsite, they tried a new process of renting kayaks to help set up poles in deeper water, and herd the birds
into the nets from further out in the water. Thus, a day’s field setup needs to adapt and consider many
dynamic factors.
6.3.3.5.3 Field-readiness: Safety
Lipshutz’s tropical field-sites are difficult to work in, and hold many dangers. She must work to ensure
the safety of her operations.

6.3.3.5.3.1

Researcher Safety

Figure 114 - Lipshutz in a field site plagued by insects, harsh sun, diseases, hidden foot traps, and crocodiles

The swamps themselves can harbor diseases, biting insects, water hazards, and large carnivorous
reptiles. Talking to her crew, she describes setting up a mist net in an awkward location:
I’m just going to see how far I can go [out into the water] safely, and that will determine where we
put the pole…I would like a curve [to catch the birds] but this might not be possible. If you guys
see any crocodiles, let me know.

Lipshutz must constantly be making judgments, correctly evaluating the safety and scientific value of
each step of her work.
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Figure 115 - Lipshutz and volunteer Mighell helping assistant Wallace out of mud (other assistant Hernandez finds
the situation humorous)
6.3.3.5.3.2

Animal Safety

In addition to the safety of her assistants and self, Lipshutz needs to also be concerned about the health
of her research organisms. When a bird is caught it is put into a vulnerable position, nearing greater risk
of predation or drowning. During setup, she points out a fact about one particular part of the mist net:
“This [pole] is going to have to be super high, because we don’t want any drowning birds.” To prevent
accidents, the team is careful to have an assistant ready at all times monitoring the net and sprinting out
to retrieve it as quickly as possible.
6.3.3.5.3.3

Pathogen Safety

Because they are collecting samples from the birds, these researchers also want to prevent the spread of
disease. Their blood-sampling regimen uses special technology to stop this:

This is special FTA paper that can lyse the DNA, and so in Panama, there are some blood-borne
pathogens that you have to treat before exporting. And the FTA paper takes care of this. So not
only does it preserve your DNA, but it also kills whatever pathogens may be in the blood sample.
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Figure 116 - FTA paper which preserves DNA but kills blood-borne pathogens

6.3.3.5.4 Dedicated Observation
Outside of the official experimentation, Lipshutz spends as much time as possible studying the birds and
the sites in which they live. While most of her experimental research features direct interaction, her
exploratory studies often take the form of long bouts of distant observation through binoculars.

Figure 117 - Lipshutz observing her animals in a swamp near the canal. (Image courtesy of Lipshutz)

6.3.3.5.5 Mobility
For such a wide-ranging project at Lipshutz’s, mobility is vital. Everything they have, including food,
research tools, samples, sleeping gear, and personal effects, must all fit into the car with them. Thus, the
choice of gear and the manner in which they pack it become an essential part of their practice. The car
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itself must also have a high ground clearance to be able to access remote field sites, and is typically an
SUV.

Figure 118 - Lipshutz's SUV which serves as a mobile workspace

6.3.3.6 Lipshutz Summary
Since her research was not centered in specific STRI field sites, and she passed through many research
sites throughout Central America, Lipshutz’s case study presented an alternative viewpoint of
ethological research styles. Factors like autonomy and adaptability were even more significant to her
work than others since she was accountable for every aspect of this research into unknown territories.
The variability and unknown nature of her field sites also underscored the importance of field-readiness,
particularly for the safety of herself and her crew. Her work expands upon the values described by the
other researchers, such as promoting adaptability and observation in their work.

Research Values - Lipshutz
Autonomy

Adaptability
Safety

Dedicated Observation
Mobility
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6.3.4

Bat Lab (Page, Klein) – Learning and Cognition in Trachops cirrhosus Bats

6.3.4.1 Background and Research
6.3.4.1.1 Bat Lab
The “Bat Lab” has become one of the largest research groups in Gamboa. Rachel Page began this
research as a University student and developed her practice into an official laboratory of the
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute. Along with Marting, the Bat Lab is the group with whom I
have worked most closely at STRI over all three years of my research. Unlike most of the other
researchers followed, the Bat Lab functions as a small organization unto itself. It has assistants and lab
managers operating the research of the lab continuously throughout the year. Many independent
researchers and external groups collaborate on projects with the Bat Lab. They primarily target learning
and cognition in wild bats.

Figure 119 - Bat Lab Tuesday Afternoon Meeting (Author presenting a guest talk)
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Figure 120 - Full Image of the 17-person 2014 Summer Bat Lab (including the author) (Photo by Sean Mattson STRI)

Because of the multiple stakeholders involved in the operation of this lab, this section of these
background ethnographies will include interviews and insights from multiple practitioners. This includes
discussions with Rachel Page, director of the Bat Lab; Barrett Klein, a researcher running a large group
project with the Bat Lab; and several young research assistants conducting fieldwork and experiments
for the lab.
6.3.4.1.2 Rachel Page
Like Warkentin, Page conducted her PhD under the Smithsonian legacy researcher Mike Ryan.
Originally, she studied the complex relationships between Tungara frog mating and the predatory frogeating bats. 528 Whereas Warkentin continued research with another type of frog, Page switched classes

528

(Page and Ryan 2008)
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of animals entirely and began studying these bats in greater detail. Starting as a student with Ryan, she
won her own Smithsonian Fellowships, and continued developing her research into one of the largest
labs in Gamboa. She describes her initial process of her research:
I took a class in Austin with Mike Ryan, who had this panama connection. And I wrote a ShortTerm Fellowship for STRI, got it, and came down. So then with that under my belt, I had the
system sort of figured out, and just kept coming back and back.

Now she directs STRI’s primary bat research program, investigating multiple aspects of bats’ sensory
characteristics and ability to learn. 529

Figure 121 - Rachel Page discussing her work in her Gamboa office

6.3.4.1.3 Barrett Klein
Barrett Klein is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Biology at the University of WisconsinLaCrosse. He teaches entomology and animal behavior. Yet another UT-Austin Alum, Klein primarily
studies insect behavior and the effects of sleep. Klein is also a professional artist and model maker. He
worked for several years hand-crafting and preparing exhibitions for the American Museum of Natural
History in New York City. These artistic skills helped him participate in biological and technological

529

(Page, Schnelle, and Kalko 2012)
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research making “Robo-Frogs” for Mike Ryan’s work. 530 Klein holds a profound interest in wildlife and
behavior, dedicating his time to learning, studying, and making crafts about living creatures. His mania
for both arts and animals is evident in the clothing he wears, usually decorated with hand-made stencils
of various creatures. In biology circles, his enthusiasm and artistic attributes are widely known, and at an
entomology conference, I observed dozens of scientists giving Barrett their name tags to decorate with
colorful insect drawings during talks.

In 2011 he was awarded a multi-year Smithsonian Fellowship to conduct a pioneering research study
comparing sleep’s effects simultaneously on invertebrate and vertebrate organisms. This came after
much of his previous research studying sleep in insects. 531 His BLISS project (Bat Learning Insect Sleep
Squad) investigated how a universal behavior (sleep) affected animals across distant phylogeny. In their
study, they observed the distant relatives bats and wasps. With two to three research assistants, Klein
directed this project, which worked alongside the Bat Lab.

530

(Taylor et al. 2011)
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(B. Klein and Seeley 2011)
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Figure 122 - Klein in the Biocrafting Lab discussing with the BLISS team (A worn-out team member can be seen
investigating sleep herself)

6.3.4.2 Practices
The standard practice for the Bat Lab is to capture wild bats from the jungle and run experiments with
them in an outdoor “flight cage.” The bats are kept for 1-7 days and then released back into the wild.
The experiments tend to follow slight modifications on a basic procedure: a) add a stimulus into the
cage, b) record the bats’ interactions, c) wait, d) repeat.

Since the Bat Lab is a larger organization than many of the other individuals and groups presented here,
their practice is less fluid, and more structured and compartmentalized. Not everyone participated in all
the activities involved with the experiment. Trapping and processing bats from the field is a task
reserved for teams of usually younger and less experienced researchers, like interns and paid assistants.
Running and planning the experiments is another team of graduate and post-doc researchers. The two
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groups can almost operate independently of each other, and difficulties sometimes arise when too many
or too few bats are being captured from the field to conduct experiments with.

The protocols of the two main tasks for the bat lab, trapping and experimentation, are detailed in the
following sections.
6.3.4.2.1 Trapping

Figure 123 – Research Assistant Antoniya Hubancheva preparing to crawl into a flooded tunnel to hunt bats

Basic Protocol - Trapping
1. Set up traps in the field using mist nets
or blocking off underground tunnels
2. Use MP3 and portable speaker to play
attractive frog calls to lure bats
3. Wait until dark and capture the bats by
hand
4. Process the bats (collecting
measurements like height, weight,
gender, and DNA samples)
5. Add RFID transponder (if it is the
correct species of bat)
6. Record the bat’s information into a
database
7. Release the bat or bring it back to the
flight cage

Important tools
-
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Headlamps
Mist Nets
Trucks
Bat Bags
Pens and Notepads
Food (for humans)
Rabies Vaccinations
Wing Punch
Calipers
Scale
GPS
Camera
RFID Pit-tag Reader
RFID Pit-tag implanter
Ultrasonic Microphones (sometimes)

Figure 124 - capturing bats in tunnels and nets, handling, and preparing the bats for experiments

6.3.4.2.2 Experimentation (Sleep Study)
After trapping, the first task was to ensure the health of the animals. Research assistants hand-feed the
bats every couple hours throughout the night and monitor their general well-being. If anything is off
about the bat (appearing tired, unresponsive to food, unwilling to fly in the flight cage), the bat will not
be experimented upon and instead released back into the wild.

Once they have a bat for experimentation, a researcher will conduct a series of actions with it in the
flight cage. Generally, all experiments for the Bat Lab function with this core structure: Bait is placed in
the cage and the bats reactions are monitored with infrared cameras. Alterations to this core structure
decide what the experiment will measure. False bait consisting of just sounds, smells, or fake models of
food can be used to test the bats’ senses. Changing three-dimensional mazes may be constructed
between the bat’s roost and the bait to measure their spatial learning abilities. Prepping the bats with
different audio or visual cues beforehand tests their memory abilities. After the trials have been run with
a specific bat, it is released back into the wild.
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For the BLISS team subgroup of the Bat Lab, the experiments involved depriving some bats of sleep and
then comparing their performance for getting to the bait with that of rested bats. I observed the BLISS
team’s first and second years of conducting research while they were still in early exploration stages.
They investigated different potential protocols for their experimentation. During these initial assays,
they would vary factors such as the frequency of deprivation and what kind of trials to run after
deprivation in order to design the most suitable experimental protocol for their eventual full research.

Basic Protocol - Experimentation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feed and acclimate bats
Potentially speaker-train the bats
Sleep deprive some of the subjects
Run trials over several nights
Release into wild

Important Tools
-

Flight Cage
Speaker System
Infrared Cameras
Infrared Lights
Mealworms (feeding bats)
Computer (for sound playback)
Stopwatches
Sleep deprivation tools
o Speakers
o Stick
o Vibrators

6.3.4.2.3 Important Tools
6.3.4.2.3.1

Animal Access

6.3.4.2.3.1.1 Flight Cage
The core tools used by the Bat Lab grew from Page’s early experimentation as a student researcher.
“Initially I had very little, just the flight cage,” Page says. The flight cage is the most important
instrument in their research. They are essentially metal mesh boxes approximately 4-5m square and
2.5m tall. The open mesh allows the interior of the cage to match the ambient conditions of forest.
Moreover, it keeps the target bat within a known area while also preventing other bats from interfering
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with the experiment. On some of the more sophisticated flight cages, one wall is replaced with a window
to a separate observation room where the scientists can hide themselves while observing. One corner of
the cage is usually adorned with a bit of fabric to attract the bat to roost. Page had access to an existing
flight cage during her student work on Barro Colorado Island, and continued using this experimental
instrument throughout her research.
6.3.4.2.3.1.2 Mist Nets
For trapping, the Bat Lab used many of the same basic tools as other researchers studying flying
animals. Like Lipshutz, the main method used to capture animals was mist netting. They are so thin that
many flying animals moving at high-speed might not notice them. Bats are easily caught in these, and
the researchers can safely remove them for processing.

Figure 125 - Setting up mist nets in the darkness of the jungle (it is only 5:30 PM when this photo was taken)

6.3.4.2.3.1.3 Head Lamps
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Because the Bat Lab needs to set up at night, another vital tool is the head lamp, which is worn even in
lighted offices or during the day in preparation. The researchers are constantly manipulating items or
animals with their hands, rendering ordinary flashlights unusable.
6.3.4.2.3.1.4 Trucks
The Bat lab has access to two official STRI vehicles (the White Toyota Hilux), which are essential for
accessing remote field sites and making supply runs to the city during the day.
6.3.4.2.3.1.5 Bat Bags
To safely hold captive bats, they have hand-made “bat bags” sewn from felt with a built-in drawstring.
When first capturing a bat, they press it belly-down on the soft bag, and let the bat instinctually bite
down onto it. They are then freer to manipulate the bat without worrying as much about being bitten.
When the bat has been measured, and DNA samples taken via a small hole punch in their rapidlyhealing wing tissue, they place the bat inside the bag, cinch it closed, and hang the bag on a clothesline
with the other captures of the day.
6.3.4.2.3.2

Safety

Because bats can carry rabies, any researchers physically handling the bats must have up-to-date rabies
vaccinations. Costing about $1,400 U.S. for the full series, these are prohibitively expensive for many
American researchers. For this reason, some researchers, including the author, choose to get their shots
for free from a small clinic. There are downsides, though, to taking advantage of less expensive local
clinics. In Panama, the full series takes 6 weeks to obtain, and recipients face a higher risk of getting
sick from the vaccinations, both of which impede fieldwork.
6.3.4.2.3.3

Animal Interaction

6.3.4.2.3.3.1 Audio Playback
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The rest of Page’s primary research tools were similarly crystallized into her practice early on. She
describes her original setups as not having changed much since being a student:
I had a speaker, an amplifier, a computer, and a camera….Those were the simple tools I started
with, but now those are also the simple tools that every experiment has to have.

The speakers, amplifier, and computer were all for playing back animal noises to the bats. Most of the
Bat Lab’s experimentations focus on introducing a sonic stimulus to the bats and observing how they
react.

Page’s statement demonstrates how a few simple tools can be adapted for years of different animal
behavior experiments. The reasons for the success of these particular tools seem to be their ease of
manipulation (changing sounds or camera angles requires few esoteric skills) and their open-ended
nature (they can be used to play back and record in many different scenarios and contexts).

Page’s statement, however, also illustrates the potential that technology has for taking over one’s
research. Once an ethologist has a certain technology functioning in their research, it can be difficult to
stop using it even if it becomes no longer relevant to their research question. This commandeering
tendency of any technology is why discovering appropriate tools at the beginning of one’s practice is
integral to a researcher’s entire career.
6.3.4.2.3.3.2 Robofrog
The Robofrog is the most famous piece of technology developed around the Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute. Its purpose is to simulate the sound and movement of a male Tungara frog when
testing the responses of frog-eating bats.
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Figure 126 - Trachops bat attacking a Robofrog

It was created by interaction design company Moey, Inc., through an existing relationship between
Barrett Klein and Moey founder Joey Stein. At its most basic, the Robofrog is simply a programmable
valve that inflates a balloon in sync with changes in an audio file. This balloon, sometimes made from a
catheter tube, and sometimes from a condom, is fitted under the chin of a realistic frog sculpture made
by Klein.

According to Klein and Taylor of this device is to use its kinematic features to examine behavioral
signals in “multi-modal” contexts. 532 By taking advantage of the procedural qualities of digital media,
the researchers can create and test real-world behaviors against actual bats and frogs.

A key component of this device is the way it affords the scientists agency for manipulating its functions
through its design. Instead of having to program the pneumatic valve’s responses by hand, the creators

532

(Barrett A Klein, Stein, and Taylor 2012)
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built an interface to control the movement through the amplitude of generic sound files, enabling
recorded frog calls to automatically stimulate a matching behavior. More experimental movements can
also be created by just recording or manipulating new sounds. Difficulties arise, however, when other
electro-mechanical features of the device malfunction. Sometimes the Robofrog can be out of
commission for months until someone with the proper know-how is able to repair it.

The investment and fragility of the overall system limits its use to experimentation in more controlled
environments. Since it has become integral to the experimentation of many of the scientists in the Bat
Lab, they do not often risk more exploratory play with the robot. Additionally, while the Robofrog itself
is quite small, it must be connected to a much larger network of tubes, computers, compressed air tanks,
and electro-mechanical relays. This radically reduces its mobility and inhibits its use in the wild.
6.3.4.2.3.3.3 Sleep Deprivers
The BLISS team in the Bat Lab explored many tools and techniques for depriving their research animals
of sleep. For the bats, however, the eventual method they chose was strictly analog. It consisted of
having an assistant stay up all night and poking a curtain near the bat with a stick to wake it up. For the
wasps, they settled on a more sophisticated electro-mechanical device (again created by Moey, Inc.). A
wasp is loaded into a test-tube that fits into the machine. The machine can then be controlled to roll the
tube back and forth at a programmed frequency automatically all night long.

While the research team was working towards these eventual solutions, they also explored and tested
many other digital behavioral devices. They studied the effect of various dynamic stimuli on the animals
by making use of ready-made procedural machines such as oscillating fans, MP3 players, and vibrating
sex toys. Barrett describes an experience he calls “the scientific sex tour of Panama City”:
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We went to several triple-X establishments… and found some already-made vibrational
mechanisms…and took home a neon, remotely-controlled, vibrating device, with different settings
(not random, but different patterns)… the most random of the bunch, ended up working well. And
we tried that for the first summer, and got some [data] for that wasp.

By exploiting ready-made behavioral devices, the scientists can make use of digital media’s procedural
qualities without needing to program them. Since the behaviors of the tools are basic, they present an
open-ended design that can be reconfigured through different physical manifestations. The vibrator’s
patterns can be changed with the push of a button and their influence on the animals can be adjusted by
building housings out of different materials. These simple and reconfigurable qualities grant the
scientists greater agency to create instruments targeting their own research question. Such features
illustrate potential important attributes of digital exploratory tools.
6.3.4.2.3.4

Data Logging / Documentation

Other than tools for obtaining access and protection for the humans and animals, the remainder of their
equipment is mostly used for collecting data. Calipers, scales, GPS, and cameras help collect data about
all the creatures they process.

Figure 127 - Researcher taking measurements of captured bat during processing
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6.3.4.2.3.4.1 RFID tags
At this point of collection, they implant small RFID chips (“pit-tags”) into all the bats they process.
These contain a unique number that lets the scientists quickly identify a previously-captured bat. There
are some experimental setups in bat roosts around Gamboa that are also able to read the tags of the bats
as they enter and exit. Because of the short-range of RFID readers, these roosts accomplish this reading
by forcing the bats to crawl through a small tunnel to enter and exit.

Ultra-sonic microphone systems are sometimes used during trapping, but mostly as a curiosity for
gauging the prevalence of hidden bat-activity in an area. These devices are able to down-sample
(through heterodyning) the high frequency calls of their echo-location in real time to a human observer
with headphones.

6.3.4.2.3.4.2 Cameras
Most of the Bat Lab’s experimental data is collected with video cameras. They generally need cameras
capable of recording in low-light situations and are sensitive to infra-red lights. A variety of different
types of cameras are employed. Surveillance cameras capture experiments over large areas. Consumer
cameras with zoom lenses record close-up details of bats’ interactions. Sometimes high-speed cameras
are employed to study the particularities of a bat’s behaviors.
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Figure 128 - Infra-red sensitive cameras observing bats in a room lit with IR light

6.3.4.2.4 Digital Analysis
Compared to many of the research groups studied, the Bat lab exploits the affordances of digital
technology to a high degree. Like the other findings, though, computational equipment still primarily
focuses on experimentation.

Figure 129 - Illustration of the utilization of digital media by the Bat Lab
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Overall, out of the participants in the case studies, the Bat Lab tends to make the most use of the
procedural qualities of the digital medium. Their focus on dynamic, multi-modal interactions leads them
to develop kinematic tools. The cost and time sunk into creating these scientific robots, however, tends
to prohibit their use. The preciousness of these tools tends to restrict their inclusion only for necessary
experimentation. Thus, these sophisticated digital instruments are not incorporated as much in the
scientists’ early exploration or as physical replicable demonstrations for dissemination.

The Bat Lab – and the BLISS team in particular – seem to be growing more technologically exploratory
in their research. As their more recent, exploratory work in sleep deprivation has shown, dynamic
scientific tools can be made out of simple, open-ended digital devices. The ability to explore with these
tools then helps flesh out a fuller understanding of the animals’ reactions to such behaviors and stimuli
before committing larger amounts of time and energy towards official experimentation equipment.

6.3.4.3 Values
Like a subsection of the entire Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, the Bat Lab consists of a
dynamic group of researchers all bringing together their own individual research values. The following
includes discussions of important research values from both Page, head of the Bat Lab, and Klein,
director of the BLISS project.
6.3.4.3.1 Rachel Page – Research Values
6.3.4.3.1.1

Wild-Animal Experimentation

An essential value for the Page lab is to conduct research with wild animals, as opposed to larger
behavioral research groups which conduct studies with captive animals. Page’s lab performs all their
research with temporarily captured bats in an outdoor flight cage, and sometimes even in open air. The
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reasons for experimenting with wild animals is manifold, though Page remarks, “The short term
captivity is sometimes a bonus, and sometimes makes it harder.”
6.3.4.3.1.1.1 Natural Behaviors
Like Lorenz’s statements that animals’ behaviors are not expressed fully outside of the context in which
they developed, Page appreciates the flight cage as a tool for studying elusive creatures, while
maintaining many of the factors of its true environment.

A majority of the labs do captive study…When you have bats in captivity in the lab, you night/day
shift them, so you just work with them during your hours instead of their hours. It makes for a very
easy…ahhh... much easier schedule on yourself (laughter)… [but] they do pretty artificial stuff, I
mean the bats are crawling from here and choosing one or two [possible paths].

By working in a flight cage, the bats can still fly freely through the air and are exposed to the same
climate and nature sounds, but the borders of the cage constrain the focus of the experiment in useful
ways. However, according to Page, “The downside to [open air] experiments is that you don’t know if it
is one bat approaching 50 times, or 50 different bats.” For Page the flight cage is a useful hybrid tool
that gives the advantages of laboratory experimentation without many of the disadvantages of
decontextualizing the research.
This paradigm we have [testing in the flight cage], I think it’s a neat thing. I mean that’s our aim,
to induce this natural behavior, but do it in a way that could still, know what individual you are
testing, and what other stimuli it’s getting, and sort of narrow it down.

6.3.4.3.1.1.2 Larger Sample Populations
Another reason Page prefers wild animal experimentation is that it can be used to study much larger
populations of animals. Page explains one of the big problems in studies with captive creatures: “Once
you put a bat in long-term captivity, like if you export a bat to the U.S., you have that bat forever, until it
dies or you kill it.” Working in the field, however, grants access to a large diverse population for study.
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Being able to work with a larger sample size is especially important for research about learning. Many
of the Bat Lab’s experiments involve learning, but in order to examine how quickly a bat comprehends a
new concept, one must start with what is referred to as a “naïve” animal. This means if a bat has already
been used in a trial and it learns to associate a certain call with food, it cannot be used again for similar
learning experiments. “[Unfortunately] they learn a ton in captivity,” states Page, “Once you present
them with the frog calls, they’ll never be naïve to those frog calls again.” Having a low sample size of
highly trained captive bats will limit the research you can do about learning and cognition. Thus being
able to access fresh, wild animals is integral to Page’s research.
6.3.4.3.1.1.3 Expense
“Long term captivity is more expensive,” Page notes. For smaller research groups, the cost of housing,
feeding, and keeping the bats healthy is prohibitive.

You have a permanent caretaker, and you are figuring out holidays, and weekends, and you have
to have the climate correct and the humidity, and the light and dark conditions, it’s tricky.

Dealing with short-term captures includes the additional bonus of minimizing her research costs. This
frees her budget to directly support more researchers and other equipment.
6.3.4.3.1.2

Field-Readiness

The flight cage also serves as a jumping-off point for experimentation done completely in the wild. She
states, “We are getting more and more into the field, taking experiments in the flight cage and putting
them in nature.” Most technology, particularly complex digital technology, does not physically fare well
in the rainforest. As an in-between space, the flight cage can be used to softly test the functioning of
equipment in areas of low light or high humidity for example. Then parts can be patched or reinforced to
be ready for the field.
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Equipment that is able to withstand the harsh jungle environment is highly valued by the lab. When
asked to name of the qualities of an ideal piece of digital equipment for her research, she first noted its
field-readiness properties as a “hearty, resilient piece of equipment that you could take out into the field
and have it monitor these approaches [to] do these experiments in nature.”
6.3.4.3.1.3

Feedback and Intuition

6.3.4.3.1.3.1 Feedback
Like Marting, an important factor in ethological experimentation for Page is also the ability to receive
immediate feedback from one’s tools. Page states:
I was the only one doing any [research] in the sonic range, which made things really easy. The
speakers are cheap, and you can tell if you are making a mistake because you can hear it. In
general it’s a lot easier.

Since these scientists are always pressured for time, and unique experiences in the field can be
invaluable to one’s work, the ethologists need to be able to rely on their equipment; immediate feedback
provides real-time knowledge whether or not tools are functioning properly, which can prevent precious
data and experiences from being lost.
6.3.4.3.1.3.2 Intuitive Analysis
Another important aspect of instrumental feedback is how it can facilitate human intuition. Devices that
map to human sensory organs not only alert the scientist to the functioning of the tool, but they also keep
the researcher’s mind within the data-processing loop. For example, Page’s lab is currently developing a
bat mounted microphone that records several days of a bat’s life. While this data will be difficult to
analyze computationally, the first intention is to simply let scientists experience that can “the acoustic
world” of the bats. Such rich data will empower the scientist’s intuition and understanding of the
creature’s lives and let them formulate better research questions.
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6.3.4.3.1.4

Openness to New Phenomena

Keeping one’s research open is another important value for Page. Page’s original work had been focused
entirely on bats’ abilities to physically localize food. She did not switch over to studying learning and
cognition until she was inspired by serendipitous accidents. She shares an anecdote of a thieving bat
which inspired her to switch her research:
[During my localization experiments], I found that the Trachops are really, really quick to learn,
so I would find that I would set everything up and I would turn my back and they would have
stolen the fish off the speakers. I started having to get very sneaky about dummy speakers and fish
over here, and it occurred to me that it might actually be more interesting than the localization
studies. So I did the localization and got it published, but what really got me excited was the
learning and cognition.

While it’s difficult to switch the main focus of one’s entire research, this is not an uncommon attribute
of ethologists. Page concurs:
I’ve seen this pattern with lots of people, where you start with one question, and hopefully you
pursue it and get it done, but often it’s the springboard for all sorts of different, potentially more
compelling issues that you couldn’t have got at if you hadn’t had that initial experience with the
animal.

Therefore, maintaining an openness to novel phenomena is an important factor for Page’s research.

6.3.4.3.1.5

Custom Biocrafting

Handcrafted tools are an integral part of the Bat Lab. Any given afternoon before fieldwork, one can see
the Bat Lab researchers busily working away, crafting and repairing tools by hand to prepare for the
night’s work. “I feel like almost everyone has some homemade component in there,” Page observes. The
reasons for the prevalence of crafting are based on the specialized needs of the ethologists.

Page says, “It is need based, like, ‘this isn’t working, what could make it work? What’s commercially
available? Nothing? OK I’ll try this.’” Her researchers hand-make tools ranging from custom cages and
bat bags to artificial animal models for experiments. They also spend a good deal of time repairing
broken equipment like sewing torn mist nets or soldering broken speaker-wires.
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Like Warkentin, Page will outsource some crafts to professional craftspersons. Page also notes that
building some items saves a lot on extra costs. She notes “homemade speaker [cases] might be the
largest categories of things we make,” because she can get the bare speakers much more cheaply than
ready-made durable audio devices. Crafting skills are one of the most valued attributes in the Bat Lab
among the researchers.

6.3.4.3.1.6

Custom Hardware Connections

A particular subset of the crafting skills is the ability to connect, modify, and hack existing components.
A well-crafted modification of an existing tool is a highly prized aesthetic among the Bat Lab
researchers. Page gives an example of a “beautiful” hack by her Post-Doctoral researcher, Inga Geipel:

She has these two components [the microphone array and the camera], that are many, many
thousands of dollars… and they need to be synchronized. So connecting the two is this film
canister with a button that she has somehow soldered into it. And so it’s beautiful because it’s this
totally homemade thing that is performing this critical task because if you don’t have these two
things synchronized her experiment means nothing.

Page believes one of most useful tools she ever made was just a switch to turn a device on and off, and
appreciates how these hacks open a researcher up to the “whole world of crazy machines you make.” She
describes how biological researchers scrounge in various stores to find the right tools to make the right
connections:

There’s this thinking like, everything can possibly help you… and soon you are hitting toy stores
and hardware stores alike… and seeing which components could fit together.
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This idea is similar to Warkentin’s push for open-ended designs, where part of an instrument is fixed,
but part is left open to connect to the organism. When categorizing her research values, Page stated this
“might be one of the major categories, the connection category: how do you get one piece of equipment
connected to another?”
6.3.4.3.1.7

Commercial Appropriation

Despite her Lab’s instilled appreciation for hand-crafted items, many devices are impossible to
manufacture or modify on one’s own. In these cases, they rely on following market trends in the
commercial sector. Page provides an anecdote of her troubles with a main piece of research equipment,
infrared cameras:

“When I started, I mostly used these Sony Nightshots...Then [Sony] decided that this wasn’t
something the normal consumer needed…[So] I started, and I’m still doing this, going on eBay
and buying old versions.”

Locating commercial spaces that might intersect with unique research interests becomes a special skill
for researchers like Page. She lists several other commercial avenues she has investigated:

There’s also that whole route of people who are monitoring intruders to their homes, we have the
surveillance software, or there was Jimena [another researcher], and she started getting cameras
that were meant to monitor ghosts! That was a whole market I hadn’t thought about.

This feature of their research once again illustrates the effects that broader technological trends can
directly have on the scientists’ research. Page concludes somewhat despondently, “You sort of follow
these markets, and if the markets fit your research then you are in good shape, and there’s something
cheap, but otherwise…” Thus, for Page, being able to reap the benefits of the market is a valuable ability
to have, but one that should not be relied upon exclusively.
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6.3.4.3.1.8

Technological Caution

6.3.4.3.1.8.1 Technological Traditions
Like many of the other ethologists, Page expressed concern over technology interfering with the true
purposes of the research. As she noted earlier, the basic technology used in one’s exploration has a
tendency to embed itself in all future research. Since ethologists have a particularly long exploration
period to their research, the investment put in to finding a functioning tool becomes substantial.
Researchers may be tempted to stick with a particular technology since too much time could be lost
returning to basic exploration phase (though often this is necessary). During a discussion with another
researcher, one of the Bat Lab’s scientists elaborated on this challenge for ethologists with even the most
basic technologies:

Why do you feed your bats smashed bananas? Because your adviser fed his bats bananas, and his
adviser fed his bats smashed bananas, and who knows why he started doing that. You don’t know
for sure. Maybe he read it in a book, maybe it was all he had, but it seems to work, and it might be
too risky to do anything else.

While Page and her lab try to avoid blindly relying on scientific traditions, sometimes that are faced with
little other choice.
6.3.4.3.1.8.2 Devaluation of Biological Skills

Page continues to discuss how this technological determinism can directly interfere with the scientific
practice of a lab. Even their hiring practices are now being biased on technological, rather than
biological, proficiency: “We’re hiring a post-doc, and one of the main things is they have to be
proficient in MATLAB, and it’s like, by the way, if you work with bats that’s good.”
6.3.4.3.1.8.3 Detracting from Fieldwork
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Page also expresses some regret over the potential impact that technologies can have on the more
enjoyable parts of their fieldwork. For instance, she gleefully describes the possibilities that will be
opened by a new bat-mounted audio-recording device they are developing with external researchers.
When she talks about the implementation, though, she worries this initial technology will also to pull
them away from their fieldwork:

“My guess is that [with this new device] it will be two weeks of really crazy fun chasing these bats
around, and then like a year [at the computer] trying to figure out where those two weeks went
and what happened.”

For Page and many members of the Bat Lab, the allure of new technological abilities never comes
without potential tradeoffs to the biological practice.
6.3.4.3.2 Barrett Klein – Research Values
Klein is a unique researcher who has been involved in all aspects concerning ethology, including
wandering explorations, exhaustive experimentations, and artistic disseminations. He has explored the
science from multiple roles as an independent researcher, artist, museum curator, project leader, and
professor. He cites inspiration from the foundational ethologists, Tinbergen, Lorenz, and Von Frisch,
whenever possible.
6.3.4.3.2.1

Holistic Research

For Klein, one of the most important things for a scientist to do is participate in the full scientific
process. Klein urges scientists to see their research through every stage:

As scientists pressed for time, yearning to answer so many questions, do you concentrate your
time in the Exploration, Experimentation, or Dissemination phases? In my mind, ideally, you
attempt to create a balance across all three.
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Carrying out one’s research equally in all the phases sharpens the entirety of one’s work, according to
Klein. In this way, exploration is particularly valuable for Klein, as it serves to both protect and
empower the other phases of one’s practice. He describes,

If you don’t observe something for yourself, and you assume, and embrace dogma, or others
observations (which are inherently biased), you may be skipping an important stage that could
positively influence and render more efficient your scientific process

The holistic researcher holds a deeper engagement with the challenges of the research, and worries less
about avoiding the hidden assumptions carried over from others’ work. He states, “It’s great to glean
from precedents, but it’s better to observe for oneself.” Thus, participating in the entire process of
scientific research is an integral value to naturalists.
6.3.4.3.2.2

Open Exploration

Klein also works hard to defend the value of “Tinbergen-like” open-ended exploration for ethologists. In
a scientific culture that prizes experimental speed and quantity of publications, Klein notes that it can be
difficult to justify spending time in exploration.

Klein specifically targets the value of early exploration as part of his holistic approach: “exploration is,
in my mind, essential, and ideal if it is in the same person who is going to conduct the experiment.” He
warns about the hazards of jumping too quickly into experimental research: “If you forgo that step
[exploration], you are in grave danger. You may miss opportunities that are essentially scientific gold.”
Klein elaborates on precisely how such an investment in open-ended probing can actually accelerate
one’s experimentation:
As you carry observations from prodding and exploring into the experimental phase, then you
have a potentially more efficient means of conducting research, because you have seen at least
glimpses of potential behavioral responses. So the experiment could be more efficient, more
enlightened as to what’s possible.
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Exploration, for Klein, is an integral component to ensuring the integrity of one’s entire ethological
research.
6.3.4.3.2.3

Flexibility and Openness

For scientists working in the field, and especially with unpredictable animals, it is important to always
stay prepared for anything. For Klein, an important skill for ethologists to develop is to keep themselves
adaptable and open to new situations:
Setting goals is great, and formulating plans is embraced, it’s important. But being flexible, and
being observant, and being open-minded… can lead to real scientific gold … and that’s where,
say, Niko Tinbergen looks out of the corner of his eye and doesn’t ignore it.

This encouragement is directed towards flexibility in planning, as well as openness to new experiences.
6.3.4.3.2.3.1 Keeping Research Adaptable / Flexible
First, Klein notes that a naturalist should never expect their plans to work out fully in reality. “Any field
biologist is going to have ridiculously ambitious goals that are unattainable,” he explains While Klein
admits that “planning should precede a field season,” it is almost impossible to know what’s needed
until “you arrive on the scene,” and the next steps are “discuss what’s possible, venture out, and
explore.”
6.3.4.3.2.3.2 Keeping Research Open-eyed
In addition to allowing one’s practice and tools the ability change and adapt to new situations, Klein also
encourages his researchers to constantly be also on the lookout for new information. He persistently tells
his project members to not become narrowly fixated on the specific targets of their experimentation, but
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instead always look out the side of their eyes for new, curious, and unusual phenomena. What he
describes as catching “a glimmer of scientific gold out of the corner of your eye.” 533
6.3.4.3.2.4

On-site Rapid Prototyping

The Bat Lab, especially under Klein’s BLISS project, designed their own biological instruments in a
manner similar to Warkentin’s lab. Their process is rapid, ever-changing, and situated in specific
contexts to meet the particular needs of the animal. As Klein explains, “The technologies involved [in
our exploration] started simple, and insanely, on the fly.”

One of their main projects was trying to figure out a tool that keep bats and wasps awake for a specified
amount of time (“sleep-restriction”). They spent several months exploring and testing a variety of
electro-mechanical means for perturbing the creatures enough to keep them awake, but gently enough to
not induce too much stress. They tested designs such as blaring music, blowing air, vibrating the cages,
and poking randomly with sticks.

Klein once again points out that, like ethological plans and practices, ethological instruments necessitate
design and modification at the field sites to be effective. He describes their problems with meticulously
designing the sleep-restriction tools over the course of the year only to see their devices fail when put
into use:
After much research, setting up how to build it, setting up what parameters should be, and
bringing it with great labor to Panama, and setting it up, and all the mechanics involved,
including fixing it on the spot, and…nothing. It didn’t work.

533

From 2013 initial talk with BLISS team
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The point is not to argue against planning ahead or designing research ahead of time, but rather to
underscore the importance of onsite design and tool-making. Klein continues, stating, “modification in
the field was essential.” Klein discusses an example of a simple device collaboratively built with the
BLISS team and this research in Digital Naturalism. It was a custom-sized ring of controllable LEDs.
For Klein it illustrated how even the most basic instruments must necessarily go through dozens of
iterations before they are useful with the animals.
That [device] required lots of fiddling, and from that we have a better idea of what the next step of
that device would be. We also learned that we might modify it entirely, using an entirely different
modality: olfaction instead of vision.

Since their custom tools must always go through these trials and iterations, devices whose designs
support easy modifications in the field can improve the scientists’ exploration. Klein mentions a nice
feature of working with the Robofrog and its control based directly on music input:
The amplifier just required that we find the right recording to play through it, so, in this case, it
was just about finding changes in software [the music] that would be fed through the hardware to
make it work.

All of the devices used by Klein and his team must necessarily pass through numerous iterations. By
rapidly going through these changes and modifications of their techniques and instruments on-site, with
their animals, they can explore various phenomena more deeply, and develop more reliable and precise
tools. Developing their technologies onsite is an important factor for their research.
6.3.4.3.2.5

Realism and Artifice

Working with animal behaviors requires careful considerations realism and artifice.
Klein acknowledges the powers of maintaining realism, and natural situations along with the abilities
that come with introducing artificial stimuli to the creatures:
The further and further away you deviate from natural phenomenon, and natural contexts, the
greater propensity, the greater potential there is to deviate from potentially biologically relevant
results in your studies. That said, abstraction and artificial measures can elucidate natural
behaviors in ways that would be difficult or literally impossible in extant behaving organisms.
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To Klein’s lab, ethologists must judiciously select the features of realism and artifice that they introduce
to their creatures in their research designs.
6.3.4.3.2.5.1 Realism and Reproduction
On some components of his projects, Klein invests a great deal of time and money to providing the
greatest levels of realism. For instance, he spends hours meticulously crafting hyper-realistic “faux-frog”
models to work as bait for the frog-eating bats. The realism is so important that he even carefully details
each step of the crafting process so that other scientists may be able to make super highly detailed
reproductions themselves.
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Figure 130 - step-by-step process for hyper-realistic frog mold making from Klein et al's publication “Robots in the
Service of Animal Behavior" 534

The advantage of such realism is that the accuracy of many potentially counter-influencing factors, such
as texture, size, shape, color, movements, and sounds of the frog, are maintained. This prevents
erroneous assumptions pertaining to a particular factor being studied, such as changes in the frog call.
As Klein mentions in his paper “Robots in the Service of Science,” “realistic models offer the
opportunity to match natural inputs as completely as possible so that something meaningful can be said

534

(Barrett A Klein, Stein, and Taylor 2012) (Barrett A Klein, Stein, and Taylor 2012)
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of naturally occurring phenomena.” 535 For the Bat Lab, if one strays too far into the field of total
abstraction, one risks severing the meaning found in the experiments from the real-world. Working from
a basis of realism, then, builds scientific confidence in the factors that are manipulated.
6.3.4.3.2.5.2 Artifice and Abstraction
As opposed to realism, introducing the animals to artificial or abstracted versions of phenomena
encountered in the wild lets ethologists cut to the roots of behavioral mechanisms in ways otherwise
impossible through pure, natural observation. Klein explains: “Sometimes extreme abstraction that
doesn’t look real at all gives us the best hints at what behaviors, what mechanisms are underlying
behaviors.” Klein further elaborates:
With artifice, whether it be a picture (a digital animation, even a mirror) or whether it be
kinematics, a robot presented to your subject… it offers possibilities of pushing what we can ask,
the very hypotheses we can posit and formulate, as well as the results and how we can interpret
these results in the field of behavior.

6.3.4.3.2.5.3 Synthesizing Realism and Artifice
To demonstrate how aspects of realism can be harmoniously synthesized with artificial elements, Klein
again uses the Robofrog as an example. With the hyper-detailed Robofrog, many of the realistic
components are in place, but individual parameters of this faux-creature can be varied, changed, or
removed from the overall context. He explains:
So if you present a frog that is calling, but without the visual component, you are not going to find
that in nature, but it will give you insight as to what modality is most important in mate selection,
or courtship.

535

(Barrett A Klein, Stein, and Taylor 2012)
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The Bat Lab utilizes these seemingly contradictory factors to design the research to fulfill their
questions.
Suddenly you are creating a foundation for pushing studies in manageable ways, and then in
remarkably new ways… in that you can present literally the impossible, something that doesn’t
exist in nature, but presents phenomena that may suggest what is important in the responses, in
the behavior of your subjects.

They directly cite the mixtures of realism and artifice in the designs of ethological founders, like
Tinbergen, as the basis for their work. These ethologists experimented in the wild to maintain the
realism of the context, but then carefully introduced specific, artificial in careful ways to address their
questions. Klein discusses this idea further:
So look at the most elegant studies of Niko Tinbergen with red dots eliciting certain behaviors in
gull hatchlings, and what happens if you place the head of a bird, or a pencil with a red dot or
not, you can play with those parameters even in the most abstract sense, to see which one, or ones,
really play a role.

Overall, utilizing context and craftsmanship to both uphold realism and introduce specific artificial
elements is a valued ability for Klein and his research group.

6.3.4.4 Bat Lab Summary
The Bat Lab serves as a microcosm of much of the behavioral at STRI. As so, the time spent
documenting their work reinforces the key values outlined through the previous case studies and
questionnaires. Like the other researchers, working with animals in natural environments and embracing
curiosity and open-ended discovery are the primary motivations for their work. Similarly they advocate
tools and practices which provide feedback, are field-ready, adaptable and adjustable, and developed
rapidly in one’s field sites. They are also exemplar crafters and modifiers of scientific tools within the
STRI community.
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Like Marting’s encouragements to “poke” and “probe,” Klein likewise describes the importance of
forcing oneself out of a standard, work-oriented mindset, and into a mindset targeting open discovery
and playful probing. Discussions with the Bat Lab also specifically point out factors like the necessity of
appropriating commercial tools and the interplay between realism and artifice.

Research Values – Bat Lab
Wild-Animal Experimentation
Field Readiness

Instrument Feedback
Intuitive Analysis

Openness to Novelty
Custom Biocrafting

Custom Hardware Connections
Commercial Appropriation
Technological Caution
Holistic Research

Open-Exploration

Flexibility and Openness

On-site Rapid Prototyping
Realism and Artifice

6.3.5 Individual Ethnography Summary
The principle finding of this chapter is that many of the traditional practices and values still resound
throughout the work of present-day ethologists. The interview and case studies confirm and expand
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upon the principles dictated by ethology’s founders. Contemporary behavioral field biologists continue
the often improvisational, high- and low-level research techniques of this multifaceted field. The
difference for many of these researchers comes from implementing these established methods for
working with wild animals in new industrial, academic, and technological contexts.
6.3.6 Current Important Ethological Practices
The core practices of present day ethologists are consistent with those of the foundational scientists.
From reviewing the activities described in the community questionnaires and the activities revealed in
the case studies, several specific categories of the types of work they do are evidenced Their principle
practices tend to fall into categories of: Access, Collection, Interaction, Documentation, Tool-making,
and Reference.
Key Practices – Contemporary Ethologists
Access
Collection
Interaction
Documentation
Tool Making
Reference

First, while these contemporary researchers may work in laboratory contexts to a greater or lesser
degree, they still need at least some amount of field work. This requires focus on methods for accessing
their animals in the wild.

Next, these scientists all perform wilderness collections of some sort. Some collect pure data through
field notes or recordings in observation. Others need to collect the animals themselves.

As described earlier, these scientists also work on a spectrum using both observational and interactive
experimentation with the animals. The degree to which the scientists control the context in which they
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interact with their creatures moves them closer or further away from laboratory or field
experimentations. All must tackle the problem however, of finding specific methods for interacting with
their creatures.

These ethologists also work to document and share their research. As Klein quotes from his advisor,
“science unpublished is science un-done” meaning that science loses its value if not shared. For these
wildlife biologists, sharing the specifics of their work in multifaceted places like the rainforest poses a
specific, potentially daunting task. For this reason, these ethologists rely on a multitude of
documentation means, ranging from traditional publications to more experimental / experiential
approaches like painting, photography, film, and music.

Researchers targeting a specific animal in a particular environment are faced with unique challenges.
Ethologists must design and build their own novel instruments for accessing, collecting, interacting, and
documenting the animals and their work. For this reason, tool-making has become an important practice
for the ethologists.

Finally, these field biologists enhance their inquiry through literature review and reference. Some
researchers study background literature on their organisms before exploring in the field, and others first
discover interesting phenomena in the field and hunt existing research to provide further insight.
Generally, though, this is an iterative practice where findings in the field or literature prompt further
investigation into the other. Accessing the research of others is thus a valuable practice for ethologists,
especially during their early exploration.
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6.3.7 Current Important Ethological Values for Exploration
The values shared by present-day ethologists similarly correspond with those of the foundational
scientists. The responses from the scientific community in both questionnaires and through the case
studies show their core motivations and desires for why they pursue their research, and in what ways
they aspire to do so. Outlining these ethological ideals will inform the design of digital media to better
assist the science.

None of the values listed are absolute. They vary between individual researchers and there is overlap
between several concepts. For instance, two concepts the ethologists shared were “field readiness” and
“adaptability,” but many tools may be considered “field-ready” because of their adaptability.
Regardless, it’s beneficial to pull such concepts apart for more explicit analysis for how digital media
could serve particular aspects of their work.

The values detailed below are those explicitly mentioned or demonstrated by the researcher’s responses
or activities. These include important features of ethologists’ practices and tools. The following chart
maps where specific concepts originated in this chapter.

Motivations

Table 3 - Common Values for Exploration Expressed by Ethologists and their references in this paper
Founders

Community

Warkentin

Marting

Lipshutz

Bat Lab

Being in Nature

0

0

0

0

0

0

Open-Ended Inquiry

0

0

0

0

Being with Animals

Qualities

Augmented Interaction

Augmented Observation
Bespoke Tools

Technological Agency

Onsite Rapid Prototyping

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Field-Readiness

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

Adaptability

Instrument Feedback
Intuitive Analysis
Reflection

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

Being in nature and with the animals are the most important values for ethological work. From the
community responses, through working with all the researchers in the case studies, being with the
animals in their natural habitats is the principle motivation for their work. The experience in the wild
informs their entire practice and establishes their basic identity as ethologists.

Open-Ended Inquiry is the other principle motivation behind the ethologists’ scientific exploration. Like
the foundational ethologists, these modern-day ethologists typically pursue discovery-based research.
They aim to utilize their exploration to find interesting behavioral phenomena, and then develop
research around this. This is in contrast to what the ethologists described as “technique” labs, where
research is centered on a specific technology or practice. Inquiry drives the work of Warkentin, for
instance, who noted the unusual behavior of juvenile frogs when shaken, and built new tools and
procedures in her work to answer the questions. The entire Bat Lab was built around the intelligence
questions prompted with Page’s early encounters with a mischievous, thieving bat. Open exploration is a
characteristic prized by ethologists as a proactive way to drive the serendipitous discoveries inherent to
inquiry-based research. Following Marting and Klein’s encouragements to “just poke around” in
behavioral systems is necessary to discover novel phenomena. Open ended inquiry and exploration are
encouraged through practices pushing for arbitrary play with creatures. Such is the reason why Klein
discourages his team from overly - narrowing their early research. In the way that Warkentin describes
scientific instruments as the embodiment of a question, these tools can also be created with open-ended
exploration in mind.
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In turning to the desires expressed by the field biologists, augmented interaction is an important factor
for their work. Finding ways to engage their creatures in new ways allows the scientists to test new
ideas. Klein’s Robofrog, Marting’s Flick-o-Matic, Warkentin’s tadpole rotator, and Lipshutz’s mount all
serve as novel interfaces for scientifically stimulating their creatures. The ethologists are always on the
hunt for innovative powerful methods to ask new questions of their research subjects.

Augmenting observations of the research animals is another vital practice of the ethologists. Tools like
binoculars and video cameras are valued by these behavioral researchers for their ability to present
greater details or record activity with unblinking eyes. Often the first step in an ethologist’s behavioral
exploration is to set up a system for observing a creature in detail. Lipshutz uses a combination of
binoculars and field assistants to augment her observations by simultaneously observing distant birds
and logging their activities through a series of shouted codes. Augmenting one’s observation need not be
a purely technical pursuit, as Marting encourages a person to just physically force oneself to meditate
and fixate on an animal’s behavior, which can be a difficult task.

Bespoke tools are necessary for the inquiry-based research paradigm practiced by the ethologists.
Ethological tools need to correctly fit the specific questions, contexts, and animals with which they will
be used; the diversity of these factors within the range of different ethologists’ work prevents much
standardization. Artifacts like the Bat Lab’s flight cage or Warkentin’s custom-crafted frog-egg cups are
created to match the particular requirements of the research questions.

The emphasis on customized tools leads the ethologists to value Technological Agency over their
research tools. Having the ability to create and modify the tools in their research lets the ethologists
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more quickly and effectively tailor their work to their scientific inquiry. Simple pre-made tools like MP3
players and speaker systems grant agency to the scientists like Lipshutz and Page during audio playback
experiments. This control over one’s tools is also why Warkentin pushes for “partially-open” designs,
wherein pre-engineered instruments can be brought to the field and adjusted to work with the animals.
Marting also describes agency granted through making or modifying their tools as “a different way of
thinking critically,” useful for more thoroughly understanding the abilities and limitations of scientific
instruments.

Onsite, rapid prototyping is valued by the ethologists in order to improve the development of their
scientific instruments. Crafting new tools within the same environmental context as the research helps
speed up development. Designing “science widgets” in close proximity to her field site helps Warkentin
iteratively test new tools faster than relying exclusively on her engineering collaborators in Boston.
Building the tools onsite also helps ensure the tool itself can meet the needs of the environment, as
Marting discovered in the development of his Flick-O-Matic and its transition from rotting wood
components to waterproof plastic.

Field-Readiness ensures one’s research can function properly in harsh environments. The researchers
must be appropriately prepared for potential dangers. Lipshutz’s crew has sunscreen to avoid burns,
large boots to protect from poisonous snakes, and even special paper to prevent the spread of pathogens
from blood samples. The researcher’s tools likewise need to be field-ready, which is why Warkentin
praises the value of fabric traps since are light and compact for mobility and transportation to the field.

The unpredictable nature of ethological exploration makes adaptability another highly valued feature.
Ethologists must design their research to allow for unforeseen changes. Marting’s practices tend to be
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based on heuristics rather than strict plans. The protocols for his assays include relative processes and
backup plans in case unexpected events happen in his field sites, such as a rainstorm or ant-eater attacks.
The researchers’ tools must similarly be able to adapt to the specific needs of the organisms and
environments. Lipshutz’s mist nets need to be flexible enough in their function to adapt to different
environments in both water and land. Instruments with general abilities, like the twitching back-andforth of Marting’s Flick-o-Matic, can be reconfigured in the field to ask new scientific questions of other
animals and contexts.

The ethologists also note that obtaining feedback from their instruments is beneficial to their research.
First, tools that demonstrate their own functioning help scientist rely on their proper functioning of the
tools. Speedier on-site computer vision tools could have helped Marting avoid wasted time collecting
video data for software that could not meet the goals of his research. Immediate feedback from scientific
instruments also lets scientists explore new research questions directly in the field by allowing for more
rapid interpretation and synthesis of observations. Page discusses these qualities when she noted how
her research was made easier since she could work in the sonic range and immediately know the
reactions of her animals without further post-processing steps.

Good instrument feedback can also facilitate another ethological value of intuitive analysis. The
overwhelming amount of interconnected factors involved with studying animal behavior in the field
traditionally forced the original ethologists to hone their intuitive abilities. Contemporary ethologists
must also use their own analytical capabilities to determine what factors to study within their organisms.
Scientists like Marting and Page discuss the advantages of incorporating their own rich sensory abilities
in their work. Tools that keep the researchers in the loop build tacit knowledge of the dynamic
situations, allowing the researchers to make more informed assumptions in their work.
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6.3.8 Digital Media Affordances in Ethology
Combining the analyses from the community questionnaires with the individual case studies paints a
fuller picture of the ways in which ethologists make use of digital media. An aggregated description will
show how digital media is used in the laboratory, in fieldwork, and throughout a scientist’s process.
There will always be variation between how different individuals and groups use available tools. For
instance, Marting’s reliance upon digital cameras mostly exploits encyclopedic affordances of
computation, whereas Klein et al.’s Robofrog 536 utilizes more of the procedural, behavioral
characteristics of the digital medium. We can still make use of such a synthesis, however, to derive a
general working model of the current role of ethological digital technology.

Figure 131 - Cumulative representation of the digital affordances used by the ethologists in the lab and field

In general, the difference in how computers are used in the lab and field is a procedural one. The
researchers interviewed in person and on questionnaires typically used little data processing or
procedural actions while in the field. Such procedural digital tools, like statistics software or bio-
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mimetic robots, were typically only available during laboratory work. Both arenas primarily make use of
computers for their ability to store vast amounts of information in an encyclopedic fashion. Logging
measurements, photographs, and video are the principle uses of digital technology in both lab and field.
This separation is most likely a holdover of the sensitivity to digital equipment in harsh environments,
and the computer’s established space: indoors. Advances in ubiquitous computing and hardware
prototyping, however, are beginning to make these problems less prevalent today. Tougher, smaller,
cheaper, and more accessible components and controllers can change computers’ historically established
practices. This allows researchers (ethologists and designers) to push digital media outdoors, and
investigate its use in the wild.

Figure 132 - Cumulative representation of the digital affordances used by the ethologists throughout their research
process

How ethologists use digital technology changes along with the different stages of their scientific
process. First, in disseminating their scientific research, ethologists use computers to store and present
the data gathered in previous stages. While computers are still the ubiquitous tool for outreach, their use
mainly functions as faster, cheaper surrogates for previous technology. Typewritten articles and printing
photographic transparencies are merely being replaced by word processing and presentation software,
which let scientists generate similar media in time-saving ways. Computational dissemination within
ethology does not yet fully harness all of the unique affordances of digital media. Digital media holds
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potential for pushing the procedural and participatory aspects of outreach. For instance, more work
could be done investigating new ways to share research with dynamic, real-time visualization or
interactive installations. This could unlock powers of interaction that could foster engagement with
audiences of all levels.

The experimentation phase is where most digital devices are used, and where digital media’s
affordances are largely employed. Like the other periods of research, experimentation makes use of
computers’ ability to store large volumes of data. Compared to the other phases, though,
experimentation is the primary period where the procedural abilities of digital media are utilized.
Experimental data can be processed and refined in faster, more efficient ways, such as through statistics
software like R. Scientists are also beginning to exploit procedural and participatory qualities in tandem
to make behavioral interactive devices for experimentation. Warkentin’s egg-shaker for instance is a
dynamic interface between researcher and frog that uses digital media to process select recorded signals
and engage the animals. Experimentation’s use of digital media could still be expanded principally along
the spatial and participatory axes. For instance, real-time visualizations of experimental data could be
generated to foster deeper insights during an experiment. Refined participatory interfaces for equipment
could also grant the scientist (or animals) greater agency for dynamic interactions.

Finally, scientific exploration employs computers far less than either experimentation or dissemination.
Generic computers and digital software are not yet viewed as valuable equipment during the exploration
phase, especially when compared to the field biologists’ more basic tools like boots and their bodies’
own senses. At present, digital devices are not incorporated into their work during this phase. The
devices are primarily used only for collecting information from the animals and environments, but not
interacting or engaging with them in new ways. The kinds of explorative actions that define the assay
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phase – such as Marting kicking his trees – are precisely the type not yet supported by digital tools.
Unfortunately, by not exploiting the procedural and participatory abilities of computers, present-day
exploratory tools do not help fulfill the concepts of “interaction” and “feedback” valued by the
ethologists.

These missed opportunities for exploiting digital media within ethological exploration open spaces for
design. The analysis provided in this chapter presents an early space for the design of tools to aid a
scientist’s early probings and observations. Procedural and participatory devices could present intricate
behaviors into an environment which are influenced by sensors or controls triggered by the animals or
scientists. Digital tools employed during a field biologist’s exploration should also make even greater
use of the encyclopedic and spatial affordances. Digital media will help scientists manage the overload
of information from working within a dense ecosystem in ways impossible with only their bodily senses.
Exploration stands as the widest frontier for digital exploration in an ethologists’ process.
6.3.9 Ethological Principles
This combined set of ethological principles establishes a basis of important considerations for a
researcher’s practices and tools. These values will inform the design of Digital Naturalism’s framework
for digital-ethological technology.

Ethologists currently use a range of both analog and digital tools throughout their work. The amount of
computational tools and how their affordances are utilized, however, varies depending on where the
research is occurring (in the lab or field), and at what stage a researcher is in her or his process.

Each research phase contributes to the overall soundness of the scientific investigation, but most digital
technological emphasis falls on experimentation. For instance, there is a lack of technological artifacts
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being explored to increase public apprehension of scientific findings. The greatest dearth of digital
technology, however, is found in a scientist’s exploration stage. While growing numbers of
computational tools have been created to find answers to ethologists’ experimental questions, few are
designed to help discover these questions in the first place.

Figure 133 – the current state of Digital Utilization: cumulative representation of how digital media within ethology
focuses almost exclusively on experimentation and are used primarily for storing and processing data.

In addition to digital technology’s general neglect of the “exploration” and “dissemination” periods,
where computers are used, the full range of their abilities are not being harnessed. Throughout the
ethological process, computers are currently used as devices to either store or process scientific data in
varying formats such as spreadsheets or photographs. Sometimes, particularly during experimentation,
this information can also be processed digitally to expedite analysis. Few digital components are made
for ethologists however, which promote immersive or interactive experiences between the scientists, the
animals, and their environment.

In this way, ethology’s current relationship with computation could be considered as simply “digital
tools,” which primarily target experimentation. As experimental tools, the current role of computers in
ethology is to increase the efficiency, speed, and consistency with which scientists can complete their
research. There are qualities beyond this pure industrialization, however, which the scientists value in
their work. As depicted in the previous chapter, concepts like adaptability, field-readiness, feedback,
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agency, and open-inquiry are just as important to a scientist’s work. The design of ethological tools does
not yet embrace the full gamut of interactivity and expression which digital media could afford.

Figure 134 - The ideal utilization of all digital media's affordances throughout the entire scientific process

This analysis highlights the disparity between the present-day and an ideal ethological utilization of
digital media. Instead of being viewed as simply tools ethology could embrace a view of computers as
media. Rather than using digital technology only for capturing and manipulating data, computers could
also be used to probe, observe, understand, interact with, and share animals and their environments. A
holistic incorporation of digital media throughout the scientists’ entire research process would allow
ethologists to drive technology with their research goals, rather than the other way around.

Ethologists are not yet capitalizing fully on the range of interactive and immersive qualities afforded by
computation. A gap exists between ethology’s current, limited use of digital tools, and the attributes
valued by ethologists in their work. Investigating how digital media’s lesser explored affordances of
procedurality, participation, and spatiality will reveal methods for augmenting an ethologist’s inquiry
while upholding their naturalistic values. This disparity sets the stage for examining new uses of
computers in biological fieldwork.
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The next chapter examines the possibilities digital media could provide. Through a series of workshops,
projects, and performances, new concepts for digital ethological instruments are both tested and
generated. Finally, a framework will be established to unite the findings of these practical experiences
with the technology with the core ethological principles established here.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
TECHNOLOGICAL PROBES AND ANALYSES
PRAGMATICALLY EXPLORING DIGITAL MEDIA’S ROLE IN ETHOLOGY THROUGH
WORKSHOPS, PROJECTS, AND PERFORMANCES.

7.1 Introduction
This research supplements ethnographic inquiry of the previous chapter with pragmatic, hands-on
activities directly involving digital (and non-digital) tools. The previous chapter analyzed the current
role of digital media through surveys and case studies. Such studies are useful for investigating the
consciously held values and attributes of the ethologists’ tools. Some of the features, detriments, or new
uses of the tools may be overlooked or unknown by the scientists, however. In order to further
investigate how these naturalists currently use their tools and with how they could use them, this
research conducts a series of pragmatic, technological interventions. Activities such as jungle
performances or technological workshops help the scientists step outside of the daily mindsets of their
research, while also enabling a hands-on critical analysis of their practices and tools. The aim of this
chapter is to uncover successful guidelines for designing digital ethological tools.

First, this chapter presents a series of technological interventions. These interventions are used as probes
to analyze the scientists’ tools and techniques or present new ways that digital media could be used.
Novel workshops, projects, and performances examine and evaluate concepts about the scientists’
present and future tools in in practice. Then, this chapter closes by assessing the targets discovered for
digital ethological tools. Speculative questions are posed to the researchers to prompt discussion of the
potential values and features for digital tools.
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7.2 Technological Probes: Workshops, Projects, and Performances
During its tenure at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI), this research aimed to collect
information from the scientists and provide several new experiences surrounding technology. These
experiences sought to share technological knowledge, test new types of devices, and promote critical
reflection of their own research and practices. For example, public workshops were put on to engage the
community with novel technology, impart novel technological skills, and elicit feedback on possible
configurements of devices to empower their research. Several collaborative projects were also executed
to develop and analyze specific setups of sensors and actuators for exploring animal behaviors with
digital devices. Additionally, this research conducted large- and small-scale performances with the
scientists to create new ways of sharing and reflecting upon their practices and tools. These
technological interventions enabled the “Action-Research” process of Digital Naturalism’s work by
iteratively spawning new ideas and practically evaluating them in the real world.
7.2.1 Workshops
During the three field seasons at STRI, this research conducted four official community workshops
(along with dozens of informal ones). These workshops followed a “critical making” style where
participants were prompted into discussing biological, technological, and cultural influences in tandem
with the construction process.
7.2.1.1 Workspace
Like many academic institutions workspace is highly contested. This research was lucky to have
occupied an appropriate area for conducting electronics workshops during its field seasons. These
“Biocrafting” workshops were generally held in a Gamboa laboratory called “The Schoolhouse.” Within
this space, I worked to develop a physical computer / electronics area known as “The Digital Biocrafting
Station.”
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Figure 135 – Critical Making in Digital Biocrafting Workshop. Building Firefly Costumes.

The workshop started from a small kit of supplies I donated after the first field season in 2012. This
initial kit consisted of an Arduino, a servo, hot glue, a breadboard, and some resistors and LEDs.
Leaving these few supplies helped researchers like Marting fix and repair their instruments throughout
the rest of the year. In 2013, I mailed electronics organizers and brought down large amounts of
additional electronics and crafting supplies like soldering irons and cutting pads. I applied for a desk in
The Schoolhouse, and turned the area into a public space for prototyping and conducting electronics
work. In 2014, I brought down more equipment to donate and applied for an additional worktable.
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Figure 136 - The growth and development of the Digital Biocrafting lab in Panama: from a single toolbox to dedicated
workspaces for the scientists

At the end of 2014, however, the Biocrafting Station was shut down by STRI authorities. In a working
environment where venomous creatures, noxious chemicals, off-road vehicles, and power tools were
common, the soldering irons were deemed too much of a hazard to be available. I had to move all the
equipment I donated to STRI out of the building. Luckily, other scientists stepped in and allowed me to
store electronics-prototyping equipment in an official lab at the STRI headquarters in Panama City. It
currently stands as a resource for ethologists wishing to program, craft, and solder physical computing
projects for their research.
.
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7.2.1.2 Preliminary Workshop: DIY Sensors (Part I) - 2012

Figure 137 - Scenes from the first pilot workshop

This preliminary workshop conducted during my initial pilot research in Panama revealed some of the
early concerns and motivations the field biologists held for digital technology. Bouncing between
several different researchers during the case studies helped this research connect with the community as
a whole. Towards the end of the first field season at STRI, I did some light technological consulting with
different scientists. As rumor traveled around, many researchers suggested I hold a workshop or
presentation discussing different technologies which could be used for their research.

Many of the scientists posed questions as to what available software could solve different of the
problems in their research. Thus, I decided to theme this first proto-workshop around basic technologies
which the scientists could design and modify themselves. I reserved a Gamboa seminar slot to present
ideas for discussing Do-It-Yourself sensors and actuators titled “DIY Tech for Biologists: Simple
Sensing and Physical Manipulation.”

Due to my then-affiliation with the robotics lab and its mission in designing tracking software, a
majority of the talk focused on computer vision. I worked to teach how computer vision programs
functioned and ways of creating them with open-source software like Processing and OpenCV. I also
included quick and basic demonstrations of robotic components like Servo motors and Arduino363

controllers for field research. After a presentation, I let the participants interact with a basic computer
vision system and play with the tapping device designed with Peter Marting.

An important necessity of the workshops was to help the scientists understand and design around the
assumptions came with any sort of technology. For instance, many computer vision systems kept the
assumption that the camera is stationary, and thus we discussed the important of locking a camera down
on a tripod. Based on a question from one of the researchers, we then discussed how one might create a
system for detecting Blue Morpho butterflies by using a general heuristic that registered a detection any
time a camera in the jungle saw a specific and rare shade of blue.

One significant problem observed in this first workshop was, in my enthusiasm, I had attempted to cover
too much material in too short of a time. Going into too much detail about computer vision methods
generated two problems. First, it prevented some of the scientists from following the discussion, or left
them without the feeling of being able to create such a program. The other problem came from the
opposite side. Some of the scientists, after hearing the amazing tracking and identification abilities of
specific computer vision functions, would overestimate the performance and use of such techniques. For
instance, upon hearing we could individually identify ants with computer vision in a controlled
laboratory environment; several of the scientists began describing elaborate plans for taking this
software directly into the field. Future workshops should learn from these lessons and provide
straightforward technology the scientists can manipulate. They should also present the full gamut of
control issues which let higher-level sensors function.
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7.2.1.3 DIY Biocrafting (Sensors and Actuators Part II) - 2013

Figure 138 - Scenes from the second Biocrafting workshop held with Marting and Hubancheva

Due in part to the basic workshop I ran in 2012, the scientists requested that I hold another workshop
during one of the Monday Gamboa talks. Many of the activities were based off of DiSalvo’s Growbot
Garden workshop. 537

Building from the experiences in the previous workshop which contained more theoretical discussions,
the goal of this workshop was to put as much technology directly into the hands of the scientists. This
workshop aimed to pre-build many basic, small devices which the scientists could play with and use to
discuss and plan ideas for tools for their own research. Each example demonstrated a way of sensing a
creature or environmental factor. Every device also then displayed a method of sharing this data through
a linked stimulus. For instance, a photo-gate monitored the movement of passing leaf-cutter ants and
moved a servo-motor. Another project measured the proximity of an animal and display this distance
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via an addressable RGB LED strip. Linking diverse inputs and outputs let the scientists explore multiple
methods of interacting with animals

Taking another lesson from the 2012 preliminary presentation, this DIY Biocrafting workshop wanted to
include the experience and designs of scientists themselves. Thus, in the 2013 workshop, two scientists
being shadowed by this research were asked to volunteer to help share their own digital tools. Antoniya
Hubancheva and Peter Marting demonstrated devices of their own (like the Flick-O-Matic) and helped
lead electronics and programming activities with the fellow scientists.

Figure 139 - Hubancheva teaching fellow scientists basics of programming and sensors with Arduino

Researchers arriving at the workshop were presented with a brief introduction. Then the group
proceeded to play with and chat about the devices, the scientists’ research, and potential designs that
would suit their needs. In contrast to the 2012 workshop’s attempts to explain sophisticated methods for
computer vision, this workshop focused on how basic sensors, like single photocells, can be framed to
collect higher-level information. For instance, in one discussion we noted how robust, fast software did
not yet exist to individually track bees in the wild, but by modifying different paths in which a bee must
crawl, and forcing the animal’s path in front of specific sensors, one could monitor details like the traffic
flow, color markings, or even temperature.
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Figure 140- Leaf Cutter Ant traffic Gate Demo

Figure 141- Ultrasonic proximity sensor and LED display

Allowing the researchers to physically manipulate and play with the dynamic devices facilitated their
abilities to devise such experimental framings themselves. In comparison to the 2012 demo workshop,
many of the scientists seemed to have left with a deeper understanding of technological capabilities.
This uptake in information was noted by the prevalence of participants who returned to the digital
BioCrafting station to build and refine their own designs along with researchers who later sought to
discuss the potential role that DIY digital technology could play in their research.
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7.2.1.4 NSF REU – Behavioral Robotics - 2014
By my third field season, the STRI community began to support this research in Digital Naturalism. The
view of this research had shifted to that of a technologically-oriented ally of STRI. STRI had recently
been awarded a National Science Foundation grant for Undergraduate Research Experiences (REU) 538.
Exemplary researchers from around the world applied to join a summer experience conducting research
in the wild while living at STRI. The students studied many different types of animals such as
butterflies, frogs, and sea creatures. From my past workshops I had given with the Smithsonian, I was
invited to deliver a workshop in “Behavioral Robotics” for these visiting students. Owing to the success
of the inclusion of biologists in the 2013, fellow biologists Dr. Barrett Klein and Clarice Diebold from
the BLISS team assisted in designing and running this workshop.

Figure 142 - Participants in the REU behavioral robotics workshop in the lab, and testing devices outside

The timespan for working during this project was limited. I would only have access to the 18 students
for 3 hours. In designing this workshop, then, I focused on projects that could be fully realized and
tested in this short time span. Another goal was to design the activities to cover as many important skills
for physical computing as possible. For this reason, the projects directed students through a gamut of
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basic and advanced programming skills from bread-boarding and programming basic Arduino Unos, to
soldering custom circuits with bare microcontrollers (like Attiny85’s).

Figure 143 - Images of the devices created in the workshop

The two projects created were:

A) Insect Sorter: LED-proximity sensors that triggered a servo motor using an Arduino Uno
B) Munch Detector: Capacitive sensing circuit to detect herbivory using attiny85 and coin cell

The projects were designed based on preliminary concepts found in digital naturalism's research from
2013. Taking the initial results of the case studies and ethologist questionnaires into account, principles
like the importance of open-ended designs were incorporated into these devices the students built. They
were challenged to image new configurations of the same basic components to create new interactions
with other types of animals and environments. During the building process, the students were also
challenged to reflect on questions, such as how some of the components could be scientifically
advantageous or misleading.

After constructing and discussing their projects, the students got to test them with real Panamanian
wildlife. We took them outside to test different configurations and determine their sensitivities to the
presence of wild animals such as frogs, ants, and grasshoppers.
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At the end, we held a discussion about potential shortcomings and uses of these types of designs in their
personal research.

7.2.1.5 Living Lightning - 2013
One of the largest projects carried out during my fieldwork demonstrates the affordances of both
Performance and Critical Making approaches used in this research. In the same way that the STRI
community had been discovering a place for the role of this research in workshops like the official REU
one, so too did Digital Naturalism workshops grow and develop based on experiences of working on-site
for many years. The design of the Living Lightning workshop came from a serendipitous experience
working in the forest near STRI. As these workshops began drawing inspiration directly from the
scientists themselves, this latest workshop also drew from work with the animals. The romantic origin
story of this workshop is included here.
7.2.1.5.1 Animal Inspiration
Living Lightning developed in Panama during the summer of 2013. It originated as performative
challenge to one of the case study participants, Peter Marting, to go as deep as possible into the farthest
section of his field site.
It grew dark, and the road deteriorated as our truck traveled further into the jungle. When we reached the
limit of the road our limit, we stood outside and observed the darkness. There were bright green lights in
the woods, and when we stopped, the lights slowly drifted towards us. The huge Pyrophorus noctiluca
luminescent beetles were attracted to the running light on the truck. Watching the bright lights drift
through the now blank canvas of the darkened forest inspired me to design a workshop and performance
that would let us experience this alien experience of the beetles.
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7.2.1.5.2 Workshop Design
This event inspired the design of an introductory 1.5 hour collaborative workshop, wherein scientists
made their own electronic firefly costumes. Participants wore these light-up outfits into the jungle to
experience the interactions of the fireflies with their own bodies.

Fireflies’ visual communication meshed well with my intentions to lead basic technology lessons, as I
was able to build off Physical Computing’s version of the “Hello World” program, the standard blink
example. These hand-built wearable devices output a programmable custom flashing pattern. They take
an input from a mouth piece to keep hands free for nighttime jungle-walking, and are connected to an
80-cent ATTiny85 microcontroller. This design of this workshop gave participants a concrete
motivation, building simple firefly costume. At the same time though, it let them quickly tackle many
basics of physical computing, including soldering, polarity, circuit design, IO, boot loaders, and
programming. 539

539

Workshop packet available in Appendix
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Figure 144 - questions which the participants discussed with each other in order to "purchase" components for their
devices

As more than a skill building session, however, the workshop component of Living Lightning was
created to encourage critical reflection following the style of Ratto’s Critical Making. In Ratto’s original
Critical Making workshops, he periodically
interrupted the teams to ask them to reflect on the kinds of help they were getting from digital
resources, what help they received from their teammates and others in the room, and how the
materials themselves informed their decisions. 540

I designed our workshop with a specific mechanism for triggering discussion in this manner. In our
sessions, the participants “purchased” the components, such as LEDs, or wire, at each step of their
design by receiving different reflective questions and prompts. They were asked to meditate on this
concern while continuing their building. At some point, they would bring up their thoughts and lead a
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discussion in the room with others. I designed a series of questions and prompts initially, but participants
could bring up and discuss their concerns as well. Questions such as “What part of your tool can tell a
lie?” or “Which of your animal’s senses would you want for yourself?” were designed to cause to
critical analysis of the technological, biotic, social, and environmental structures pervading this project
and their research.

Figure 145 - participants attaching electronic firefly costumes on each other

Again, while this workshop lead to the fabrication of a functional object, our critical making goals
focused on the reflective, collaborative engagement with the materials themselves. Ratto elaborates on
this concept:
Therefore, while critical making organizes its efforts around the making of material objects,
devices themselves are not the ultimate goal. Instead, through the sharing of results and an
ongoing critical analysis of materials, designs, constraints, and outcomes, participants in critical
making exercises together perform a practice-based engagement with pragmatic and theoretical
issues. 541
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Figure 146 - Performing the Fireflies' Behaviors in Their Environment

7.2.1.5.3 Performing the Technology
This project also features a performative half which feeds back into the design and understanding of the
behavioral system. From experiences in the previous workshops, a flaw seemed to be that once the
devices were built or examined in the workshop, they were never really brought into the forest.
Moreover, the critical discussions seem to dwindle quickly after the workshops ended. In order to
maintain the participants’ engagement with the technology and the living creatures, several performative
games were scheduled as part of the workshops.

Acting with the devices into the fireflies’ natural habitat, the dark jungle provided additional levels of
analysis upon the actions of the different constituents of the performance. An interview with a local
firefly expert let us design our basic script. This literally follows Crease’s statement about the
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theatricality of science that “a theory, we might say, scripts a phenomenon.” 542 The mating ritual of
fireflies’ features the males roaming the forest, broadcasting a specific pattern of light and searching for
a female-specific response. The females sit and wait, and respond only to the most attractive males.
Transforming these behaviors into our performance created a hide-and-seek style game where
participants with female gendered costumes hid in the woods, selectively flashing their costume in
response to passing males. The participants had also programmed various Arduino “brains” with
different genders and variations of the firefly patterns, and even predatory mimics, allowing them the
additional ability to swap personas between different rounds of the mating game that emerged.

The most obvious point for reflection in this performance came from our own experience in tweaking
the emergent performative play. Embodying this behavioral system revealed the pros and cons of light
communication in a forest environment. In the pitch black forest, one’s sensitivity to seemingly
insignificant variations in flashing patterns was heightened. Crawling through the abstract environment,
one was invited to feel the strangeness of peering through alien eyes. The sporadic breakdowns back
into of normal human behavior that occurred during these sessions, such as talking with passersby,
became framed as inauthentic to this experience, and caused manipulations in the rules, such as “no
talking.” In discussions afterwards, some participants noted that improvisations one made to correct
accidents in behavior, such as approaching another male, stirred one’s mind into eager thinking about
how actual fireflies made these changes.
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This performance also provided reflexive engagement with our animal audiences. Our costumes
attracted not only other game players, but sometimes actual fireflies, as well. The inverse was also true
during some play sessions, when an individual wandered into the woods chasing an actual firefly instead
of a participant. These were exceptional moments, in that we were able to directly observe, from within
a dynamic behavioral system itself, the triggers and corrections the fireflies made as different aspects of
our actions and costumes attracted or frightened off the animals. Our back and forth interplay with the
creatures themselves confronted directly with Schechner’s statement:
Whatever the human cultural aspects of play, there are also ethological aspects. Ethologically, play
and ritual are closely related. Just as human ritual has roots in nonhuman animal behavior, so play
has been observed in many species. 543

Lastly, these performances brought our attention to the roles played by the environment and the tools.
Crease notes, “A performance is fresh and unique when it is synthetically attuned to the specific
conditions of the environment in which it takes place.” 544 Our performance as fireflies was inseparable
from the habitat of the inspirational creatures. Unable to fly ourselves, we grew immediately aware of
the difficulties of terrestrial navigation in a tangled forest with low light conditions. Our limited mobility
also made us aware of the three-dimensional shape of our “stage,” and the restrictions we had to place
on the performance because of this. Situating ourselves in an unfamiliar context with limited abilities
also drew our attention to unknown components of the environment. For instance, the lack of light
revealed hidden patches of a faint bioluminescent fungus which is invisible in most light.
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Overlooked environmental factors, such as the dense tangles of the jungle, spurred reflection on the
technologies’ behaviors, and how participants might tweak the design for different engagements, such as
sewing in loose wires of the costume to one’s actual clothing. Broken devices caused some participants
figuring out ways to puppeteer the flashing of their suits by tapping a battery against the legs of an LED.
The persistent periods of restructuring and reflection refined the fluency in the participants. For example
after one performance session, several participants traveled into the city for the weekend, and on the bus
repaired and adapted their costumes for dancing at nightclubs.

7.2.1.6 Workshops Summary
The workshops demonstrated the value of hands-on interaction for analyzing digital tools and
ecosystems. During their iterations, the value of this type of practical engagement and analysis grew
ever more present. First, these workshops gave the participants greater agency when it came to digital
devices. Having even the most basic physical computing skills, such as soldering and programming a
blinking light, encouraged the participants to develop and modify their own equipment. Several
researchers came back after the workshops to repair field equipment with their new soldering skills,
program different patterns on the parts they programmed, or add buttons and other new features to
existing tools.

These hands-on workshops were also valuable for their ability to present immediate references for
discussion and analysis. Having the digital tools available enables the researchers to directly understand
the capabilities and limitations of the technologies in a concrete fashion, instead of as abstract concepts.
Bringing projects into the field, like in the Living Lightning workshop, similarly granted immediate
reference with which to discuss difficult concepts in the abstract.
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The performative nature of the Living Lightning project also helped immerse participants in the behavior
of the animals. Having the participants play and interact in the forest forced them to closely observe and
engage with the engagement foreign world of the fireflies. This feature augments an ethologist’s
observation by promoting a thorough study of the creatures by locking the scientists into the same
physical and temporal frames of the animals.

Open-endedness became an important feature for ethological designs. Having basic tools that could be
readily incorporated into a variety of contexts enabled participants to explore their own research
questions. Though the projects in the later workshops presented concrete projects with specific goals
such as counting insects or detecting herbivory, the devices were created in a generalized fashion that let
the students manipulate the devices for use with other animals, other research questions, or in other
contexts. For examples, some students were quickly able to adapt devices originally framed for detecting
insects to experiment with their effect on frogs. Thus open-ended exploration can be promoted by
leaving the designs themselves open-ended.

The final key feature of the critical making workshops came from their analytical abilities to shine light
on hidden assumptions involved with the research. Building a piece of technology from the ground up,
or bringing it into the wild, provided direct evidence of the true mechanisms and abilities inherent within
it. For instance, the group had incorrectly assumed that small LEDs were of a similar brightness to the
fireflies, but once brought into the field, it became apparent that these LEDs were magnitudes brighter
than the natural lights. Likewise, when the participants in the behavioral robotics class brought their
capacitive touch sensors outside, they found a wide range of varying sensitivities between similar
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devices and similar plants. These abilities of the workshops to aid in Technological Agency, analytical
reference, and the reframing of mental models are present in the projects and performances.
Important Design Features – Workshops
Practical Engagement with Technology
Immediate Reference
Immersed Attention
Open-Ended Design
Reflective Design

7.2.2 Projects
The behaviors and abilities of the nearby jungle creatures motivated several projects exploring new
digital means of interaction. Much of the inspiration came from the early, explorative devices of
foundational ethologists which experimented with dynamic stimuli directly in the creatures’
environments. For instance, David Best’s simple “robotic” hawkmoth, which could be lit up when a bird
approached, consisted of little more than a lightbulb and a transparency sheet, but it enabled Best and
Tinbergen to ask questions interactively about the bird’s behavior. 545 Working with ethological
collaborators in the forest would often prompt a novel question concerning specific phenomena
observed. These questions inspired the design of exploratory projects utilizing digital technology.
7.2.2.1 Leaf Cutter Morse Code
The leaf-cutter ants (Atta) are one of the most salient life forms in the jungle, dominating the forest
while carrying little green flags along well-worn paths. Their ubiquity spurred the curiosity of many of
the biologist participants involved. One striking particularity of the leaf-cutters was their determination
to follow one set path, even if blocked. This is in contrast to other ants, like army ants, whose adaptive

545

(Tinbergen 1958, 128)
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way-finding abilities have been described. 546 While ant-traffic is an often-studied topic in entomology,
many of the setups add static changes to the environment. For instance, in Dussutour et al.’s analysis of
leaf-cutter ant traffic jams, the width of a bridge along the foraging path of the ants is changed during
separate trials. 547 The behavioral abilities of computers, however, sparked a curiosity to see how the ants
might react to a continuously changing impediment to their path.

Figure 147 - Image of experimental setup of varying Static bridge widths in Dussutour et al. 548

In the “Leaf-Cutter Morse Code” project, a Teflon-covered servo gate opened and closed over an
established leaf-cutter path. This simple device could open and close in rhythms corresponding to Morse
code dashes and dots. Cameras were set up downstream of the leaf-carrying ants, to monitor how the
clusters of ants released from the gates behaved. The coherency or dispersal of the dynamic upstream
traffic jams could be monitored by viewing the degradation of the original Morse code messages. The
more noise in the coded message, the quicker the ants had recovered from the hold-ups caused by the
moving barrier.

546

(Couzin and Franks 2003)

547

(Dussutour et al. 2009)

548

(Dussutour et al. 2009)
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Figure 148 - setup of the device in the field

Figure 149 - data from counting green pixels of the ants carrying leaves which can reconstructed to spell digital media
in Morse code (with additional noise)

Through simple computer vision techniques (counting up the bright green pixels of the leaves the ants
carried), the original Morse-code message could be reconstructed. Studying how this message decayed
gave insight to the colony’s emergent techniques for navigation and obstacle avoidance. Tweaking
specific factors like dash-and-dot duration, or the positioning of the device closer or further away from
the nest, fostered an understanding of the ants’ responses to dynamic yet persistent changes which could
be further developed into fuller experiments like Dussutour’s. It took much engaged play with the device
and the ants to discover appropriate parameters for sending any kind of message through their
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movements. If the dash-and-dot durations were too short (<4 seconds), the ants would recover a smooth
flow immediately. If the gate was held down for too long (>60 seconds), they would begin the process of
rerouting their pathway around the dynamic barrier. The most intriguing cases happened in between
where the ants were caught between their proclivity to stay on the same physical path, and their natural
avoidances of traffic problems. The cameras observing their patterns stationed at varying distances from
the blockade (5cm and 100cm) could be compared to illustrate the ants’ natural recovery from the
barrier.

Figure 150 - Leaf-cutter Morse code repurposed for Flick-O-Matic

Unfortunately, the computer vision step involved post-processing later at a computer in the lab. This
prevented immediate manipulation, tuning, and understanding the full impact of variables on the ants’
moveable groupings. Instead, the project forced reliance on one’s own observations and guesses as to
how well the information would be finally picked up by the camera and processing system.

As an exploratory system, though, this tool served well. It prompted questions which could be
scientifically refined and utilized in a full experiment. The Morse code message is an arbitrary
motivation for engaging with what could be standardized data, but in ways that nurture deeper
engagement with the human. It also evaluated the abilities of certain technologies in the wild such as
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how to power and weather-proof a simple digital gadget. The basic computer vision traffic monitoring
functioned well, and the servo device itself was later re-purposed for Marting’s Flick-O-Matic.

7.2.2.2 Leaf- Cutter Cut-Up Poetry
The leaf-cutter’s unique abilities spawned another exploratory project. Marting and his lab’s interests in
ant tracking continuously motivate the exploration of new ways to computationally monitor the ants’
movements. For instance, Marting’s advisor’s work with another type of ant, Aphaenogaster cockerelli,
investigated their collective movements by having them track artificial loads with a computer vision
system. 549 The omnipresent leaf-cutter ants in Panama also spurred curiosity about their movements of
large volumes of materials. How and when they decided to bring items back to the nest, store them in
“leaf-caches,” or discard items is another topic of research amongst ant-ethologists such as Hart and
Ratnieks. 550 Exploring how to induce ants to carry surrogate materials (false food) is an important part
of the design of digital ethological systems.

Figure 151 - original tests for ants carrying messages
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(S. Berman et al. 2011)

550

(Hart and Ratnieks 2000)
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Along with collaborators Marting and Mercedes-Perez, this research investigated how to get the leafcutter ants to carry different materials back to their nest in the wild. It is a thought-provoking game to
play during idle time while waiting for other experiments, to try to get an ant to carry something other
than its triangular bit of leaf. As an artistic incentive, the idea developed to explore the use of these ants
for Cut-Up Poetry generation. Cut-Up Poetry harks back to the Dadaists use of procedural, protocomputational methods to attack rational thought in art. 551 Groups like the Oulipo would design physical
systems to randomize content to generate artworks. 552 The idea for this project was to use the ants
themselves as a means of randomizing texts.

The general plan was to print words or phrases on different materials, distribute them near leaf-cutter
pathways, and film them carrying the words back to their nest. The serialization of this random mass of
words through the ants walking along a straight path would generate a linear text. At the same time it
would also conduct early research on getting the ants to carry arbitrary loads for future computational
projects.

551

(Burroughs and Gysin 1978)

552

(Lescure 2003)
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Figure 152 – Refined version of Leaf Cutter Cut-Up Poetry: double-sided printing of 9 point text on paper, dousing in
urine, leaving in caches near a pathway, and observing their transport

Different types of surrogate materials were tried with varying success. Multiple sizes and types of paper,
plastic, and leaves were used. These substrates were also doped with an assortment of chemicals such as
sugar, water, salt, and even blood. After the first season’s experimentation with the Leaf-cutter Poetry,
though, a serendipitous stumble across an online researcher’s blog revealed that urine might be the
answer. 553 Science blogger Phil Torres pointed out a study by Costa et al. used a “solution of human
urine and water (1:1) as an attractant” for leaf cutter ants. 554

553

(Torres 2012)

554

(Costa 2008)
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The final solution consisted of dipping double-side printed rectangles of standard copy paper into human
urine, which the ants would readily pick up and carry towards their home. For monitoring the ants,
cameras were directed towards the path near the entrance of their home. Two cameras had to be used,
one looking top-down and one pointed from the side in order to capture the text, which the ants carried
sideways or flat. Poems such as this were created from this method.

To My Face
Love
green
situated
Love
Day
Miracles
of the brave
of course
and Antennae
What
what
Day
Night
Green
I can’t
Digital
Dream
Blue
Armies

Figure 153 - Poem generated by the ants
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Though little computation was used in this project, it also provides key insights for the development of
scientific technologies. Ascertaining the appropriate surrogate material which the ants will willingly
carry opens up possibilities for studying their movements through lightweight sensors or artificial
trackers (like augmented reality fiducials or simply different colors of paper). It also tests setups of
digital equipment needed. Originally, the group had erroneously thought that a single camera would be
able capture the information carried by the ants, but iterative testing proved the dual-camera setup was
necessary when conducting such a project in the field.
7.2.2.3 Stereo Smelling
While shadowing Marting in the jungle, he would often stop and remark at interesting and unusual
smells. These scents possessed an ephemeral quality and would rapidly disappear before the source of
the strong scent could be found. This phenomenon drew attention to the importance of spatialized
olfaction when trying to locate other creatures by smell in the thick forest. Discussing how other animals
manage to rapidly locate smells revealed their stereo sensors. These experiences led to a project to help
scientists step into their animal’s perceptive world through digital tools.
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Figure 154 – Image of Luna Moth Antennae 555

This commenced a project to try to give humans the experience of stereo olfaction. Over several years, a
device, the Stereo Olfacticon, was developed to help a human spatialize scents. The first trials consisted
of long straws placed in a person’s nostrils. This larger parallax intended to help a human distinguish
from which side a scent originated. The devices were tested by holding cinnamon or other strong smells
to one side of a blindfolded person. These tests demonstrated the human olfactory bulb seemed to not
differentiate between smells coming from one side or another.

Since the human nose could not properly distinguish odors spatially, the idea then became to use a
digital device to separate scents from each side of the body temporally. Fans were connected by tubes to
a painter’s mask, and controlled and powered by an attiny85 microcontroller and Lithium-polymer
battery. The fans were turned on alternately from one side to another, segregating which side new scents
came into the mask from moment to moment. The device could be adjusted to change the frequency
with which the fans alternated. The setup was played with in lab and field conditions with promising
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results: the user was able judge which side scents were situated. As a major first experiment with the
device, a biologist assistant, Jennifer Thompson, laid a secret pathway of cinnamon on the ground.
Participants were then blindfolded and successfully navigated the olfactory maze with the Stereo
Olfacticon.

Figure 155 - Initial testing of the stereo smelling device in the field

The value of this project lies in the use of digital media to create embodied sensations. Unlike many of
the other projects conducted which promoted new insights about the reactions and behaviors of animals
to novel interfaces, this project focused on how computers can be used to encounter the world from an
animal’s point of view. When first putting on the device, it did not seem to work well at all for
navigating. After about 10 minutes of adjusting to new sensory inputs however, one’s mind seemed to
rely less on the missing sense of sight, and began to explore the environment more in the way that
certain insects do by way of bi-directional smell.

This device also supported the values described by some of the researchers for devices and methods that
force one to pay closer attention to alien experiences. It caused performers to slow down, and change
one’s cognition of the environment. Using digital technology to generate such embodied experiences
then holds potential for helping scientists understand the environment from less anthropocentric points
of view. These novel encounters can help the scientists develop new questions to explore in their
research.
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7.2.2.4 Modular Ant Sensor Design
The work with Marting and his Flick-O-Matic, the ant aggravation device, exposed a need for digitallyaugmented sensing in combination with the actuation of the current tool. As he stated, Marting had the
realization that connecting the Flick-O-Matic as an “actor” to a sensor that detected ants could create
entirely new ways for “interact[ing] with the organism and see how its behavior changes.” Furthermore,
this collaboration with Marting led to the recognition that an entirely new sensing approach was needed
for studying rainforest ants in the wild instead of the lab.

Figure 156 - preliminary test for light-based ant sensor

Unlike laboratory studies analyzing intricate details of the ants’ behavior, Marting’s field research was
only concerned with whether or not an ant was present or absent on a particular part of the tree. Unlike
the lab, where the environment can be configured to isolate where the behavioral phenomena may occur,
the field studies needed sensors which could be widely distributed over a large area, e.g. along the trunk
of a tree. This new paradigm for insect sensing was a major departure from the traditional “one big
camera” approach. This new idea, which, according to Marting, “would solve the problem of hours of
video analysis,” prompted the design of a new type of insect sensor.
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Figure 157 - illustration of the basic functions of the ant sensor

A previous standard for collecting information from insects and other animals was camera-aided
observation. A scientist, like Marting, would perform many experiments, record them with video, and
later annotate the results. Coding software like JWatcher 556 is often used to aid this annotation process.
Much software is being built that attempts to automate this process of quantifying animal behavior
through video, like the Bio-tracking Lab’s Multitrack 557 program. This is a powerful method, used with
great results in many laboratories. This type of approach has many drawbacks, however, particularly in
the field. For instance, good tracking and identification often needs the ants to be individually painted
beforehand which is impossible with wild animals. 558 This method will be referred to as the “one big
camera approach.”

A different approach made from networks of smaller, cheap sensors distributed over a region in the
forest is possible. Instead of relying on only one expensive video camera to monitor one particular
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(“Ant Painting - Unique Identification of Insects” 2014)
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section of a tree, a researcher could instead create sensors that line the entire tree. This allows a
researcher to monitor the full colony’s external activities simultaneously. Digital Naturalism proposes
this proposed to the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, which awarded this research a fellowship
to design, build, and evaluate an initial version of such a device.

Figure 158 - One Big Camera Approach (Single camera aimed at one section of the tree)

Figure 159 - Small Modular Sensor Approach (Multiple, inexpensive sensors, monitoring behavior all over tree)

One Big Camera Approach (Conventional)
• Potentially Complex Analysis

Small Modular Sensor Approach (Proposed)
• Simple Analysis
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One goal of this project was to design this sensor on location in Panama, letting the environmental
context guide the design of this situated new artifact. Whereas such a device could theoretically be built
in a laboratory, the overwhelming overlapping environmental, biological, and technological factors
warrant a design in situ. Developing the sensor in Panama enabled rapid prototyping and testing of ideas
immediately in the specific research locations.

In general, new types of sensors would be wired and programmed in the nearby Gamboa lab during the
night, and then tested out on real Azteca ants in nearby trees during the daytime. Problems, concerns,
and new inspirations for the device are noted and then iterated on the next day. This design process
promoted rapid iterations, which also quickly culled unfruitful design paths.

During this project, many different sensory techniques were attempted to build a low-cost modular ant
sensor. Some traditional, inexpensive sensors, like IR photo-gates used in beehives, were unable to
manage the arbitrary geometry needed to monitor ants in the 3-dimensional forest. Other techniques like
capacitive touch, electric field proximity, reflected light, modulated light range-finding, thermal
imaging, and piezoelectric (vibrational) sensing showed varying degrees of promise. The iterations were
documented and shared with other researchers through discussions, online forums, and presentations.
This outreach incorporated human feedback on the viability and alternate uses of many of the designs.
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After several months of rapid prototyping the most promising technology seemed to be using optical
mouse cameras. These inexpensive, high-speed grayscale cameras have been used for low-cost gestural
interfaces in HCI projects such as Olwal et al.’s SpeckleSense. 559 They were also small and low-powered
enough to be assembled into lightweight packages that could be hung from trees with little interference.

Figure 160 – mouse camera based sensor

Early evaluations showed promise for detecting the passage of larger local insects, such as stingless bees
or leaf-cutter ants. They were still unable to detect Marting’s Azteca ants. The most limiting factor of
these sensors were their optics. The optical mice cameras were originally created to view small details
on almost adjacent surfaces. For the needs with the ants, a field of view 4-8 cm in diameter was needed
to be viewed from 15-20 cm distance. This led to rapid prototyping of different optical configurations.
None of these rough configurations, however, were able to provide the correct field of view and detect
the smallest ants.
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(Zizka, Olwal, and Raskar 2011; Olwal et al. 2012)
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Figure 161 - graphics from trials testing the abilities of the mouse camera ant sensor with various lenses and sizes of
ants

A major benefit to the design of this tool was its open-ended nature. Instead of working to create a
device built for one specific task, maintaining the basic simplicity of its function enables this tool’s
adaptation for other questions and animals. For instance, other butterfly scientists suggested this design
would work well as “eclosion detectors.” They have large quantities of cocoons in the lab which need to
be observed when the butterflies exit (“eclosing”). While the scientists know approximately what day
the cocoons will exit, waiting and observing many cocoons at once for several hours can be a daunting
task.

Such a sensor could also extend the use of camera traps, commonly used with large vertebrates in the
forest, to the micro-level. Attached to control cameras, sensors would trigger an exposure each time an
insect passes by to survey the diversity of a micro-region.

The principle value of this project, however, came from demonstrating the importance of Contextual
Crafting. Building the new type of sensor on location quickened the process of the design while
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avoiding investing time in dead-ends. Making and evaluating devices in situ helps them adapt to the
direct research question at hand.
7.2.2.5 Projects Summary
Conducting these physical projects with the scientists and their research animals revealed several key
design features for ethological tools. First, the projects showed the ability to raise new research
questions through their use. The Leaf-Cutter Morse Code project, for example, started with the playful
goal of sending messages through the stream of ants, but in its process generated several more research
questions such as “What frequencies will trigger grouping within the ants” and “From what materials
could such a gate be made to effectively and safely block the insects?” This directly responds to past
ethological research and illustrates a way in which the here proposed design and implementation of
digital naturalism tools can stand in dialogue with traditional ethological work.

The projects also showed the potential design feature of designing with natural materials. In the LeafCutter Cut-Up Poetry project, tapping a source of naturally occurring fluids (urine) created a mask for
the artifice of the pre-created leaves given to the ants to carry. The cut up poetry example also explored
the idea of using the natural abilities and bodies of the ants themselves as important components in a
digital tool. In the modular ant sensor design, a decision was made to use the trees as sources of support
for the sensors themselves, instead of building separate free-standing supports that paralleled the tree.
This again limited the introduction of foreign material into one’s experimentation, and reduced the bulk
of a scientist’s gear. Making use of natural materials lightens the burden of equipment that must be
transported, and, in this way, can be more conducive for fieldwork.

The projects also showed the importance of building in close proximity to nature. With the mostly
analog approach of the Leaf-Cutter Cut-Up Poetry project, this type of embedded feedback was a given.
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Because the variables could be manipulated by hand directly at the site of one’s exploration, one could
quickly iterate on different materials and designs until a solution could be found. Most electronic and
digital devices, however, offer less direct agency. Since they must be reprogrammed or rewired, a divide
grows between a tool’s design and its implementation. This division can be bridged however, by
physically creating these tools in close proximity to the sites where they were going to be used. In this
way, tools like the Modular Ant Sensor be iteratively tested and modified to meet the specific needs of
the site. The Leaf-cutter Morse code project featured a rotating potentiometer control that allowed the
human researcher to “tune” the frequency with which the device opened and closed. Informed by
“critical making” such immediate iteration and tool creation modification is an important part of the
process, and the projects indicate different ways for its realization

Obtaining feedback from peers was confirmed as another important element of design feature for digital
exploration. Like the literature reviews conducted by the scientists during their early exploration,
garnering feedback from their peers is likewise important to the development of their scientific
instruments and research questions. For instance, the design of the Modular Ant Sensor was improved
by documenting and sharing its design with the community, as much as by iterative improvements made
in the field. They highlighted trouble areas in the sensors design, such as interference with the ants’
movements, along with alternate uses, like detecting butterfly pupation. It became clear digital tools can
be crafted to promote documentation and sharing of their ideas through their design. The collaborative
nature of fieldwork where scientists are often forced to work together due to equipment or transportation
restrictions, further pushes digital naturalist participants to share and discuss digital tools.

Open-ended designs were another important feature of the designs of these projects. Creating devices
with simple, generalizable actions promoted exploration of different ethological systems. The simple,
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programmable gate of the Leaf Cutter Morse Code project, for example, was readily adapted for use
with Marting’s Azteca ants as the first version of the “Flick-o-Matic.” The modular ant-sensor’s openness in its design also showed its potential for other applications as macro-photography camera traps or
butterfly detectors.

The Stereo Smelling project highlighted a valuable feature for an ethological tool: enabling virtual
access to an animal’s sensory world. By using digital technology to artificially give a human an animal’s
sensory abilities, the researcher can embody the experience of their research animal. As noted in the
Chapter Two’s discussion of ethology, gaining access to an animal’s umwelt is key to understanding
their behavior. Thus, this access is important to a scientist’s early exploration. Seeing the environment
from the animal’s point of view allows the scientist to intuitively synthesize a multitude factors and
fosters the development of unique new research questions.

The projects also featured methods for immersing one’s attention in the unfamiliar worlds and actions of
the research organisms. By incorporating the researcher’s own body in the Stereo Smelling project,
one’s senses are directly plunged into an alternate configuration. Performing the maze trial with the
stereo smelling device also locked a participant into this strange configuration, ensuring that he or she
was forced to work with and learn from these new sensations instead of rejecting them. Such sensory
immersion can promote the tacit knowledge of a foreign environment necessary to spark intuitive
analysis and generate new research questions.

Key Design Features – Projects
Raises Questions
Integrating Natural Materials
Design Feedback from Nature
Design Feedback from Peers
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Open-Ended Design
Sensory World Access
Immersed Attention

7.2.3 Performances
The final types of activities conducted with the researchers at STRI were performances. As mentioned in
Chapter Five, Approach, Performance is a valuable tool for conducting scientific exploration. Scholars
like Crease cite performance’s ability to present and analyze new phenomena in research. 560 Scientists
can conduct such activities to evaluate new ideas with physical materials set in real-world environments.

Performances are also beneficial for scientific reflection. The act of conducting a prescribed ritual, as
Schechner and Turner argued, 561 brings one to a liminal space of reflection and analysis. This ability
helped scientists step outside their own research and re-evaluate the assumptions built into the design or
their experimentation. Similarly, they also served as an engaging means for the scientists to share their
researcher with others. Overall the events which took place in this research confirmed these values of
performance as both a tool for discovery and analysis. The goal of the various performance events
outlined below was to inform the design process while encouraging variation and reflection on
experimental setups.

560

(Crease 1993)

561

(Schechner 2002)
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7.2.3.1 Performative Prototyping
One role that Digital Naturalism took on within the STRI community was that of issuing contests.
Participants would often be challenged to enact or carry out some sort of performance intended to help
them explore multiple different factors in their research.

Some of the close collaborators of this research, such as Marting and Hubancheva were directed to
conduct “performative prototyping” exercises. These activities, inspired by other performance work in
HCI, 562 intended to get participants to physically act out parts of the dynamic digital systems they
intended to build.

Using their bodies and various props appropriated from their gear or nature, participants would
“program” each other and props with theatrical “pseudo code.” The scientists were directed to rehearse
these actions over and over to debug the script until we were satisfied.

562

(Burns et al. 1994)
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Figure 162 - Marting performatively prototyping an ant sensing device with plastic props situated in the rainforest

Hubancheva, for example, wanted an enclosed tray of food whose cover would slide back once a bat
moved to a certain location in an experiment. During the performative prototyping, the group would act
out specific components of the system with props, such as the sensor, the microcontroller, the bat, and
the robotic food tray. The interactors then observed the actions from within this system and pointed out
faulty assumptions. These actions made Hubancheva realize she needed to add a delay between the
actions of her sensor, and not directly map the sensor’s output to the servo’s movements, or else it would
be continually opening and closing.

Figure 163 - Hubancheva building and designing digital devices for interacting with bats
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This practice was especially important for Hubancheva. Like many of the scientists in this community,
English was not her first language. Coming from Bulgaria, Hubancheva’s oral English skills were quite
sufficient for fieldwork, but her written English suffered from comparatively less training in Latin
alphabets (Bulgarians use the Cyrillic alphabet). This hindered her use of traditional programming
tutorials.

While Marting had more experience with physical computing from our earlier work together, we still
conducted much performative prototyping work together. As he grew more familiar with the attributes
of a specific technology, though, these micro-performances because less formalized. During one outing
in the field, we performatively prototyped a design for a device with a gas sensor, a part neither of us
had used before, in between his field sites. At first, we used rigid, theatrical codes to start and stop the
performance as we worked through how one might implement such a tool, such as bowing and
applauding. As Marting’s tacit knowledge of the different technologies developed, however, he would
automatically manipulate and puppeteer the parts while discussing new features, functions, or uses of the
tools.

The knowledge obtained through this design process prepared the participants for future technological
and experimental setups. This kind of performative prototyping aided in experimenting with and
communicating procedural ideas needed for this highly physical interaction design.
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7.2.3.2 Jungle Fluids

Figure 164 - Cecropia tree surrounded by ice

During the research in 2013, two participants, Marting and Hubancheva, were each presented with a
challenge to recreate a famous work of performance art within their field sites. They were first provided
a curated a list of projects from which to choose, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Cut Piece” – Ono
“Fluids” – Kaprow
“Soap” – Kaprow
“Rhythm 0” – Abramovic
“Rest Energy” – Abramovic
“Birds” – Kaprow
“Raining” – Kaprow
“I Like America and America Likes Me” – Beuys

These works were selected because they are staples of performance art, and also because they deal with
relevant issues in the Digital-Ethological realm such as animal interaction, embodiment, and tool use.
The idea was that recreating these strange performances in their field sites would help the scientists see
the complex environments in which they worked from a new perspective
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Figure 165 - Images from Kaprow's original performance, "Fluids"

Figure 166 - images from the re-instantiation of fluids in the jungle

Marting chose Allan Kaprow’s work “Fluids.” 563 In the original piece, the artist built large ice-block
sculptures throughout Los Angeles and let them melt. Kaprow described this work as the production of a
“mystery” left to intrigue and interact with the citizens of LA. 564 In this way, the original work was

563

(Schechner and Kaprow 1968)

564

(Schechner and Kaprow 1968)
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rather akin to the exploratory assays of ethologists probing an animal population. Marting’s adapted
version followed a similar style but confronted creatures in the rainforest with this novel stimulus.
Marting’s adapted script went like this:

Purchase as much ice as possible at the Tienda565
Load ice into the truck
Create rings of ice throughout the jungle
Watch them melt
Watch the creatures’ reactions

Over the course of the day we drove up and down pipeline road creating 12 ice sculptures in the
rainforest. Rings were of varying sizes and over different types of terrain. Some were along streams,
some on thickly covered ground, some in forest clearings, and some wrapped directly around Marting’s
experimental Cecropia trees.

The version in the jungle illuminated technological and biological factors we had not previously
considered. First, the unfamiliar task of transporting massive amounts of ice into the jungle posed a
technical challenge. Parts of the task we had assumed would be easy, like obtaining a functioning truck,
turned out to be difficult. Other technical aspects of the performance that we had presumed to be
difficult, such as keeping the truck full of ice from melting immediately, were easily solved (in this case,
covering the truck bed with a white tarp). Running around Gamboa hunting for coolers and containers

565

A tiny convenience store in Gamboa
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for ice also showed different ways members of the local scientific community stored or used ice in their
practice.

Biologically, this novel phenomena exposed several unforeseen behaviors in the jungle insects that had
never before been exposed to frozen water. Marting’s Azteca ants, for instance normally acclimatize to a
foreign stimulus (such as tapping or leaf damage), and stop defense mode attacks after forty to sixty
minutes. When presented with a ring of ice around the tree, however, the ants attacked it full force for
more than ten hours. Many of the ants who were directly attacking the ice at the front of the army would
freeze solid, which then prompted another surprising new phenomenon. We were able to capture a
behavior where other ants would rescue these frozen ants by dragging them up to higher (warmer)
reaches of the stem. The rescue ant would then revive the frozen ant by grabbing and licking to thaw
them out. This was a new behavior for Marting, and we were able to share these strange early findings
with the Discovery Channel. 566 The entire project was also presented as an art installation at the
Slingshot Media Festival 2014.

“Jungle Fluids” was this research’s first full confirmation of the analytical and exploratory powers of
performances. The dissonance between a performance’s script and its actualized result reveals the
differences between mental models of the world and its actual functioning. Creating and acting out a
new series of protocol for the day based around a novel technology (the ice) helped Marting reflect upon
his standard practice and become thankful or critical of specific aspects of his work.

566

(The Discovery Channel 2013)
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The performance’s abilities to introduce novel stimuli and behaviors in a systematic fashion also
illustrate performances’ quality of “poiesis” described by Crease. 567 Creating these arbitrary sculptures
generated novel ethological behaviors, such as the ants pulling each other to safety, which stand to be
addressed scientifically. Fostering and analyzing new phenomena makes such forms of interactive
performances special for scientific exploration. This demonstrates a value which digital exploratory
devices should exploit. Performative digital tools created with the open, arbitrary qualities of a stimuli
like the ice, could similarly help the scientist’s reflect upon the development of their practice as well as
generate fresh stimuli for later experimental analysis.
7.2.3.3 Jungle Soap
Hubancheva selected another Kaprow piece Soap 568 to adapt for the jungle. The original piece carried
out around 1966 called for multiple series of actions over two days including dirtying one’s clothes with
urination, and covering cars on a busy city street with jam.

567

(Crease 1993)

568

Kaprow, A. (1966). Some Recent Happenings. New York, New York, USA. Retrieved from

ftp://202.83.110.129/Volume_1/from 2TB/KUNSTSTOFFE/Project MICA/kaprow_recent.pdf
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Figure 167 - images from the jungle soap performance

Hubancheva saw inspiration in the final act of the performance: covering one’s body with jam and
letting natural waters clean it. For her, it seemed like an opportunity to conduct an absurdist experiment
in the jungle. The basic script of her adaptation ran as follows:
Purchase all the Jam from the Tienda
Drive down pipeline road to Rio Mendoza
Strip off clothing and cover bodies in Jam
Hike upriver until you meet the waterfall
Jump into the waterfall to be cleaned
Float back down the river to the truck.

This project was publicized around Gamboa and drew four total participants. The project was discussed
with several researchers in the area, who like us, worried that the insects would be swarming us.
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It rained the day of the performance, which lessened the presence of biting insects but also swelled the
height of the river. Since part of our goal was to maintain the jam on our skin until we found the
waterfall, we were forced to take alternative pathways through the steep hills of the forest that avoided
crossing the flooded river.

Figure 168 - covering bodies with jelly in the forest

One participant noted that traveling barefoot through the jungle and with little clothing created a
different experience that revealed how loud one’s normal actions are. The way we moved was quite
different than when decked out with field clothes, equipment, and boots. The jelly on our exposed skin
also made us hyper-aware of each brush with a passing branch or leaves. Marting noted that, the new
quiet method of travelling through the forest, allowed him to approach a wild deer in the jungle without
scaring it away.
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Figure 169 - moving through the forest with minimal additional gear

In an interview during the performance, Hubancheva declared her biggest takeaway of the project to be
its assault on the sometimes problematic drive towards rationalism. For her, the importance of the
project was attacking the scientist’s persistent push for direct rationalization of all data. Hubancheva
introduced the jars of jelly as scientific tools that served alternative needs for the researcher, stating,
“These are important tools for the scientist because they can help remove, at least for one day, at least
for a few minutes, of the question ‘Why.’” This is similar to Lehner’s sentiment about the true values in
ethology: “For ethologists, having had the pleasure of observing animals and having learned what they
do is generally exceedingly rewarding without having yet fully understood why.” 569

569

(Lehner 1998, 540)
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Figure 170 - Hubancheva explaining the importance of the jelly as a scientific tool

She described that scientists were plagued by the constant questions that narrowed researchers focus on
the minutiae of the broader aspects of the rainforests. She was still supportive of rationalistic methods
for divining information from natural systems, but thought it was important to use “tools” like these to
go on a “logic holiday” that lets the scientists step back from their own research.

Figure 171 - the return of the performance, cleaning selves in the river

At the end of the performance she noted, “I am thinking of nothing, so this was a success…I feel the
power of the jungle, it washed the jelly out and so we can become scientists again.”

In accord with two of the hypothesized goals for performance of analysis and discovery, this project
promoted both exploration as well as practical reflection for the researchers.
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7.2.3.4 Leaf 5 Lover
The participants had been were invited to conduct their exploratory performances like Jungle Fluids,
early in our work together. To then close out the summer’s research, they were challenged to create a
performance that served purposes of outreach. The intention was to share this field season’s research in
a way that engaged both STRI and Gamboa communities. Part of the task was to examine how digital
technology might play a role in facilitating audience interaction in the performance. The other part of
these outreach performances was to create a performance that enacted a scientific question. These
projects sought to see how turning preliminary versions of the participants’ still-developing work into an
interactive work could feed back into their scientific exploration. In this way, these outreach
performances examined the lesser explored region of a scientist’s process between exploration and
dissemination.

Another part of the design of this challenge was to discover methods for connecting with participants in
simultaneously emotional and scientific ways. We also aimed to serve the entire diverse audience of
scientists, students, and local (potentially non-English-speaking) community members.

For Marting’s project, an additional framing was added to the performance to focus the design space. I
stipulated that the performance would take the form of an interactive “love story.” I utilized this
stereotypical story structure to narrow the problem space and speed up the design process of this play.
The concept behind formatting this story as a love story was also inspired by the Romantic ideas of
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making the familiar strange and the unfamiliar, familiar from Novalis’s definition. 570 The radical
anthropomorphism of these insects intended to provide additional hooks that drew participants into the
strange world of the ants.

We tackled this problem together, first by listing and then mapping the elements of a standard love story
to potential combinations of the ants’ interactions with their environments. Early drafts featured love
triangles at different levels of organization: from individual ant’s interactions, to the potential “love” a
colony as a whole might feel for its host tree. One hypothesis from Marting’s research was that certain
Azteca ants might loyally guard particular leaves. We ran with this idea and incorporated a feature from
his research experimentation, Azteca’s response to invading leaf-cutter ants, to supply the conflict within
the story. We had one final mapping process, where we connected digital and physical interactions of
actors, audience members, and props to specific features and characters of the play.

570

(Michel Foucault, Volume 2 1994)
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Figure 172 - scenes from the Leaf-5-Lover performance

The result was a 30-minute outdoor performance in Gamboa. We planned for emergent audience
participation, and cast them all as members of the ant colony deeply in love with a certain leaf on their
home-tree. To script the audience into their roles, simple “antenna” costumes were created out of
rubberized wire, and handed out as admission tickets. These functioned as a type of performative
threshold object which scripted the participants into engaging with the play as ants.

All audience-participants were lead to the hidden site of the performance via a strongly scented
“pheromone trail” made from concentrated oils (borrowed from a scientist doing experiments with
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insects and smell). This added an additional scripting of the participants into the ants’ “world” while
letting them experience scientific theories about the ants’ chemical communication.

The audience then emergently followed the lead of one “main character ant” (played by Marting) while I
read narration of events that occurred. The plot highlighted many aspects of the symbiotic system, with
the audience moving in and out of the giant Cecropia tree painted on the ground in day-night cycles. It
also demonstrated the Azteca’s patrolling behavior Marting observed on the leaves and stems for
aberrations (such as vines or invasive insects). This led to the climax of the plot, where a proportionally
giant leaf-cutter ant puppet began eating one of the leaves, and had to be torn to shreds and thrown off
the plant.

Figure 173 - images of the ant-puppet and its sonification device

A digital interface was attached to the 6 meter long ant puppet. This large Leaf-Cutter model was built
with sensors on its appendages to detect when the puppet’s legs had been ripped off (as the Aztecas do to
the Leaf-Cutters in real life). A nearby researcher had actually been recording the sounds that leaf-cutter
ants made when being attacked. These sounds were programmed to play from an on-board speaker to let
out realistic ant-screams when torn apart by the audience members during the climax of the play. On
show day, however our speaker was not loud enough to be that noticeable to the audience during the
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outdoor presentation. It was noticeable to the puppeteers, however, and added an extra level of detail to
the experience of being eaten by a swarming colony of ants. Overall, the greatest takeaway was
designing the digital sensors into this puppet functioned as an opportune design exercise combining
dramaturgy, digital crafting, and scientific recording techniques.

Figure 174 - audience participants discussing the real ant-plant system after the performance

After the main presentation, everyone gathered around an actual Azteca-Cecropia tree to witness the
original system from which this play was adapted. The actions of the real Azteca ants defending their
leaves allowed people to connect the animals’ behaviors to the embodied interactions they just
experienced in the play. This was especially true of participants whose English language skills may have
prevented them from keeping up with the fast-paced narration. Audience members were able to point to
specific actions they had undertaken in the play, and ask questions of how they related to the real system
of insects moving in front of them.

The project was hailed as a success in the eyes of the community and talked about for days afterwards.
Participants were invited to leave remarks about the performance in a comment book at the end. They
were all positive and noted a good interplay between engagement and scientific dissemination. One
person said that it was “creative and so informative.” Another participant gave the piece the following
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review: “An interactive work of drama infused with a backbone (or apodemes) of genuine science. A
grand time to be in Gamboa.”
:
Leaf 5 Lover demonstrated the unique powers of embodied performance for engaging with early
concepts in ethological research. This performance project originally targeted dissemination: the goal
was to share ideas from Marting’s early work. This outreach, however, fostered development of the
little-used area of feedback between the exploration and dissemination of a scientist’s process. By
exposing large groups of people to the basic structures and behaviors in his work, and engaging them
through empathy, these outsiders became better able to discuss ideas about Marting’s research system.
The project’s promotion of embodiment gave participants equal reference frames from which to base
their reflections after the performance. Additionally, this performance gave Marting a chance to
construct a world through which he could see through his ants’ points of view. According to Marting,
being able to obtain this different perspective was a valuable way of reflecting on his early research and
in thinking of new types of research questions to ask. Therefore, this project showed the value of two
important concepts digital exploratory tools could promote: enabling researchers to share aspects of their
early exploration, and embodying animal perspectives.

7.2.3.5 Performances Summary
These performances revealed and confirmed several imperative qualities for designing ethological tools.
First, embodying and acting out parts of a computational system within the target environment provided
the immediate references needed to discuss and analyze specific, abstruse features of the system. Like
the algorithm controlling the robotic food tray in Hubancheva’s design for the dynamic bat-feeder,
previously-unnamed concepts or components can be more readily discussed given the immediate
references provided through performances.
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The performances also demonstrated their utility in raising new research questions during a scientist’s
exploration. Confirming Crease’s notions of the generative abilities of dynamic interactions, 571
performances such as Jungle Fluids demonstrated the effectiveness of introducing novel behavioral
stimuli. Enacting new rituals involving the animals and technology spawns new behavioral phenomena,
such as the ants rescuing each other from the ice. The revelation of these new phenomena reveals new
questions for a scientist to explore. Insofar, performative approaches did add to the ethologist’s assay
phase by critically questioning the scientist’s role and often perceived frame. This, itself, was seen by
ethologists – like Hubancheva – as a valuable effect. Thus the ability to raise questions via performative
actions should be considered in the design of ethological tools.

Though the performances did not directly lead to the development of a specific tool (and were, indeed,
not meant to), they also benefitted from receiving iterative feedback through designing in close
proximity to nature. Manipulating the ice, observing animal reactions, and manipulating again showed
the importance of designing actions or materials with nature. As such, the contextual environment of
these ethological activities should be considered in the design of ethological tools.

The performances further confirmed the valuable feature of obtaining design feedback from other
humans. The success of several performances came from aspects of their design which promoted
feedback from the larger community. Leaf 5 Lover, for instance, physically engaged the community with

571

(Crease 1993)
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nascent ideas from Marting’s research, which were discussed afterwards with participants. Though
typically associated with ethologists’ other research stage of dissemination, outreach, also functions as
an important feature to strengthen digital exploration.

Like the devices made in the workshops and projects, these performances corroborated the value of
open-ended designs for ethological exploration. Performances like Jungle Fluids and Jungle Soap
carried abstract, scripted actions into the concrete world. Leaf 5 Lover had a tighter script, but
incorporated emergent audience participation through loosely described metrics. These metrics made the
activities adaptable to the dynamic context of the forest and animals’ behaviors. It is within these
adaptations and changes to the scripts important questions for further analysis are revealed. In this way,
a critical feature of ethological tools is their ability to promote open-ended activities.

These performances also expanded upon the significance of designs that promote sensory world access.
In performances like Leaf 5 Lover, the participants were placed into a set constructed to let them
experience the physical world of the miniature ants. Acting within this world helped the researchers ask
new questions about how and why the ants might behave in different circumstances. Being placed into
the world of the research organisms encouraged scientists to synthesize and evaluate the concepts
developed in their exploration.

In addition to accessing the foreign worlds and actions of the creatures, immersing one’s attention in
these realms was another important feature of these performances. Fitting the encouragements from the
Chapter Six’s case studies with Marting and Klein’s for augmenting one’s observation, the performances
help interactors maintain focus on specific activities. The basic script of “Jungle Soap,” for instance,
forced the participants to continue their atypical actions for a minimal duration of time (until they
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reached the waterfall). Leaf 5 Lover similarly kept interactors’ focus locked in the foreign world for a
time specified by the script. Beyond temporal impositions, however, the performances incorporate one’s
own body for further immersion in these activities. Such is the strength of many of the performative
prototyping activities. Confirming suggestions by Burns et al’s performative Informance Design,
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Acting out the activities to be programmed such as in the Performative Prototyping exercises helped

evaluate digital concepts while keeping the designers engaged (instead of back programming at a
computer). These exercises were particularly useful for granting novices agency over the design of
digital instruments. By making interactors utilize their bodies to act out abstract concepts, they reported
better understandings of, and were able to pay closer attention to details of the actions which their minds
might otherwise gloss-over.

A final key feature for designing ethological exploration tools is their ability to illuminate hidden
assumptions. Exploring the plasticity of seemingly rigid schemes is a typical quality of performance and
thus performative techniques did fulfill their expectations here. During their Performative Prototyping,
participants gained new perspectives on the systems with which they engaged, allowing them to address
previously unforeseen aspects of these systems. Likewise, performances like Jungle Soap revealed to the
scientists how they generally assumed they moved quietly through the forest. After shedding their gear
and clothes, however, and encountering new animals, it became clear that one’s basic movements do
have an effect on the animals’ behaviors. Thus, these performances expand upon the value of designing
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(Burns et al. 1994)
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exploratory tools that promote reflection of one’s activities and work to reveal assumptions that may
have been hidden.

Important Design Features - Performances
Immediate Reference
Raises Questions
Design Feedback from Nature
Design Feedback from Peers
Open-Ended Design
Sensory World Access
Immersed Attention
Reflexive / Illuminate Hidden Assumptions

7.3 Speculative Tools for Exploration
The participants were charged with an additional reflective question following their participation in the
questionnaires or ethnographic interviews. This research posed a follow-up question asking the
participants what kinds of tools they wish they had for their exploration or could imagine in a future (or
magical) device. This additional probing sought to illuminate or reinforce any of the findings made
through the workshops, project, and performances.

Their speculative responses took the form of either descriptions of current problems or futuristic tools.
The scientists’ responses to this prompt remained quite practical, overall. Some participants gave a
panacea-style response like “track automatically every single animal in space and time.” The majority
of responses, however, focused on creating new experiences for the researcher and the animals. Three
primary categories emerged from the participants’ replies: improved feedback between scientists and
their computers, new feedback between animals and digital devices, and tools to gain access to the
hidden worlds of the animals.
7.3.1 Rapid Analysis – Human-Computer Feedback
First, these speculative concepts demonstrate the value the scientists place on feedback. Many of the
analytical techniques used by the researchers in their early studies, such as DNA analysis, require time
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and effort before even the most fundamental questions can be answered. One scientist describes this
fully with her thoughts on future exploratory tools:

A portable/handheld "barcorder" that could instantly identify (by DNA) any organism you fed it
(e.g. a piece of leaf, or a bug leg), or, all the constituents of a microbial sample (e.g. soil, a
puddle, bug feces). Currently there's a long delay between collecting a sample and knowing (by
DNA) what microbes are in it, so you can't modify fieldwork plans using data as you go.

Other researchers also described this urge for greater immediacy in the knowledge that can be collected
by their tools. One scientist wanted a machine to automatically tell him the “chemical composition of figs
when they attract pollinators and bats.” Another described a desire for “A machine that measures
photosynthesis/transpiration/and water potential all at the same time...and doesn't take 30 minutes per sample or weigh a
ton.” Tighter feedback with one’s tools empowers the exploratory assays one can conduct in the field.

Responsive Interfaces – Animal-Computer Feedback
In addition to encouraging feedback between scientists and their tools, some scientists support the idea
7.3.2

of creating feedback between the research instruments and the animals themselves, as Marting describes:
“So we have this actor and this sensor, and I thought it would be cool to combine the two, and put the
sensor on the actor.” Elaborating on the earlier idea of a real-time ant presence sensor, Marting explains
a design for a scientifically interesting Cybiotic Interaction:

You could put this sensor on the Flick-O-Matic and if the activity goes below a certain threshold,
the Flick-O-Matic could flick the tree and the ants go crazy, and the Flick-O-Matic will only go
10 times or so, and then the ants will slow down, and it will drop below the activity threshold
again, and it will turn on the Flick-O-Matic, and you have sort of this activity cycle and see how
long the ants take to habituate, or see if they get tired, fatigue. And it could be a cool art project
too. [sic]

Klein also encourages such responsive tools between animal and machine, such as “a [robotic] frog that
responds to environmental stimuli. Is the mere approach going to modify a male frog’s behavior in
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calling?” Klein declares he “would love to see more dynamic, real-time, kinematic inclusions in
research studies.” As Marting notes, having research tools that could “interact with the organism” holds
potential for addressing novel research questions. Such devices could open up a new realm of
responsive, dynamic experimentation in ethology.
7.3.3

Observation Aids

7.3.3.1 Environment Access
Another technological wish of the scientists was to digitally empower their observations of animals.
Particularly within the dense jungle, the scientists can find many current observation methods limiting.
Moreover, several of the animals live in small, tight, or out-of-reach dwellings. Small ants’ activities in a
large underground nest are impossible to observe completely naturally. This can make observation in
nature impossible. A common desire among respondents was for tools that gave the users a peek into the
hidden homes of the wild animals. “I imagine a camera device that allow me to see what actually
happened inside the [ant] colony…in nature” states one scientist. Another researcher colorfully
provided advertisement copy for this speculative device:

The digger HD microscope: this amazing gadget created in the 2056 let any fungus-growing-ants
researcher dig in the soil and have High Definition observations in field about what’s happening
inside of the ant nest chambers.

Gaining access to the animals’ hidden worlds is a key concern of these researchers.
7.3.3.2 Sensory-World Access
In addition to entering the animals’ physical worlds, the scientists sought access to the creatures’ sensory
worlds. One researcher’s target device would help a scientist see through the eyes of small animals:
It is incredibly difficult to observe Trachops (or any bat really) in the field. This tool would
probably be a small, self-powered camera that could act as a GoPro on the bat to see what they
do.
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Rachel Page expressed a wish for a similar device for even just the audio of the bats from their point-of
view:

The hope is that then, you could see, you could hear, if it’s approaching a frog chorus, you know
the density… And when they eat, there’s a very distinctive sound they make… It would pick up
their own ultrasounds, and neighboring signals…and their capture success… [it] puts you in the
acoustic world of the Trachops.

Page’s lab is currently collaborating with an engineering firm to realize such a device. Through these
speculative suggestions, the scientists express desire for finding new ways of observing and
experiencing the full, rich details their creatures’ lives. In general, from this additional questionnaire, we
see the need for designing for feedback, creature experience, and interaction.
7.3.4 Digital Ethological Desires Summary
Overall, these participants expressed a desire for technology which could provide new ways of accessing
and experiencing the animals in the wild. Page elaborates on the value of a technology that doesn’t
directly answer specific questions, but instead provides thickly detailed open-ended experiences. In
discussing the bat-microphone, she notes that the volumes of raw audio data captured would be difficult
to process, but would afford valuable insight to many of the unknown details of the animals’ behaviors.
In this way she notes, such rich experiences are valuable because “it’d be like all kinds of experiments at
once, and completely in the wild.”

Important Design Features – Ethologist Desires
Rapid Analysis – Human Computer Feedback
Performative Tools – Responsive Interfaces Animal Computer Feedback
Environment Access
Sensory World Access
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7.4 Conclusion
The technological interventions offered a way to discover and confirm important features for the design
of ethological instruments. These workshops, projects, and performances function both for analysis and
discovery. The direct, physical engagement with the tools and practices in question enabled this research
and its participants to pry open and critique ideas and technologies normally taken for granted. These
activities also presented and evaluated novel phenomena in ways that promoted discovery of new
possibilities for computational tools. Overall, the interventions demonstrated key features important for
the design of ethological tools.
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Figure 175 - Useful design features for ethological tools and their origination in this research

Activities like the workshops demonstrated the value of practical engagement with technology when
developing new tools for research. Being able to manipulate the components oneself is key to
understanding the role these tools could play in research. It hastens the design process and helps
eliminate faulty assumptions about the abilities of a tool.
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The tools can also be designed to promote reflection of one’s overall practice. Tools and techniques that
let scientists critically analyze their own practices are valuable for upholding the inquiry-based style of
their research. Research of any kind can become stunted if the needs of a machine or setup unknowingly
begin to detract from the needs of the original research question. For instance, one scientist I interviewed
(who wished to remain anonymous) expressed this opinion about the possible hurdles that come with a
reliance on certain technological setups:

I feel that [our] lab has gotten into something of a rut with one (sometimes great) experimental set
up. It is good, but now I think a lot of experiments are designed around the set-up rather than the
questions, and it limits the type of questions that we ask.

Critical tools could help researchers become aware of invasive factors controlling their work. This
reflection can be fostered directly, as with the critical making exercises where participants “purchased”
components by leading discussion of cultural and biological concepts with the technology. The
reflection can also come from specific tools and activities. In Jungle Soap, the jelly covering one’s bare
skin made it suddenly clear when researchers brushed against even minor components of the forest. The
elimination of normal tools (one’s protective clothing and boots) helped the researchers reflect on the
amount of noise this gear normally introduced into the environment.

While feedback traditionally comes during a scientist’s dissemination period, these activities showed the
value of incorporating outreach into one’s scientific exploration. The design of the modular ant sensor
was strengthened by ritually presenting the latest iterations to multiple researchers. The Leaf 5 Lover
performance engaged with scientific and public communities to share research still under development.
The feedback from these peers opened a dialogue to foster discussion amongst the scientists evaluating
their tools and practices.
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Collecting immediate feedback from tools is another design feature desired by the scientists. This
feedback is the most requested feature described by the scientists’ speculative desires. As the scientists
noted, being able to know what information the tools have processed in a rapid fashion allows them to
draw better inferences in their exploration. The participants claimed that such feedback would allow
them to better modify their assays, letting them craft their research to more precisely answer their
questions. Tightening the feedback presented by ethological tools is thus a significant design factor to be
considered.

Working within the context that the tools will be used shows the value of obtaining design feedback
from nature, and using the ecosystem for immediate reference. Projects like the Modular Ant Sensor
owed the rapid refinements to their design to their onsite development. The tool could be tested
iteratively while gaining immediate validation from the real-world experience. Practical engagement
with the target environment also benefitted the workshops and performances. Having the physical
animals, rocks, trees, and rivers nearby helped participants concretely discuss and analyze ideas. The
design feedback and immediate reference grounded the development of the tools and techniques in the
given features and limitations of the true environments. This context-based design is important to
working within sophisticated systems involving multiple biological, technological and cultural factors.

Another feature discovered for the creation of ethological exploratory tools is the incorporation of
natural materials. In the Modular Ant Sensor project, the ability to use the trees themselves to support
the sensors again lightened the potential burden of a field researcher. Also, using natural materials in
such a sensor reduces the introduction of foreign materials to the animals which could potentially affect
their behavior.
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The ethological participants requested designs that could enable animal-computer feedback. Having
devices that respond to the animals would permit the scientists to explore deeper, dynamic questions in
their work. Projects like the Leaf-Cutter Morse Code also demonstrated how creating interactions
between animal and machine are useful in investigating behavioral responses to other behaviors.

Being able to better access the environments of their animals was another requested feature from the
ethologists. Having instruments that could more easily bring a person into the secluded environments of
their animals is valuable for their work. Although digital technologies may not yet be useful in opening
up these locations for exploration, the immersive qualities of digital media could be exploited in the
future as surrogates which could indirectly transport researchers up into the canopy or down into
underground ant nests.

The remaining request from the researchers’ speculative desires was the ability to experience the
animals’ sensory worlds. Performances like Leaf 5 Lover exposed participants to the types of sensory
abilities experiences by the ants through scripting their interactions with other characters (like gigantic
leaf-cutter ant puppets). Projects like Stereo Smelling directly immersed the users into the world created
by the senses of insects. Being in this sensory world promotes the intuitive analysis and synthesis of
research questions in the scientists in ways beyond what our human senses alone can afford.

Many of these technological interventions also functioned well to immerse the attention of the
researchers. When studying the foreign worlds and activities of animals, it can become difficult to
maintain focus. An important feature for ethological tools, then, can be those which encourage the
immersed attention of the researcher. Moving the Living Lightning workshop into the dark forest
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deprived participants of most stimuli. This helped force them to begin noticing slight changes in flashing
lights of the animals and each other. Similarly the Stereo Smelling project reduced one’s senses to
olfaction and thus promoted a meditation on how the animals might experience the forest differently.
The way in which the performances were scripted to set goals or lengths of time further condensed the
focus of one’s attention from the busy stirrings of everyday life to the situations at hand.

A key feature of many of these interventions was their ability to raise questions of their own.
Performances like Jungle Fluids demonstrate how the introduction of novel activities through tools can
spur unique new behaviors in the creatures themselves. Likewise, projects like Leaf-Cutter Morse Code
introduced new actions to the lives of the creatures (an oscillating gate) which helped generate new
research questions to ask. In this way, designing tools for curiosity can bolster a scientist’s exploration.

Finally, these technological interventions confirmed the necessity of open-ended designs in the
development of ethological tools. Instead of single-purpose tools, designs that can adapt in form or
function allows for improvisational use in a variety of contexts. The generalized tools with simple
functions created during the workshops for instance were able to be adapted for use with a variety of
different animals. The simplicity of the tools used in the Leaf-Cutter Morse Code project allowed
Marting to repurpose it for exploring alternative stimuli in his Azteca ants.

The way the tools are designed to be used can likewise allow for openness. Inspired by the adaptable
protocols used in Marting’s research, many of the performances like Leaf 5 Lover were scripted based
on heuristics instead of crystallized plans. Maintaining the openness in designs is important, particularly
at this early stage in an ethologist’s work, since it generally promotes the discovery of more questions.
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Digital tools that serve simple, adaptable functions enable ethologists to openly explore their own
research questions.

The next chapter will synthesize these findings from foundational literature, ethnographic research, and
the technological interventions presented here. Uniting these design features with the ethological
principles detailed earlier will form the design framework targeted by this research.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SYNTHESIZING THE DIGITAL-ETHOLOGICAL DESIGN FRAMEWORK
DEVELOPING AND ANALYZING TENETS FOR CREATING ETHOLOGICAL TOOLS WITH
DIGITAL MEDIA

8.1 Introduction
The previous chapters tackled the three research questions outlined in the thesis of this research: what
ethological practices and values need to be addressed by digital media, how digital media is currently
used in this field, and what types of guidelines could fulfill the needs of its practitioners. The results
from these questions create a target space around which a design framework can be constructed. This
chapter will unite these concepts and synthesize a general framework for designing digital ethological
media

8.1.1

Summary of Digital - Ethological Findings

8.1.1.1 Ethological Principles (Chapter Two, Chapter Six)

Chapter 2 analyzed the principles important to foundational ethologists, and Chapter Six extended this
analysis to contemporary ethologists. Both the present-day field biologists and their predecessors are
driven by the same three motivations: the opportunities to be in nature, be with animals, and pursue
open-ended inquiry. The pursuit of open-ended inquiry is the other driving characteristic of ethological
work. Following in the steps of the foundational leaders like Tinbergen, Wilson, and Hölldobler, many
contemporary ethologists are driven more by the quest for new knowledge about an animal, rather than
the answer to a specific question.
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To fit the needs of their open, exploratory work with animals in the field, ethologists treasure a
collection of qualities relating to their tools and practices. First, in a unification of its Romantic roots
and its necessary struggles with infinitely complex ecosystems, ethologists value intuitive analysis as
discussed in Chapter Two. While striving for empiricism when possible, the sheer complexity of the
systems with which they are involved force ethologists to personally make assumptions and connections
in their research. Tools and techniques that build scientists’ abilities for tacit understandings of their
work can strengthen such deductions.

Interaction and Observation are key components of ethological assays. Finding ways to augment
scientists’ abilities to study and engage with their animals extends to their abilities to conduct research.
To ensure their reliability, an ethologist’s tools should feature user-feedback and be field-ready.
Feedback informs the scientists if their tools are functioning properly, even when distanced from
laboratory gear like computers. Field-readiness helps a tool withstand and function appropriately in the
potentially harsh environments of their use.

The uniqueness of the creatures and environments studied by the ethologists require highly-customized
research instruments. Having bespoke tools enables these scientists to better pursue their specialized
inquiry. Being able to customize or create their own tools maintains ethologists’ agency over their entire
research process.

To ensure a practice’s or tool’s fit to the complexities of fieldwork, contemporary ethologists
highlighted additional values for onsite rapid-prototyping and adaptability. Tools and techniques that are
developed in close proximity to their use in the field can be iteratively tested and evaluated to strengthen
their abilities. The technologies developed must also be adaptable to the unpredictability of nature.
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Complex geometries, unexpected animal interferences, or weather problems should be avoidable
through built-in contingencies within the tools and techniques themselves.

Table 4 - Values for Exploration Promoted by Foundational Ethologists, Contemporary Ethologists, and Current

Analysis

Motivations

Digital Tools

Foundational
Ethologists
(Chapter 2)

Contemporary Ethologists
(Chapter 6)

Being in Nature

O

O

Open-Ended Inquiry

O

O

Being with Animals
Intuitive Analysis

Augmented Interaction

Augmented Observation

Tools

Instrument Feedback
Field-Readiness
Bespoke Tools

Technological Agency

Onsite Rapid Prototyping

O
O
O
O

O
O

Adaptability

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

8.1.1.2 Digital Tool Utilization (Chapter Six)

In contrast to the broad-ranging values held by the ethologists, digital media currently holds a narrow
use in this field. The investigation in Chapter Six showed that most computational tools focus on
empowering researchers’ experimentation by augmenting their ability to process or store data. The
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discussion in this chapter also noted that digital tools typically only target laboratory use. It is during
experimentation that the analysis showed the only extended use of the procedural and interactive
qualities of digital media. The spatial and encyclopedic abilities of computers have undergone greater
use in ethological dissemination (though typically as digital versions of conventional tools like journal
articles). Within ethological exploration, however, digital media’s use is minimal. Scientists’ tools for
exploration are typically analog devices, modified to help them explore the behaviors of the animals. In
exploration, digital tools typically are only used in specific instances, such as GPS devices for
navigating and digital cameras for capturing spatial information. Thus, this phase of an ethologist’s
research holds the greatest potential for new uses of digital media. The remaining question is how could
digital media be designed for ethological exploration in ways that continue to honor the principles of the
field.

Figure 176 - Digital Media's typical use within Ethological work
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8.1.1.3 Design Features (Chapter Seven)

The previous chapter looked to discover such design features pragmatically. Through real-world
activities, this research uncovered noteworthy guidelines for designing and constructing digital media
for ethology.

The workshops, for instance, showed the value of letting the ethologists have practical engagement with
their tools throughout the development process. Reflective tools and design practices which drew the
scientists’ attention upon their methods of their own research were also important for eliminating hidden
assumptions at this early stage of research.

Critical features of the digital design process included feedback from one’s peers, tools, and the
environment itself. Exploratory tools that helped share the early ideas coalescing in one’s research with
public and academic communities help validate and generate new ideas in one’s practice. Feedback from
the instruments themselves and the environments in which they are used assure their functionality and
relevance in context. Working with real tools, animals, and environments.was found to be necessary for
developing ethological tools, as it provides the immediate reference points for discussing hard-to-desribe
aspects of the ethological system.

Physically integrating natural materials into one’s hardware was another design concept which served to
foster exploration of the nearby materials, lighten the load of the biologist venturing into the field, and
potentially introduce fewer unknown variables into the system. Digital tools that could grant the
scientists access to new parts of their ecosystems were some of the most requested features mentioned in
their speculative wants. While digital media may not yet be as useful for physically transporting people
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throughout environments, as a media form it offers new opportunities for mediated exploration of
obscure areas. Likewise, digital media can augment one’s senses to let the scientists explore and intuit
the sensory worlds of their creatures.

As unique devices that can enact behaviors themselves, the interventions showed the early potential of
digital tools to augment their interactive abilities by providing dynamic feedback between the animal’s
behaviors and the functions of the tool itself. Digital media should also be designed to augment a
researcher’s observation by immersing their attention in the details of the behaviors and environments.
The final important features highlighted in the workshops, projects, and performances concern
themselves with exploration’s basic purpose – discovery – by raising new questions and leaving the
design of one’s tools open. Unique tools that promote the development of new thoughts and behavioral
phenomena bolster scientists’ ability to explore in their research. Leaving the design of one’s tools
partially open, instead of developed for a singular purpose, leaves them more robust and adaptable to
changing conditions and lets scientists rapidly repurpose the same tool in new ways.

Figure 177 -Important features for the design of ethological tools taken from technological probes and discussions of
desirable features with the scientists.

Technological
Probes
(Chapter 7)
Practical Technological Engagement

O

Peer Feedback

O

Tools for Reflection

Speculative
Desires
(Chapter 7)

O

Tool Feedback
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O

Design Feedback from Nature

O

Integrating Natural Materials

O

Immediate Reference

O

Environment Access

Sensory World Access

O

Immersed Attention

O

Animal Computer Feedback

O

Raises Questions

O
O
O

O

Open-Ended Design

O

8.2

The Design Framework

8.2.1 Synthesis
By combining the key principles of past and present ethologists with the field-tested features of the
ethological interventions, this research establishes the final design framework. The full compendium of
ethological principles and guidelines for which to design is broad and vast. Therefore, the task of a
design framework is to present these deep and wide-ranging concepts in a distilled way that helps a
designer or scientist achieve these goals. These concepts can be grouped into two basic categories
concerning the questions of how the tools are built, and then also what are the qualities of these tools.

First, two key concepts guide how these tools should be built, agency and context. The principles and
features like bespoke tools and practical technological engagement drive the framework’s guideline for
promoting Technological Agency. The impact and necessity of feedback from an ethologist’s complex
field sites foster the idea of Contextual Crafting, or building technology in the same environment in
which it will be deployed.
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The targeted functions for exploratory ethological tools fall under the ideas of immersion and OpenEndedness. To augment the scientist’s rational and intuitive understandings of the complexities of the
animals’ full ecological behaviors, it is important to design tools that immerse, rather than separate, the
researcher from the environment. Then, to promote the discovery integral to scientific exploration, one
can also develop tools for curious, open-ended, adaptable tools that raise questions themselves.

Figure 178 - Mapping ethological principles and design guidelines to construct the final framework

Principles

Features

Framework

Bespoke Tools

Technological Agency

Practical

Technological

Technological Agency

Engagement

Peer Feedback

Construction: How to build the tools

Instrument Feedback

Reflective Tools

Instrument Feedback

Being in Nature

Being with Animals
Onsite Rapid
Prototyping

Field-Readiness

Contextual Crafting

Design Feedback from
Nature

Immediate Reference
Integrating Natural

Interaction

Behavioral Immersion
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Tools

Augmented

Function:

Intuitive Analysis

Qualities of

Materials

Augmented

Observation

Instrument Feedback

Instrument Feedback
Animal Computer
Feedback

Environment Access

Sensory World Access

Immersion

Immersed Attention
Raises Questions

Open-Ended Inquiry
Adaptability

Open-Endedness
Open-Ended Design

Thus, the four guidelines proposed by the Digital Naturalism framework are: Technological Agency,
Contextual Crafting, Behavioral Immersion, and Open-Endedness. In their simplest forms, these
guidelines suggest that designing appropriate digital tools for ethological exploration requires one to A)
make tools understandable and manipulable, B) build these tools in close proximity to the wilderness, C)
viscerally engage the human and non-human participants, and D) design tools that promote open-ended
discovery. These four platforms of this design framework are elaborated upon below.

Technological

Promote transparency of the tools’

Contextual Crafting

Build the tools in the wild.

s

Function

Construction

Digital Naturalism Framework

Agency

Behavioral

Immersion

functions.

Create embodied, dynamic interactions
with animals
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Open-Endedness

Design non-specific, adaptable,
improvisational instruments

8.2.2 Goals of a Design Framework
The target of a design framework is to provide a concise set of ideas which, when followed, improve the
capabilities of the resulting products. In the same way that Murray’s Four Affordances 573 try to guide
designers of digital media as a whole, the Digital Naturalism framework presents key principles for
developing digital media which aim to serve an ethologist’s practice while helping designers avoid
potential pitfalls. The act of working towards one specific facet of the framework, such as “Contextual
Crafting,” will incorporate support for the ethological principles and design features upon which this
idea was built. The goal is that by following all the components in the framework, the designs of the
resulting ethological tools will uphold the full compendium of important ethological principles
discovered in this work. Once again, these points are primarily targeting ethological exploration, but the
iterative nature of scientific research means that improvements in exploration can impact an ethologists
other research stages of experimentation and dissemination.

573

(J. H. Murray 1997)
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Figure 179 - Icons representing Digital Naturalism's design framework

8.2.3 Discussion
Each of the four components of the framework has been developed from the principles discovered
through this research’s investigation of ethology and digital technology. In the following section these
components are discussed and elaborated upon. Specific techniques to help ethologists and designers
work towards the goals of the tenets within the framework are also included.
8.2.3.1 Technological Agency
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Figure 180 - Icon representing the concept of Technological Agency indicating the ability to participate oneself in the
digital actions of one's tools

Agency over one’s technology is integral to preserving the integrity of scientific research. The
instruments created for science should be as accessible and manipulable by the scientists as possible.
They should promote the design value of visibility, which, as Murray notes, make “the processing of the
computing machine clear to the interactor before, during, and after it takes place.” 574 First of all, tools
should be made that provide transparency over their functionality. Like Schneiderman’s rule for
interface design that urges designers to “provide informative feedback” over digital and user actions, 575
as the ethologists in Chapter Six’s case studies noted, their tools must clearly inform the scientist about
the facets of their internal processes in order to ensure their proper functionality in the field.

From Chapter Two and Six’s historical and contemporary analyses of the ethologists’ practices with
technology, the highly-individualized nature of fieldwork with animals, means that research tools must
also be modifiable by the scientists. The ethological traditions of bespoke tools and customized crafting
must be extended into the realm of digital tools. Modifiability is crucial in allowing ethologists to exert
control over their tools and direct the development of their own research questions. Modifiability gives
way to another important goal of Technological Agency: repair. Instruments which can be repaired by
the ethologists onsite prevent lost research time. A final motivating factor for Technology Agency in the
development of ethological tools is to improve scientists’ ability to reflect on their own practices and

574

(J. H. Murray 2011)

575

(J. H. Murray 2011)
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instruments. Making devices transparent in functionality helps the scientist observe their own actions
and validate that they are not introducing faulty assumptions into their own research.

This facet of the framework aims not to spurn technology or collaboration, but to drive the design of
“transparent” instruments. These are tools whose inner-workings are clear to the parties involved. It
encourages interdisciplinary partnerships to work towards mutual understanding of all mechanisms,
theories, and environments involved.
8.2.3.1.1 Techniques
There are many different techniques designers can use to support Technological Agency in their designs.
The most straightforward way to achieve such transparency over a scientific tool is to build it oneself
from the ground up. The ideal digital naturalist is a fully independent explorer of both biological and
technological worlds. Segregated collaborations between scientists and technologists can leave tools
dangerously black-boxed. If either party becomes separated, like during fieldwork, and the tool fails,
often research must be put on hold until the biologists and engineers are reconnected. Researchers with
full agency over their technology, however, can fix, modify, and understand the mechanical and
procedural details of their instruments. Designers can promote this type of technological selfsustainability in the scientists by turning collaborations into workshops. Even though a designer or
engineer in a collaboration may only officially be responsible for creating a functional object, they
harbor an additional responsibility to make its functions open and well-known. Creating a tool, and then
having the scientists replicate this tool themselves is one technique for promoting Technological agency.

In practicality, nothing can be completely created “from scratch.” Collaborations between persons of
differing expertise can also offer tremendous mutual benefit. Thus another technique for delivering
Technological Agency within one’s tools is by creating manipulable instruments. Engineers can add
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interfaces to the tools that allow the researchers to immediately change the tools’ functionalities. Such
manipulation is especially important in digital tools, where much functionality can be locked-away in
machine code. Simple potentiometer knobs that change thresholds on sensors are one simple example of
passing the agency to the scientist. The reprogramming of any of the digital tools should also be
accessible to the scientists.

Creating simpler tools can be another way to nurture Technological Agency. Making digital devices that
function with basic behaviors but afford incorporation into other components can let scientists
modularly customize own tools. Devices like littleBits, 576 for example, draw inspiration from modular
construction kits like LEGO in an effort to bring this type of physical agency to the digital realm. In this
way, basic tools can be applied to ethological research in powerful ways.

Finally, designers can support the agency of the ethologists by promoting documentation of the tools.
All hardware and software designs should be openly published in public forums like Github.
Documentation of the instruments’ usages in the field should also be encouraged by the ethologists. This
type of open publication helps share the knowledge uncovered in the design process while garnering
feedback from peers to strengthen the designs. Perhaps even more importantly, freely publishing designs
for scientific tools validates research. Locking up the design and functionality of the tools scientists use
for research inhibits the peer review of their practice, which is the backbone of empirical science. The
reflective ritual of documenting of the tools can also give the designers and ethologists personal analysis

576

(“littleBits: DIY Electronics For Prototyping and Learning” 2015)
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to help validate the protocols they have created in their research. This upholds the ethological value for
reflecting on one’s own research, as explained by Lehner:
One of the greatest challenges you face is to keep your own studies of animal behavior in
perspective. Remember to continually assess where you are, where you have been, and where you
are going. 577

Tools can also be designed with supplementary features that aid the documentation of their use, such as
including meta-data in their output indicating extraneous factors like battery life or running time.
Ethological instruments could even incorporate additional features like omni-directional cameras that

Techniques

automatically photograph the sites in which they are being deployed.

577

Making Tools

Manipulable Tools

Simple, Modular Tools

Promote Documentation of Devices

(Lehner 1998, 2)
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8.2.3.1.2 Example

Figure 181 - Marting with his Hand-made, customized, digital research tool, the Flick-O-Matic

The development of Peter Marting’s Flick-O-Matic is an ideal illustration of a design process promoting
Technological Agency. During his initial collaboration with this research he had never before
programmed Arduinos or wired together electrical circuits to control servo motors. A prototype was
built for him that demonstrated the basic behaviors he was seeking (a consistent striking force that could
be changed to different patterns). He was then given tutorials on how all the components went together,
what their functions were, how to reprogram and power the device, and basic troubleshooting strategies.
From these early prototypes and basic lessons, Marting was able to iteratively refine and rebuild this
device to meet the exact needs of his own research over several years.

8.2.3.2 Contextual Crafting
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Figure 182 - Icon representing the concept of Contextual Crafting indicating the construction of digital and electronic
tools in the field

Contextual Crafting urges designers to physically create devices as close to the target environment as
possible. This concept is akin to the ethologist Lehrman’s encouragement for “building yourself into the
situation” in order to better grasp the full expression of the behaviors within the context. 578

The more proximate a tool or technique is developed to the target environment, the more readily they
will be able to fit the context in which they will be utilized. Like Crease notes, a scientific performance
“is fresh and unique when it is synthetically attuned to the specific conditions of the environment in
which it takes place.” Tinbergen and Lorenz’s concerns about overly-sanctifying laboratory rigor
stemmed from the fact that animals’ behaviors have evolved to fit a specific context. Removing the
creature from its original habitat can stifle or alter their functioning. Tools similarly adapt features of the
environment in which they are designed and built. Devices built in the lab, and simply transported into
the field, can easily malfunction, break, or carry with them compounding factors. Designing and
building digital, exploratory instruments directly within the target environment , on the other hand, can
force one to create robust functionality while avoiding avoid unforeseen assumptions.

The first advantage of Contextual Crafting is for speeding up the development of the tools. Working
near the target site lets one rapidly test and evaluate all aspects of the instrument. This can reduce the

578

(Lehrman 1955)
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cost of the device. More importantly, it can save time by shrinking the gap between the studio and the
field.

Another reason for Contextual Crafting is ensuring the suitability of the developed tool. Making tools
onsite can make sure that the specific research animals can appropriately interact with the tool. This
practice can also limit the introduction of foreign materials by incorporating natural materials to which
the animals are already accustomed. Constructing items near the target environment, instead of an
isolated laboratory, illuminates any assumptions hidden about the possibilities of the tools, or the
feasibility of certain actions.

Contextual Crafting is also important for designers as it forces them to ensure the field-readiness of a
device. If one must constantly move a device in and out of the field, which is typical in ethology, the
designer will be forced to incorporate factors for robustness and mobility in its design. Likewise,
wilderness prototyping forces the design to incorporate weatherproofing in their design, unlike those
created solely in a climate-controlled lab.

Building in proximity to the field also exposes the designs to insight and inspiration from the field.
Performing odd activities like programming or soldering near natural environments highlights factors
one may not have noticed otherwise. It also allows the designer to maintain an additional constant
awareness of inspirational phenomena in the field which could lead to new research questions.

Finally, Contextual Crafting works to simply maintain researchers’ time spent in the field. As the
primary ethological principle driving most of these researchers, this is a crucial component. The longer
the ethologists can spend in the field absorbing information, the better grounded their scientific
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exploration will be. Computers may hold new powers for understanding the natural world, but
ethologists’ motivations should not be altered to fit the needs of the digital. Instead, computational tools
should be synthesized in a way to keep scientists in their field sites.
8.2.3.2.1 Techniques
The first method for incorporating Contextual Crafting in a designer’s process is by working to close the
distance between the site of construction and the site of a tool’s eventual use. If the device is meant to
work with frogs in rainforest puddles in Panama, working in that location rapidly expedites one’s design
process. If such travel is impossible, researchers can try to work in areas similar to the target
environment, such as a local park or lake side.

If already working near the target location, designers must push themselves to build and modify as much
as they can directly in the research site while not perturbing the animals. Building directly in the wild
can ensure tools are properly adapted for ethology. Creating tools within the target environment can
improve their physical suitability and general ruggedness. Tools that can be made in the field can also be
modified or repaired in the field. Field-repairable instruments can keep people in the field longer, and
the longer a scientist / designer is able to stay in the field, the more chances they have for discovering
new phenomena.

Another technique within Contextual Crafting is for iterative prototyping. It is valuable to the
development of an ethological tool to be continually brought to and tested in the research field. Even if
the device is only in a puppet-able state, many new insights can be taken from this rapid prototyping
within the context.
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Lastly, the virtues of Contextual Crafting can be achieved by trying to incorporate natural materials into
one’s devices. Foraging for functional materials in an environment, like a forest, offers a type of
exploration all on its own. Joining these tools to the interfaces one develops also helps researchers
explore how the animals themselves react to specific components of their local environment.
Incorporating parts of the environment into the tools themselves can avoid compounding factors of
foreign materials. Simple aspects of these materials, like natural coloration versus a neon plastic, can
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work to minimize interference with the creature’s behavior.

Minimize Gap Between Studio and Research Site
Building in the Wild

Iterative Prototyping
Making with Nature

8.2.3.2.2 Example

Figure 183 - Early prototype of the modular ant sensor tested in the wilderness

The modular Ant sensor’s development was bolstered by the use of Contextual Crafting. While concepts
were developed for different types of sensors in the United States, the majority of the effective
prototyping took place directly in Panama. Working on the sensor in a laboratory only a few meters
away from the target ecosystem (Cecropia trees crawling with Azteca ants) let the sensor be directly
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evaluated through dozens of iterations. The rapid prototyping made possible through this proximity
quickly eliminated many ill-suited sensors which had previously thought to be successful, e.g. the
VCNL-4000 IR proximity sensor. During several occasions, different sensors were modified and tested
with different computer code directly in the field using batteries and laptops. This immediately
illustrated the effect the sensors might have on the ants while simultaneously seeing the effect of the ants
upon the sensor. Such close feedback was invaluable to the development of the device.

8.2.3.3 Behavioral Immersion

Figure 184 - Icon representing the concept of Behavioral Immersion indicating the creation of thick webs of
interactions between agents

After discussing important ideas for how digital tools should be built for ethology, Behavioral
immersion is the first of the concepts from the framework that discusses what functions the tools should
have. Murray explains the concept of immersion:
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Immersion is an experience of the interactor, a sense of being contained within a space or state of
mind that is separate from ordinary experience, more focused and absorbing, and requiring
different assumptions and actions 579

Behavioral Immersion transports users to spaces of new experiences by creating rich networks of
interactions between the digital, biotic, and human agents involved. A scientist’s early exploration is
heavily dependent on immersing oneself in the overload of multifaceted stimuli of the environment and
their animal’s behavior. Digital technology holds unprecedented capabilities for abstraction. This power,
however, can also be dissociative, disconnecting the designer and user from the true richness of
interplaying factors within natural behavioral phenomena. The digital tools ethologists use in their
exploration should then promote deep engagement with their creatures instead of separation.

The first goal of Behavioral immersion is to design devices that build tacit knowledge of the systems
within the scientists. Digital tools should augment the researcher’s observations and interactions with the
animals in ways not limited to singular factors. Devices can be made that do not directly analyze stimuli
themselves, but rather provide the scientists with vast, simultaneous arrays of raw data. The powerful
synthesis abilities of the human mind then can be utilized to start developing connections of its own.
Behavioral processing helps a scientist recognize connections between important factors in a noisy
system. Such concepts would enhance a scientist’s research and foster the intuitive analysis integral to
ethological practice.

579

(J. H. Murray 2011)
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Immersive embodiment fulfills one of Beebe’s defining characteristics of a naturalist, the “ability to put
oneself in the subject’s place.” 580 Devices built for Behavioral Immersion can also utilize the processing
abilities of a scientist’s entire body. As the scientists discussed in Chapter Six, their bodies and sensory
organs play important parts in governing the intuitive analysis of their behavioral research. Mapping the
output of digital sensors to a scientist’s body furthers their ability to process large amounts of data. If
mapped in a specific way, such sensory augmentation can also let the scientists experience and draw
insight from the hidden sensory worlds of their animals. Like several of the researchers in the case
studies mention in Chapter Six, forcing one’s own attention on the creatures’ actions is an important but
difficult task. Making tools that embody the interactions and observations in one’s research can help
scientist better focus attention on the strange, alien, or tiresome aspects of their creatures’ behaviors.

Lastly, this concept is extended to immerse the scientists, animals, and digital devices in the behaviors
of each other. Like Klein discusses about the potential of digitally-reactive tools like the Robofrog, 581
creating dynamically responsive interfaces between the animals and the computers can help one
understand deeper levels of behavior. Designing interactive stimuli in the ethological tools harnesses the
procedural and participatory abilities of digital media to also allow the researcher to manipulate the
behavioral realism and artifice they hope to invoke in an assay.

580

(Sleigh 2007, 101:98)

581

(Barrett A Klein, Stein, and Taylor 2012)
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8.2.3.3.1 Techniques
Several techniques for Behavioral Immersion are made possible through the interactive abilities of
digital media. First, designers can try to map the outputs of the tools to the researcher’s bodies. Digital
technology can also take extra-normal sensory data from devices like electronic compasses or ultrasonic
detectors and remap these stimuli to existing senses. Like Kaczmarek et al. 582 illustrate, body parts like
the tongue and back can be digitally stimulated in ways to augment one’s own sensations. These new
senses can be mapped to experimental tools monitoring the research organism to allow the scientists
new ways for interpreting the data. Tools that let scientists physically experience the alien senses and
timescales of research animals grant insight to systems governing their world. The augmented senses
can also be mapped to digital devices emulating the sensory abilities of the animals. This approach helps
a scientist understand an environment form the animal’s point of view.

Instead of direct engagement with the scientist’s body, Behavioral immersion can also be created by
digitally augmenting the environments explored by the scientists. Sensors could be distributed about the
forest and sonify their readings in a way that let the ethologist draw inferences during their exploration.

A final method for imparting Behavioral Immersion in the tool design is to target cybiotic interactions.
Allowing the target organism to interact with this feedback presents opportunities for experimenting
with more dynamic features of behavior. Establishing the goal of creating instruments which do not only
either capture information or present stimuli to the creatures lets a scientist ask more focused questions

582

(Kaczmarek 1995)
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during their exploration. For example, connecting a robotic ant-stimulus, like the Flick-o-Matic, with an
ant-sensing device, like a modular ant sensor, could create a configuration for exploring dynamic
questions of behavior. Such a combination could help probe ideas such as fluidly determining the
frequency of a robotic stimulus that might cause an ant swarm to attack or ignore it. Having a cybiotic
system also means that the humans could be easily integrated into the loop as well, further enabling the
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intuitive, embodied analyses described above.

Sensory Remapping

Augmenting Environments
Cybiotic Interaction

8.2.3.3.2 Example

Figure 185 - Scientists wearing firefly costumes are immersed in the fireflies' world of light patterns

The “Living Lightning” performances are a good example of designing for Behavioral Immersion. By
holding the performances in the dark jungle without external light, the participants were plunged into the
fireflies’ abstract world of flashing patterns. The design of the blinking trigger on their suits as a bite455

able mouthpiece further locked participants off from the human world by preventing them from talking
to each other. These performances became the most interesting, though, when the full feedback loop
between human, computer, and animal was completed. When participants timed their costume to flash at
the appropriate time, some of the fireflies were attracted towards them. The overall event added up to a
full, bodily sensory voyage into another world that enabled the scientists to deeply meditate on the
behaviors of these insects.
8.2.3.4 Open-Endedness

Figure 186 - Icon representing the concept of Open-Endedness indicating the goal of designing tools which can be
easily reconfigured to follow many potential paths of exploration

The final part of the Digital Naturalist framework concerns discovery itself. Tools should be designed in
open-ended ways that spur curiosity and undirected exploration through improvisational use.

A key task of scientific exploration is to increase chances of serendipitously stumbling across new
phenomena. The ethologists’ tools should be designed to support this open-ended type of exploration.
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As Sennet describes, “a great advance in science occurred by using imperfect or puzzling tools.” 583
Engaging natural systems with high-level, undirected activities spurs encounters with novel behaviors.

The first target for this component of the framework is to design digital instruments that embody a
question, rather than seeking specific answers. Warkentin describes her as possessing a key task of
designing ethological “widgets”: “how to make something that will enable us to ask the question.”
Devices should be created which share or detect arrays of potentially interesting stimuli. In the same
way that ethologists can use basic tools like a stick to test the aggressive response and sensory abilities
of insects, digital devices with basic functions, like Marting’s Flick-O-Matic, allow one to explore the
effect of dynamic stimuli with the creatures. These designs can be refined into highly specific use later
during one’s scientific experimentation, but their purposes should be kept as general as possible during
exploration.

The way to spur curiosity through a device is by encouraging the interactor to create novel combinations
of behavioral stimuli. As seen in the undirected performances like Jungle Fluids, or in the open,
adaptable tools like Marting’s Flick-O-Matic, new behavioral questions can result from such tools. Thus,
open-ended tools have an additional goal of being improvisational in use. Silver describes this process as
“intertwining” with nature and states that open, exploratory tools should “come out of the box,
incomplete” and it is only when combined with nature that they take on a specific use. 584 Open-ended
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(Sennett 2008, 200)
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(Silver and Rosenbaum 2010)
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tools should be open-ended in purpose as well as form and function. Physical interfaces with animals
should be only partially pre- constructed so they can adapt to the specific animals engaged. Like the
push for Technological Agency, the functionality and programming of the devices should also be kept
open and manipulable to fit the changing questions of one’s improvisational exploration.
8.2.3.4.1 Techniques
It can be difficult or even impossible to create a device without a specific use in mind, but several
techniques can help designers keep their tools open-ended in form and function.
First, one can try to create tools with basic functions. Having unsophisticated devices lets the scientist
apply its functionality in different contexts. For instance, Marting’s first Flick-O-Matic could change the
frequency it struck a tree by turning a potentiometer. Silver’s Drawdio 585 is another example of a tool
with simple functionality (it sonifies resistance), and it is this simplicity which supports the exploration
of the user to examine many aspects of their environment. This type of relatively inexact device
encourages playful exploration by allowing the user to rapidly expose the nearby organisms to a variety
of different stimuli and observing their responses.

Another technique for adding Open-Endedness to one’s ethological tools is to make them adaptable.
Tools that can be easily altered in the field extended the potential exploration space afforded to the
researcher. Instruments that can be quickly reshaped or reprogrammed open them up to a variety of use
cases. Interactions can be modified for different animals (like working with ants or bats) or changed to
meet the needs of different environmental factors (like a device that mounts to the ground or a tree).
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Leaving tools malleable in form and function also lets them adapt to the developing questions of the
curious researcher. After seeing how the ants respond to a variety of tapping frequencies, for instance,
one might develop other questions to similarly explore, such as how they respond to a persistent
frequency over varying periods of time.

Warkentin additionally notes one way to maintain the adaptability of a tool is to design them only
partially built. Sennet describes how these types of imperfect tools bolster scientific discovery, stating,
“These scientific instruments stimulated scientific thinking as much by their flaws and limitations as by
their revelatory powers.” 586 Making tools that deliver some functionality, but are “unfinished,” like the
tadpole grasping interface extending from Warkentin’s vibrational device, lets the researcher attach
different functionality to the tool when different questions spark their imaginations. Designers can create
interfaces and extensions from these devices, making it easier to connect common materials like plastic
cups or leaves or mate-able with common tools like power-drills. One can also leave the exact
programming of a device “unfinished” by providing physically manipulable interfaces that control the
software. Devices can be built possessing a variety of sensors and actuators, like Sparkfun’s
Dangershield, 587 and programmed so that scientists can select different sub-routines by physically
manipulating the device itself. By creating tools that search for questions rather than answers, designers
can empower an ethologists’ exploration.
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Simple Tools

Adaptable Tools

Unfinished Tools

8.2.3.4.2 Example

Figure 187 - Open-ended capacitive touch device built in REU workshop

The capacitive touch “Herbivory Detectors” built for the REU workshops are good examples of openended tools for ethological exploration. While it can be helpful, and sometimes unavoidable, to have a
specific use-case in mind (such as detecting when leaves are being eaten), this device was created to be
broadly applicable and reconfigurable. It possessed uncomplicated functionality. Like Jay Silver’s
consumer toy the MakeyMakey588, this device sensed changes in capacitance and delivered an output.
This device, built by the workshop participants, would light up an LED illustrating how much change its
capacitance it showed. Its rudimentary purpose lets researchers try it out with many different animals
and plants in the area. Having one standard function helped highlight the hidden differences in
materiality of the environment during their open exploration.

588

http://www.makeymakey.com/
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This tool was also designed for ease of adaptability. The LED could be swapped for other devices like
piezo buzzers, and an additional output from the microcontroller was left open that changed based on
different thresholds. The capacitive connector was a large pad of metal that supported the connection of
standard devices like gator clips. Gator clips would often be chained to reach different parts of the
environment. Multiple sensors were also tested together to form networks of sensors monitoring the
activity in a larger environment.

As an “unfinished” type of tool, the device would only function when integrated into a larger system by
placing it into the ground and connecting it to living items. The programming could also be manipulated
physically. It included a function to recalibrate the thresholds of the device by just turning it on-and-off
in different physical arrangements. Overall this tool promoted open-ended exploration by letting the
scientists freely play and engage with their environment in ways previously impossible.

8.2.4 Framework iterations
The final version of the Digital Naturalism design framework included four main concepts each
featuring their own specific design guidelines. Once again these are Technological Agency, Contextual
Crafting, Behavioral Immersion, and Open-Endedness. In its development, though, this framework,
however, went through many previous iterations and refinements. The cyclical, iterative nature of this
research necessarily tested several, slightly different versions of this design framework. The key
concepts, however, remained the same. For full disclosure, these earlier iterations are described in the
Appendix, and the main changes summarized below.
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Some of the later expeditions and projects undertaken in this work evaluated slightly different versions
of the framework. The earliest form of the design framework evaluated was drafted in May 2014, before
the start of my final field season. Its structure had many of the same elements as the final framework.
This first version promoted concepts of “Hackability,” “Embodiment,” “Open-Ended Tools,” and
“Feedback.” The feedback term contained sub-concepts both of behavioral feedback and contextualfeedback.

The second version was put together in January 2015 before the Madagascar Hiking Hack. It broke out
the contextual ideas which were lumped together with feedback to add the additional concept of
Contextual Crafting.

Figure 188 - Additional Digital Naturalism field guides given to participants which described the design framework

The final refined version is the framework detailed in Chapter 7. The main difference between it and
earlier versions are that the elements for “Feedback” and “Embodiment” had been combined into the
larger concept of “Behavioral Immersion.” The differences between versions of the framework are not
drastic, but rather careful refinements made through these iterative evaluations.
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I compiled each version of these prototype frameworks into additional “Digital Naturalism Field
Guides.” I gave these newest guides to participants to utilize and evaluate this framework in
supplementary projects throughout 2014-2015. Participants who did not receive physical copies of these
field guides were given digital descriptions of the design framework.
8.3 Conclusion
The digital naturalist framework guides designers to build computational tools that support the core
principles of ethology. By targeting the four facets of this framework, designers and scientists can create
tools that foster new forms of exploration driven by their own scientific inquiry rather than specific
technology. The tenets of this framework – Agency, Context, Immersion, and Open-endedness –
concern both the construction and function of these tools. Technological Agency and Contextual
Crafting encourage researchers to build and obtain mastery over their tools themselves while rapidly
iterating in close proximity to where the tools will be used. Behavioral Immersion and Open-Endedness
push designers to create tools that plunge interactors deep into the hidden worlds of the animals and
allow them to freely explore these environments. Altogether, these four components of the framework
are based on a union of the needs and practices of ethology and the affordances of digital media.

The ideas behind this framework should not be taken singularly, but rather combined when creating
exploratory ethological tools. All four factors feed into the each other to improve one’s overall design.
Tools that support agency become open-ended in their use and modification. Devices that immerse the
user in behavioral experiences gain inspiration from being created in the context of the environment.
Like Murray’s framework for digital media design, one should work to create holistic tools that fulfill as
many principles of ethology as possible.
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While this framework was developed through both theoretical and practical analysis, it should still be
examined under real-world evaluation. The only way to truly evaluate the utility of such a design
framework, however, is to implement it. The next chapter continues the iterative nature of this action
research by bringing this framework, which was developed in the field, back out to the field to test the
validity of its concepts.
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CHAPTER NINE
EVALUATION
9.1 Introduction
After developing the design framework (described in the previous chapter), it became necessary to
evaluate its concepts with real-world design situations. Continuing this research’s “Action Research”
style, the framework was utilized throughout several additional workshops and activities and then
evaluated by participants. While these evaluations were used for additional refinements to the
framework, this testing served to judge the efficacy of such a framework for promoting digitalethological exploration.

This chapter describes several forms of evaluations from individuals, groups, and communities. First,
compiles and assesses feedback from the STRI community. The participants surveyed in the previous
questionnaires offer their opinions on the value they saw in Digital Naturalism’s research.
Then, this chapter analyzes the utility of the design by developing of a series of mobile digitalethological workshops, or “Hiking Hackathons.” These atypical workshops harnessed the concepts of
Technological Agency and Contextual Crafting from the framework to combine backpacking excursions
into the wilderness with participatory, critical making workshops with digital technology.
9.2 Community Evaluation: STRI
First, this digital naturalism research is critiqued by the community through the same surveys in which
they provided their opinions about ethological values and technology.

The surveys administered to the community of researchers at the Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute contained additional questions for assessing their perceived value of Digital Naturalism’s
research. Researchers who had participated in Digital Naturalist activities, such as workshops,
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performances, or projects, were asked to evaluate their experiences. They were also invited to submit
feedback critiquing the methods employed by this research.

Since the surveys were distributed widely among the STRI community, not all questionnaire participants
were able to partake in the real-world Digital Naturalist activities. A majority of participants, however,
did participate and offer responses. In the 2014 survey 23 out of 26 individuals offered their feedback.

9.2.1

Digital Naturalism’s Impact

9.2.1.1 Community Impact
The evaluations in the questionnaires were designed to help gauge the broader impact of the research
conducted with the STRI community.

First, the scientists were asked to rate how Digital Naturalism impacted their personal research on a
scale from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very much). Concerning their own immediate work, most scientists
responded with answers in the middle of this spectrum with a wide range of deviation of low and high
impact.

Figure 189 - Chart illustrating the scientists' responses about the impact of Digital Naturalism on their research
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These results indicate that the scientists did not have enough time yet to explore any newfound skills and
ideas with digital media in their practice. The scientists were perhaps too occupied with their current
research to immediately alter and reform their research. Despite this immediate lack of impact, their
digital naturalism experience might still have implications for the development of their future research.

A follow up question asked these same scientists how likely it is that they will incorporate digital
naturalist ideas in their work in the future. Their responses to this prompt were overwhelmingly positive.
In contrast to the immediate effect on their research, which the scientists ranked around a 6 on this scale,
the future effect on their research was perceived to be quite high, with an average rating of 9.

Several written responses confirm the delayed impact of Digital naturalism. For example, as one
scientist says, “The robotics workshop opened my eyes to the world of Arduinos! I hope to incorporate
these into future research, even if not research associated with STRI.” A different researcher describes
this research’s impact upon her own work: “His work … is incredibly interesting and will probably
indirectly or directly influence some of the projects I am working on. The tapping robot, for example,
has application in my interest in ants' response to early queues of rain.”

Evidently, this work appears to be effective at inspiring and motivating ethologists to explore new ways
of conducting their research, particularly with the novel abilities of digital technology.
9.2.1.2 Types of Activities
To analyze the participants’ experiences even further, the scientists were asked to rate the benefits of
different activities conducted around STRI. On a scale of 0 = ineffective to 10 = very effective, the
scientists were asked to rate the benefits for scientific exploration that they saw in specific Digital
Naturalist activities.
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Workshops and new types of observation devices were predominantly ranked as the most valuable
projects. Devices for interacting with animals and augmenting one’s own senses were the next highly
rated, with the sensory devices having the largest variance in opinion on their usefulness. Interactive
performances were seen as the least beneficial of the activities, but still reported as valuable to one’s
exploration. For instance, one researcher specifically noted that the performances were useful in letting
humans directly engage with physical concepts:

It made me think about the scale of biological interactions (humans acting as ants inside a host
tree by drawing the tree on the ground at a scale that resembled size ratio between the and the
tree), and how organisms communicate (by agreeing on periods and intensities of light signals in
the dark).

Figure 190 - Breakdown of specific practices considered beneficial by the ethologists
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9.2.1.3 Experience Feedback
After ranking Digital Naturalism’s impact, and the benefit of specific activities, the questionnaires in
both 2013 and 2014 also elicited textual feedback. The scientists were asked to critique the activities and
ideas of digital naturalism, and explain “What are the main things you learned from encounters with this
research?” and “In what ways, if any, will this experience affect your future research?” Like the
numerical data reported, the participants claimed an overall positive effect.

Some scientists expressed null-responses to the questions. For example, they provided statements like
“Can't think of anything right now” and “Not sure yet.” Many other scientists, however, reported new
considerations of technology and their own research.

9.2.1.3.1 Technological Agency
The most common takeaway for participants was the understanding that many digital research tools can
be made by oneself. One researcher states she learned “that crafting things for your research can be
done easily by yourself and cost-efficient.” Another shared similar understandings: “It was an amazing
experience! It is not that I just learned to build my own device that I can program in any way I need to,
but it opened my mind to think in a different way.”

The introduction to the open-source microcontroller platform Arduino in many of the projects was a
specific cause of this technological empowerment for several researchers. One explains their newfound
appreciate for the tool: “[I learned] what an Arduino is and how to construct a simple interactive
circuit.” A researcher stated how these activities helped change his “Thinking about how tech can be
used in the field and how to make custom devices cheaply and easily.”
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The basic exposure to digital equipment in these workshops diminished some technological
apprehensions. For instance one scientist reports, “I am a bit of a luddite, but now I am much more open
to the use of digital technology and other tools.” Another makes similar claims: “I will feel less
intimidated by this technology (more open to using it).”

These digital introductions are less about fluency than revealing Technological Agency, as one scientist
observes:

Now my research design will not be limited by the reason I can’t buy some expensive device, or
there have nothing that can work for my experiment. I can build my own - after all nobody knows
better than myself what kind of tools I need for my research.

Technological agency was seen as crucial to fighting technological determinism in a scientist’s research.
For instance, one scientist’s key takeaway was that these DIY technological demonstrations could help
“scientists to create really appropriate tools for [their] experiments.” Keeping the “research and
development close to the researcher” is a key factor of the Digital Naturalism activities, which helps the
scientists develop their technology with their research questions.

Another researcher claims similar sentiments:

[Digital Naturalism] will influence my research methods because now I realize I am not limited
by the current selection of commercial tools available to conduct research, but I can build my own
to cater to my specific research questions.

Such evaluations strengthen the argument for Technological Agency being an integral part of Digital
Naturalism’s framework.
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9.2.1.3.2 Reflective Practice
In addition to new realizations of digital agency, the scientists described Digital Naturalism’s main
additional benefit as promoting new understandings of one’s own biological research. “I think thanks to
your workshop I will be able to come up with new ideas and have another approach to my research”
states one scientist. Another pointed to how his digital naturalist experience led to specific changes in
his practice: “I will explore my system differently by using tools to elicit novel behaviors instead of only
relying on passive observation.”

Many participants felt that these projects and workshops push “people to see, perceive, think, and act
differently”. One participant described, “I think the (sometimes far-fetched) ideas… ask unique questions
or take unique approaches that will potentially lead to innovations.” The “creativity and curiosity” as
another scientist claims, inspired her to become “more creative when asking questions or thinking about
experimental set-ups of other STRI-people.”

Digital Naturalism’s creative challenges can help the scientists gain alternate perspectives on the
practices and ideals in which any professional group is entrenched. Shifting one’s point-of-view is the
key to analyzing and solidifying one’s research. A scientist noted,

It open[ed] my mind to start thinking more about the merge of technology with the naturalist way
of explor[ing] nature. When I understand what Andy was doing with Peter Marting and his
project with Azteca ants was a clear statement that this is approach is very useful.

One researcher describes a similar shift in thinking. He states Digital Naturalism “inspires me to think in
new ways about my work, and about science and technology in general.” Another notes how these
activities also broadened her perspective and helped her in “not limiting [myself] based off opinions of
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established scientists!” The responses overall support the notion that these Digital Naturalist activities
hold value for the scientists in their ability to promote reflection through creative intervention.

Some researchers focused specifically on how the dynamic and multimedia aspects of many digital
naturalism events, such as in the performances, could help share their own research. The scientists
observed “I have a different view of different ways to get people excited about nature” and “a lot of his
performance would be great for outreach by teaching kids and adults with no scientific background
about animal behavior and what is like to be a field biologist.” These sentiments echoed Tinbergen’s
original push for sharing work in multiple ways with multiple audiences. 589 Another researcher also
expresses an excitement at newfound means for conveying research outside of the academy: “I will
communicate my finding through fun, creative, and effective ways, not only to my colleagues, but the
public as well.”

Enabling the scientists to examine and share their own research highlights Digital Naturalism’s ability to
promote the value of critical reflection important to the ethologists.
9.2.1.3.2.1

Interdisciplinarity

A salient effect of the Digital Naturalist activities was the built-in interdisciplinarity. The scientists
welcomed the “merge of technology and naturalist traditional research.” According to the participants,
such projects helped in “connecting people over ideas, and encouraging them to share stories and
collaborate.” Another praised this research’s use of a “diverse array of approaches…to interact with
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(Tinbergen 1963)
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technology, researchers, and their methods.” The interdisciplinarity of the research demonstrates
potential “interface[s] between tech and naturalism” which the scientists found valuable in that they
gave “hope that we will one day develop tools to understand the natural world.” One scientist marks the
cross-domain conversations aided by Digital Naturalism as its strongest suit. He asserts these “activities
brought lots of intelligent people together to think about science, in venues that they would have not
have intersected otherwise.”
9.2.1.3.2.2

Digital Naturalism’s Acceptance

The responses critical of Digital Naturalism’s practices primarily came as warnings about acceptance by
the scientific community. The participants note that there are always difficulties that come with “trying
something different” or “thinking …outside obvious boxes.” Some participants cautioned that the
inherent novelty of the approach could be construed as simply “goofing around,” in the eyes of more
traditional scientists. Another scientist noted this as a general problem for most interdisciplinary
endeavors:

Some researchers might find his jargon and methods distant from their own field, so maybe the least
effective part was engaging skeptical fellow scientists. However, he tried in many different ways, so it
was not because he didn't try.

Another scientist warned against trying to emphasize the end results of the technology developed in this
research. This researcher argued that Digital Naturalism should not try to defend the Open-Endedness of
its research through attempts to connect to concrete results and instead argue that, “exploratory work is
valuable in and of itself, and justification does not need to be made by implying outcomes that are
unrealistic as this may be misleading.” Overall, the scientist participants demonstrated an awareness of
Digital Naturalism’s initial difficulties, along with a hope for this research’s success.
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9.2.2 Questionnaire Conclusion
The participants’ evaluations of Digital Naturalism’s research were almost entirely positive. Their
reports indicate that their experiences with Digital Naturalist projects influenced and enlightened their
research. The participants’ responses also validate many of the concepts feeding into the design of this
research’s framework, such as Technological Agency and reflection. These surveys demonstrate that
Digital Naturalism’s design framework is valuable. Based upon the initial success of this research within
the STRI community, it came time to put the framework to the ultimate test in a series of new
expeditions, the Hiking Hacks.
9.3 Field Evaluation: Hiking Hacks
One chief concept to emerge from the research in this dissertation is the Hiking Hack. This is a
combination of biological backpacking trip and a Critical Making workshop. This idea was built directly
from Digital Naturalism’s framework in order to evaluate this same framework.

The key feature of a Hiking Hack is building electronics entirely at the site of the animal behaviors
being studied. In this way, these projects take the tenet of Contextual Crafting to its extreme point. All
three Hiking Hacks involve traveling by foot for several days into remote, natural areas, and then
collaboratively designing, building, and reflecting upon digital-ethological interaction devices built from
scratch. Pushing the idea of Contextual Crafting to its ultimate limit by closing the gap between the
locations of a scientific instrument’s manufacture and its use allows for a deep evaluation of the true
benefits of this component of the framework. Tools made in electronics laboratories might
fundamentally differ from tools conceived directly in the intended situation of practice in the types of
research questions they provoked. Evaluating this idea of Contextual Crafting in the wilderness may also
help discover the limits of this idea. There might be the chance that by building too deep in the wild
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would become more detrimental than helpful to the design of ethological tools. Carrying the ideas in the
framework to their ultimate expression is the only way to fully understand these concepts.

Figures 1a-b. Hiking / Hacking – a) Trekking through a section of deforested jungle. b) Walsh builds a robotic vehicle
for rainforest leaf-cutter ants. He uses butane-powered soldering irons, handmade sensors, headlamp lighting, and a
camping bowl on his knee as work surface.

The other factors involved with Digital Naturalism’s design framework – Technological Agency,
Behavioral Immersion, and Open-endedness – were also tested in the development of the design
exercises held in these remote, harsh locations. In a typical electronics workshop, most tools are already
readily available, and thus can go unanalyzed by inexperienced participants. Such readymade workshops
indicate certain tools and methods as a given. Instead being forced to transport and organize all of one’s
own tools brings one into a closer relationship with these items. Restricted to tools which they could
carry themselves, the participants in the Hiking Hacks would develop and construct their own tools that
promoted immersion in digital and biotic behaviors while striving for openness and adaptability in their
designs.
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Overall, by the end of this research, three official Hiking Hack workshops have been held. All include
the same basic structure: Journey In, Basecamp Workshop, Journey Out. The first expedition, conducted
with researchers from the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, ventured into the neotropical
rainforest in an expedition across Panama. The second joined an expedition with California Academy of
Sciences Researchers to explore old-world rainforest in Madagascar. The most recent expedition united
participants from Georgia Tech and MIT for a mission into the temperate forests of the Appalachian
Wilderness in the US.

As a further evaluation of the efficacy of the design framework, these workshops included participants
from diverse professional backgrounds. In addition to the ethologists, with whom the bulk of Digital
Naturalism’s research has been conducted, designers, engineers, writers, and filmmakers also
participated. Examining the framework’s usefulness with researchers of various backgrounds helps us
understand the breadth of its applicability. Ideally, such a design framework would empower
participants from any discipline to explore the worlds of digital media and animal behavior. Like the
research conducted with STRI, all Hiking Hack workshops obtained IRB approval to interview and elicit
survey responses from the volunteers in the expeditions.

The next sections provide summaries of each of the three expeditions. The routes, materials, and
activities undertaken are described to provide an understanding of this new form of workshop.
.
9.3.1 Hiking Hacks Overview
Each Hiking Hack was unique. Owing to the framework’s tenet for Open-Endedness, the conceptual
discussions, experiences, and resulting designs were inexorably linked to the physical route and wildlife
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we encountered. After running several of these mobile workshops, however, some basic consistencies
appeared throughout these expeditions, in terms of structure and gear.

The techniques and methodologies for teaching and exploring in the wild were tested during short
experiments during the research in Panama. Concepts in the Hiking Hacks were also prototyped with the
Signalfire Artists Backpacking Residency in Arizona 590, along with informal camping retreats with
members from Georgia Tech’s Digital Media Program. Carl DiSalvo additionally consulted on the
expedition’s structure. He shared tips for documentation, evaluation, and Participatory Design exercises
based upon projects like his Growbot Garden. 591

9.3.1.1 Structure
Building from Digital Naturalism’s framework, a general, open-ended structure was developed to
encourage exploration of the biological, technological, and social factors encountered. This adaptable
structure was able to be used in all three Hiking Hacks to guide the digital-ethological investigations of
the multi-disciplinary participants. All Hiking Hacks lasted at least seven days, with additional “buffer
days” included to account for unexpected delays.
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Each project required continuous preparation and planning due to the many unpredictable factors
inherent in an expedition. Thus, we remained flexible and adapted to any changes in the availability of
equipment, routes, and even participants.

9.3.1.1.1 Creative Challenges and Activities
Imperative to the Critical Making nature of these mobile workshops were creative challenges issued to
the participants throughout the expedition. These challenges were built around the concepts of Agency,
Context, Immersion, and Open-endedness developed in the framework. They took the form of activities
concerning ethology, design, construction, and performance. The particular challenges were adapted
from workshop activities previously developed in Digital Naturalism research or sometimes formed on
the spot.
9.3.1.1.2 Expedition Segments
9.3.1.1.2.1

Preparation

In the days leading up to the Hiking Hacks, the participants gather to review basic plans, safety, and
logistics information. Initial ideas for devices to build or animals to study in the wilderness are
brainstormed and discussed. Emphasis is placed upon remaining open to inspiration from the
experiences to be encountered in the field, rather than locking down pre-conceived ideas. A crucial
aspect of this preparation is readying the electronic gear that will be needed throughout the rest of the
Hiking Hack. Since internet connection would be sporadic at best, any hardware drivers, software
libraries, or material reference sheets need to be collected beforehand.
9.3.1.1.2.2

Journey In

The Journey In typically has the group hike as far as possible while carrying the heaviest loads. These
are the most exhausting segments of the trip. Fatigue and constant movement inhibits physically-
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intensive design challenges. Thus, this segment of the trips features simple exercises promoting
awareness and reflection on the environment. Brief, non-physically challenging exercises (like
“find a plant with an interesting physical structure”) help the participants explore their environment
while rapidly trekking through it. The majority of exercises in these segments of the trip are designed for
mental contemplation, group discussion, or specimen collection.
9.3.1.1.2.3

Basecamp Workshops

Once at basecamp, the participants are freer to explore, experiment, design, and build new devices. The
basecamp was designed to provide rest following the physical toils of the previous days. This lets the
group undertake longer-term biological studies, along with stationary tasks such as all-day hackathons.

While the basecamps in each Hiking Hack were distinct in activities, form, and location (the
Madagascar trip included two separate basecamps), three types of days were important to its structure.
These are modeled after the guidelines in the design framework.
9.3.1.1.2.3.1 Exploration Day
Usually in the first day of basecamp, participants are encouraged to openly explore their surroundings.
Contrasting the fast-paced Journey In, challenges issued to the participants on this day mandate
including the ethological values for relaxed, open-ended investigation. Activities such as conducting
life-drawings are issued to help the participants intently study their surroundings. This biological
practice, known to “enhance engagement” in researchers, 592 focuses the group’s attention on otherwise
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(Ainsworth, Prain, and Tytler 2011)
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overlooked aspects of nearby creatures. Open-endedness is thus the primary goal of the design
framework targeted in “Exploration Day.”
9.3.1.1.2.3.2 Construction Day
“Construction Day” is modeled after the tenets of Agency and Immersion in Digital Naturalism’s
framework. Participants are challenged to design, build, and program functional physical computing
projects. To promote Behavioral Immersion, the participants are usually challenged to make their
devices both take input from the environment or neighboring animals and deliver some sort of physical
output back.
9.3.1.1.2.3.3 Documentation Day
Based on the framework’s guideline for Technological Agency, an extra day at the end of basecamp is
set aside for documentation. Participants are asked to document their inspiration for the devices, how
they are built, concepts and hardships they discovered through the process, and suggested future
additions and improvements. Such documentation builds agency in the participants by enabling
reflection on their own creations and offering critical analyses of each other’s designs developed
throughout the trip.
9.3.1.1.2.4

Journey Out

The Journey Out of the wilderness makes the group mobile once more. The packs are lightest in this
stage, since most food has been eaten. At this point, the participants are typically emotionally closer at
this point, after having undertaken the challenges of the overall Hiking Hack performance together. This
period is used to evaluate and reflect upon the designs and experiences from the workshop.
9.3.1.1.3 Daily Routine
Due to the haphazard, unexpected nature of a field expedition, a basic daily routine was created to
maintain the multiple foci of the expedition. Each day begins and ends with a journaling exercise. The
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morning journaling prompts typically concern new ideas and challenges to think about. The evening
journaling exercises target reflection of the day’s activities.

While preparing for the day’s upcoming tasks, the video documentarian films brief interviews with
participants. Exploratory, creative, or reflective challenges are then issued for the day. Examples include
“collect two interesting plants” or “design a digital application that could capture a specific experience
from your hike.” The challenge is typically discussed or modified during the lunch break. Typically,
during a break in the afternoon or evening a group activity is issued. Examples of these activities include
map-making, playing word games, life-drawing, collaborative design exercises, or creating performative
skits.

During the night’s chores (pumping fresh water, checking batteries, cleaning dishes), the video
documentarian captures members’ closing thoughts of the day.
9.3.1.1.4 Basic Syllabi
An example syllabus outlining the basic structure of the activities, challenges, and tasks of a Hiking
Hack style workshop was compiled after these first three expeditions. It describes the general functions
carried out I the 2015 Wearables Hiking Hack. This original syllabus is detailed in the Appendix.

An additional, abstracted syllabus is described in the Conclusion chapter. This shares this idea of a
Hiking Hack as a generalized model for conducting workshops in the wilderness.

9.3.1.2 Materials and Gear
In addition to the standard equipment needed for a lengthy jungle trek, like food, water purifiers, GPS
navigation, and safety beacons, Hiking Hacks require considerable amounts of specialized gear.
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Between the first attempt in Panama 2014 and the most recent expedition in the US, the amounts and
specific types of gear used were greatly refined.
Table 5 - Key Hiking Hack equipment
Documentation
and Design

Construction

Waterproof
cameras
GoPros
Tripod
DSLR video
cameras
32GB SD cards
(x16)
Portable Hard
drive
Journals
Markers
Paint Pens
Clothes pins

Hot Glue
Polyester
thermoplastic
Super Glue
Popsicle sticks
EVA foam
sheets
Lighters
Razors
Scissors
Natural
Materials
foraged from
environment

Power
20W Foldable
solar-panel
20+ Amp-hour
LiPo batteries
DC Voltage
Booster
DC adapters
Additional
batteries and
chargers

Workspace
Self-healing
craft mats
Tarps
Paracord
Polyester
Webbing
Carabineers
Mosquito nets
LED lamps
Citronella
candles

Electronics
Butane soldering Irons
Butane
Lead-free solder
Brass Sponge
Lightweight Laptop
Protoboards/
Breadboards
Wire, Cutters,
Strippers
Heat-Shrink Tubing
E-ink reader with data
sheets
E-textiles (conductive
fabric and thread,
Lilypads needles,
etc…)
Sensors (proximity,
UV, gas, etc…)
Actuators (servos,
speakers, LEDs,
etc…)
Microcontrollers
(Arduino Unos, Fios,
Lilypads, ATTINY85,
etc…)

Transport
>60L Hiking
Backpacks
Raincovers
Plastic Water-tight
organizers
Luggage Scale
Contractor Garbage
bags
Waterproof Stuff
Sacks
Silnylon tarps

Because of the value placed on open-ended exploration, the group carried as much additional electronics
for prototyping equipment as possible. Even though one could predict that most equipment carried with
would never be used, in order to evaluate the concepts in Digital Naturalism‘s framework, it was
necessary to aim for the broadest design space possible.
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Integral to the unique parameters of an outdoor, technologically restricted, digital workshop were items
like butane powered soldering irons, waterproof shelters and containers, and electrical power generators
like solar panels. A unique and serious challenge for these events was avoiding environmental
contamination due to electronic waste generated while crafting in the field. Unlike laboratory conditions,
where bits of wire-shielding and blobs of solder can harmlessly fall onto the carpet to be vacuumed up
later, the group had to be extremely careful to collect all the bits of components left over when creating
digital devices.
9.3.2 Panama 2014
The first Hiking Hack held in Panama explored and discovered many of the ideas that would be
developed through the later Hiking Hacks. This first expedition aimed to perform a massive biological
transect by hiking entirely across the entire continent in June 2014.
9.3.2.1.1 Targets
As the first Hiking Hack, the primary mission was simply to gauge the feasibility of true “Contextual
Crafting” in an outdoor, mobile workshop. This trip’s additional goals were to additionally test the
effectiveness of the other components of the design framework within a harsh environment.
9.3.2.1.2 Team
Teammates were recruited in-person and also accepted via online applications. Both academic
background and demographic diversity were prioritized to access a variety of skill-sets, and to expose
each other to multiple points of view. We hoped to avoid the conceptual echo-chambers of
homogeneous groups, and our final 8-person crew consisted of four field biologists studying different
organisms, two technologists, and two documentarians (writing and video). The demographics were
skewed heavily white and American, with a gender ratio of 3:5 female : male. Three of the teammates
abandoned the trip part-way through leaving a final gender breakdown of 2:3 female : male, and only
one member with physical computing experience.
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9.3.2.1.3 Route
The group followed the ancient trade route Camino Real. This path runs north and south connecting the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans.

Conceptually, we sought to perform a “reverse Balboa”: we would move backwards, from the Pacific to
the Atlantic, through a variety of urban and wild environments along ancient trading routes the
conquistador blazed across the “new-world.” This path would fulfill our transect’s bio-techno-social
goals while letting us perform a metaphor of the “Inverse-Conquistador.” Instead of subjugating the new
world with Western technology and ideals, we wanted the environment to educate and change our tools
and thoughts.

Figure 3a-b. a) Conceptual path on historic trading routes 593, b) synthesizing realizable route from smaller maps and
anecdotal information found around Panama.
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(“[Public Domain] Spanish Trade Routes across the Isthmus of Panama.svg - Wikimedia Commons” 2014)
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Figures 4a-d: Route’s environmental diversity. Our transect passed through a) city and suburbs b) ancient merchant
trails in protected jungle, c) deforested construction zones, and d) flooded mountain rivers near farmland and defunct
mining towns.

9.3.2.1.4 Anticipated Issues
Never having undertaken such an endeavor before, this expedition was fraught with many potential
issues. Power was our main concern when planning to hold a digital hackathon “off-the-grid.” The
group needed a reliable source of electricity to power our multitudinous devices. Weatherproofing
against the jungle’s wet, moldy environment and protecting our equipment from physical shocks during
the trek presented additional concerns. The group also needed access to the technical documents for all
our electronic components without the ability to access the internet. Addressing this last concern, we
downloaded as many documents and tutorials as possible and loaded them onto an Android-based e-ink
reader with glow-light.
9.3.2.1.5 Materials
In this first Hiking Hack, the group was overloaded with materials. Not yet knowing the difficulty of the
path, the true burden of all our weight, or what materials were most useful for this strange situation, the
group carried too much gear. In fact, by the third day of hiking our group had to strategically bury
superfluous items we were carrying. Additional laptops, hard drives, tripods, and construction tools were
all sealed in a bag and buried in the jungle for later retrieval.
9.3.2.2 Expedition and Projects
9.3.2.2.1 Journey In
This trip started at the site of Balboa’s arrival at the Pacific in Panama City. The remaining crew
ritualistically touched the ocean water and headed towards the opposite coast.
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These first days took us through our largest variety of environments like cityscapes, suburbs,
construction sites, grasslands, and rainforest. The inward journey’s daily exploration and design
challenges encouraged participants to bond, share skills, discuss technological concepts, and become
inspired by the journey’s biological encounters. Activities included personal equipment presentations
(e.g. biologists’ mist nets, documentarians’ cameras, etc.), speculative fiction writing, and collecting
unique biological structures.

Our over-weighted travel took an early toll. Morale dropped, which affected the exploratory research
targets of the Hiking Hack. One participant explained:

I have to focus so much of my energy on walking –.finding the next place to step, etc. – that I don't
really have a lot left over to appreciate the things I'm seeing or talk with the other people on the
expedition.

At the end of three days, we established basecamp deep in the rainforest.
9.3.2.2.2 Base Camp / Workshop
9.3.2.2.2.1

Exploration

The first day of basecamp was dedicated to exploration. Activities included surveying the land and
conducting life drawings. The life drawing exercise was rolled into a subsequent analysis and
performance activity.
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Figure 191 -Exploring local creatures via life-drawing

.
That evening we built a “discussion shelter” to string up and share the drawings. Participants labeled the
organismal senses and actions used in their drawings. For instance, a water-strider might sense vibration
in its legs, and propel itself across the water.

In groups, the participants then created fairy-tales based on combinations of the still-lifes. The idea of
the fairy tales came from the success of the connecting humans to animals via emotional factors as
utilized in previous Digital naturalism projects like Marting’s Leaf 5 Lover performance. 594

Generating these basic narratives, defined by characters’ basic abilities, gave the novice participants
direct experience constructing the Sense-Think-Act cycles integral to the paradigm of physical
computing design 595 without first needing to explain robotics theories.

594

(P. R. Marting and Quitmeyer 2013)
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(Siegel)
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Figure 192 - “Discussion Shelter” Break-out session for concept design and prototyping. A propped tarp and
citronella ring shields them, their designs, and electronics from rain and insects.
9.3.2.2.2.2

Construction

Construction Day shifted the workshop’s focus to technological exploration. Participants conducted
puppetry performances with their sensors to explore different interaction designs, and we practiced
constructing with different materials like polyester thermoplastic and hot glue melted by lighters.

One of the most successful activities was the “Actuator Jam,” which came to be known as the “Party
Boat” activity. Teams were challenged to build devices that created physical stimuli and then observe
animal reactions.

Basic circuits were laid out following Qi’s et al’s circuit-sketching approach 596, but used waterproof
foam sheets as substrates. Participants set these in the jungle and studied the reactions of insects and
bats. The teams emergently amalgamated their flashing, buzzing, vibrating circuits onto one large sheet.
Then, upon learning the foam enabled the device to float, further tested the reactions of aqueous

596

(Qi and Buechley 2014)
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creatures like fish and swimming spiders, thereby christening their creation the “Party Boat.” During
their mixing and matching of electronics, the participants also discovered that special rainbow LED’s
with microchips integrated into the lenses could also control motors or speakers in a circuit. This
exposed a new means of rapidly testing multimodal stimuli without computer programming. The hardprogrammed behaviors of these LED’s could be used in an Open-Ended way by connecting them to
other components.

Figure 193 - “Party Boat.” Multimodal stimulus machine “programmed” by a special LED

The participants then spent the rest of basecamp realizing their own personal biological interaction
designs. These devices were inspired by their encounters with the lifeforms around us in the jungle.
Participants were challenged to make digital artifacts which, at a minimum, took one input from a living
creature and responded with one action noticeable by the creature. The participants built their devices,
tested sensor responses with multimeters, puppeted actions, and debugged their pseudo-code. Once
refined, we rapidly programmed the devices using the laptop’s precious battery life.

Despite the difficulties getting the equipment to the area, the actual construction process was not too
hindered by building in the wilderness. Lack of seating, low light, and flat surfaces were the main
problems encountered by participants trying to build digital tools in the wild. All participants were able
to make, program, and test semi-functional prototypes of their designs.
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9.3.2.2.2.3

Documentation

During the final documentation period the participants shared and recorded explanations of how their
devices worked. One project harnessed the stingless bees’ (Trigona) intense attraction to our trail mix as
a powerful interaction hook to study insect learning. Following Frisch’s597 insect training approaches,
the participant wanted to teach bees to land on specifically colored LED’s and trigger a light sensor that
controlled a servo which presents food rewards. This participant praised the process of creating this
device: “hacking in the jungle makes for a positive feedback loop of excitement and inspiration.” She
also stated an appreciation for how much this project taught her about basic concepts, like circuitmaking, and larger design issues, such as “integrat[ing] the hardware and software of [her] device.”
Other artifacts designed included ant-controlled bristle-bots, leaf-cutter ant odor detectors, and
interconnected rainforest plant sensing systems.

Figure 194 - Jungle hackathon. a) Handmade stoves doubled as crafting equipment, b) participant’s initial design c)
her realized Bee Trainer, d) rapidly programming jungle microcontrollers, e) Leaf-cutter nest interaction prototype.
9.3.2.2.2.4

Journey Out

The Journey Out of the wilderness took us through a labyrinth of fragmented trails. This prompted an
emergent design challenge to speculate on alternative navigation technology. Participants developed,
drew, and shared ideas like slingshot-able cameras for quick aerial views, portable x-ray machines that
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could detect real paths by examining ground compactness, and multiple proposals for maps which could
“translate cultural information” between explorers and locals.

Though faced with many difficulties, this trip demonstrated the feasibility and the powerful argument
for novel designs of mobile wilderness workshops. These ideas were tested and developed further in the
next Hiking Hacks.

9.3.3 Madagascar 2015 “Hacking the Wild / Making Sense of Nature”
The Madagascar Hiking Hack was serendipitously put together after sharing details of the initial
successes of the Panama Hiking Hack with Dr. Brian Fisher at the Entomological Society of America
meeting in 2014. Fisher, as the head of entomology at the California Academy of Sciences, is a foremost
expert in ant taxonomy and searches the world for new species of ants. He had grown dismayed at the
diminishing funding available for open-ended research like exploring new environments. Hearing about
Digital Naturalism encouraged him to explore the abilities of new technologies for supporting openended research. He set aside one of his expeditions to the wilderness in Madagascar to be cooperatively
run as a Hiking Hack in February of 2015.
9.3.3.1.1 Targets
After proving the feasibility of a hiking, hacking workshop in Panama, one goal was to refine the
methods and materials used. Another goal was to explore ways of creating technology to experience and
explore the behaviors of the creatures around us. A final technological goal of the trip concerned new
means of dissemination: in what ways could digital technology help scientists immediately share and
reflect on their fieldwork from remote areas with publics around the world?
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This project featured an additionally motivating biological goal from Fisher’s research. The mission of
this collaborative Hiking Hack was to find and describe a yet-unnamed species of ant previously only
found once at the top of a mountain in southeast Madagascar. Thus, this effort was truly embedded into
biological field work.
9.3.3.1.2 Team
A key difference between this expedition and the previous one was the size of the team. There were only
two core participants involved in the full digital prototyping aspects of the trip.

Fisher was joined by the e-textile designer Hannah Perner-Wilson. Perner-Wilson sought to use her
expertise in various analog and digital crafting techniques to help this Hiking Hack explore and share
our natural surroundings. The broader team numbering around 20 included many additional Malagasy
biologists who spent their time hunting for ants, as well as Malagasy porters, guides, and chefs to help
with the other logistics of working in the wild. Thus the two core participants were embedded into an
ongoing ethological expedition, which allowed for testing of the framework under the original ideas of
digital naturalism.
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Figure 195 - The two core participants sharing findings from the field via a satellite internet connection.

9.3.3.1.3 Route
Our group followed the route of the only previous expedition in the area conducted by a French
botanical team in 1971. They happened to have accidentally collected an unknown specie of ant during
their trip up a mountain in the southeast. The team followed the path as closely as possible and relied
heavily on native Malagasy guides to find the way.

Figure 196 - Topographic and Hand-drawn maps of our route

9.3.3.1.4 Materials
The integral materials for hiking and hacking, like butane soldering irons, remained largely the same
between the first and this second workshop. A key takeaway from the first Hiking Hack was to refine
the amounts of tools carried so that one didn’t have to again bury gear in the forest. There were minimal
additions to our tool kit. First, we replaced the thick plastic and canvas tarps with ultra-light and
compactible Silnylon tarps to further reduce weight for a wildlife hacking studio. Perner-Wilson
promoted the incorporation of natural materials as substrates for designing with electronics. One of the
most significant changes to our inventory was the addition of a satellite internet kit. Though exceedingly
costly, this device allowed us to share bits of our work with educational and maker communities in real
time around the world.
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9.3.3.2 Expedition and Projects
9.3.3.2.1.1

Journey in

The journey into our basecamp was full of difficulties. The areas we were venturing to had been little
explored by either western scientists or even the locals of the area. The group had to meet with different
villages in hopes of finding a guide who might know of way to get up the mountain. The rapid pace
across extremely harsh environments severely limited any kind of additional exploratory or
technological activities.

Only on one night of the three days spent hiking into basecamp was the group able to test electronics
and explore animal reactions. Even this activity was a pared down version of the “party boat” exercise
conducted in Panama. We tested the response of giant snails in the area to various light, sound, and
temperature stimuli.

9.3.3.2.1.2

Basecamp / Workshop

Once the expedition made it to basecamp, the crew was able to conduct more Digital Naturalism-style
activities. Most of the expedition’s members needed to spend their days entirely focused on biological
collection. Since this Hiking Hack only featured two core participants, not as many group challenges
were issued, and less overall structure was put in place. The same general structure was still pursued in
this basecamp as in the previous Hiking Hack: exploration, construction, and documentation.
9.3.3.2.1.2.1 Exploration
Once again, life drawing exercises were employed to encourage the study and exploration of the
environment. An additional exploration exercise came from Perner-Wilson’s suggestion to create
workspaces from natural materials. Not only did this furniture aid our later construction, but the
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challenge of transforming natural materials into new tools encouraged new ways of exploring the
environment. Building with the organisms on location changed one’s perspective about the nearby
materials, and forced one to analyze the different properties of the plants. As Perner-Wilson described,
“this experience helped me realize how making can be a form of exploring.”

Figure 197 - Hand-made furniture for working in the "jungle laboratory"

9.3.3.2.1.2.2 Construction
During the construction period of the basecamp, many different tools and sensors were created and
tested – notably, the Jungle Insect Traffic Taster. This project combined new designs for both sensors
and embodied displays. First, the materials and environment inspired the creation of a new type of insect
sensor made from sanded-fiber optics. These sensors were special in that they could adapt to the
arbitrary geometry of the forest. The sensors could then be rigged to a tactile tongue display letting the
human user directly experience the traffic of insects moving through the forest in an ambient, visceral
fashion. The goal, here, was not to implement the most effective solution, but to explore the framework
element of Behavioral Immersion.
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Figure 198 - Jungle Insect Traffic Taster and Leaf Speaker

One activity Perner-Wilson developed was to create audio speakers from natural materials. Like
building furniture, this also encouraged exploration of the nearby environment. Building leaf speakers
from different materials helps one understand the physical structure of nearby organisms. Utilizing these
natural materials also allows one to build novel electro-mechanical devices without being forced to carry
additional material into the forest.
9.3.3.2.1.2.3 Documentation
The projects were documented in video and text during the base camps. This documentation was
compiled into internet how-to articles on forums like Instructables, and the entire journey was described
in a book, Hacking the Wild. 598
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Figure 199 - Staged image depicting numerous devices designed and built in the wild.

Having a satellite internet connection for this Hiking Hack offered more freedom and still more
constraint. Our communication through this device was minimal due to power, weather, and budgetary
constraints. The cost per megabyte made real-time video conferencing prohibitive. Despite this minimal
use, the group was able to share our projects and discoveries in real-time with various groups around the
world via posts on twitter. These real-time dissemination activities once more functioned as a proof-ofconcept of new forms of dissemination for which future Digital Naturalists could design around.
9.3.3.2.1.3

Journey Out

The journey out of basecamp was even more rapid than the inbound trip. The group had stayed in
basecamp until the last possible moment in the hunt for the unknown ant, and had no food left.

Despite the numerous hardships encountered during this wildest Hiking Hack expedition, the Digital
Naturalist framework still helped guide the participants in utilizing digital technology to explore their
environment in new ways.
9.3.4

Appalachian Wilderness 2015 “Wearables in the Wild”
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Figure 200 - Fully-realized wilderness workshop

The most recent Hiking Hack was held in the United States and successfully built off all the research
undertaken from the previous two expeditions. This trip was sponsored by Georgia Tech’s Wearable
Computing Center, 599 who was also interested in immersive technology developed in the wild. This
“Wearables in the Wild” Hiking Hack took a crew of biologists, engineers, designers, and craftspersons
into the Appalachian wilderness. The core goal was to once again evaluate the digital naturalist design
framework, by contextually creating tools for understanding living creatures in nature.
9.3.4.1.1 Targets
The sponsorship from the Wearable Computing Center helped attract talented explorers and provide
necessary gear, and also brought an additional goal for developing Wearable devices. Wearable
devices fall within the framework’s principle of Behavioral Immersion for the interactors by
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directly incorporating their bodies into the computer’s sensations and outputs. Therefore, we
endeavored to understand the role Wearable devices played in exploring the environment and
interacting with animals.

Figure 201 - Designs and prototypes for customized Hiking Hack furniture

Another goal of this expedition was to continue the further testing the infrastructure and tools needed for
mobile, exploratory workshops. Inspired by the furniture created for the Madagascar Jungle Lab, PernerWilson and Quitmeyer developed portable prototypes of wearable tool organizers, and modular desk
surfaces that could be erected in the forest. These artifacts were brought into the wilderness to test their
efficacy during a Hiking Hack’s basecamp.

Even though the biological target of the Madagascar trip (finding the ant) was unable to be achieved, the
group saw value in having a concrete biological goal pushing forth the mission. Thus, this expedition
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also included a biological motivator. The goal was to experience, study, and interact with the mysterious
synchronous fireflies endemic to the region. 600
9.3.4.1.2 Team
This Hiking Hack’s team was formed from a pool of many dozens of applicants from around the United
States. Along with the initial core team of the four researchers who proposed the grant, six additional
members were selected from Georgia Tech and MIT. The researchers held a range of backpacking,
electronic, programming, and biological experience. Their academic experience also varied, with
participants ranging from recent undergraduates to tenured professors and senior research staff
members. The gender ratio consisted of 4:6 female-male, this time with no members dropping out.
9.3.4.1.3 Route
Though the synchronous fireflies typically inhabit the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, due to
park regulations and the preponderance of tourists at this time of year, we planned our expedition to the
neighboring Citico Creek Wilderness area. Unlike previous Hiking Hacks, the crew was able to scout
out the location several weeks before the trip to ensure its quality as a location for exploring wild
animals in nature. The route took the group down a mountain side for two days to a basecamp seated
next to a river. The basecamp lasted for four days, and then the crew left by a path along the river.
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(Faust 2010)
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Figure 202 - Citico creek wilderness area map and GPS log of the hike out

9.3.4.1.4 Materials
By this third revision, the materials and gear brought into the wilderness was more properly distilled.
The tools brought along still represented the open-ended ideals of the Hiking Hack, but more
redundancies in materials and tools were eliminated.

Figure 203 – Bespoke Daypack/Tool organizer hanging under Silnylon tent in between lightweight modular tablespace

Key changes from the preceding Hiking Hack were the introduction of bespoke workshop gear. Since
the Madagascar trip, this work in partnership with Perner-Wilson had been designing and prototyping
wearable tool organizers and new flat workspaces. Perner-Wilson’s Digital Day Pack was inspired by
the day packs the Malagasy biologists would bring with them into the field when leaving basecamp for
the day. It contained readily accessible tools for quick trips exploring, studying animals, and building or
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repairing electronics equipment. At basecamp it transformed into shelving that automatically organized
many of the important tools needed for electronics prototyping. Quitmeyer built the modular workspace
to address the need for flat, clean, heat-resistant surfaces elevated from the ground necessary for
performing miniscule electronics tasks like soldering.

Figure 204 - Compressible fabric poster electronics and biological reference guide

Since the crew of biologists, humanities scholars, engineers, designers, and craftspersons possessed a
diverse skill set, another item developed for the Hiking Hack was a portable reference poster. This
poster was printed on durable, wrinkle-proof fabric which could be easily tossed into a backpack. It
contained quick reference to basic and advanced details about laws of electricity, resistor codes, circuit
formulas, common chip layouts, animal sensory abilities, and animal classification systems. The
participants appreciated this handy reference tool for both answering their own questions as well as
educating others.
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9.3.4.2 Expedition and Projects
The Appalachian expedition functioned like a refined version of the original Panamanian Hiking Hack
upon which it was modeled. While this project continued to be an open-ended journey into the unknown
of biology and technology, many of the more basic difficulties of working in the field had already been
worked out in previous Hiking Hacks. Dealing with these factors, like quickly setting up comfortable,
safe workspaces, and carrying organized, appropriate gear, diminished most of the detracting qualities
associated with building in the wild. This expedition helped show that even extreme versions of the
Contextual Crafting concept could function effectively.
9.3.4.2.1.1

Journey in

The journey started at the top of a mountain ridgeline and, over the course of two days moved down to
the creek valley. The initial two-day journey was steep, treacherous, and plagued with poor weather.
Many in the team agreed, however, that the strenuous start was important as proof of through what harsh
environments we could transport the gear. Like Schechner describes about arduous performances, the
early hardships also helped build communitas within the group. 601

Many of the same exploratory activities and challenges given to the group during the journey-in on the
Panama expedition were again employed during this hike towards basecamp. Mobile activities included
finding and sharing biological structures which performed a physical function. Examples of morning
journaling tasks consisted of challenges to try to design a cellphone app that could recreate an
experience met while backpacking. Such activities prepared the group for digital behavioral thinking
while also promoting analysis of the limitations of common digital media.
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9.3.4.2.1.2

Basecamp / Workshop

9.3.4.2.1.2.1 Exploration
Once again, the basecamp followed the basic formula of exploration, construction, documentation.
During exploration day, participants were sent on a “smell adventure” to collect a variety of scents from
the local environment. They also recreated the cybiotic life-drawing performance exercises conducted in
the first Hiking Hack. Participants were challenged to draw nearby organisms, label senses and activities
of the organisms, and then create and present short skits involving the selected creatures and their
special powers.
9.3.4.2.1.2.2 Construction
The exploration days segued into electronics construction utilizing Perner-Wilson’s biological speakermaking activity prototyped in the Madagascar Hiking Hack. Making speakers from organic materials
again encouraged participants to explore and discuss the materiality of the organisms around them while
being introduced to basic models of electronic circuits.

The “party boat” activity was held again during this Hiking Hack. Groups worked together to rapidly
build devices that could supply the greatest amounts of different stimuli to the nearby organisms. The
project helped the participants explore and familiarize themselves with the range of materials brought
with us. The limited time factor helped push their creativity to seek out methods of creating electromechanical behaviors without directly programming micro-controllers. Thus, groups again utilized the
rainbow LED’s to control circuits. One group also created a contraption based of Marvin Minsky’s idea
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of the “most useless machine,” 602 wherein an electro-mechanical circuit is established and, when
activated, works to turn itself off, creating a unique feedback loop of behavior.

Figure 205 - "Party Boat" of lights, sounds, and spinning movement controlled by the behavior of a solenoid instead
of a microcontroller

The participants created other devices for exploring and interacting with the creatures in this wilderness.
Example projects include firefly signaling devices, plant-Theremins, bat-inspired ultrasonic navigators,
and bear detection and distraction systems.

602

(Mann, Ratto, and Boler 2014)
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Figure 206 a-b – A) traditional Ethogram device 603 B) One group’s embodied version of an Ethogram machine

One project, dubbed the Etho-smock sought to utilize digital naturalism’s concept of Behavioral
Immersion, to rework a basic digital tool in ethology: the Ethogram machine. Instead of making a device
which maps behaviors to arbitrary keys of a traditional Ethogram machine, this team wanted to make a
wearable device where different observed animals and behaviors could be mapped to specific parts of a
user’s body. Their goal was to create an embodied way of experiencing these behaviors that engaged a
scientist while also logging their data. Important aspects of their designs came from the Contextual
Crafting technique employed, inspiring them to make the device rugged, lightweight, and quickly
accessible even while wearing other backpacking gear.
9.3.4.2.1.2.3 Documentation

603

(Lehner 1998)
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The groups were challenged to document all of their work in several formats. In the field, they had to
record videos explaining the inspiration of their devices, how it functioned, how to build one, and future
changes or improvements to be made. Additionally, the groups were challenged to create performative
skits to share their ideas with each other. Since we did not have a satellite internet connection on this
trip, after returning from the trip, an extra workshop day was held at Georgia Tech to let the participants
to further document their projects via blog posts and digital magazine layouts.
9.3.4.2.1.3

Journey Out

The trip out of basecamp was quick and largely uneventful. The participants used this leisurely walk to
discuss philosophical concepts involving engineering, computer science, and biology.

9.3.5

Discussion and Analysis: Hiking Hacks

In addition to the interviews that took place during the workshops, participants from all three Hiking
Hacks were also given follow-up questionnaires with numerical and written responses. The respondents’
answers are compiled below. This data is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the digital-ethological
design framework created in this research.

9.3.5.1 Rating Effectiveness of the Framework
9.3.5.1.1 Declaration of Data Changes
Since the first Hiking Hack was held while the framework was still under development, its follow-up
questionnaire had the scientists rate proto-type versions of the framework. For instance, the ideas of
Contextual Crafting were referred to instead as “situated design,” and many aspects of Technological
Agency were previously broken out into ideas like “learning physical computing” and “critical
discussion.” For the sake of straightforwardness, participants’ responses from sub-categories have been
individually averaged and then collected with the results from the other Hiking Hacks into a single chart.
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Furthermore, the Madagascar and U.S. Hiking Hacks took place before the two components of the
Digital Naturalism design framework of “Embodiment” and “Behavioral Feedback” had been united
under the tenet of “Behavioral Immersion.” The data presented below still shows these details. The
varying numbers of responses are indicated for each field.

Figure 207 - Participants Ratings of the Principles of Digital Naturalism's Design Framework

Overall, the four principles making up the design framework were all ranked highly. Within the scale of
“Unnecessary” = 1 to “Completely necessary” = 5, most features of the framework were ranked around
4. This indicates that the participants felt all four principles were important and effective for exploring
animal behaviors in natural environments.
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In addition to the generally positive ratings, these results also illustrate the participants’ perceived
importance of the different components of the framework. Open-Ended Tools and Contextual Crafting
were rated as the most necessary aspects of the framework. Behavioral Immersion, which contained the
ideas of both embodiment and behavioral feedback, was ranked directly behind the concepts of context
and Open-Endedness.

Surprisingly, while still ranked high on average, Technological Agency was rated as the least important
and effective aspect of the framework. On one hand, this result is unexpected since most of the activities
conducted in the Hiking Hack workshops aimed to impart technological skills along with critical
reflection of digital tools. Reasons for its comparatively lower rank were generally attributed to the
effectiveness of interdisciplinary collaborations that formed throughout the workshops. The idea is that
by having a diverse crew on the expedition allows the participants to build off the skills of each other.
The participants’ textual responses below elaborate on the reasoning behind the participants’
comparative rankings.

9.3.5.2 Textual Feedback Analysis
9.3.5.2.1 Technological Agency
The necessity of Technological Agency was the most debated piece of Digital Naturalism’s framework
in the responses from the questionnaires. Despite the workshops’ focus on imparting technological
skills, many researchers argued that collaborations might lessen the need for individuals to be fully
capable of both biological and technological knowledge. As one participant points out:

Yes, I see your point of agency but I also think there is room for tight collaborations, much like the
Wildhacks trip, where the scientist may not be making their own tools but providing help and
inspiration.
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Another reason for the relatively lower rank of the Technological Agency principle of the framework is
that many participants took this concept as specifically meaning all tools should be entirely built by the
researchers. While building one’s own tools is an effective way to build agency for the researchers, it is
not the only way. A participant noted that too great a focus on building one’s own tools may be
prohibitively difficult: “Generally I’m a strong proponent of everybody being able to understand and fix
the things they use in life, but making things is a complex skill in itself.” Another researcher elaborates:

I think there are times when it makes sense and times when it is unnecessary…It might be more
sufficient to say that people need technical knowledge – like the understanding of how tools work
and how they could be built. This gives the insight into designs that may or may not be best built in
the field.

A participant’s response hits on one of the important factors of Technological Agency, promoting
transparency and operation more than full knowledge of making: “Maybe the focus should be on
designing and building tools that are more transparent and understandable by the user so that they
could fix them.”

From their feedback, then, it seems that the majority of the participants agree with the broader definition
of Technological Agency used in the framework of transparency and understanding of tools. In addition
to making devices entirely oneself, many other methods can promote knowledge and mastery over
digital tools, such as building them themselves, training oneself on a device, or utilizing manipulable
tools. Granting agency to users of digital-ethological tools, then, remains a validated, integral part of the
design framework.
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9.3.5.2.2 Behavioral Immersion
Based on the framework’s principle of Behavioral immersion, participants were challenged to create
interactive, embodied experiences with their digital tools. Artifacts like the Jungle Insect Traffic Taster
and the Etho-smock shared behavioral data directly with the interactors. Participants felt that this was a
necessary feature for the design of ethological tools. For instance, one participant notes that designing
for Behavioral Immersion is useful in how it involves “the human back into the real-time feedback
loop… making use of the human senses and brain as computational power.” One scientist warns that
immersive tools are

Probably good, but also problematic. For example, the ant taster is pretty much impossible to
share data from [but] better than just logging numbers in a CSV that you don't see till you get
back to a computer… These things need to be coupled with the kind of data that is expected within
the community doing the researcher.

Keeping the researcher in the loop through tools that foster embodiment and real-time feedback was
important to many of the researchers. A participant values that embodiment “Lets us use all our senses
to experience discovery and ask new questions.” Other scientists embrace this concept as a means of
“understanding something more comprehensively than charts and graphs enable” and that “embodiment
… will help us see the questions in a much more holistic way.”

The participants’ evaluation of the principle of Behavioral Immersion within the framework, is therefore
also quite positive. These Hiking Hacks tested a range of projects like the Jungle Insect Traffic Taster
which targeted physically engagement and interaction. These participants’ responses and ideas spawned
by these projects show Behavioral Immersion as a necessary guideline for creating digital ethological
exploratory tools.
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9.3.5.2.3 Open-Endedness
Open-endedness was the most highly valued aspect of digital naturalism’s framework incorporated into
these Hiking Hacks. The expedition’s preplanned yet flexible structure provided stable footholds to keep
the groups focused on their digital-ethological research targets. As exhaustion, disease, and the
distraction of the endless chores daily survival set in, these basic structures demonstrated their value.
The open design of these structures prevented the focus of the trips from becoming too narrow.

Additionally, devices built purposely without specified goals, like those made in the “party boat”
activities, allowed participants to explore new technological ideas in a non-reductive form. Consisting of
just a microcontroller attached to several buttons, the Etho-Smock device is another example of a simple
tool, which, though designed for one job, cataloging behavior, could be adapted for many other useful
roles. For instance, the participants discussed using the Etho-smock not only for animal behavior, but
potentially also for cataloging plants and animals they witness during a walking transect.

The participants broadly embraced this concept in their work, and found it to be important for Digital
Naturalism’s framework. As one responder noted, “Where this is remarkably useful is in encouraging
improvisation which can lead to novel questions, approaches, and answers.” Another participant notes
that open-ended tools feed into the concept of Technological Agency: “if the tools are open-ended and
transparent (understandable), they become more like materials.”

Only one response was critical:
It might be naive to think that a tool can propose "new" questions. The tool had to be designed
and built by someone who has some concept of the current questions, so it may just be that the tool
is an expression of a question that a researcher has not managed to ask yet.
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Having a prepared understanding of the field and the types of questions that may arrive is integral to
research, but the tools themselves can help manifest questions which the user may not yet be fully
aware.

From their responses, open-ended tools proved to be valuable to the participants’ digital-ethological
explorations. In this way, creating devices intended to open and adapt to new questions becomes another
validated component of the framework.
9.3.5.2.4 Contextual Crafting
The aspect of the design framework put to the most extreme test was that of Contextual Crafting. By
bringing modern technology and research into the wilderness, the Hiking Hacks aspired to reconnect
tools and practices back to their fundamental goals. Situated design let researchers sidestep the
deterministic uses of computation, and developing instruments to fit the both the research question and
site of experimentation.

Rapid prototyping stood as the most salient benefit of this contextual design. As the participants noted,
building onsite “allows for real-time interaction and flexibility” integral to ensuring the alignment of
myriad factors in one’s experimental design. Another researcher states, “This is very important as it
keeps design close to goals and gives immediate feedback.” One participant gave an example of this
feedback: “When we wanted to check whether our ideas or designs were appropriate, we could easily
test out our half-complete models in situ, even with our target organisms.”

The scientists also appreciated how the context-based design yielded “situationally specific and
situationally appropriate tools” which made “observation driven hypotheses [to be] formed easier
[sic].” For one scientist, the importance of Contextual Crafting was not as much about the creation of
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new tools, but rather the ability to fix tools in the field, an advantage afforded by the Hiking Hack. She
states, “I think the more important aspect is to be able to repair tools in the wild and to gather
inspiration for new tools. Data collection time in the field is expensive.” Figuring out the necessary
components to rebuild or fix tools while in the field can save the researchers much time and money.
Participants valued the immediate in situ tool construction as a possible solution to this dilemma.

A downside to the extreme version of the Contextual Crafting performed in these Hiking Hacks was
that, no matter how well we planned, some crucial items might still be inaccessible. For instance, when a
participant was building a device for sensing leaf-cutter ants by smell, the group was missing a technical
document illustrating the proper wiring of the gas sensor. This prevented the participant from fully
realizing this device. He claims, though, that his project only made it to this point in its design, due to
the increased speed enabled by the contextual situation of our workspace: “Being so close to ants really
sped up the design improvement iterations – build version 1, test it, didn’t work, fix x, test it, didn’t
work, fix y, etc…” In this way, this attribute of Contextual Crafting also facilitated the agency and
immersion of the participants.

The jungle is not conducive to electronics engineering. This fact was incessantly present throughout the
hike. One participant describes the ongoing battle: “The heat and wetness of the jungle broke everything
it could, from Arduinos to hot glue guns to lighters.” Finding what tools and techniques were successful,
however, streamlines the gear necessary for building, modifying, or repairing field equipment in situ.
Over the course of just three expeditions, major innovations in the design of our wilderness hacking
tools noticeably smoothed the earlier difficulties with construction in nature.
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Many participants praised the strict limits placed on the technological access, however. They saw the
restrictions as helping inspire creativity and maintain focus on the natural world. “Having limited
sensors, lines of code, batteries, etc. is another challenge/obstacle that forces you to think outside the
box and come up with crafty solutions … like using a lighter to [melt] hot glue because the hot glue gun
isn't working,” notes a scientist from the Panama Hiking Hack. Another participant concurred stating,
“limitless resources can sometimes prevent people from thinking in new ways about problems, and could
also lead people to use unnecessary components in their designs. Though we sometimes lacked the tools
we needed, we sure were streamlined and crafty.”

Weight ended up being the most detrimental aspect of a mobile hackathon for exploring ecosystems.
Carrying too many supplies initially slowed our journey, cutting into mental and temporal resources for
exploring design. As a participant in the first Hiking Hack observed, “Nonstop hiking doesn't really
allow for bonding with others.” A teammate from the same expedition suggested that “ensuring the
commitment of participants would be pretty helpful – more people could share the load better, meaning
a less heavy, stressful hike.” These problems of weight have largely been alleviated in more recent
Hiking Hacks through refining the gear carried. These refinements demonstrate that this concept of
Contextual Crafting can be pushed quite far without serious detriments to the design process.

Overall, the workshop’s situated experience gave greater insight to multiple ways of designing and
conducting research. As one participant states, “I like the backward structure of starting in the field and
working backwards to make a lab… [it lets me] see the advantages of both places.” Building, repairing,
and testing digital tools within the animals’ natural environment proved to not only be feasible, but also
functional. Contextual Crafting, even in extreme cases, is therefore a vital component of the Digital
Naturalism design framework.
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9.3.6 Hiking Hack - Conclusions
The Hiking Hack model of design workshop is difficult to enact, but consistently rewarding. The diverse
and relentless challenges, however, elicit deep, new biological, cultural, and technological
understandings. The Hiking Hacks were a valuable test and demonstration of the efficacy of this
research’s design framework.
9.4 Evaluation Conclusion
Digital Naturalism’s design framework was carefully constructed from studies of both foundational and
contemporary ethologists. Its theoretical purpose is to provide a scaffold to support the design of digital
technology that encourages and facilitates the work of ethologists. In order to make sure such a
framework functions in the way it is intended, it must be validated through real-world practice and
analysis.

Through assessments by a large community of scientists, along with direct evaluations in the form of
mobile workshops, this framework has proven its usefulness. Technological Agency, Contextual
Crafting, Behavioral Immersion, and Open-endedness are essential principles for guiding digital designs
to uphold the values of ethological practice.
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CHAPTER TEN
CONCLUSION
10.1 Digital Naturalism
The primary motivation of this research was to discover ways that digital technology can be designed to
support the exploration of ethologists. Specifically, this work investigated the past and present principles
of ethology along with the scientists’ current computational utilization. The result is that this research
establishes a validated, functional framework for designing digital technology which supports
ethological exploration.

This framework presents an explicit series of guidelines to help field biologists and designers make their
own digital technology in a way that aims to serve ethological practice. Whether operating as individual
journeymen or interdisciplinary teams, following the framework’s concepts of Technological Agency,
Contextual Crafting, Behavioral Immersion, and Open-Endedness facilitates new means of exploring
wild animal behaviors.
10.1.1 Research Overview
This framework was made possible through customized research structure pursuing a qualitative, actionresearch style of inquiry. The historical and contemporary values and practices of the primary
stakeholders, the ethologists, are analyzed in multiple ways. Joining the researchers in the field allowed
for investigation with traditional ethnographic tools like interviews and questionnaires, along with
pragmatic, exploratory tools like workshops, performances, and new digital devices. The results of this
multimodal research were collected and organized into Digital Naturalism’s final design framework.
Finally, the concepts in this framework were used to develop a mobile workshop, the Hiking Hack,
which was used to evaluate these ideas over the course of three expeditions studying animal behavior in
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the wilderness. This framework and the ideas of digital naturalism continue to be developed as digital
naturalism matures.
10.1.2 Context of Research
Digital Naturalism is constructed in reference to many research fields. For this reason, it does not fall
directly into any of these specific areas of inquiry. Instead it stands as a new, cross-disciplinary
intersection between these original fields. Ethology itself was built from motivated researchers striving
to utilize “all the techniques which modern science has invented” 604 by carefully joining the traditionally
contrasting practices between empirical laboratory experimentation and naturalistic field observation. In
the same way, Digital Naturalism works to establish a common meeting place between several
disciplines. Here the benefits of these usually distinct fields can be intelligently applied to support the
practices of the others.

Thus, techniques in Digital Naturalism, for instance, could be utilized to supplement traditional biology
curriculum as well as inform research in digital media design. Digital Naturalism’s outsider position
enables its interdisciplinary ideas to grow and develop in the many areas of its parent fields.
10.2 Contributions
The research of this dissertation results in two primary contributions. First it provides a framework for
designing digital-ethological tools. Second, this research contributes a novel workshop model for
carrying out the principles of this framework.
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Primary Contributions
Digital Naturalism’s design framework
Hiking Hack Workshop Model

10.2.1 Digital Naturalism Design Framework
The design framework is the main contribution of this work. It is the set of principles developed
throughout this research aiming to foster the support of ethological values with new, digital tools.

Figure 208 - Icons representing Digital Naturalism's design framework

This framework (more thoroughly described in Chapter Eight) consists of four basic ideas synthesized
from the background research of the important principles and practices of ethologists. Designing for
Technological Agency leads to understandable, manipulable tools that can be driven by scientists’
research questions. Contextual Crafting conserves an ethologist’s precious time spent in the field while
capturing design inspiration from the nearby environment. Creating tools for Behavioral Immersion
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augments the ethologists’ interpretive abilities by allowing them to deeply engage with the dynamic,
multifaceted data being discovered. Finally, targeting Open-endedness in one’s research tools promotes
the serendipitous discovery vital to ethological exploration. When followed, these components of the
framework work to incorporate ethological principles into the design of digital tools.
10.2.2 Hiking Hack Workshop Model
The secondary contribution of this research is the Hiking Hack as a model for conducting Critical
Making – style workshops with diverse groups of participants in the wilderness. The Hiking Hacks were
originally created as a test of the principles of the design framework, but in doing so, it also results in a
basic model for conducting workshops that support these principles. At large the Hiking Hacks draw
influence from the structure of an ethologist’s field course. In such biological field courses (like the Ant
Course 605) scientists venture out to a specific site in the wilderness and attempt to use what tools they
can carry to conduct their research, and explore the techniques and ideas of others. The purpose of the
Hiking Hacks are to allow digital technology to follow a similar model.
10.2.2.1 Design
The following describes the processes developed to apply the framework to the design of the Hiking
Hacks. The components of the framework drive all aspects of the Hiking Hack model at broad levels
(venturing into the forest to build tools), and specific levels (the design of particular activities to
encourage exploration).
10.2.2.1.1 Contextual Crafting
At its core, moving a traditional electronics lab into a wilderness location was originally inspired by the
Contextual Crafting concept that emerged from Digital Naturalism’s design framework. A mobile lab
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would allow the participants to much more rapidly prototype digital-ethological devices than in current
workshops which would have to make short field trips into the wilderness. In addition to maximizing the
prototyping time, the concepts in Contextual Crafting were designed further into the activities and
projects involved in these workshops.

The Madagascar Hiking Hack, for instance, furthered the idea of Contextual Crafting in these workshops
by developing activities that encourage participants to physically incorporate aspects of their
environment in the tools they build. Not only was much workshop infrastructure built from nearby
materials, like the woven vine shelves created there, but natural materials were incorporated directly into
the designs of electronics projects like the tree-mounted ant sensors, and mushroom circuit boards.

This on-site construction facilitates a deeper awareness of the surrounding environment. This situated
design enforces the construction of tools appropriate for the environment, for example ensuring that the
devices can withstand the constant moisture in a rainforest. On top of this, Contextual Crafting
inherently forces one to analyze and understand the infrastructure typical to a standard electronics lab
which additionally incorporates the other framework concept of Technological Agency.
10.2.2.1.2 Technological Agency
Transporting and setting up gear in a Hiking hack helps participants better understand the basic
infrastructure provided in a non-mobile laboratory, and facilitates their Technological Agency. Within a
typical electronics workshop, most tools are already readily available, and thus can go unanalyzed.
Being forced to transport and organize all the tools utilized in the construction of digital media artifacts
brings one into a closer relationship with these items.
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The fundamental setup of the Hiking Hacks was also designed from the framework concept of
Technological Agency. The “hacking” activities during the workshop itself are designed to promote
understandings of the inner workings of digital sensors and actuators by having the participants largely
build and modify these devices themselves. The push in the recruitment of participants for the Hiking
Hack for a diversity of skills additionally supports Technological Agency by encouraging knowledge
and skill shares across disciplinary lines. For instance the first Hiking Hack featured biologists,
technologists, and documentarians who all taught each other the particularities of the equipment integral
to each of their different research.
10.2.2.1.3 Behavioral Immersion
The benefits of the Hiking Hack’s Contextual Crafting also serve to immerse the interactors and the
technology in the behaviors of the ecosystem. Being in the forest for an extended period of time situates
the participants in constant reference to the cycles and activities of the surrounding environment.

This continuous feedback can then also influence the designs of the tools. Workshops that design field
equipment in the laboratory generally have limited time in the field, meaning they may only get to see
their devices functioning in specific slices of time. Hiking Hacks on the other hand allow the
participants to deploy prototypes for extended periods in nearby locations where they can be ambiently
monitored past the 24-hour cycle.

Many of the standard activities led in the Hiking Hacks are designed with promoting Behavioral
Immersion. For instance most project carry a “cybiotic challenge” with them, which encourages the
participants to design digital devices which both take input from living creatures and provide an
response back to the organism. The Hiking Hacks encourage analysis of these webs of interactions even
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from the early design stage and during projects like the cybiotic life-drawing activity which has become
a staple of the Hiking Hacks.
10.2.2.1.4 Open-Endedness
Open-endedness is designed as an integral aspect of the workshop as a whole. The original needs for
Open-Endedness in ethological exploration (such as the undirected curiosity of scientists, the fickleness
of animals, and the changing needs of different environments) further drive this concept in the Hiking
Hack model. Given our limited resources in the field, devices tend to be built to address many different
situations and questions. The Etho-Smock project, for instance could be readily reconfigured for many
different tasks in the field such as labeling animal behaviors, environmental characteristics, or as triggers
controlling actuators in the environment. These types of simple tools that can be rapidly reconfigured are
targeted by many of the activities led in the Hiking Hack workshops.

10.2.2.2 Hiking Hack Structure
To make the Hiking Hack model more accessible for other designers or scientists, a short breakdown of
the development of these workshops is presented as part of this work’s contribution.The mobility of this
type of workshop make it ideal for attaching to existing biological expeditions or fieldwork (as seen in
the Madagascar Hiking Hack). The structure presented here also allows it to run as a standalone project,
or as a mobile adaptation of laboratory based design workshops.

The model of the Hiking Hacks is presented as a generalized model which to be utilized by others.
Hiking hacks can generally follow the basic structures outlined below. These models and the basic
syllabus provided are built from the successful activities and challenges of past Hiking Hacks. This
model aims to provide a structure that incorporates beneficial activities covering the variety of
disciplines involved, all in a manner conducive to joining a mobile expedition in the field.
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10.2.2.2.1 Basic Model
Moving the workshop into the wild is the key, distinguishing component of a Hiking Hack. Like an
ethological field course taking place in a remote area, at its most basic, the structure has three basic
periods: Hike In, Base Camp, and Hike Out. Using this simple model, one can turn any kind of
workshop into a Hiking Hack. The importance is to design for the particularities of each stage. The Hike
In, Base Camp, and Hike Out, all afford particular features of exploring and designing in the wild.

The Hike In is the period where participants are most heavily weighed down, and need to cover the most
ground per day. Most of the tools will be also packed away. Thus activities during this period should
focus primarily are drawing participants’ awareness to the surrounding environment with minimal
technological needs.

During Base Camp participants are allowed to relax and begin exploring the worlds of nature and the
digital technology. The most physically intensive activities can take place during this period. This is the
time for activities that can also span multiple hours or days. Participants have a tendency to “zone-in”
once they are deep into a crafting project, so it is good at the beginning of a basecamp to host activities
which encourage open exploration of their environment before they get to focused on one particular
aspect.

Finally, the Hike Out is a period of time where participants are once more mobile, but carrying lighter
loads. The individuals will know each other, the projects, and the environments best at this point in time,
and thus it makes it ideal for activities that support reflection, sharing, and documentation of their
experiences.
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This basic Hiking Hack Model can therefore be adapted to any kind of workshop that can be moved
from the controlled laboratory world to the natural one. This basic structure could be extended or
shortened to accompany expeditions spanning months or only a few hours.
10.2.2.2.2 Full Model
A more detailed model of the Hiking Hack is also presented to give more concrete examples of activites,
timeframes, and projects which have been successfully evaluated in the field. The experiences with
previous Hiking Hacks has shown that an ideal minimum duration for a Hiking Hack is 9 consecutive
days with an additional “Buffer Day” for unexpected delays. In addition to the basic, Hike In, Base
Camp, Hike Out, structure, this full model of the Hiking Hack takes into account preliminary and
finalizing workshops at a home base. It also breaks the Base Camp portion into specific days which
target particular types of activities. The entire syllabus is included below, along with descriptions of
each type of day.

10.2.2.2.2.1

Pre-Workshops

It is important to get the team of participants together before the expedition starts to prepare for the
project. During the pre-workshops the group can go over the details of the physical journey, sort
logistics, address any concerns, brainstorm ideas for technological and biological projects, and sort
supplies to pack. The pre-workshops are also a good time for preparatory instructions such as basic
electronics lessons, or teaching first aid.
10.2.2.2.2.2

Hike In

As mentioned before the Hike In is an arduous, restricted period, but still offers opportunity for
exploration and reflection. Many of the activities that have functioned well during this period involve
administering challenges to participants that encourage them to observe interesting things they may pass
by during their hike. An example is the “Explore Structures” challenge where participants had to be on
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the lookout for interestingly shaped parts of plants, animals, or fungi which served a particular use. For
example the “drip-tip” feature common to many rainforest leaves was a structure pointed out on the first
Hiking Hack. Later during dinner, participants would draw the items they found interesting and share
them with the group. Evenings are also an opportune time for additional journal-writing exercises for
reflecting on the day. During these times a video documentarian can solicit quick interviews with the
participants.
10.2.2.2.2.3

Base Camp

After arriving at basecamp, the really engaging parts of the Hiking Hack can begin. A successful
approach in the past has been to break the basecamp up into days with specific goals. Generally this has
started with an exploration day, moving into construction day, and finally to a documentation day.
10.2.2.2.2.3.1 Exploration Day
If one moves too quickly into building a specific project, one risks ignoring many of the fascinating
features surrounding the workshop in the wilderness. Like the practices of past and present ethologists,
one must dedicate time to open-ended exploration and free-form interactions and observations with the
living creatures nearby. Thus, Hiking Hacks should minimally dedicate at least one day to simply
exploring and observing the natural areas surrounding them. Activities can encourage the participants in
this exploration. For instance, the “Smell Adventure” project challenges participants to utilize an
alternate sensory modality (olfaction), to collect and share as many unusual smells in the local
environment.

This is also a suitable period of time to begin negotiating with the surroundings to setup the
infrastructure for the later construction days. Setting up tarps and building additional furniture can
function as a mode of exploration unto itself. Towards the end of the exploration period, one can begin
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to move the participants into the construction period with activities like the Party Boat Challenge
(described in more detail later).

10.2.2.2.2.3.2 Construction Day
The construction period is where participants attempt to build and prototype their primary digitalethological device. A useful prompt is to encourage the creation of cybiotic devices that can both take
input from and deliver output to living creatures. The previous Party Boat Challenge activity is a good
way to familiarize the participants with the hacking infrastructure and technologies available, and this
can be augmented with additional small activities such as building simple speakers using natural
materials in conjunction with wire and magnets.

During the primary construction the participants should work in groups, and be encouraged to
persistently test out the designs of their devices even at early stages. This period of construction can be
extended indefinitely for longer trips.
10.2.2.2.2.3.3 Documentation Day
As time in basecamp wears thin, one should maintain a documentation day to capture the functiongs and
ideas generated in the Hiking Hack. Participants will most likely still be rapidly repairing and building
their devices, but they should be led in activities of documenting each others projects via videos and
photos. A standard set of prompts to document each project should have them explain, A) why they
made it, b) what functions it is able to do, and d) what are the next steps to improving this device, and d)
what has the person learned from this experience.
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A successful activity for documenting and sharing the devices with the team is to have them also create
mini performances that illustrate the concepts of the things they made. For instance teams can be given
an arbitrary prompt such as “make a love story/heist story/fairy tale,” to which they then must script and
act out in front of the other participants. Such performances elicit participation from the entire group,
while also generation emotional appeals which can later facilitate discussion of these projects.
10.2.2.2.2.3.4 Buffer Day
The buffer day, if one is available can be used to continue refining and documenting the devices created.
It can also be used for meta-exercises, such as having the participants design and prototype new
furniture and hacking infrastructure for future Hiking Hacks.
10.2.2.2.2.4

Hike Out

As mentioned earlier, the Hike Out portion makes the team mobile once more, but their packs will
contain less food at this point. Still the Hike Out will involve participants most likely exhausted from the
week of intense building in nature. A simple activity to test out is to try to wear the digital devices one
created all the way back on the hike home. This lets the participants spend more time examining their
creation and help them adapt to the particularities of wearability and mobility. This also provides an
opportunity to lead discussions with the group while walking, since they will at this point, be most
closely bonded, and have the most shared experience to discuss.

10.2.2.2.2.5

Finalizing Workshops

One should allow for, at minimum, one additional day with the participants after the expedition to
collect and document their experiences. A basic task of having the participants document at least one
project they made, and one personal experience from the trip is a good way to help share the details of
the expedition publically. Having them share these ideas in two separate modalities can also help them
express different attributes of these projects. For instance, in the Wearables Hiking Hack, participants
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shared their experiences both as a web page created in WordPress (which follows a typical blog format),
as well as a print magazine layout in InDesign (which can follow a more free-form design).
10.2.2.2.3 Example Project Analysis: Party Boat
As an small illustration of the contribution of the Hiking Hack and the activities that make it up, a
specific Hiking Hack activity is further elaborated upon.
10.2.2.2.3.1

Party Boat: Description

The “Party Boat” challenge has become of staple activity of the Hiking Hacks. It was originally
developed in the first Hiking Hack in Panama, as a way to let the novice participants experience as many
of the different electronic components available as possible. . The idea came to also use this opportunity
to test out the effects of as many different stimuli upon the local creatures as possible, in order to
discover any unusual responses. Since then, the name and idea of this project stuck as a successful
activities for exploring available technology and animal reactions

The basic premise is to split the participants into small teams, set a time limit (typically 1 hour), and
challenge them to create a device which generates as many different types of stimuli as possible. This
project reflects a condensed version of the ethologists’ early exploration phase where they spend a field
season conducting similar assays testing out the effects of various stimuli.
10.2.2.2.3.2

Party Boat: Framework Components

This activity was designed to support many of the components of the digital naturalist framework. First,
it epitomizes the push for Open-Endedness since the participants, in their quest to incorporate as many
devices as possible, end up designing a large, modular device that can be quickly changed, adapted and
added to. While the device tends to focus on outputs, it does still foster concepts of Behavioral
Immersion by placing both the human and the animal into the device’s rich mess of stimuli. Often these
devices feature a human control (generally as simple as closing or opening a switch) which can let the
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scientist’s interaction function as a simple sensor to trigger certain stimuli in response to the actions of
the creatures around them.

The Party Boat activity also fosters Technological Agency within the participants. First, getting the
participants familiarized with using the digital equipment was the basic goal of this activity. Setting the
additional time restriction, however forces them to discover new ways to put together and generate
behaviors from simple devices. For instance in the first party boat challenge, participants discovered that
they did not have time to program different patterns onto microcontrollers, and this forced them to
discover they could generate novel patterns with different buzzers, motors, and LEDs simply from the
color-changing LEDs we had available.

Finally this task follows the concept of Contextual Crafting through not only being created in the wild,
but also by integrating aspects of the local environment. Party boats created in later Hiking Hacks
tended to greatly incorporate physical materials like sticks and leaves into their construction.
10.2.2.2.3.3

Party Boat: Participant Examples

Two examples from projects built by participants can illustrate the results of this simple activity. The
first ever “party boat,” was created in the first Hiking Hack in Panama. Using little more than copper
tape, foam sheets, and a handful of motors, lights, and vibrators, the participants built modular strobing
devices. As mentioned before, a key inspiration in this activity was the participants’ discovery of
“programming” electrical circuits with only the color changing LEDs available. The participants used
this project to expose and attempt to elicit reactions from bats and terrestrial insect. They then used the
foam’s floatational abilities to gauge the reactions of the undulating stimuli to the fish and aquatic
insects in a nearby creek.
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Figure 209 - “Party Boat.” Multimodal stimulus machine “programmed” by a special LED

In the most recent Hiking Hack, almost a year later in the US, participants once again rapidly tested and
deployed modular electronic configurations with local wildlife. One of the projects similarly stumbled
upon a method for generating behaviors without having to program a microcontroller. They created an
odd circuit involving an solenoid that would shut off the circuit once it was turned on. By varying the
distance that the solenoid was from the switch, they entire circuit of motors and lights could undulate
with different frequencies. In this project participants also incorporated leaves into the structural design.
They exposed nearby cicadas and moths the fast changing stimuli of the device and observed their
reactions.

Figure 210 - "Party Boat" of lights, sounds, and spinning movement controlled by the behavior of a solenoid instead
of a microcontroller
Table 6 - Example Syllabus for Hiking Hack - style mobile workshops
Days i and ii: Pre-workshops
First Day
•
Second Day

•
•
•
•

Brainstorming ideas for technology and potential biological subjects.
Building two technological items as a group
Finishing selected devices for field use
Prepping programming computer with drivers and libraries
Sorting food, camping gear, and hacking gear
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Day 1: Hike In
Challenge
Activities

Reflection
Day 2: Hike In
Challenge

Activities

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Reflection

•
•
•

Find an interesting organism while hiking
Hiking
Navigation
Set up mini-camp
Explain persistent game (e.g. the “Mountain Lion”)
Evening Journal Writing / Video Documentation

Explore Structures: Find a biological structure that performs a function
Cybiotic Life drawing (after arriving at Basecamp)
• Draw an animal, plant, fungus, and ecosystem
• label senses and actions taking place in the drawings
Hiking
Procedural Experiences Design
• Designing a non-embodied digital program (e.g. screen or smartphone based game) that
attempts to share the experience or mechanics of backpacking
Design and set up basecamp infrastructure (e.g. tarps, kitchen, food-bag elevators)
Cybiotic Performances
o Teams conduct performances based on creatures from life-drawings. Teams can be given
genre-prompts to guide them (e.g. A fairy tale, A heist, and a horror film.)
Map Making Activities
o Participants create maps of their choice sharing experiences, physical passages, or
campsite layouts formatted as maps
Evening Journal Writing / Video Documentation
Base Camp

Day 3: Exploration Day
Challenge
•
Activities

•
•
•

Reflection

•
•

Smell Adventure
• Individuals explore the area and collect interesting smells
Setup and organize hacking stations
Setup power generation spaces (e.g. solar, hydro, pyro…)
Party Boat Challenge
• Teams battle to create devices that generate as many different stimuli as possible
Discuss ideas for devices to build
Evening Journal Writing / Video Documentation

Day 4: Construction Day
Challenge
• Main Project
• Create a digital device that promotes interaction or exploration of local surroundings
Activities
• Card Sort: Collecting ideas, arranging concepts, in a non-reductive process
• Prototyping Preparation: Natural speaker making
Reflection
•
Morning Journal Writing: drawing detailing designs
•
Evening Journal Writing / Video Documentation
Day 5: Documentation Day
Challenge
• Capture and explain device’s use and functions on video

Activities

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Why you made it
What does it do
What are next steps / future improvements /
What things you learned
Create a Performance that involves or explains your device
Documenting
Evening Performances sharing digital tools
Planning for Hike Out (e.g. scouting paths back, planning re-packing)
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Reflection

Day 6: Buffer Day
Challenge
Activities

Reflection

Day 7: Hike Out
Challenge
Activities
Reflection

•
•

Morning Journal Writing
Evening Journal Writing / Video Documentation

•
•
•
•

Finish Documentation (including side projects or interesting findings)
Pack up hacker spaces
Clean E-Waste
Hiking Hack Gear Design Jam
• Teams prototype new ideas for Hiking Hack infrastructure equipment (e.g. portable
soldering benches, wearable daypack tool-organizers)
Contact: word game sharing ideas and common experiences
Morning Journal Writing
Evening Journal Writing / Video Documentation

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Mobility Test: Wear digital devices created on body or pack during return hike
Pack up rest of camp
Additional campsite clean
Morning Journal Writing

Day iii: Finalizing Workshop
Challenge
• Document the following formatted both as a web-page and as a print-magazine layout

•
•
•

Activities
Reflection

•
•

a digital device you created
an experience in the field
an additional activity or deviceyou made
Unsort gear
Arrange after party social celebration

10.2.2.2.4 Structure Modifications
Expeditions longer than these minimum 10 days can accommodate this structure by spreading out the
activities accordingly. Expeditions with multiple basecamps can similarly be adapted. Shortening the
expedition, on the other hand, will require more significant planning and reduction of activities and
projects to suit the needs of the condensed trip.
10.2.2.2.5 Context Considerations
The context in which these projects are carried out is a significant aspect of the Hiking Hacks.
Therefore, paths and destinations should be researched and carefully considered. Since one is guests in
these wildernesses it is imperative to treat the areas with respect. All Hiking Hacks should encourage
participants to be good stewards of the environment they live and work in. Meticulously cleaning camp
sites and preventing pollution is made more difficult with the e-waste generated by Hiking Hacks.
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Having infrastructure (such a garbage bags) to pack away debris is necessary for lessening the impact. In
trips involving destinations through lands of indigenous peoples should also make an effort to obtain the
approval of these peoples, and even use this as an opportunity to incorporate local crafting techniques
into designs.

Finally, the choice of a path and destination can have motivational effects on the participants.. For
instance, the first Hiking Hack followed the ancient colonial trading routes and attempted to track
Balboa’s journey in reverse. The Madagascar trip was motivated by a quest to find an unknown ant, and
the U.S. hack toured parts of the Appalachian trial in search for synchronous fireflies. Framing the
journey with specific physical, scientific, or historical objectives can instill a greater sense of adventure
and participation with the workshop attendees.

10.2.3 Supplementary Contributions
On the path to achieving the two primary contributions of this work, several other supplementary
contributions also had to be created. This work presented new theoretical models, analyses, designs, and
pedagogical practices which can become useful to other research operating at these intersections of
biology, media, engineering, and design.

The second chapter provides a historical analysis of ethology’s values, and also develops a theoretical
model of its scientific process. Chapter Three provides an early means of categorizing areas emerging in
the nascent field of biological arts such as cybiotic media. Chapter Four develops and justifies a
customized research structure for investigating qualitative research between numerous fields. Finally,
several of the chapters describe and analyze specific digital media devices and projects for studying and
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interacting with animals in new ways. These supplementary contributions are all primed for further
utilization and expansion in research to come.

Supplementary Contributions
Techno-historical analysis of ethology
Evaluated model of ethological process
Categorization of emerging areas in biological media
Hybrid research structure
Digital media projects for studying and interacting with animals

10.3 Challenges and Successes
10.3.1 Interdisciplinary Complexity
An initial challenge for Digital Naturalism’s research presented here was interdisciplinary complexity.
In order to lay the foundation for more work in Digital Naturalism’s hybrid area of study, this work was
required to simultaneously dissect and analyze work from many different fields. Such a broad range of
topics can make it difficult to engage with the deeper problem spaces lying between these fields. Since
little research had been carried out at this particular intersection of science and technology, these
complex analyses were necessary to complete as a first step for the development of this work.

Living, working, and designing directly with the scientists helped overcome many of the potential
shortcomings of too broad of a design space. This intensive work helped facilitate deeper insights which
may have otherwise been passed over by theoretical analysis alone.
10.3.2 Specific Community
Another impediment to this research came from its limited focus on scientists within one specific
community. While the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute served as the idea field site for studying
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a large, diverse group of scientists and animals, any community will have its own idiosyncrasies. On top
of this, the research at STRI has honed this research for a specific type of ecosystem, the Panamanian
rainforest. The evaluations in the Hiking Hacks conducted research in new environments in an attempt
to broaden this work, but these too were still modeled on interactions with forest creatures. In order, to
further strengthen the ideas in its framework, future Digital Naturalism projects will need to work with
more communities around the world in different biomes. Modifications to the basic Hiking Hack
structure (as suggested above), to hold workshops in deserts or aqueous environments would expand the
applicability of this research.
10.3.3 Longer Development
A complication for this research was that little time was available for richer development of many of the
digital-ethological media projects designed and developed. Working with Marting afforded the
opportunity to design, develop, and realize a fully functional scientific device over several years. Most
other projects, however, have not yet been allowed the same advantage. The Critical Making principles
of construction utilized in this work pushed many of these devices to a realization far past those that
might be encountered through purely design and theory-based approaches. These early creations
demonstrated functionality, but more importantly revealed key insights to govern digital-ethological
tools. Still, longer-form development of these tools, when possible, will always be beneficial.
10.3.4 Acceptance
As some of the STRI communities members noted in their feedback, Digital Naturalism’s acceptance
within the biological and technological communities is perhaps its greatest challenge. The
Enlightenment’s push for pure productivity now embedded in many technological and scientific
practices is difficult to sidestep. Since Digital Naturalism seeks to support the entirety of ethology’s
principles, such as Open-Endedness and the opportunity to naturally interact with animals, it necessarily
includes many of the Romantic notions traditionally at odds with the more industrialized sciences. Thus,
this research’s nontraditional projects and modes of research may meet initial skepticism when being
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shared in new contexts. Distilling and disseminating these ideas through academic work such as this,
however, extends Digital Naturalism’s acceptance in the communities it hopes to support. For instance,
there has already been evidence of participants involved with this research sharing the technological
ideas and skills they learned with others around STRI.

Compounding most of these struggles was their restriction to the scope of a single Ph.D. research topic.
As this framework is given time to grow, it will be better able to manage the initial challenges
discovered in these first forays. Broadening Digital Naturalism’s targets in its future work will help this
area of study flourish.
10.4 Future Work
Owing to its Action Research methodology, Digital Naturalism has no true ending point. Continuing
iterative testing and refinement of the framework for digital ethological fieldwork is the main motivation
in moving this research forward. Now that the framework is synthesized, it will be exciting to see what
types of new designs and ideas it produces. Additional work with different researchers around the world
will contribute even better guidelines for making tools that help deeply explore animal behaviors. The
key characteristics of the framework will most likely continue to evolve and grow as insights from more
experiences with designers and ethologists continue to push and refine these concepts.
10.4.1 Continued Hiking Hacks
One of this research’s most tangible contributions, the Hiking Hack, will be a useful tool for continuing
the development of Digital Naturalism’s research. The success of these initial mobile- workshops has
already drawn interest in more Hiking Hacks from biological and technological communities. The
richness of the field conditions encountered also demands more repetition of the projects we have
undertaken. New expeditions with interdisciplinary teams will continue to illuminate new design spaces
for digital-ethological technology. These future series of Hiking Hacks can also extend the diversity on
which the current framework is based. Since most of this research has taken place in rainforests hacking
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through alternate biomes, for instance, will likely reveal alternate tools of choice and new types of
animal interactions. Other Hiking Hack expeditions are also planned that involve different styles of
human-powered locomotion such as mountain biking or river rafting. These varying modes of
transportation will offer means of extending this research into different environments, and bring with
them their own unique challenges and affordances. These future Hiking Hacks serve as an ideal platform
for which to maintain the development of this research in Digital Naturalism.
10.4.2 Further Framework Development
Digital Naturalism’s framework was specifically developed and evaluated for specifically for
ethological exploration. Next steps for this work as a whole include further extending the design
framework for ethological experimentation and dissemination as well. Exploration does sets the
foundation for all of ethologist’s later research, and three have already been strong indicators that the
work in this framework has already been influencing the ethologists’ full processes. Marting’s Flick-OMatic, developed in exploration, for instance, has later been incorporated into his experimentation, and
as a charismatic artifact that helps the dissemination of his work.

The other phases of their research will still have their own particular features which should be
considered in design. Enhancing precision and repetition in one’s digital tools, for instance, is a quality
that is less necessary in early exploration, but integral to a scientist’s experimentation in the field. For
dissemination, another example would be the necessity of publishing scientific research in tandem with
open-sourced designs of the digital tools utilized.

Descriptions of early thoughts on guidelines for digital tools that extend Digital Naturalism’s framework
for experimentation and dissemination are included in the Appendix. These ideas will need to be
similarly tested and explored with real-world researchers to find appropriate guidelines. The continued
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development of a full framework into the phases of experimentation and dissemination will help guide
digital media‘s design for a scientist’s entire process.
10.5 Conclusion
This research presents one small push in the broader struggle of harnessing the unique new abilities of
digital media for connecting humankind to the living world. The difficulties of studying animal behavior
in natural environments give a preliminary view of the incredible new possibilities and challenges that
await when digital media is allowed to move past its anthropocentric worldview. As Brenda Laurel
describes in her essay “Gaian IxD,” digital interactions will be central to increasing our “awareness of
our belongingness to the complex dynamic system we call Earth” 606 Designing devices that promote
enjoyment and engagement with non-humans will invite us to foster greater empathy and appreciation
for the natural world, and strengthen the design of digital media.

In order for computers to develop into a truly useful medium for engaging with the world, they will have
to leave the safety of the womb-like laboratories in which they were conceived and confront the messy
challenges outside. It is here, in the real world, full of endless complication and discovery, that the
designs of computers will be allowed to fulfill the needs of the full planet. More difficult, yet edifying,
journeys lie ahead as digital media ventures into the wild.

606

B Laurel, ‘Gaian IxD’, interactions, 2011.
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APPENDIX
11.1 Introduction: Appendix
This section includes data, writings, and figures created by this research. They are supplied here for
additional reference.

EXAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE FORMS
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Digital Naturalism Intro Questionnaire  Animal Behavior
and Digital Media
This is the form to get an understanding of your basic background with digital technology and ethological
work.
This is a 3 page survey. It should take 1525 minutes.
Feel free to skip any questions if you do not want to answer them. You are not obliged to do any, all of this
is totally voluntary.

Many questions will ask for your opinions on very broad, openended, or controversial topics where there is no
"correct" view. Please construct your responses around what is most important to you personally.

CONSENT FORM

Participant Consent Form
ANDREW QUITMEYER  DIGITAL NATURALISM RESEARCH
You are being asked to take part in a research study of concerning the design and implementation of
biological tools in the natural environment.
What the study is about: The purpose of this study is to discover new methods for scientific inquiry and
exploration with digital media.
What we will ask you to do: Fill out a short survey about your experience with technology as a researcher.
Risks and benefits: I do not anticipate any risks to you participating in this study other than those
encountered in daytoday life.
Compensation: There is no compensation offered.
Taking part is voluntary: Taking part in this study is completely voluntary. If you decide to take part, you are
free to withdraw at any time.
If you have questions: The researchers conducting this study are Andrew Quitmeyer and Prof. Michael
Nitsche. You can contact them at andrew.quitmeyer@mail.gatech.edu
If you have any questions or concerns regarding your rights as a subject in this study, you may contact the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) through their website at http://researchintegrity.gatech.edu/.
All personal details from this survey can be anonymized, and identities in resulting published will be
obfuscated anyway unless we have contacted you directly to obtain additional permission.
By clicking the button to continue below I agree that I have read the above information. I consent to take part
in the study. I consent to documentation and data collected for the public domain.

Background Information
Information
1. Name

2. University or Organization?

3. Email address
THIS WILL BE KEPT PURELY CONFIDENTIAL.
This is only for Quitmeyer to contact you back if
need be.

4. Are you Ok with this information being made public?
Check all that apply.
Yes
Yes, but disguise my name, affiliation, and other identifying material.

Research Experience
5. I am a ...
Mark only one oval.
Undergraduate Student
Master's Student
PhD Student
PostDoc
Professor
Independent Researcher
Other
6. How many years of experience do you have
studying animal behaviors?
Officially, (and also unofficially if you want)

7. Where do you spend most of your time?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Laboratory

Field

8. What is the goal of your research?
(Keep it short 12 sentences)

9. What part of your work makes you the happiest?

10. What do you think should be the most important goal of scientific research (12 sentences only)

Previous Digital Experience
Answer these from your experience BEFORE you may have participated in any workshops with Andrew
Quitmeyer
11. How much experience do you have USING Digital Technology
Mark only one oval.
1

Never
used a
computer

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Built my own
computer
and wrote
my own
custom
programming
languages

Technology Locations
12. Can you list some of the software and digital technology you use IN THE LAB

13. Can you list some of the software and digital technology you use IN THE FIELD

14. Are there any digital tools you wish you had in the field but are only available in the lab (or vice
versa?)

Digital Work
15. Programming experience
What is your programming experience?
Mark only one oval.
0
never coded  total newb

1

2

3

4

5
extremely fluent  1337 h4x0r

16. (Optional) If you have programmed anything, can you quickly describe what it was?
Also what language? HTML? C++? Arduino?

17. Outside of your research, do you have any hobbies or activities that intersect with digital
technology?
Do you keep a blog? Do graphic design? Build instructables? Do you record and mix music for a band?

18. Of the technology you use, how much knowledge do you have about how it works?
from: 0  "all my tools are magic boxes" to 5 "I can connect and reconfigure some of the parts" to 10  I
could rebuild every piece from scratch if I needed to.
Mark only one oval.
0

1

It's all
just
black
boxes to
me

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
I
could
rebuild
every
part

Quitmeyer Influence
If you were able to participate in any of Andrew Quitmeyer's "Digital Naturalism" workshops, or even just get
advice from him about digital crafting, please answer this part.

19. How much experience do you have USING Digital Technology AFTER YOU MET Andy Quitmeyer
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Built my own
computer
and wrote
my own
custom
programming
languages

Never
used a
computer

20. What are the main things you learned from encounters with his research?
Skills in a particular technology? Methods for doing something?

21. In what ways, if any, will this experience affect your future research?

Crafting and Media
22. How much do you typically have to CONSTRUCT for an experiment?
from 0 "I purely watch and record animals in a notebook" 5 "I put together readymade kits" 10
"everything is built from scratch"
Mark only one oval.
0

Pure
observation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Have to
build
elaborate
mechanisms
from scratch

23. What types of materials are you most familiar with using in your experiments and where do they
come from?
Store bought metal? Vines from local trees?

24. In your experimentation what role does your own body play?
(Short description or examples)

25. Is your research more observational or interactive?
Mark only one oval.
1
Pure
Observation

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Pure
Interaction

Media and Art
26. What role do you think art, emotion, and fiction can have for your type of research
Do you have examples of less "scientific" or rational media out there that deals with issues related to
your research? Does it have offerings or detractions apart from science?

27. Do you create any artwork outside or related to your practice?

Powered by

Digital Media and Ethological Exploration (Multilevel)
This survey seeks to understand current and future uses of Digital Media and Technology for early
exploration within your research.
We are primarily concerned with Ethological research (studying animal behaviors in natural
environments), but if you work within a nearby discipline doing other aspects of biological or ecological
research in the field, we would still like to hear your opinions.
This is a 3  PAGE survey. It should take no more than 15 MINUTES.
Feel free to skip any questions if you do not want to answer them. This survey is entirely voluntary.

IRB Consent Form
Participant Consent Form
ANDREW QUITMEYER  DIGITAL NATURALISM RESEARCH
You are being asked to take part in a research study of concerning the design and implementation of
biological tools in the natural environment.
WHAT THE STUDY IS ABOUT: The purpose of this study is to discover new methods for scientific
inquiry and exploration with digital media.
WHAT WE WILL ASK YOU TO DO: Fill out a short survey about your experience with technology as a
researcher.
RISKS AND BENEFITS: I do not anticipate any risks to you participating in this study other than those
encountered in daytoday life.

COMPENSATION: There is no compensation offered.
TAKING PART IS VOLUNTARY: Taking part in this study is completely voluntary. If you decide to take
part, you are free to withdraw at any time.
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS: The researchers conducting this study are Andrew Quitmeyer and Prof.
Michael Nitsche. You can contact them at andrew.quitmeyer@mail.gatech.edu

If you have any questions or concerns regarding your rights as a subject in this study, you may contact
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) through their website at http://researchintegrity.gatech.edu/.
All personal details from this survey can be ANONYMIZED, and identities in resulting published will be
obfuscated anyway unless we have contacted you directly to obtain additional permission.
BY CLICKING THE BUTTON TO CONTINUE, I CONSENT TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY. I agree
that I have read the above information. I consent to documentation and data collected for the public
domain.

Background Information
Your Info
1. Name (Optional)
You can put an alias if you would like

2. University or Organization?

3. I am a ...
Mark only one oval.
Undergraduate Student
Master's Student
PhD Student
PostDoc
Professor
Independent Researcher
Other

4. I study ...
(Choose other and describe your work if you study other biological or ecological systems)
Mark only one oval.
Animal Behavior in the Wild
Other:
5. Email address
THIS WILL BE KEPT PURELY CONFIDENTIAL.
This is only for Quitmeyer to contact you back if
need be.

6. Are you Ok with this information being made public?
Check all that apply.
Yes
Yes, but disguise my name, affiliation, and other identifying material.

Research Experience
7. Years of experience in your research?

8. Where do you spend most of your time?
Mark only one oval.
1
Laboratory

2

3

4

5
Field

9. What is the goal of your research? (MAX 1 sentence)
Keep it super short, like "I study learning in bats"

10. What part of your work makes you the happiest? (Max 1 Sentence)
Again super short, e.g. "Feeding bats in between trials" or "Creating Data Infographics"

Technology and Scientific Exploration
We are using a model of an overall scientific process consisting of cyclical phases of
EXPLORATION*  Where you prepare and design your experiment (quick assays, literature review,
informal and formal observation)
EXPERIMENTATION  where you carry out your rigorous testing
DISSEMINATION  where you share research findings with others
The following page focuses on this EXPLORATION period, where you prepare and develop research
questions to design your experiments.

11. How accurate do you think this model is of Biological practice in general?
Mark only one oval.
1

Is
completely
offtarget

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Accurately
represents
the
iterative
process of
science

12. (Optional) describe your concerns with this
model of science.

Current Use
How often do you use any type of COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY in the stages of your research? [This
includes items that are programmed like Statistical Software, Digital Sensors, Robotic Devices]
13. Exploration
Developing your Research Question. Probing to discover and design your experiment. Getting to
know your animal subject. Initial field tests.
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

never

Always

14. List your EXPLORATION equipment

15. Experimentation
Testing phenomena repeatedly and consistently. Analyzing Results.
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

never

Always

16. List your EXPERIMENTATION equipment

17. Dissemination
Communicating your research findings to Peers, Students, and the Public
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

never
18. List your DISSEMINATION equipment

5

6

7

8

9

10
Always

Exploration Practices
19. How Imporant is the Exploration phase to your overall research?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

unimportant

5

6

7

8

9

10
very
important

20. Check any of the activities you spend more than 1 hour on in preparing your experiment
Check all that apply.
Document Early Practices
Observe creature in Field
Review Literature
Test equipment
Run small informal experiments
Observe creature in lab
Other:

Exploration Tools
21. Does your work strive for PURE
OBSERVATION or DIRECT INTERACTION

22. What is the most important activity for your
EXPLORATION period?

23. Do you need to conduct rapid INFORMAL,
INTERACTIVE experiments with your
organisms (even PLAYING with them)?

24. What are the most IMPORTANT tools for you
during this exploration period?
(Ladders? Shoes? Hammers? Bait? Cameras?
Statistics Software?)

25. If you could imagine a FUTURE (or MAGIC) TOOL that could help you EXPLORE your
research in the field, what would it do?

Digital Naturalism Reflections
Final section for feedback from your experience with Andrew Quitmeyer and his research in "Digital
Naturalism"

Quitmeyer Influence (IGNORE THIS LAST PAGE IF YOU NEVER
SAW QUITMEYER)
If you were able to participate in any of Andrew Quitmeyer's "Digital Naturalism" workshops, or even just
get advice from him about digital crafting, please answer this part.
26. How long have you known Quitmeyer and his research?
Mark only one oval.
Don't Really Know Him
Just Met
12 weeks
310 Weeks
1 year
2 years
3 or more years
27. In 1 sentence, can you describe what YOU THINK his research, "Digital Naturalism" is about?
(Even if you are not sure, give it a try!)

28. What activities have you done with Quitmeyer?
(Check all that apply)
Check all that apply.
Nothing
Saw a talk of his
Just talked about research
Workshops
Saw a performance
Participated in a performance with him
Showed him my work in the field
Designed experiments or devices
Built electronics
Programmed devices
Tested out equipment in the field

Feedback
29. How much will your Digital Naturalism experience affect your future research?
Mark only one oval.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very Much

30. Did any activities affect your experience with the rest of the Scientific or STRI COMMUNITY?

How effective do you think the following activities for scientific EXPLORATION are:
(LEAVE BLANK IF YOU DID NOT SEE or PARTICIPATE in an ACTIVITY)

31. ...workshops
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Ineffective

Very Effective

32. ...performances
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Ineffective

Very Effective

33. ...building devices to PLAY / Interact with animals
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Ineffective

Very Effective

34. ...building devices to OBSERVE animals
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Ineffective

Very Effective

35. ... building devices to AUGMENT YOUR OWN SENSES
(potentially mimicking the senses of the research animal, E.G. "Stereo Smelling")
Mark only one oval.
1
Ineffective

2

3

4

5
Very Effective

36. What is the MOST important aspect of Quitmeyer's activities or research?

37. What is the LEAST effective part of this research?

38. Would you continue doing such exploratorystyle research if you had the chance?
Mark only one oval.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Definitely

39. List any other activities from this that you felt were useful for scientific EXPLORATION

Powered by

Hiking Hack Questionnaire
I would like to collect some of your final reflections about the Hiking Hack! This will help me prepare
other adventures in the future and better analyze how it went.

1. What's your name?

How effective was the Hiking Hack at...
2. Teaching Physical Computing for animals (robotics and sensing)
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Not at all

Very

3. Exploring New Ecosystems
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Not at all

Very

4. Learning about animal behaviors
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Not at all

Very

5. Learning about new cultures
Mark only one oval.
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very

6. Critiquing and discussion the role of technology in wildlife research
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Not at all

Very

What is one new thing you learned about...
7. Biology

8. Other Cultures

9. Digital Technology

10. Would you reccomend this trip to others in your profession?
Mark only one oval.
1
not at all

2

3

4

5
Very much so

11. What were the 3 biggest CONS of jungle hacking and building?

12. What were the 3 biggest PROS of jungle hacking and building?

13. How was the overall group balance of demographics (genders, ethnicities) and alternate
points of view?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

not at all

5
Very much so

14. Comments on above question about
demographics
(optional)

15. What part of the hiking hack could use the most improvment?

Goals
The Hiking Hack had several main goals. For each goal below, please note a) how important that goal
was to you, and b) how well the hiking hack met this goal

Collect a diverse crew of artists, scientists, and technologists
16. Importance to you:
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Most Important

17. Did hiking hack meet this goal?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Yes, and then some

Find and explore new environments
18. Importance to you:
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Most Important

19. Did hiking hack meet this goal?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Yes, and then some

Design and think of new ways to interact with living creatures
20. Importance to you:
Mark only one oval.
1
not at all

2

3

4

5
Most Important

21. Did hiking hack meet this goal?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Yes, and then some

Build new devices separated from as many modern conveniences not accessible in the field
22. Importance to you:
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Most Important

23. Did hiking hack meet this goal?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Yes, and then some

Test the limits of our bodies
24. Importance to you:
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Most Important

25. Did hiking hack meet this goal?
Mark only one oval.
1
not at all

2

3

4

5
Yes, and then some

Test the limits of our supporting technology
26. Importance to you:
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Most Important

27. Did hiking hack meet this goal?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Yes, and then some

Hike from one ocean to the next
28. Importance to you:
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

not at all

Most Important

29. Did hiking hack meet this goal?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

not at all

Final Bits
30. Which day of the Hiking hack was your
favorite?

5
Yes, and then some

31. Is there an extra question that you wished was on this questionnaire?

32. If we did another hiking hack next year across
Madagascar, would you come?

Powered by

WORKSHOP HANDOUTS AND FIELD GUIDES
11.2 Digital Naturalism Field Guides
A physical, durable means of sharing design concepts helped overcome the barriers to sharing and
collectively analyzing this information. Barriers like the strict time-pressure of the scientists, transferring
ideas across disciplines

One notable finding from the 2012 season was the difficulty in quickly explaining my research
background to scientists I met in the field. Often these encounters were brief, and between fellow
biologists could be summed with brief, domain-specifc statements like, “I study colony-wide behaviors
in Azteca ants.” Efficiently sharing my own background in computation as an expressive new medium
became important to recruiting scientists to work with. The lack of much existing knowledge transfer
between our disparate fields, however, made this a difficult task.

Noting the importance of the guidebooks carried by many of the researchers into the field, I designed my
own “Digital Media Field Guides” as informational aids. The photos and summaries included within
provided concrete talking points during our initial encounters. The fact that I could produce many of
these durable little artifacts meant that I could leave them with the researchers to toss into their packs
and peruse more deeply in-between fieldwork. Using a color printer with a wax-like finish gave the
booklets decent weather resistance. I also bound them with thread for increased durability.
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Quitmeyer and Klein

Quick Guide to
Behavioral Robotics for
Ethology and Ecology

Cybiotic
Jungle
Workshop

ACT: Cause a new action to happen in the world. Go back to sense.

THINK: Interpret senses, determine meaning, decide what to do.
p1

Introduction

SENSE: Record a stimulus from the environment as a number.

Robotics
Any good robotic device boils
down to 3 iterative steps.

Programming and building
your own devices can help
you ask new, dynamic questions in your research.

Digital Biology
Digital devices can help you
measure interesting stimuli,
and also create novel stimuli
within environments.

Cybiotic Interaction

Field Scientists are Crafty
Biologists have a rich history
of building specialized tools
for their research. Developing
your Digital Crafting skills can
empower your research!

Cybiotic Interaction
Cybiotic Interactions are
when a digital device and an
organism give each other
feedback.

Cyborg

p2

Basics

p3

Put an LED on the battery!

Put a battery in your
mouth!

Tutorial 0

Step 2: Photodetect
Plug an IR LED into pins 2
and 3.

Step 1: Blink
Plug in the arduino to the
computer.
Run the “Blink” program.
Watch the LED on the board.

Sensor: IR LED
Thinker: Arduino (Big)
Actor: Servo

We shall make an invisible gate, that
controls a servo that alternates directions insects can move.

Insect Sorter

p4

Tutorial A

Step 5: Play with it!
Try moving different things
through the gate. Put pressure on the servo. Play.

Step 4: Full Sorter
With Servo and IR LEDs connected, run “InsectSorter”
program

Step 3: Servo
Plug servo wires into board:
Red wire -> Vin
Black Wire - > GND
Yellow Wire - > Pin ~9
Run “Servo Sweep” program.

Questions

p5

-What assumptions are made in
this device?

- What other animal interactions could you make with this?

Insect Sorter (cont.)

Circuits with more capacitance can
take longer to fill up with electricity.
We can measure this change in
time and detect creatures.

When a conductive object is near or
touching a wire with current, it can
increase its capacitance.

Capacitive Sensing?

Sensor: Capacitive Touch
Thinker: ATTINY 85 (Tiny Arduino)
Actor: LED, Vibe, Beeper

This device senses when an organism
is touching (or even near) a plant, and
triggers a potentially distracting light,
motion, or sound stimulus in another
location to potentially distract it.

Munch Distractor

Nail

Ground (-)

Sensor Line

LED

1Mohm
Resistor

p6

Squishy Tape
(wrapped by copper)

(Top to
Vcc Tape)

Battery

Vcc (+)

Tutorial B

Step 3: Stab Nail
Stab a nail through the bottom
with head sticking out.
Step 4: Copper Tape
Lay down the copper tape
where the circuit should be.
Tape some on head of nail.

Step 2: Squish and Draw
Squish the legs on the socket
flat. Put in middle of cardboard cutout. Trace the legs
on the cardboard. Draw the
rest of the circuit.

Step 1: Cutout
Cutout cardboard in leaf shape.

Munch Distractor (cont.)
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Step 7: Program
Use the ATTINY programmer
to load “MunchCapSense”
code onto the chip.

Step 5: Battery Holder
Wrap one part of negative
copper tape around squishy
tape. Stick (-) side of battery on
top of this lead. Fold positive
copper over and lay on top of
battery.
Step 6: Solder
Solder the Socket legs in
place. Solder the resistor in
place. Solder tape to nail.
Solder LED in place.

Munch Distractor (cont.)
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Now try touching the leaf
with your hand or mouth.
See what makes the LED
change.

Step 8: Try it!
Clip the sensor end to a leaf.
Clip the battery into place.
Once it turns on, the device
will calibrate for how much
capacitiance there is for 3
seconds.

Munch Distractor (cont.)
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How could you tell a romance story with your device?

What are the elements in the design that could LIE?

What would you observe if TIME was not an issue?

What components in the design can you change and control?
Which control you?

What kind of animal sense would you want to have for yourself?

What’s your animal’s coolest behavior?

What is one way that you have always wanted to play with an animal but
were unable? (Too big? Too slow?)

Critical Making Questions
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Instructables.com
kobakant.com (Soft Circuits)

More Tutorials

Sparkfun.com
Adafruit.com

Purchasing Parts

Come by during office hours for
help with project! Lab 7Schoolhouse

Biocrafting Lab

p11

Resources

DIGITAL DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
FOR ETHOLOGY

DigitalNaturalism
Andrew Quitmeyer
Digital Media - PhD Candidate

Michael Nitsche

Digital Media - Associate Professor

www.digitalnaturalism.org

>Field Reprogramming- Pipeline Road, Panama

ETHOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY
Digital Naturalism investigates the role of digital
media within the study of wild animal behavior,
or ethology.
Ethologists have a long history of developing
their own custom techniques, practices, and
tools for interacting with their specific research
animals. The advent of new computer technology opens new possibilities for the science, but
also brings with it new potential assumptions or
erroneous methods which can hinder the knowledge gathering process.

INSPIRATIONS

11

Included in this book are guidelines developed
over my PhD research studying the fields of
Digital Media and Ethology. This initial framework is part of an eternally iterative project to
find ways of designing new devices for animal
interaction which can mutually benefit both
scientists and digital designers.
- Andrew Quitmeyer, May 2014

> Scientific tools developed and documented by Tinbergen and Frisch.

2

HOLISTIC DESIGN
3

“REFLECTIVE DESIGN ALLOWS

USERS TO MAINTAIN CONTROL OF
AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
MEANING-MAKING PROCESS. THIS
REQUIRES ACTIVELY BUILDING FOR
CO-CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING
BETWEEN USERS, SYSTEMS, AND
DESIGNERS...AND OPEN-ENDED
SYSTEMS WHERE THE REFLECTION
ITSELF IS AN IRREDUCIBLE PART OF
THE FINAL EXPERIENCE.”

WHAT IS
DIGITAL NATURALISM
A key to advancing both ethology and digital media
will be to design for the entire process of Ethology.
Most digital collaborations merely target the experimentation phase of research. Instead, designers
should target the entire process of meaningmaking. Tools should empower the earliest exploraation, the final means disseminating ideas, and also
provide reflection on their own use in the science.
This endeavor requires individuals from both fields
to train in ethological and digital practice, and serve
1
as
“Digital Naturalists” studying both animal
Media - PhD
Digital
Media - Associate Professor
behavior Digital
as well
asStudent
its mediating
technology.

-SENGERS ET AL,
“Reflective Design”
> Tinbergen with simple, homemade experimental tools.
> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama
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Backcountry Hacking - Apache Wilderness, Arizona, USA <

EXPLORATION
Exploration lays the foundation of a scientific investigation. In this phase, complex systems are
researched and examined, first hand, in order to
develop a compelling research question to study
during later experimentation.
Field Hackability
Devices not developed for the field may break, compound
errors, or introduce unforeseen assumptions. A main cause of
Tinbergen's concern over general laboratory rigor was that it
might remove animals from the environment in which they
evolved, introducing unforeseen artifacts that would disguise the
true significance of their behavior. Creating tools within the
target environment can help to avoid malfunctions and minimize
interference with the creature’s behavior. Context –specific tool
making also reveals compounding environmental factors which
should also be analyzed in tandem with the animal’s behavior.
Sensory World Access
The distinctive sensory abilities of the target animals place them
into different sensory worlds which we will never be able to fully
access . Digital technology can take extra-normal sensory data
from devices like electronic compasses or ultrasonic detectors
and remap these stimuli to existing senses. Tools that let
scientists experience the alien senses and timescales of research
animals can grant access to understanding the creature’s world.
5

“AN EXTREMELY VALUABLE

STORE OF FACTUAL KNOWLEDGE
IS PICKED UP BY A YOUNG
NATURALIST DURING HIS SEEMINGLY AIMLESS WANDERINGS IN
THE FIELDS … [AND] THE PRELIMINARY, UNPLANNED OBSERVATIONS ONE DOES WHILE
RELAXED AND UNCOMMITTED
[ARE NOT] WITHOUT VALUE TO
THE STRICT EXPERIMENTAL
ANALYSIS.”

-Niko Tinbergen,
Curious Naturalists

>(below) Stereo Smelling Prototype | Moth antenna close-up (hsu.edu)

> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama
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> Reflected light sensor (Used as prototype for ant traffic monitor)

Open-Ended Tools
Exploration seeks to increase chances of serendipitously
stumbling across new phenomena. The broad knowledge
collected in exploration facilitates deep research questions for
experimentation. Engaging natural systems with high-level,
undirected activities spurs encounters with novel behaviours.
Thus the primary value to support in the exploration phase
would be to create tools that promote open-ended exploration
without a specified goal.
Feedback
The powerfully abstractive capabilities of digital technology can
disconnect the observed cause-effect nature of behavioural
phenomena. Time delays and disembodied probes could
distance an observer from the witnessed actions. Creating
devices that provide immediate feedback to scientists grants
them greater agency to interpret the animals’ interactions.
(1) Behavioural

Compared to post-processing tools, such as recording behaviours and computationally analyzing it back in the lab, on-site
behavioural feedback can prevent lost work from malfunctioning
tools or techniques. Additionally, creating feedback between the
tool and the target organism itself can help one look deeper into
more dynamic aspects of the behaviour.
(2)Environmental

7

>Tinbergen in the midst of field work - Hulshorst, Netherlands

Devices not developed for the field may break, compound
errors, or introduce unforeseen assumptions. Creating tools
within the target environment can help to avoid malfunctions
and minimize interference with the creature’s behaviour.
Context –specific tool making can also reveal key environmental
factors which require tandem analysis with the animal’s behav-

8

9

WHAT IS
“THENATURALISM
VALUE OF BROAD
DIGITAL
DESCRIPTION ARISING FROM
SHEER CURIOSITY SHOULD NOT
BE UNDER-ESTIMATED.”

-Paul Martin,
Measuring Behaviour

> Exploring the behaviour of ants near the tops of jungle trees.
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> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama

EXPERIMENTATION
Experimentation rigorously dissects and examines the complex, multidimensional research
question developed in exploration. This process
abstracts and amplifies decisions and assumptions driving the experimental model in order to
discover a generalizable article of knowledge.

> The Flick-O-Matic’s evolution into service as experimental tool.

Adaptability
Experimental tools should responsibly serve the scientific
research, however the cost and intricacy of many devices can
lead scientists to create experiments around the tools rather than
their original questions. This can be avoided by enabling the
tools to be hack-able and modifiable by oneself and others.
Transparency
Error from unknown variables can become exacerbated during
experimentation. Therefore, the technology used during
experimentation should both avoid introducing error into the
measured interactions as well as reliably make known any
potential disturbances it causes.
Enhanced Repetition
Historically, increasing the throughput of experimental trials has
been the chief concern of scientific technological interventions.
Being able to collect and quickly analyze large amounts of data
reduces the impact of noisy information. Such effective and
rapid processing can only be achieved through carefully considering the factors and processes leading to this experimentation.

> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama
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IN THE NATURALIST'S COLLECTION
...[PLANTS ARE] REASSEMBLED, REUNITED, REDISTRIBUTED ACCORDING TO

ENTIRELY NEW PRINCIPLES THAT
DEPEND ON THE RESEARCHER, ON THE
DISCIPLINE OF BOTANY,... AND ON THE
INSTITUTION THAT SHELTERS THEM,
BUT THEY NO LONGER GROW AS THEY
DID IN THE GREAT FOREST.

THE BOTANIST LEARNS NEW THINGS,
AND SHE IS TRANSFORMED ... BUT

THE PLANTS ARE TRANSFORMED ALSO.
KNOWLEDGE DERIVES FROM SUCH
MOVEMENTS, NOT FROM SIMPLE CONTEMPLATION OF THE FOREST.

-BRUNO LATOUR,
Pandora’s Hope

13

Experimental plants within greenhouse, Gamboa Panama <

> Programming and Enacting Firefly Flashes
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DISSEMINATION
Responsible scientists must properly share their
findings. Instead of relying on the formats of
other scientific fields or centuries-old traditions,
the key challenge for ethological dissemination is
to find new ways to effectively communicate the
rich details of wild animal behavior.
Procedural Rhetoric
The dynamic qualities of animal behaviour are difficult to
convey
in traditional means, but now communication tools
can actually enact behaviours themselves. Digital media’s ability
to rapidly carry-out complex processes can more directly share
and connect with behavioural ideas and actions. Behavioural
media like computer simulations and interactive exhibits could
empower ethological dissemination.
Interactive Reflection
Animals’ behaviours are mired in specific times, places, and
contexts. Situating audiences into similar environments and
actions can grant them the direct experience required to tacitly
understand the implicit impulses behind the creatures’ actions.

Digital Firefly Costume
PHOTINUS PYRALIS
(Common American Firefly)

mouth (input)

voltage in (+)

Abdomen flashes due to
not-yet-fullyunderstood chemical
reactions in a substance called
luciferase. Males flash a specific
pattern, and wait for females to
respond with aptly timed single
flashes.

> Documentation and Licensing for Free Tech.

butt (output)v

ground (-)

Open Research
The scientific and technological discoveries made during
exploration and experimentation are incomplete and useless if
locked up in the mind of one individual. Documenting and
sharing scientific practices and devices with free technology
licenses lets others recreate, verify, and build upon your research.

Audience-AntRobot interaction during performance <

3V battery

> Post-performance reflection with real ants and participant experiences.

“OFTEN I HAVE BEEN FRUSTRATED

17

>Crafting artificial Cecropia Tree ant habitat - w/ Peter Marting

WITH THE JOURNAL ARTICLES THAT
COME OUT OF THE RESEARCH
BECAUSE ONLY THE FINISHED
RESULTS ARE GIVEN. ALL THE
EXCITEMENT OF THE PROCESS HAS
BEEN SQUEEZED OUT SO THAT THE
RESULTS WILL CONFORM TO CERTAIN EXPECTED STANDARDS...

MY HOPE IS TO CAPTURE... THE
SOUNDS AND SIGHTS, THE

ENDLESS CHORES AND HAPPY ACCIDENTS, THE OBSESSIONS, THE
WONDER OF IT ALL.”

-BERND HEINRICH,
In a Patch of Fireweed
> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama
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WHAT IS
DIGITAL NATURALISM

DigitalNaturalism
Andrew Quitmeyer
Digital Media - Phd Student

Michael Nitsche

Digital Media - Associate Professor

www.digitalnaturalism.org

> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama

Scientific Process

WHAT IS DIGITAL NATURALISM?

Digital Tools

Encounter
Experiential
Data
Experimentation Analysis Review
Phenomenon
Assay
Distribution
Digital Media

ETHOLOGY
Be

vior
ha

Inqu
ir

y

CRITICAL MAKING
Exp

PERFORMANCE
e ri e n c e

Digital Naturalism investigates the role of digital
media in field Ethology via the lenses of Critical
Making and Performance. It is a research project pursued by Andrew Quitmeyer.
This concept examines the development of situated digital tools promoting interaction between
animals, humans, and the environment. It seeks
to complement current role in of digital tools in
Ethology, by first by filling in the gaps at the ends
of the scientific process usually neglected by
digital technology: open-ended exploration and
communication.

INSPIRATIONS

We will craft digital performative artifacts, tools,
and toys which interact with animals and their
environs. These exploratory tools will be first
used for scientists encountering new phenomena, and then in to design performances for
peers and outsiders to learn about the concepts
in a likewise manner.

ETHOLOGY AND NATURALISM
We focus on Ethology for its animal engagements, necessary field work, and its stubborness
to be fully clarified as a direct objective science.
From the Renaissance to the late Victorian Era,
Francis's Bacon's objectivist philosophy began
bleeding off disparate scientific fields based on
empiricism from the generalized “amateur”-ish
field of natural philosophy. One of the last fields to
fall out was the messy realm of living creatures.
WM. Wheeler, a zoological professor, had been
trying to escape from under the strict anatomical
version of biology which was seen as the scientific, objective manner. He instead proposed a
reconceptualization of these last vestiges of natural philosophy as Ethology, the study of behavior.

“AN EXTREMELY VALUABLE

STORE OF FACTUAL KNOWLEDGE
IS PICKED UP BY A YOUNG
NATURALIST DURING HIS SEEMINGLY AIMLESS WANDERINGS IN
THE FIELDS … [AND] THE PRELIMINARY, UNPLANNED OBSERVATIONS ONE DOES WHILE
RELAXED AND UNCOMMITTED
[ARE NOT] WITHOUT VALUE TO
THE STRICT EXPERIMENTAL
ANALYSIS.”

WHAT IS
DIGITAL NATURALISM

-Niko Tinbergen,
Curious Naturalists

Ethologists sought to study animal behavior on
their own terms in contrast to comparitive psychology which attempted a top-down reflection of
Digital Media - Phd Student

Digital Media - Associate Professor

>Diverse Group of Researchers in Panamanian Tropical Rain Forest
> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama

“INCREASINGLY EXACT AND SPE-

CIALIZED RESEARCH IS BEING DONE
NOWADAYS, YET SOME FIELDS OF
BIOLOGY SEEM SOMETIMES TO LOSE
TOUCH WITH BIOLOGY'S ORIGINAL
OBJECT - LIVING THINGS IN THEIR
NATURAL SURROUNDINGS.”

-Niko Tinbergen,
Curious Naturalists

>Tinbergen in the midst of field work - Hulshorst, Netherlands

"lower"creatures behaviors as immature or base
versions of our own much more complex behavior. This met with much criticism as being soft, or
unscientific as "just birdwatching."
One of the primary founders of modern Ethology,
Niko Tinbergen, would often debate this matter
himself, questioning whether or not rigorous
laboratory science has usurped the role of situated
studies in the field. He concludes however that
naturalism is important for its 1) holistic view of
“the variety of life patterns,” 2) efficiency in analysis via parallel observation, and 3) actualized
engagement with the real world.
In present incarnations of Ethology, however, the
use of digital technology is typically constrained to
the laboratory for greater precision or speed.
Many digital tools are also created by external
hands for very specific uses. Thus two problems
that Digital Naturalism attempts to tackle are 1)
creating technology for open-ended exploration
and 2) training scientists to craft and reflect upon
their own tools.

PERFORMANCE
Behavioral representation requires inscription
in a procedural medium. Situated performances mediated through digital tools empower not only the collection and analysis of
behavioral data, but also its presentation and
dissemination.
Robert Crease proposed viewing scientific
experimentation as performance. Perfomances bring focus upon the spatiotemporal phenomena being conjured or
changed by the interaction.

“AN EXTREMELY VALUABLE

STORE OF FACTUAL KNOWLEDGE
IS PICKED UP BY A YOUNG
NATURALIST DURING HIS SEEMINGLY AIMLESS WANDERINGS IN
THE FIELDS … [AND] THE PRELIMINARY, UNPLANNED OBSERVATIONS ONE DOES WHILE
RELAXED AND UNCOMMITTED
[ARE NOT] WITHOUT VALUE TO
THE STRICT EXPERIMENTAL
ANALYSIS.”

-Niko Tinbergen,
Curious Naturalists

> Bat swooping to catch food from a Robotic frog - Panama
> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama

“WE MUST FIND A NEW WAY OF

DISCUSSING EXPERIMENTATION
THAT APPROACHES IT AS A PROCESS
FOR WHICH DATA AND THEORIES
ARE NOT FOUNDATIONS BUT OUTCOMES. IT IS MY CONTENTION THAT
THE THEATRICAL ANALOGY - EXPERIMENTATION AS THE PRODUCTION
AND EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCES - IS THE RIGHT TOOL FOR
GENERATING A MODEL FOR THIS
KIND OF PROCESS.”

-ROBERT CREASE,
The Play of Nature
> Ethologists playing with a robotic woodpecker and ants

CRITICAL MAKING
The creation of one’s tools permits critical
analysis of the designs and constrains
with the animals and environments
involved in the research. Critical Making,
a concept coined by Matt Ratto, avoids
technologically-deterministic experimentation and directly confronts issues of
pragmatism and theory.
It is a theoretical combination of “critical
thinking” and material contstruction.
It follows the basic principle that “making
is thinking” (Sennet), and is targeted “first
and foremost as a way of learning and
exploring the world” (Ratto-Hertz Interview). It is a material engagement with a
constant focus on all the myraid factors
surrounding the act.

>Box of equipment for digital crafting
> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama

“CRITICAL MAKING, A MODE OF

>Crafting artificial Cecropia Tree ant habitat - w/ Peter Marting

MATERIALLY PRODUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT THAT IS INTENDED TO BRIDGE
THE GAP BETWEEN CREATIVE PHYSICAL AND CONCEPTUAL EXPLORATION... [IT IS A] DESIRE TO THEORETICALLY AND PRAGMATICALLY
CONNECT TWO MODES OF ENGAGEMENT WITH THE WORLD THAT ARE
OFTEN HELD SEPARATE—CRITICAL
THINKING, TYPICALLY UNDERSTOOD
AS CONCEPTUALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY BASED, AND PHYSICAL
“MAKING,” GOAL-BASED MATERIAL
WORK.”

-MATT RATTO,
Critical Making
> Ant Tracking Research - Gamboa Panama

EXAMPLES
ANDREW QUITMEYER
Leafcutter Morse Code
An Arduino is coded to transmit messages written in morse code
via the up-and-down motion of a taflon coated gate. The gate
intersects a leafcutter ant pathway. Simple computer vision
techniques count the number of GREEN pixels present in each
frame. This information is graphed and analyzed to reveal the
original message along with the noise resulting from its living
mediation.
In creating and tuning the device one builds a tacit understanding of the particular dynamic response of these ants.

The
creation of one’s tools permits critical
ANDREW QUITMEYER
analysis
of the designs and constrains
Mark Your Territory
with
theTerritory
animals
andcybiotic
environments
Mark Your
is another
project that explores ownership of digital in
andthe
real-world
spaces. Humans
and animals
alike are
involved
research.
Critical
Making
able to interact with the typically humans-only digital territory-claiming
avoids
application,technologically-deterministic
foursquare. It builds off ideas of semiochemicals, and
investigates multifarious means
claiming spaces
digitally, physically,
experimentation
andof directly
confronts
and
temporally.
issues of pragmatism and theory.

> Mark Your Territory - Andrew Quitmeyer

Special markers are staked into areas but are only activated when
urinated upon. Specific seeds inside each marker display ownership
over long periods, and litmus paper provides an unbiased indicator of
the owner. Since real urine is used, animals can now also participate in
digital spaces.

ANDREW QUITMEYER
Cybernetic Superorganism

> Slowbot controlled by Ants - Andrew Quitmeyer

INSPIRATIONS

This project is a slowbot controlled by a symbiotic colony of ants.
It builds of inspirational cybiotic feedback system projects like Ken
Rinaldo's Augmented Fish Reality, Garnet Hertz's Cockroach
Controlled Robot, and even back to Skinner's pigeon guided missiles.
Here single organisms are given bodies and senses which permit new
interactions with each other and us humans. I wanted to try out this
idea in a new way with the substitution of a superorganism.
Ant navigation is multifarious and highly studied, but always uses the
(generally true) assumption of a fixed home-site (because their nests
don't move). I want to see if the ants can cope with a moving nest, and
how robust their navigation behaviors truly are. Additionally, I want to
create and expressive machine that allows humans to interact and view
the distributed superorganism as a single living entity.

ADDITIONAL DATA AND WRITING

11.3 Iterations of the Design Framework
Preliminary Framework Field-guide

a)

Before heading down to Panama for my final field season, I created a third, additional “Digital Media
Field Guide” to give to scientists. In this pamphlet I produced a preliminary framework for designing
digital devices to study animal behavior in the wild. I wanted to share these concepts with my biologist
collaborators for validation and critique. I also used these concepts to guide the ethologists’ own designs
during workshops that I led. Delineating an initial outline of what would eventually be the outcome of
my dissertation, helped draw my and the ethologists’ attention to specific, interesting aspects of the
design process.

This first field guide listed these concepts as components of the framework

Design Framework V1:
•
•
•
•

Hackability
Embodiment
Open-Ended Tools
Feedback
o Behavioral
o Contextual
 Environmental Awareness
 Machine Appropriateness

Design Framework V2:

•
•

Agency
Context
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•
•
•

Open-endedness
Feedback
Embodiment

11.3.1 Agency

-Make things Fixable
-Make things Modifiable
-Making things oneself

11.3.2 Context

•

Make things in the field site

•

Incorporate Environment in Design

•

Robust

11.3.3 Open-ended
• Question Generative
•

Simple Functions can be applied in multiple settings

•

Built without specified goal

•

Potentially Imprecise / cover a broad range of stimuli/measurements

11.3.4 Feedback
• Tool Feedback (Machine – Human)
– Real-time sharing of sensed data
– Let’s one know it’s functioning properly
•

Cybiotic Feedback (Machine-Animal)
– Provides potential for dynamic experimentation
– Design target that drives robust designs
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11.3.5 Embodiment
• Apply machine senses to one’s own body
•

Performances
– Prototyping
– Sharing and engaging with behavioral concepts

11.4 Possible Digital Naturalist Framework addendum for entirety of process.
Collected below are early, untested ideas to extend the design framework for experimentation and
dissemination.
11.4.1.1 Experimentation
11.4.1.1.1 Adaptability
Experimental tools should be primarily responsible to serving the scientific research. Ideally all
experimental instruments would be custom-designed for each experiment. The cost and intricacy of
many devices, however limits their bespoke qualities. These factors, especially with many inaccessible
or proprietary digital technologies, can lead scientists to create experiments around the tools rather than
the research question. This type of technological determinism can be avoided by enabling the tools to be
readily hack-able and modifiable by oneself and others.
11.4.1.1.2 Transparency (Knowing the Variables)
Unknown variables can become exacerbated by the abstraction and amplification process of
experimentation. To avoid compounding these errors, one target in experimentation is to reduce the
amount of unknown variables introduced into a situation. This can be difficult during field studies due to
the lack of environmental control, but ethologists typically target this task by attempting to be as
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minimally invasive as possible. 607 Some aspects of behavior can be too subtle or infrequent to study
through pure observation, however. In these cases, then disturbances should still be minimized, and the
disturbances introduced should be logged and consistently reproducible from one trial to the next.
Therefore, the technology used during experimentation should both avoid introducing error into the
measured interactions as well as reliably make known any potential disturbances it causes.

11.4.1.1.3 Enhanced Repetition
Another means of reducing the impact of uncontrolled variables during wildlife experimentation comes
from increasing the number of independent trials conducted. Numerous versions of trials can help
resolve outliers and lend greater credence to findings. Therefore, being able to collect and quickly
analyze large amounts of data is a significant target for the experiment’s tools. Historically, increasing
the throughput of experimental trials has been the chief concern of scientific technological interventions.
Due to the interlinked nature of the entire scientific process, however, effective and rapid processing can
only be achieved through the careful consideration of the other scientific and technological factors
leading to this experimentation.

11.4.1.2 Dissemination
11.4.1.2.1 Procedural Rhetoric
The dynamic qualities of animal behavior make ethological research difficult to convey in traditional
means. Scientists need years of practiced skill and innate talent to reconstruct the rich details of living

607

Hence the reason for Tinbergen’s hides when observing gulls
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systems into standardized documentation of text, data, and graphics. Now, however, scientists can also
try to communicate with tools that can actually enact behaviors themselves. Digital media’s ability to
rapidly carry-out complex processes holds a new potential for more directly sharing and connecting with
behavioral ideas and actions 608. For this reason, it is important for ethologists to explore behavioral
media such as computer simulations and interactive exhibits to empower their dissemination.

11.4.1.2.2 Interactive Reflection
Animals’ behaviors are mired in specific times, places, and contexts. This background information can
be hard to communicate to audiences without similar experience and without resorting to endless lists
describing the multitude of factors surrounding specific behaviors. One effective alternative can be to
situate the recipient into a similar environment or network of actions experienced by the organism itself.
Individuals can then refer to their own lived experience with or “as” the creature to better reflect on the
abstract concepts that had been discovered during a scientist’s experimentation. Therefore, designing
embodied and interactive experiences for audiences can grant them the direct experience required to
tacitly understand the creatures’ situated actions.

11.4.1.2.3 Open Research
Maintaining the open accessibility of all aspects of one’s research empowers its distribution and
integrity. This means freely sharing a project’s data and methods as well as its hardware and software

608

Bogost
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designs. Not only will this help share your ideas and discoveries with a variety of audiences, but
utilizing free licenses lets others recreate, verify, and build upon your research.
For instance, the Public Library of Science (PLoS) describes the following benefits of conducting “open
science” such as, reproducibility, faster development, increased quality, and long-term availability. 609
Carefully documenting and sharing and devices with free technology licenses
Thus, keeping one’s research open through careful documentation and non-restrictive licenses will
augment its scientific and technological discoveries.

11.5 May 2014 Prototype v1 of the framework

11.5.1.1.1 Open-Ended Tools
Exploration seeks to increase chances of serendipitously stumbling across new phenomena. 610 The broad
knowledge collected in exploration facilitates deep research questions for experimentation. Engaging
natural systems with high-level, undirected activities spurs encounters with novel behaviors. Thus the
primary value to support in the exploration phase would be to create tools that promote open-ended
exploration without a specified goal.
11.5.1.1.2 Feedback
Any form of technology, from digital sensors, to measuring tape, to the photo receptors in our eyes,
necessarily mediates and shapes one’s access to the world. The powerfully abstractive capabilities of

609

(Prlić and Lapp 2012)

610

Crease!!
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digital technology however, can disconnect the observed cause-effect nature of behavioral phenomena.
Time delays and disembodied probes could distance an observer from the witnessed actions. One target
for ethological tools then would be to privilege devices that provide immediate feedback to scientists
over relying on post-processing steps. Tighter feedback grants greater agency to the scientists for
interpreting the high-level interactions of the animals.
11.5.1.1.2.1

Behavioral

Maintaining an instrument’s responsiveness to animal actions empowers its abilities for behavioral
exploration. First, supplying immediate feedback to scientists helps them adjust and tune their assays to
particular situations. Compared to post-processing tools, such as recording behaviors and
computationally analyzing it back in the lab, on-site behavioral feedback can prevent lost work from
malfunctioning tools or techniques. Additionally, creating feedback between the tool and the target
organism itself can help one look deeper into more dynamic aspects of the behavior.
11.5.1.1.2.2

Environmental

Devices not developed for the field may break, compound errors, or introduce unforeseen assumptions.
A main cause of Tinbergen's concern over general laboratory rigor was that it might remove animals
from the environment in which they evolved, introducing unforeseen artifacts that would disguise the
true significance of their behavior. Creating tools within the target environment can help to avoid
malfunctions and minimize interference with the creature’s behavior. Context –specific tool making can
also reveal compounding environmental factors which require analysis in tandem with the animal’s
behavior.

11.5.1.1.3 Sensory World Access
The distinctive sensory abilities of the target animals place them into different sensory worlds which we
will never be able to fully access. Digital technology can take extra-normal sensory data from devices
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like electronic compasses or ultrasonic detectors and remap these stimuli to existing senses. 611 Over
time, the plasticity of the brain, then, completes the sensory analogy offering us a glimpse into a new
worldview. Tools that let scientists experience the alien senses and timescales of a research animals can
grant access to understanding the creature’s world.
11.5.1.1.4 Field-Malleability
Exploration is a volatile period of iterative testing with rapidly shifting objectives. The assays one plans
to carrying in the field evolve during their enactment, and the tools used to explore these phenomena
need to similarly adapt. The device’s ability to be repurposed, reprogrammed, and restructured in the
field empowers exploratory abilities of the tool.

611

(Kaczmarek 1995; Nagel et al. 2005)
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11.6 Syllabus resulting from the 2015 Wearables Hiking Hack s

Days i and ii: Pre-workshops
First Day

•
•

Brainstorming wearable technology ideas
Building two select items

Second Day

•
•
•
•
•

Finishing wearable technologies for field use
Sorting gear
Sorting food
Packing
Prepping hack computer with drivers and libraries

Day 1: Hike In
Challenge

•

Find an interesting organism while we hiked

Activities

•
•

Hiking
Set up mini-camp

Reflection

•

Evening Journal Writing

Day 2: Hike In
Challenge

•
•

Find a biological structure that performs a function
Cybiotic Life drawing
• Draw an animal, plant, fungus, and ecosystem
• label senses and actions taking place in the drawings

Activities

•
•

Hiking
Designing a cell-phone game that could share the experience or mechanics of
backpacking
Set up basecamp hacker tarps
Mountain lion game

•
•

Reflection

•
•

Performances based on creatures from life-drawing. Three teams were given
three genres to push their creatures into: A fairy tale, A heist, and a horror
film.
Evening Journal Writing
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Day 3: Exploration Day
Challenge

•

Smell Adventure: Go out and collect interesting smells

Activities

•
•
•

Setup hacking stations
Testing Hydroelectricity
Setting up Bear Bag Elevator

Reflection

•

Evening Journal Writing

Day 4: Build Day
Challenge

•

Create a digital device to interact or explore our surroundings

Activities

•
•
•

Card Sort: Collecting ideas, arranging concepts, in a non-reductive process
Refining Hydroelectric turbines
Forest Speaker making

Reflection

•
•

Morning Journaling
Evening Journal Writing

Day 5: Documentation Day
Challenge

•

•

Capture and explain device on video
• Why you made it
• What does it do
• What are next steps / future improvements / things you learned
Create a Performance that involves or explains your device

Activities

•
•

Finish Hydroelectric Tests
Hugh and Paul Collect our Cars with Fishermen

Reflection

•
•
•

Morning Journaling
Evening Journal Writing
Digital Daypack Design Jam
o Teams create and present new physical concepts for

Day 6: Bonus Day
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Challenge

•
•

Finish the performances of the things you built
Document side projects

Activities

•
•
•
•

Lunchtime performances
Pack up digital gear
Pack up hacking tents
Contact: campfire game

Reflection

•

Morning Journaling

Day 7: Hike Out
Challenge

•
•

Find delicious food back in the real world
Try to keep feet dry over stream crossings

Activities

•
•
•

Pack up rest of camp
Clean
Really really clean

Reflection

•

Morning Journaling
Chat and hang out in van

Day iii: Documentation Workshop
Challenge

•
•
•

Document a digital device you created
• In Wordpress
• In an Indesign layout
Document an experience in the field
• In Wordpress
• In an Indesign layout
Document a bonus activity or thing you made
• In Wordpress
• In an Indesign layout

Activities

•
•

Unsort gear
Get it back to andy’s place

Reflection

•

Arrange after party celebration
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